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Laboratory of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism -- Cellular

Physiology Section

During the past year the Laboratory of Cellular Physiology has

concerned itself with the following major research projects: (1) the

structure of ribonuclease and its correlation with biological activity;

(2) studies on the mode of involvement of genetic material in protein

synthesis, with particular emphasis on the synthesis of bacteriophage

protein; (3) studies on the structural role of proline and hydroxyproline

in proteins, and on the physical properties of proteins in relation to

their amino acid sequence and secondary and tertiary structure; (4)

mechanisms of protein biosynthesis in the hen oviduct; (5) structure

and metabolism of mucopolysaccharides; (6) structure and function of

lipoproteins; and (7) energy transfer associated with electron transport.

(1) The studies relating details of structure of ribonuclease to

its catalytic activity have been continued in the direction of chemical
removal of larger and larger portions of the native molecule without

affecting function. Outstanding among the findings of the past year has

been the observation that one, and perhaps two, of the four disulfide

bridges in the protein can be opened by reductive cleavage, using sulf-

hydryl compounds as reagents, without inactivation. The exact location

in the three-dimensional fabric of the protein of these two noncatalytic

bonds is now under consideration. A series of studies has also been
carried out which indicates a close correlation between certain of the

spectral and optical rotatory properties of this protein with activity.

The enzyme has been isolated in pure form from sheep pancreas and

this material has been compared with the bovine protein for differences

in sequence and amino acid composition. The significant differences

which do exist between these proteins appear to be located within that

region of the molecule which other studies have indicated to be indis-

pensable. It is planned to investigate ribonucleases from other biologi-

cal sources and to examine further degradations in an attempt to reach
an active fragment of minimum size.

(2) Due to the advances in genetic techniques, various labora-

tories have been successful in mapping the genetic material of bacterio-
phages with a high degree of resolution. One of the mapped regions
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controls the biosynthesis of a protein in the tail of the phage which

determines the host specificity. The isolation of this particular pro-

tein is well under way and techniques have been developed for the

comparison of samples of this protein isolated from various mutants,

in regard to amino acid sequence. The problem has basic importance

in connection with the question of whether or not genetic information

is transferred in a 1:1 fashion from DNA to protein during protein bio-

synthesis,

(3) Studies have been made of the three-dimensional structure

of polyproline and various collagens as one approach to the determina-

tion of the relative importance of proline as a specific configuration-

conferring residue in polypeptide chains. A variety of physical techniques

supports the concept of an isomerization about those points in polypeptide

chains which contain proline. In other physical studies of globular pro-

teins, considerable information has been obtained on the conditions under

which polypeptides become coiled into helical structures. It appears

likely that such coiling is favored by conditions where the activity of water

is greatly reduced, such as the addition of high levels of lithium bromide,

(4) A fractionation of the protein synthesizing systems of the hen
oviduct has indicated the presence of a particulate fraction associated

with the "cell debris" of the tissue which may be the site of temporary
accumulation of activated amino acid intermediates. Attempts to identify

the chemical nature of these intermediates are in progress. There seems
little doubt that protein synthesis in this specialized tissue involves pre-

cursors other than free amino acids themselves.

(5) As an outgrowth of earlier studies on the degradation of heparin

and other compounds by bacterial enzymes,, a number of enzyme prepara-
tions have been isolated from bacteria which can cause the specific degrada-

tion of various polysaccharides at chemically identifiable bonds. The list

of enzymes includes at present a hyaluronidase type, a ehondroltin type,

a sulfatase, a sulfamidase and others with less defined characteristics.
'

In collaboration with Dr. Karl Meyer of Columbia University, degradation

products of heparins and other polysaccharides are being separated and
investigated. The sub-units of structure should be of great value in sub-
sequent studies on the biosynthesis of polysaccharide molecules. Investi-

gations are also under way to examine the value of mast cell tumors as
material for the study of heparin biosynthesis, employing as precursors
the sub-units prepared by enzymatic degradation as described above.





(6) A direct chemical study of various lipoprotein fractions of

plasma, including chylomicrons, indicates that there are a number of

distinct and separable protein moieties which are associated with dif-

ferent density classes of lipoproteins. Most of the work along these

lines has so far involved amino acid and group analysis. Recently a

technique of "fingerprinting" has made it possible to demonstrate that

chylomicrons contain a protein identical with the protein moiety of <J—

lipoprotein. This technique, depending on the two-dimensional paper

chromatographic analysis of peptide mixtures resulting from the proteo-

lytic digestion of proteins, promises to be of general use in the further

comparison of other lipoprotein fractions.

(7) Using techniques of ultrasonic disintegration, a subparticulate

preparation has been made from isolated mitochondria which is extremely

efficient in the process of oxidative phosphorylation. A study of this pro-

cess in these active preparations suggests that the formation of high-energy

phosphate bonds in tissues during the oxidation of substrates may take place

by a reversal of the reactions which lead to ATP degradation. An essential

step indicated by these studies in the formation of high- energy phosphate

bonds involves the production of a high-energy form of a critical enzyme
whose nature is at present completely obscure. Present efforts are di-

rected towards attempts to obtain independent evidence for the suggested

relation between the phosphorylation process and ATPase activity. The
crude system is also being studied in regard to the ability of thyroxin or

triiodothyronine to modify the energy-yielding reactions.

Laboratory of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism -- Enzymes Section

The activities of this group are concerned mainly with studies at

the enzyme level of various problems of intermediary metabolism. In

view of the fact that activated (energy-rich) derivatives of simple metabo-

lites are vehicles for the biological transfer of chemical energy* such

compounds are common intermediates in many diverse metabolic pathways

and may therefore be regarded as strategic centers in the regulation of

metabolism. Accordingly, attention has been directed to a study of se-

lected biochemical systems which offer opportunities to investigate the

exact nature of various kinds of activated intermediates and the types of

reactions that they undergo. In view of the now well-established fact that

the enzymatic mechanisms of energy transfer in metabolism are virtually

the same for all living organisms, the experimental material offering the

greatest technical advantage has been chosen irrespective of its natural
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origin. Specifically, the current investigations are concerned with

studies on the metabolism of one, two, and three carbon compounds;
the metabolism of amino acids; the metabolism of heterocyclic, ureido

and guanido compounds; the metabolism of steroids and other isoprenoid

derivatives; electron transport mechanisms; the biochemistry of protein

synthesis, cellulose synthesis and differentiation; and the chemistry of

purine and pyrimidine basis and their nucleotide and nucleic acid deriva-

tives.

Further studies have been carried out on the enzymatic synthesis

of acetyl imidazole by reaction of acetyl CoA with imidazole. This reac-

tion represents a new type of acyl-transfer at the energy-rich level. The
extraordinarily high free energy of hydrolysis of acetyl imidazole (ca.

13,000 calories) suggests that it or related derivatives may have an im-
portant role in acyl-transfer reactions. The enzyme catalyzing its forma-
tion has been partially purified and the kinetics and substrate specificity

of the enzyme have been investigated

„

Evidence has been accumulated from several sources indicating

a central role of three carbon compounds in the biosynthesis of antibiotics

and in the oxidation of fatty acids with odd numbers of carbon atoms. In

studies on the mechanism of propionic acid oxidation, propionyl CoA,
acrylyl CoA, |3-alanyl CoA, lactyl CoA and ^-hydroxy propionyl CoA have
been identified as energy-rich 3-carbon metabolites. The enzymes cata-

lyzing the interconversions of these substances, and the further metabo-
lism of these compounds are still under investigation.

The role and nature of activated one-carbon compound in metabo-
lism is being studied from several points of view. Implication of tetra-

hydro folic acid as a mediator of one-carbon transfers in the metabolism
of purines and in enzymatic conversion of serine to glycine has prompted
a more detailed study of the latter reaction. As presented in previous
summaries of this research, it was found that numerous folic acid de-
rivatives containing three to six glutamyl- residues* as well as various
nucleotide derivatives serve as more reactive coenzyme forms of folic

acid in serine degradation. The previously reported unidentified folic

acid intermediate in the serine to glycine conversion has now been shown
to be dihydro-teropterin. Enzymatic reduction of teropterin to dihydro-
teropterin is coupled with the oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl CoA and C02 ,

This rather specific reaction provides a mechanism by which pteridines
are reduced to a form that is biologically active in one-carbon transfer,
and it also focuses attention on the possible role of pteridines in electron
transport.
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In search for other biochemical systems that are particularly

well-suited for studies of one-carbon metabolism, the enrichment

culture technique has been used to isolate bacteria that can grow

anaerobically on simple compounds such as methyl urea, dimethyl

urea, betaine, choline, dimethyl glycine, etc Anaerobic dissimula-

tion of such compounds would be expected to yield products involving

the condensation of two or more one-carbon derivatives. Preliminary

results showing the conversion of betaine to sarcosine, acetate and

ethanol and of choline to trimethyl amine, ethanol and acetate are particu-

larly encouraging, A detailed enzymatic analysis of these fermentations

is now in progress.

Studies on the microbial degradation of riboflavin and its ana-

logues were continued as part of a general program designed to deter-

mine more about the intermediary metabolism of heterocyclic compounds.

Several compounds representing various stages of riboflavin degradation

have been isolated in significant quantities as crystalline products of

metabolism. One of these has been identified as 3, 4 dimethyl- ^-pyrone

and is presumably derived from the xylene moiety of riboflavin. Identi-

fication of the other products is in progress. To facilitate further studies

in the biochemistry of heterocyclic compounds, microorganisms have been

isolated that have specialized abilities to obtain all their energy, carbon

and nitrogen for growth through the dissimilation of individual drugs, alka-

loids and vitamins. Detailed enzyme studies on the metabolism of some
of these is anticipated during the forthcoming year.

Since saw fly larvae (Neodiprion pratti pratti) live exclusively on

a diet high in terpenes (pine needles) enzyme preparations of this insect

have been examined for their abilities to metabolize various isoprenoid

derivatives such as cholesterol, j9-ionone, vitamin K and ^"-tocopherol.

Preliminary results indicate that these are all actively metabolized by

extracts of acetone powders. Several enzymatic products of cholesterol

degradation have been isolated and are being characterized, A further

insight into the mechanism of isoprene metabolism is expected from
studies recently initiated on the metabolism of microorganisms that can

utilize simple isoprene derivatives (i, e 3 , citronellol, geraniol, cam-
phoric acid, ^-ionone, carotene, vitamin K) as sole sources of carbon
and energy.

Continued efforts to elucidate the mechanism of ATP formation
in the reductive deamination of glycine to acetate and ammonia have led
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to a separation of two enzyme components both of which are needed for

the overall reaction. When mixed in appropriate proportions these en-

zyme fractions catalyze on esierification of orthophosphate in excess of

the acetate produced with a concomitant accumulation of an unidentified

volatile glycine degradation product.

Two enzymes were found to be required for the reductive cleavage

of L-proline to form $ -amino valeric acid (1) a racemase, catalyzing the

conversion of L to D-proline and (2) a D-specific proline reductase.

An organism catalyzing the anaerobic fermentation of 2 moles of
« -amino valeric acid to one mole each of propionic, acetic and Valeric

acids and 2 moles of ammonia was isolated by the enrichment technique

and it should provide an excellent medium for further studies on reduc-
tion deamination.

By analogy to the metabolism of citrulline and arginf.ne, it has
appeared likely that the degradation of creatine and creatinine would lead

to the intermediary formation of carbamyl- phosphate or a similar energy-
rich derivative. Accordingly, two anaerobic bacteria have been isolated

that utilize creatinine as major carbon, nitrogen and energy sources.

One of these organisms catalyzes the almost quantitative conversion of

creatinine to the ureido derivative 5-methyl hydantoin and ammonia. This
unique hydrolysis reaction appears to be associated with the formation of

one mole of ATP. The other bacterium catalyzes the conversion of creati-

nine to sarcosine, ammonia and CO2. Further enzyme studies on the

mechanism of the energy-yielding reactions in these fermentations is under
investigation.

Recent advances in the metabolism of fatty acids and amino acids

have invalidated the common conclusion that flavin enzyme systems are
involved only in the transfer of electrons from substrates or pyridine

nucleotides to terminal electron acceptors, i. e. , cytochromes or oxygen„
To obtain more information on the role of flavin enzyme systems as elec-

tron carriers in biosynthetic reactions, the mechanism of electron trans-
port in anaerobic bacteria (where terminal respiration involving molecu-
lar oxygen or cytochromes is not possible) is being studied. The latter

organisms offer a unique opportunity to investigate oxidative phosphoryla-
tion at the flavin level uncomplicated by terminal respiration.





Another study dealing with electron transport is concerned with

the mechanism of hydrogen activation by a hydrogenase system found in

Clostridium kluyveri . The reduction of DPN by molecular hydrogen re-

quires the presence of a heat stable co-enzyme found in extracts of a

variety of organisms. The isolation and characterization of this co-

enzyme is in progress.

During the life cycle of the slime mold, aggregation of individual

myxamoebae to form a migrating slug is stimulated by the presence of a

diffusable, chemotactic substance elaborated by the amoebae. It has

been found that a similar chemotactic response is obtained with estrane

sulfate (0. 01 /ml.) and various other steroid hormones. Following de-

velopment of the slug, further differentiation is manifested by the pro-

duction of a visible cellulose stalk on top of which sits a spore sac. The
overall process of differentiation occurs very rapidly (12 hours) and is

associated with a change from a more or less anaerobic to aerobic metab-
olism, It has been found that coincident with the changes in metabolism
there is a marked decrease in the total protein content and in the enzyme
composition of the organism. Large increases occur in the concentration

of isocitric dehydrogenase, malic dehydrogenase and other enzymes of

the TCA cycle. In addition UDPG pyrophosphorylase increases markedly
suggesting a role of this enzyme in cellulose synthesis. In view of the

rapidity of the differentiation process and the marked changes in metabo=
lism associated with it, and the further fact that these changes occur in

the absence of an external food supply, this system offers unique oppor-
tunities to study the biochemistry of protein metabolites, cellulose syn-

thesis and differentiation.

In addition to the enzyme studies, research on the chemistry of

purine and prymidine bases, their nucleotide and nucleic acid deriva-

tives is also being carried out. Application of infra-red absorption
studies to these compounds in D2O solution has shown that the major
tautomeric form existing in solution is the keto form for the uridine and
thymidine derivatives and the amino form for adenine derivatives. Ex-
tension of these studies to homologous nucleic acid polymers and co-
polymers of adenine and uridine nucleotides reveals similar tautomeric
forms in the latter compounds as well. The results are consistent with
the Watson Crick hypothesis for a double helical structure for DNA stabi-
lized by hydrogen bonding between the amino group of the purine and the
keto group of the pyrimidine bases respectively.





Laboratory of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism — Metabolism
Section

The research of the Section on Metabolism over the past year
fails into several categories:

(1) Lipid transport and metabolism and the relation of lipid

metabolism to atherosclerosis; (2) Studies of factors controlling serum
lipoprotein levels and of factors controlling lipoprotein production; (3)

Mechanisms of protein synthesis and degradation; (4) Studies of serum
proteins and their metabolism; (5) Studies on experimental and clinical

nephrosis; (6) Studies on the mechanism of action of Orinase; (7) Studies

on the structure of skeletal muscle proteins

„

(1) Further studies on the unesterified fatty acid (UFA) fraction

plasma in patients have shown that in the fasting state this fraction is

apparently the sole source of respiratory CG>2. The specific radioactivity

of the respiratory CO2 was found to be very nearly the same as that of the

UFA following an intravenous injection of the latter,, Parallel evidence

for the key position of this fraction has been obtained in studies on dia-

betics, in which case the specific radioactivity of urinary ketone bodies

is found again to be the same as that expected if they arose exclusively

from plasma UFA, In vitro studies of adipose tissue show that epinephrine

stimulates the release and glucose inhibits the release of fatty acids from
depot fat. Tissues taken from fasting animals release fatty acid more
rapidly than tissues taken from fed animals „

These findings taken together lead to this picture: in the fasting

state the unavailability of glucose causes release of fatty acids from the

depots. These fatty acids are transported to the sites of combustion in

the form of unesterified fatty acids bound to albumin. That this is the

only important transport form for getting depot fat to the sites of oxida-
tion is shown by the labelling studies discussed above.

The removal of chylomicron triglyceride from plasma does not

take place exclusively through intravascular lipolysis. The body distribu-

tion of labeled fatty acids is very different when they are given as UFA
and when they are given as chylomicron triglycerides. Apparently the

chylomicron fat reaches sites of oxidation without being necessarily trans-
ported through the serum as UFA. Furthermore,, the clearing of ehylo-
micra is not inhibited by protamine, although the oxidation of triglycerides
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in chylomicra is inhibited. Apparently triglycerides can be removed
intact from postprandial serum.

It has been shown that the specific radioactivity of the chylomicron
protein after feeding labeled amino acids is highest in the first hour and

then declines rapidly. This is in contrast to the results generally obtained

for serum proteins and suggests the possibility that the protein of the chylo-

micron is synthesized within the gut wall.

In cooperation with the Technical Development Laboratory attempts

are being made to develop an improved sensing device for use in vapor
phase chromatography.

Extensive studies on the physico-chemical properties of the serum
albumin-UFA complex have been completed resulting in the establishment

of association constants for six of the commonly encountered long-chain

fatty acids.

(2) In the course of studies of inhibition of cholesterol biosynthesis

by A -cholestenone it has been found that this material profoundly sup-

presses the production of adrenal steroid hormones. This unexpected but

highly interesting finding may indicate that cholesterol is after all 'essen-

tial' as a precursor of adrenal steroids. Other possible mechanisms have
not yet been ruled out. In collaboration with Dr. Ralph Peterson of NIAMD,
it has been shown that the adrenal steroid output of the rat can be decreased
to less than one-thirtieth of the control rate expressed as micrograms per
gram of adrenal gland per minute, or to about one-sixth of the control when
expressed as micrograms per minute.

Further studies with animals and with patients have shown that

A -cholestenone is rapidly absorbed and rapidly converted to dihydro-
cholesterol which, at high dose levels, accumulates in the liver, the

serum and the adrenal gland. In patients the accumulation in the serum
was particularly striking even at doses causing little accumulation in

animals. This, together with the elevation of BSP retention observed
in some patients, rules the drug out as a therapeutic agent. However,
in view of the promising results in respect to adrenal function and the
profound inhibition of synthesis caused by A ^-cholestenone related struc-
tures are being investigated.

Further evidence of the distinct difference between the proteins
of the^i- and the ^-lipoprotein has been obtained by demonstrating the





strikingly different patterns of peptides resulting from proteolytic

breakdown. Serum albumin was treated in the same way since it has
the same N-terminal group as does the& \ -lipoprotein but a distinctly

different pattern was observed* The effects of different dietary fats

on lipid metabolism have been investigated. It has been shown that un-

saturated fats do not, as was postulated, act by inhibiting cholesterol

biosynthesis. Rats fed large amounts of corn oil in the diet actually

showed greater rates of cholesterol synthesis than rats fed coconut oil,

a highly saturated fat. A series of patients is being studied on liquid

formula diets containing corn oil or coconut oil. Bile acid and sterol

excretion in the feces is being measured. The patients have received

labeled cholesterol prepared by tritiation according to Wilzbach, which
proves to be a highly useful and economical way of obtaining compounds.
An unexpected and important finding is that the fecal sterol excretion

actually exceeds by several fold the bile acid excretion. Apparently
the pattern in man is quite different from that in rats„ This may help

to account for the very different reaction of the two species to dietary

fats. Rats receiving even 20% corn oil by weight in their diets show
only a very small percentage fall in serum cholesterol levels whereas
our patients have shown drops of 30 and 40%.

Patients with nephrosis and very low serum albumin concentra-
tion have long been recognized to have fairly consistent hyperlipemia.
It has been shown previously that treatment with steroids results in a
fall of the serum cholesterol levels simultaneous with the rise in serum
albumin level. It has now been shown that elevation of the serum albu-

min level by infusion of albumin likewise returns the lipid levels towards
normal. The mechanism by which this is accomplished is under study.

(3) The limits of the specificity of the protein synthetic mecha-
nism have been frequently discussed. Information on this point is rele-

vant in arriving at a picture of the mechanism of synthesis. Using
tritium labeled amino acid analogues and a system of radioassay developed
in this laboratory it has been shown that amino acid analogues can be in-

corporated into well defined crystalline proteins,, This result eliminates
an objection frequently raised to analogue incorporation experiments in

which unfractionated mixtures have been studied since these might con-
tain partially completed protein molecules containing the analogue but

no intact protein structure. The analogues studied (o-fluoro-phenylala-
nine and p-fluoro- phenylalanine) are structurally very closely related
to the normal amino acids. In fact, the analogues are more closely re-
lated to their normal counterpart than are homologous amino acids in
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nature related to each other. Further studies with aromatic amino
acid analogues are planned to probe the limits of the specificity of

the synthetic mechanism.

Further evidence for the presence of bound amino acids in

liver has been obtained and some suggestive evidence that these amino
acid complexes may be intimately connected with nucleotides.

A method for preparing tritium- labeled proteins by the Wilzbach
procedure has been worked out, as well as a system for radioassay of

intact proteins in the liquid scintillation spectrophotometer.

(4) The hypoproteinemia frequently observed in patients with

regional enteritis or ulcerative colitis has been shown to be due most
probably to a steady loss of serum protein into the intestine through

the damaged areas. Using polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) as an indicator

it has been shown that patients with defective intestinal mucosa lose

this material rapidly into the lumen of the intestine.

A method for measuring trypsin activity in blood has been de-

veloped. The kinetics of the system are rather unusual because of the

presence of a potent inhibitor in normal serum. Nevertheless it appears
to be possible to measure trypsin added to normal plasma or serum by
the use of the specific synthetic substrate in a simple straightforward

procedure.

Attempts are being made to produce serum, albumin with double

molecular weight by making a dimer through a disulphide bridge. If

the product is retained by the nephrotic glomerulus it might be of use
in therapy. In addition it would permit restoration of normal serum
albumin levels to permit studies of fatty acid metabolism in these patients.

(5) Studies on the treatment of nephrosis with steroid hormones
continue to demonstrate that excellent remission rates can be obtained.

Eleven out of 19 children had complete remissions and 16 had at least

partial remission.

Because of the reported effectiveness of chloroquine in lupus

erythematosis a trial of this drug in nephrosis was instituted. Of 6

patients receiving chloroquine only one had a remission and 4 who failed

to respond to chloroquine responded well to subsequent steroid therapy.





The relationship between serum albumin levels and the rate of

protein loss in the urine has been studied in a large number of patients.

Although final conclusions cannot be drawn, the data set limits on the

extent to which rate of synthesis and rate of degradation may be in-

volved in leading to the abnormally low serum albumin levels . Labora-
tory studies directed at identifying the protein antigen responsible for

production of nephrotoxic serum continues. The material has been
somewhat purified but work has been hindered by the tendency of the

material to spread over many fractions both in zone electrophoresis

and in alcohol fractionation.

A.ttempts to demonstrate antibodies against human kidney in the

serum of 30 patients with renal disease were negative. On the other

hand, several patients with lupus erythematosis have been found to have

such antibodies in their serum and this is being further studied.

(6) Further studies on the mechanism of action of Orinase were
directed at determining whether liver phosphorylase was involved. When
Orinase prevents the effect of epinephrine on liver slices in vitro it can

be shown that it is also preventing the increase in active phosphorylase
that normally follows the exhibition of epinephrine or of glucagon.

(7) The ribonucleic acid found in myosin preparations has been
separated from it by the use of cellulose ion exchange columns. The
purified nucleic acid has been analyzed for its base composition. It

was of great interest that this composition remained constant from
preparation to preparation and despite wide variations in the extent of

fractionation to which the RNA samples were subjected. Studies in the

ultracentrifuge demonstrated the heterogeneity of these materials but

in view of the constant composition in different samples this may repre-

sent different size molecular aggregates of the same basic molecule.
Some information about the nature of the binding of the RNA and of its

configuration was obtained by spectral studies. Further studies of

physical properties of myosin from cardiac muscle are planned.

Ultracentrifugal properties of heart muscle myosin in normal
dogs and dogs with experimental cardiac failure were carried out in

cooperation with Dr. James Davis.
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Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology

Development of New Drugs

Antirheumatic Drugs : Butazolidin is of value in treatment of

arthritic diseases. It does not exert hormonal actions, but it causes
a number of other side effects. A compound like Butazolidin but lack-

ing its side effects would be of considerable clinical importance,. A
search for such a drug is being carried out in collaboration with Mt.

Sinai and Goldwater Memorial Hospitals, New York, and Geigy Pharma-
ceutical Co, , Basel,

To date, 55 Butazolidin analogues have been studied, and struc-

tural features required for various actions have been outlined. Sub-

stitution in the para position of the benzene ring yields compounds with

marked antirheumatic and sodium retaining effects; substitution in the

ortho position also produces compounds causing marked sodium reten-

tion; substitution in the meta position, however, yields compounds that

do not produce sodium retention but still have some antirheumatic activity.

Any change in butyl sidechain results in potent uricosuric agents having
little or no antirheumatic and sodium retaining properties. In general
a change which increases the acidity of the molecule increases its uri-

cosuric, action.

These observations on relationship between chemical structure

and pharmacological activity are aiding in the development of more use-
ful drugs. Thus far, two new drugs have been discovered and are now
under extensive clinical trials. One drug, a para hydroxyl metabolic
product of Butazolidin (Metabolite I), has potent antirheumatic activity

in acute gout and rheumatoid arthritis. It is proving to be effective in

many patients who fail to respond to Butazolidin. The other, G-28, is

the most potent uricosuric agent yet described and appears to be of con-
siderable value for the treatment of chronic gout. In addition compounds
are now at hand which are potent antirheumatic and uricosuric agents.

Muscular Relaxants : There is need for an effective muscular
relaxant for treatment of diseases associated with peripheral muscular
spasm. Recently, Flexin has been introduced as a drug which acts cen-
trally. Our studies have shown that Flexin is metabolized by substitution
of a hydroxyl for the amino group, to a compound which also has muscu-
lar relaxant properties, but has the advantage over the parent drug in

being rapidly and completely absorbed, and in being less toxic. Exten-
sive clinical studies indicate that the metabolite is an effective drug and
it will probably replace Flexin.
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Biochemistry of Function

A main theme of the Laboratory is that the specialized functions

of various organs can be explained biochemically only in terms of reac-
tions that are unique for each organ and not in terms of the universal

enzyme systems present in most living cells. It may be presumed that

therapeutic agents exert their effects by modulating these organ-specific
enzyme systems.

Biochemistry of Brain Function: We have found that the long

neglected concepts of W. R. Hess are invaluable as reference points

in bridging biochemical, anatomical, physiological and pharmacological
aspects of brain function. Hess showed that two opposing systems
(Ergotropic and Trophotropic) integrate autonomic, somatomotor and

psychic functions in brain stem. Activation of the ergotropic system
yields central effects like those caused by LSD and mescaline; while

activation of the trophotropic system elicits responses similar to the

effects of reserpine and chlorpromazine (see table).

Hess regarded the two systems as constantly active but in a

state of equilibrium. We have considered that the two opposing systems
require different synaptic transmitting agents and that reserpine and
LSD upset the equilibrium influencing the relative excitability of either

system by affecting synaptic transmission. We believe that the trans-

mitting agents are serotonin and norepinephrine. These substances
satisfy certain minimal criteria for the role of transmitters: 1) They
are formed in central nervous system, are present in a stored form
and are concentrated in those parts of the brain in which centers des-
cribed by Hess are present, 2) the enzyme that inactivates both amines
is present in brain and is especially concentrated in the hypothalamus;,

3) introduction of small amounts of serotonin and norepinephrine into

brain causes marked central effects, 4) blocking the enzyme that in-

activates the two hormones causes a marked central effect, and 5)

compounds that block the action of serotonin or of norepinephrine in

brain exert marked central actions.

Evidence that norepinephrine is the neurohormone of the ergo-
tropic system is now fairly definite. There are many indications that

serotonin has the counterpart role in the trophotropic system, but there
is still conflicting evidence.
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Classification of Drugs : A number of drugs may be classified

in terms of their interaction with the trophotropic (serotonin) and the

ergotropic (norepinephrine) systems. Reserpine activates the tropho -

tropic system. It acts indirectly by impairing the serotonin binding

sites; as a result the serotonin that still forms is freely available to

the synapses of the trophotropic system. Chlorpromazine has been
shown to induce similar central effects by acting as a central nor-

adrenergic blocking agent, thereby blocking the ergotropic system.
Drugs like mescaline, amphetamine and ephedrine activate the ergo-
tropic system by simulating the action of norepinephrine. Other drugs

like bufotenine and perhaps LSD may act by blocking the trophotropic

system by interfering with the action of serotonin.

The action of reserpine is complicated since it also impairs the

capacity of brain cells to store norepinephrine. Consequently, the drug
exerts mixed effects, with trophotropic stimulation predominant. The
peripheral stores of norepinephrine are extremely sensitive to reser-
pine action and are released by very small doses of the drug. Conse-
quently the peripheral autonomic effects of reserpine are due not only

to increased parasympathetic activity, but to the inability of the sym-
pathetic system to respond to stimulation.

Certain synthetic benzoquinolizine derivatives exert reserpine-
like effects though they are not indoles. These drugs release brain
serotonin and norepinephrine but unlike reserpine they are short acting

and appear to exert effects only while they are present in the body. In

contrast, reserpine acts long after it has disappeared. When the new
compounds are given to rabbits before reserpine the long lasting effects

of the Rauwolfia alkaloid are inhibited. This indicates that similar re-

ceptor sites are involved in the action of both types of drugs. Of great

interest are the indications that the new compounds do not liberate sero-
tonin or norepinephrine from peripheral depots. If verified this will be
important in defining the central role of the two hormones.

Although ergotropic agents induce effects opposite to those of

reserpine, animals pretreated with reserpine react more strongly to

the ergotropic actions of amphetamine, cocaine, etc. , than do control
animals „ The nature of this potentiation is not clear, but is reminiscent
of the potentiation of epinephrine after sympathetic denervation. LSD
action is also potentiated suggesting that it may not act, as commonly
thought, as a serotonin antagonist in brain, but by simulating norepinephrine,
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On the other hand, 5-hydroxytryptophan does not reverse the effects

of reserpine indicating that the stimulatory effects of this substance

are due to a different mechanism. Preliminary results show that

5HTP in addition to increasing the level of brain serotonin, also re-

leases norepinephrine.

Inhibition of Monoamine Oxidase : A controversial question

is whether catechol amines are metabolized by action of monoamine
oxidase or by enzymes that yield adrenochrome. We have demon-
strated that both serotonin and norepinephrine, released in brain, are

inactivated by monoamine oxidase only. It may be concluded that the

predominant pathway of norepinephrine metabolism in brain is oxida-

tive deamination and that the extent of oxidation to the'hallucinogenic"

adrenochrome is negligible,

Marsilid which blocks the action of monoamine oxidase induces

a rise in the brain level of both serotonin and norepinephrine. Studies

with rabbits have shown a relationship between the rise in level of brain

amines and the onset of stimulatory effects. This supplies a clue as to

the action of the anti-depressant action of Marsilid in treatment of men-
tal patients. Its effects in relief of pain and in rheumatoid arthritis

may also be related to the rise in brain norepinephrine which has been
reported to exert an analgesic action.

JB-516 (^"-methyl, g-phenyl- ethylhydrasine) has been shown to

be an extremely potent monoamine oxidase inhibitor in vivo . It also

induces a rise in brain levels of serotonin and norepinephrine and pro-

duces central stimulatory effects with very small doses of drug.

Neither of the monoamine oxidase inhibitors changes the level

of the amines in peripheral organs* presumably since the storage depots

are already saturated. However, they do cause a marked rise in blood

serotonin.

Since the pharmacologic effects of Marsilid are evident only when
the brain levels of the amines reach a plateau, it does not appear that

the inhibitor bears the same relationship to the two hormones that physo-
stigmine does to acetylcholine. The indications are that the function of

monoamine oxidase in brain may be to regulate the amount of monoamines
in storage depots rather than to inactivate them after their release.





Miscellaneous ; Norepinephrine has been definitely identified

in rabbit and dog heart in high concentration, about 2 V/gm. The level

in atrium is about twice that in ventricle but otherwise the substance

is fairly uniformly distributed in heart tissue., Attempts are being

made to ascertain whether the hormone has any function in heart other

than that of a sympathetic mediator „

In collaboration with the Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte

Metabolism, studies on digitalis -like material in tissues have been
continued. The material isolated from adrenal glands has been identi-

fied as $ -palmitoyl lysolecithin. It is present mainly as an inactive

form containing a long chain fatty acid bound to the inactive lysolecithin

by a labile hemiacetal. Similar substances are present in heart and in

plasma. Ether-soluble digitalis -like substances are also present in

heart and serum. The serum substances are the two fatty acid deriva-

tives A 3
'
4 cis octadecanoic acid and A11 ' 12 cis octadecanoic acid.

The substance in heart appears to be different. Attempts are being

made to implicate these digitalis -like substances in the functioning of

cell membranes.

A substance which fluoresces at 460 mw when activated at 360
mp is present in a number of organs. It has been purified and shown
to be a very weak acid which appears to be a mixture of three substances
with similar properties. They are apparently unknown compounds and
should soon be available in pure form so that their function may be de-
termined.

Membrane Permeability

Foreign Compounds : Studies on the passage of foreign compounds
across body membranes (collaboration with Laboratory of Kidney and
Electrolyte Metabolism) have been based on the simplifying assumption
that cell surfaces are essentially lipid membranes across which foreign
compounds penetrate by virtue of their lipid solubility. On this basis
the rate of passage of a drug across a membrane should depend on the

dissociation constant and on the pH of the absorbing site. The rates at

which drugs penetrate gastric mucosa, intestinal mucosa, kidney tubules
and blood-brain barrier were found to be in accord with this concept.
While much still remains to prove the thesis, the results thus far per-
mit accurate predictions of the absorption, excretion and penetration
into brain of a drug from its physicochemical properties.
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The work in the past year has been concerned with further

elaboration of this important concept. With a special technique, the

study of gastric absorption was extended to the human. Most acidic

drugs were found to be rapidly absorbed while basic drugs, unless

very weakly basic are poorly absorbed. Thus, the human stomach

is an important site of absorption for a number of acidic drugs. Some
are absorbed more rapidly than ethanol which heretofore has been con-

sidered to be unusual in its rapid absorption from stomach.

The technique for measuring absorption from rat small intestine

was altered to permit the comparison of strong bases. The results show
that drugs like ephedrine and mecamylamine are absorbed much more
rapidly than quarternary ammonium compounds or sulfonic acids; as

would be expected according to the "lipoid" concept. The rat colon has

been studied and the pattern of drug absorption is similar to that found

in small intestine.

Studies on blood-brain barrier are continuing. While the pre-

liminary studies have shown that the passage of drugs into the cerebro-

spinal fluid is dependent on their pKa and lipid solubility, it is still not

clear why drugs like salicylate with a pKa of 3 should penetrate into the

brain. The possibility that the pH at the actual boundary is lower than

7 is being considered.

Normally Occurring Substrates : Several studies on the nature

of the specialized mechanisms that transport polar substances across

cell membranes are being carried out. 1) Using platelets as an in vitro

model system considerable evidence now favors the concept that sero-

tonin and norepinephrine are held in cells against a concentration grad-

ient by means of a transport mechanism rather than a chemical binding.

Reserpine acts by inhibiting the mechanism and the consequent release

of serotonin is due to its passive diffusion from the cell. 2) The view
that the boundary between the intestine and plasma is lipoidal permits

tentative conclusions as to whether a substance is absorbed passively or

by a specialized process. Preliminary results indicate that several

nucleosides and nucleotides are readily absorbed despite their low lipid

solubility, indicating that specialized mechanisms are involved. It is

hoped that these studies will tell us whether a few mechanisms account

for the absorption of a host of nutrients and whether the same mecha-
nisms are involved in absorption, kidney secretion and in penetration of
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blood-brain barrier. 3) A study of the mechanism of biliary secre-
tion, especially of foreign compounds, has been started „ Preliminary
results show that large molecules like inulin are secreted in small
amounts. This observation is difficult So relate with the present views
of the nature of bile secretion (collaboration with the Laboratory of Kid-

ney and Electrolyte Metabolism).

Drug Metabolism

Emphasis has been placed on the normal role of the enzymes
that metabolize "foreign" compounds. These can be placed into three

categories as follows: Substances metabolized by relatively specific

enzymes involved in intermediary metabolism . These are the so-called

"anti-metabolites" which are structurally so similar to normally occur-
ring substrates that they may become involved in synthetic reactions.

Substances acted on by relatively non-specific enzymes involved in inter-

mediary metabolism . An example is aldehyde dehydrogenase which not

only oxidizes the aldehyde intermediates in the metabolism of norepi-

nephrine, serotonin, etc. , but have been shown to oxidize aldehyde inter-

mediates of drug metabolism. Alcohol dehydrogenase may constitute

another example of this kind of enzyme. Both enzymes have been shown
to be involved in the oxidation of alkyl sidechains (barbiturates) to the

corresponding carboxylic acid. Substances acted on by extremely non-
specific enzymes not involved in intermediary metabolism . Examples
of these are the compounds oxidized by enzymes in microsomes along

a variety of pathways and perhaps compounds that are conjugated to form
glucuronides, ethereal sulfates and mercapturic acids. Characteristic

features of these enzymes are their non-specificity, inability to act on
polar compounds (normal substrates), inhibition by SKF 525-A, and
increased activity induced by certain carcinogens. A further character-
istic is the invariable conversion of foreign compounds in. vivo to less

lipid soluble, more readily excretable metabolites. The resulting pro-
duct is usually less toxic because it cannot penetrate as easily to a poten-

tial site of action, but may be more toxic if a different functional group
is produced or unmasked.

Comparative studies indicate that many of the systems
metabolize foreign compounds arose in evolution in response to the
need to conserve water. Aquatic animals ingest foreign compounds in
food, but surrounded by an excess of water and possessing semi-
permeable gills or skins easily disposed of the unwanted substances by
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passive diffusion. Accordingly fish and certain amphibia do not

possess oxidative mechanisms for drug metabolism. These appear

in terrestrial animals including reptiles, birds, mammals, toads

and insects which do not dispose of foreign compounds through mem-
branes and cannot excrete the lipid soluble compounds via the kidney.

The oxidative systems in toads and in insects which developed inde-

pendently of those in reptiles, birds and mammals appear to be dif-

ferent mechanisms.

Phenols form glucuronides and ethereal sulfates in frogs, but

not in fish. These processes are also present in toads but are absent

in tadpoles of frogs and toads. It is not clear why it is necessary for

amphibia to be able to conjugate phenols, but it indicates a possible

important chemical reaction that started with the emergence of life on

land.

Insects (crickets) oxidize drugs very rapidly by mechanisms as

yet unknown. A most unusual finding was that crayfish, which are also

arthropods, slowly oxidize a number of foreign compounds. This has

led to the surprising finding that crayfish gills are not permeable to

lipid soluble foreign compounds and therefore these animals have had

to develop biotransformation systems in order to excrete the compounds
in the kidney. The crayfish type of gill is probably associated with the

ability of aquatic arthropods to breathe on land.

Miscellaneous: Another oxidative enzyme system has been found

in mammalian microsomes. This system oxidizes sulfur-containing

compounds, like chlorpromazine, to the corresponding sulfoxide, and

requires TPNH and 2 .

An important biochemical problem is the mechanism of hydroxyla-

tion. In previous studies with model systems we have shown that active

hydroxyl groups convert ring systems to phenols and oxidatively split

ethers. Two more of the oxidative microsomal reactions, dealkylation

and sulfoxide formation have been carried out by a model system con-

sisting of methemoglobin and H2O2. It is possible that all the oxidative

microsomal reactions are primarily hydroxylation reactions in which a

hydroxyl donor transfers an active hydroxyl group to an acceptor sub-

strate.
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Studies on Ascorbic -Acid and a New Pathway of Glucose Metabolism

Studies on the increased synthesis of ascorbic acid induced in

rats by many drugs have uncovered the following pathway of glucose
metabolism:

D-glucose ^ D-glucuronic acid —==£> L-gulonic acid

L-xylulose-—™=> Pentose cycle p> CO2. This pathway also occurs
normally, but to a much smaller extent. One of the intermediates,
L-gulonic acid, is converted to L-ascorbic acid in the rat and other

animals that synthesize the vitamin. This step is missing in man,
monkey and guinea pig and explains the need for vitamin C in their diet.

L-gulonic acid also serves as a precursor of L-xylulose; thus the ex-

cretion of this sugar by patients with essential pentosuria is explained.

This stimulatory effect of drugs on this pathway of glucose metabolism
does not involve glucuronide formation, but appears to be a previously

unreported response on the part of the body to foreign compounds.

D-ascorbic acid can replace certain actions of L-ascorbic acid

at equivalent tissue levels in guinea pigs. The D-isomer maintains
weight, survival and the production of dentine in scorbutic animals but

does not prevent hemorrhagic reactions. These data suggest that L-
ascorbic acid exerts two types of action only one of which can be re-
placed by the D-isomer,

The Effect of Drugs on Fat Disposition

It has been known for many years that a number of drugs includ-

ing white phosphorus and CCI4 induce fatty infiltration in various organs.
Interestingly enough little has been done in elucidating the mechanism
whereby these substances upset normal lipid distribution. We have
shown that a dose of 0. 5 mg/kg of epinephrine or norepinephrine infused

over a period of a few hours makes hearts hypersensitive to epinephrine
induced arrhythmias for 2 to 5 days. Fatty infiltration was found in heart
and in other tissues. In addition the cholesterol levels rose in plasma.
The lipid changes can be blocked by pretreatment with dibenzyline. The
implications of these findings may be important, as the data suggest that

epinephrine may be involved in some way with lipid distribution. It is of
interest that white phosphorus does not induce fatty infiltration in adren-
alectomized animals.

These studies will proceed from a number of points of reference:
a) whether there is common mechanism in fatty infiltration induced by a
number of chemical agents, b) whether the common factor is epinephrine
and if this hormone has a normal role in releasing fat from depots, and
c) whether this control mechanism is upset in atherosclerosis.
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Laboratory of Chemistry of Natural Products

The work of this laboratory during the past year may be sum-
marized in five categories.

A. Isolation Studies — Almost every chemical investigation

requires isolation work of some kind For the most part this involves

relatively routine, although perhaps difficult, isolation steps that are
familiar to all organic chemists and which require no particular mention.

However, when biological materials are involved, whether they are of

animal, plant or microbiological origin, a desired isolation may become
so difficult as to require extensive study, and under these circumstances
an isolation study may become in itself a fully developed research project

in which structural chemistry and related considerations have little or no
part. Several such studies are in progress.

Observations by Dr. S. J. Sarnoff and his colleagues on the vaso-
dilating effect of human urine led to the establishment of a joint project

directed to the isolation of the active agent or agents. The human vaso-
dilator responsible for the major part of this effect has been the subject

of many previous studies. It has been established in past studies that a

macromolecular polypeptide called "kallikrein" or "callikrein" is present

in human serum bound to an "inactivator, " and that free kallikrein is

present in human urine. Rather complex relationships involving the con-
version of "kallidinogen" into "kallidin" by the agency of kallikrein have
been proposed. It is accepted that kallikrein is a pancreatic product. It

is not known whether kallidin and bradykinin are identical, although this

has been suggested.

The objective of the chemical study is to develop a method for

the isolation of kallikrein (the literature methods are unsatisfactory),

and the overall objective is to determine the function of this human vaso-
dilator; in particular the question to be answered is whether this very
potent compound is involved in the homeostatic mechanisms involved
in the maintenance of normal blood pressure.

In pursuing this problem (Dr. Pierce) it was found that approxi-
mately 80-90% of the vasodilator activity was due to a macromoleculaE*
fraction. An isolation procedure, involving the novel use of an alumina
column as an ion exchange medium, was developed. The conditions for
the absorption and desorption of kallikrein have been defined; these fall
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within narrow limits of pH and ionic strength. The material obtained in

this way has a high order ox activity, although it is still a mixture.

Further purification through XE-64 resin and cellulose DEAE columns
is currently under study.

A small-scale kallikrein isolation method, suitable for use with

human urine samples, was also developed. It was combined with a bio-

assay procedure developed in the Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physi-
ology to measure kallikrein excretion in clinical studies.

Future chemical work is aimed at defining and characterizing

kallikrein with the aid of modern techniques, and in comparing kallikrein

with the therapeutic agent Padutin (an animal pancreatic product believed

to correspond to human kallikrein). The work should also provide a pro-

cedure for the isolation of pure human kallikrein for physiological studies,

A second isolation problem (Dr. Fish) is concerned with human
urine components of the organic base class. This study was influenced

by a number of metabolic observations, but the chief reason for its in-

ception is the fact that every organic base now known to be present in

the human body has also been found in human urine, and every compound
of this class now known to be a human component; has a potent physiologi-

cal activity. Adrenaline, noradrenaline, histamine and serotonin are
examples. Each of these compounds was found first in a tissue other
than urine, but later work in each case resulted in the detection of the

compound as a urinary component. An obvious way to determine whether
new and important human bases exist, in addition to those now known, is

to reverse the process and look for them first in urine and secondly in

specialized tissues. The levels are of necessity very low because of the

high order of physiological activity of the bases.

Another factor of interest is the report from Page's group that

bufotenin is present in human urine. While it does not follow that this

indole base has any significance, the fact that it may be a normal human
plasma component is an observation that deserves checking.

The technical problems of isolating these materials have not been
fully solved, but the results to date may be summarized. Dimethyltrypta-
mine oxide, bufotenin and bufotenin oxide are present. The fact that di-

methyltryptamine has not been found previously is probably due to its

easy conversion to the oxide. The recognition of this substance is a





consequence of Piptadenia work; it is interesting that the two hallucino-

genic agents of the plant are also human components. Tryptamine is

another indole base in human urine; this observation is of questionable

significance since the base presumably originates in the gastrointestinal

tract. (Simple primary bases may well originate from this source* al-

though cellular synthesis in specialized tissues may occur at the same
time. For example, plasma and urinary histamine is accepted as being
derived from both gastrointestinal action and from histamine sources
elsewhere in the body, ) An observation which may have some immediate
significance is the fact that the serotonin fraction contains two components.
One is serotonin. The other component is an indole base with quite simi-

lar physical properties. In separate studies it has been found that the

second compound is a serotonin metabolite. This unexpected observation
warrants thorough investigation; the results are being reviewed and
checked.

Other observations which have not yet been evaluated have been
made. Approximately 8-10 other compounds are normally present in

this base fraction. Further study of these will follow,

A third isolation study is projected. "Kuru disease" of New Guinea
is characterized by the development of brain lesions, and it apparently is

due to the intake of a dietary or ritual material. Four suspected plants

have been sent in for investigation; two of these are used for ritual pur-
poses, and they are reported to cause hallucinations. The brain exami-
nations were conducted at NIH.

B„ Biological Reaction Studies -- The principal investigation
in this area is that of N-demethylation and N-methylation, Following
the discovery of an iron-catalyzed rearrangement reaction of amine
oxides, a systematic study of the chemistry and enzymatic reactions of

these compounds was initiated. This resulted in the finding of an enzyme ~

catalyzed rearrangement reaction, indicating that a normal substrate
undergoes this reaction. Other studies established the chemical route
for oxidative decarboxylation of <J=-amino acids; this has not yet been
observed as an enzymatic reaction, although it is thought to occur also
as a cellular process.

Current studies (Dr. Sweeley, Dr. Fish) involve both demethyla-
tion and methylation work. A chemical study of nicotine oxide has given
new information about the oxidation and rearrangement reaction. The





chemical work will be paralleled by studies of the enzyme-catalyzed
reactions occurring in a Pseudomonas strain which is known to metab-
olize nicotine by a route that clearly involves an amine oxide , The
reaction of N-methylation may occur through a reversal of the amine
oxide N-methylation route, or by way of S-adenosylmethionine. Several
N-methylation possibilities have been examined, and one has been se-

lected for further study,, The conditions indicate that the S-adenosyl-
methionine route was involved in this case, but further study will be
necessary before a final conclusion may be drawn, (At the present time
there are biological experiments that point very clearly to the existence

of two different modes of N-methylation, One requires methionine, and
the other does not. Presumably the first occurs by way of S-adenosyl-
methionine, and the second through an unknown THF derivative. The
second mode may follow the amine oxide route in reverse,

)

This work is of fundamental importance in establishing the mecha-
nisms and relationships between N-demethylation and N-methylation, and
it is part of a continuing project on the chemistry of organic bases.
Another reaction brought under study during the year (Miss Zaltzman)
was the tetrahydroisoquinoline ring closure reaction. This reaction is

a common one in plant chemistry, not now known to exist as a mammalian
reaction. Very little was known about o- and p-relationships. These
were studied, and it was found that the direction of substitution is con-
trolled by pH. While it would be desirable to extend this study to enzyme
systems, there are technical difficulties which may make this impossible,

C. Metabolic Studies -- A novel discovery in recent years is

the fact that human metabolism includes reactions of m-hydroxyphenyl
compounds. These are m-isomers corresponding to the more usual com=
pounds derived from p-tyrosine and o-tyrosine. The origin of these m-
hydroxy compounds is not known, although dietary precursors are in-

volved.

One of the immediate objectives of this human metabolic study
(Dr. Sweeley) was to isolate and identify the major metabolite in this

group of compounds. This was done; the major component is m-hydroxy-
phenylhydracrylic acid. The same identification was made earlier by
M. D. Armstrong, however, and an exchange of data confirmed Arm-
strong's work.





Although m-tyrosine is not known to be a normal mammalian
component, it and its derivatives act as substrates for a large number
of enzymatic transformations., Several of these are under study; in

particular, a new amino acid has been isolated as a metabolic product

in the dog, and it is desired to know whether this is a consequence of

either side-chain hydroxylation or side-chain methylation.

Other metabolic studies are projected if amino acid methylation

can be demonstrated

.

D„ Structural Studies -- Much of the basic work of organic

chemistry lies in structural studies. A number of plant products of

unusual and unknown structure have been under study in the past year.

The most extensive work has been on Amaryllis alkaloids (Dr. Wildman,
Dr. Fales, Dr. Crowder). At the start of this work, only a few mem-
bers of the group were known, and these were assigned incorrect struc-

tures. Now more than sixty compounds have been described, and the

structures are known for most of these. The solutions to the structural

problem were provided largely by three groups, one Canadian, one
Japanese, and one U. S. In order to complete the remaining phases of

the structural study, Professor Uyeo (Osaka University) is spending
several months in NHI to compare Japanese data with results obtained

here.

No new significant physiological activities were found in

group of compounds; the morphine-like activity discovered last year
has not been found to hold for other than one sub-group of the entire

family.

The Lunasia alkaloid problem (Dr. Goodwin) is largely solved
as far as essential structural features are concerned. The details of

the problem are being pursued here and in Australia by Dr. J. R. Price
(CSIRO). Several exchanges of data with the Australians were helpful

in blocking out the significant relationships. The Qcotea problem (Dr.

Goodwin) is also largely solved, although one structural point remains
in doubt.

The Ormosia problem (Dr. Lloyd) has not yielded a structural
answer, although much information has been obtained. Currently a
comparison is awaited with a newly-isolated material described by
Galinovsky (University of Vienna).





The Tecoma problem (Dr. Fales) and the Cassia problem

(Dr. Highet) are both in progress. Tecoma compounds are under

investigation as anti-diabetic agents; this has been their use.

E. Methodology -- Several studies in chemical methodology

are in progress. One is concerned with applications of rotatory dis-

persion measurements. Appropriate equipment has been set up for

use by this and other laboratories for investigations in this area.

A second project is concerned with gas chromatographic prob-

lems. New liquid phases for high temperature fatty acid ester separa-

tions are needed, and several have been prepared for study. The chief

difficulty in this work is the lack of suitable equipment.

Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism

Studies in the Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism

continue to be concerned with the mechanisms by which the quantity and

distribution of fluid and electrolytes in the body are regulated. These

investigations fall into three major groups: 1) studies of renal processes

involved in the excretion of water and electrolyte; 2) studies of the mecha-
nisms involved in the movement of ions and water across biological mem-
branes; 3) investigations of the disturbed physiology associated with ex-

perimental heart failure and experimental edema produced by other

lesions.

1. Studies of renal mechanisms ; A major area of interest and

experimental study has been that concerned with the renal processes in-

volved in dilution and concentration of the urine, the final steps involved

in osmoregulation. The studies of Drs. Berliner and Davidson completed

last year had shown that antidiuretic hormone (ADH) was not essential

for the operation of the concentrating process. The observations were
fully compatible with the hypothesis that the effect of ADH is entirely

upon the permeability of the renal tubules to water. Attention was di-

rected to the nature of the process by which the urine is made hypertonic.

As a consequence a hypothesis has been developed which is the first to

explain all the known phenomena of the concentrating process and studies

(by Drs. Levinsky, Davidson and Berliner, with assistance from Dr.

Eden (Laboratory of Technical Development) on the theoretical aspects)

have been devoted to its experimental examination. The essentials of





the hypothesis are: 1) that the loop of Henle, like the remainder of

the tubule, transports sodium salts from lumen to interstitial fluid,

2) that the loop is impermeable to water so that the urine becomes
diluted in its passage through the loop, 3) that the excess of water
created by dilution in the loop escapes from the distal convoluted

tubule in the cortex, a region anatomically segregated from the loops

and collecting system, 4) the urine returning to the medulla in the

collecting system loses water to the sodium derived from the loops

and becomes hypertonic, 5) the sodium concentration in the medulla
is able to rise to high levels because the countercurrent flow of its

capillary blood supply yields a marked reduction of the effective blood

flow for the removal (or entry) of diffusible substances, 6) the counter-
current trap permits the accumulation of urea in the renal interstitial

space after its diffusional escape from the collecting system so that

urinary urea can be largely balanced by renal interstitial urea„ In

accord with this hypothesis the sodium and chloride concentrations of

the total water of renal medulla have been shown to be of the order of

350 and 325 mEq/L respectively in the dehydrated dog. The amount
of these ions present has been found to be substantially similar in water
diuresis in conformity with the view that the operation of the mechanism
is not dependent upon ADH. Minor degrees of reduction of filtration rate

yield increases in the concentration of the urine produced (control hyper-
tonic) as would result from the smaller delivery of water to the area
from the urine. Greater degrees of reduction lead to sharp drops in

the urine concentration due 1) to diminished availability of urea to the

region and 2) probably to diminished availability of sodium for trans-
port in the loop. These and other studies aimed at exploitation of this

hypothesis are continuing.

DrSo Orloff, Wagner and Davidson have completed their studies

of the effect of various doses of ADH at varying rates of solute excre-
tion. These have shown that amounts of pitressin adequate to maintain
urine hypertonicity when solute excretion is low yield dilute urine when
solute excretion is increased. It has been observed repeatedly that at

very high rates of solute administration the urine becomes dilute no
matter how high the rate of ADH administration. This phenomenon,
which is as yet unexplained, is being investigated further,

Drs. Levinsky and Berliner are continuing studies of another
unexplained and possibly related phenomenon. It has been repeatedly
observed that dogs given continuous dosage of pitressin-tannate in oil
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and standard daily water loads exhibit the initial water retention, dilu-

tion and sodium loss which has been described before, but that within

a week to ten days come back into balance and undergo no further dilu-

tion because of a markedly decreased capacity to produce concentrated

urine. If put on large doses of desoxycorticosterone, the failure to

produce concentrated urine is present from the start and virtually no

dilution of the body fluids occurs .

Studies of the mechanism of potassium excretion have continued,

Drs. Davidson, Levinsky and Berliner have shown that during sodium
diuresis the rate of excretion of potassium is unaffected by depression

of the filtered potassium by up to 40%. These data are interpreted to

indicate that the filtered potassium makes no appreciable contribution

to the excreted potassium and that the filtered potassium is totally re-

absorbed before the potassium destined for excretion is added by ex-

change for sodium.

Work of Drs. Orloff, Wagner and Davidson showing that increasing

potassium excretion decreases the free water clearance indicates that the

site of potassium secretion is in the same region of the tubule as that in

which the reabsorption leads to formation of dilute urine. The data are
in accord with the view that the increasing secretion of potassium substi-

tutes cation exchange for combined reabsorption of cation and anion.

Drs. Orloff and Rector have continued their studies of factors

influencing the rate of ammonia excretion. A reliable method for meas-
uring blood ammonia has been developed after many attempts to apply

methods described earlier. Application of this procedure to renal venous
and arterial blood in dogs subjected to acidification and alkalinization of

the urine has established that renal ammonia production changes much
less than ammonia excretion, increased amounts being added to renal

vein blood when urinary excretion falls. Attempts are currently being

made to extend these studies, done on anesthetized and rapidly deterio-

rating animals, to unanesthetized animals previously prepared surgically.

Investigations of renal enzymes possibly involved in ammonia synthesis

are continuing in an attempt to identify those involved in adaptation to

acidosis in the dog; the increase in glutaminase activity with acidosis
in the rat has been found to be absent in the dog.

Drs. Burg and Orloff have investigated the effects of strophan-
thidine in the chicken. When infused in one leg so as to be delivered
via the renal portal vein in relatively high concentration to the tubules
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of the kidney on the infused side, doses of 0. 5 mg/min. produce a

marked impairment of sodium reabsorption with some inhibition of

potassium secretion and interference with acidification. These
studies support the view that the action of the cardiotonic glycosides

is attributable to interference with electrolyte transport processes

generally including those in the heart muscle fibre.

Studies of phosphate excretion and She effects of parathormone
in the chicken have been completed by Drs. Levinsky and Davidson.

These experiments have, for the first time, demonstrated a direct

effect of parathyroid hormone on renal phosphate transport and the

existence, at least in the chicken, of a secretory process for phosphate.

Dr. Kennedy has conducted studies of the diuretic activity of the

new orally administered compound, chlorothiazide. These have shown
the drug to be an active diuretic with which moderately severe cardiac

patients can be maintained free of edema despite moderate intakes of

salt. However, these investigations have not substantiated current re-

ports that chlorothiazide is highly effective in highly resistant patients

nor that it compares favorably with parenterally administered mer-
curials. Several patients who were totally unresponsive to chlorothia-

zide have responded well to mercurial diuretics.

Further insight into the genesis of elevated urine CO2 tensions

and the effect of buffer concentration has been acquired from kinetic

studies and a theoretical computation by Drs. Kennedy, Eden^Labora-
tory of Technical Development) and Berliner. These indicate that the

rate of CO2 formation after addition of acid to bicarbonate containing

solutions is kept low, in the presence of buffer, because of the minute
concentration of carbonic acid which must drive the reaction to CO2
and water. This presumably permits the escape of the urine from the

tubules before attainment of reaction equilibrium.

2. Ion movements across biological membranes : Dr. Cotlove's

studies of the distribution of ions in tissues have been held up pending

the development of improved methods of analysis. This preliminary
work has now been completed and has resulted in a new apparatus for

the simple, rapid and almost foolproof determination of chloride. The
instrument is no\v available commercially.





Drs. Hajdu and Leonard (Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physi-

ology) are continuing attempts to identify the components of a system,

present in plasma, which exerts an effect on the heart similar to that

produced by the digitalis glycosides,, This system, which originally

excited interest because of its increased concentration in the plasma
of hypertensives, has proved to be highly complex,, consisting of at

least two protein components and several smaller elements, one of

them lipid-soluble and one calcium. Of these only a large protein

component with a high affinity for heart muscle is present in increased

amounts in hypertensives.

Dr. Dunham has investigated further the energy sources for

cation transport in the human red blood cell. In glucose depleted cells

and cells poisoned with iodo-acetic acid there is an excellent correla-

tion between the utilization of high energy phosphate and active potassium
influx. Attempts to reverse the strophanthidin inhibition of active trans-

port with adrenal steroids (desoxycorticosterone and 2-methyl fluoro-

hydrocortisone) have been unsuccessful.

Drs. Hogben and Cooperstein have initiated studies of salt and
water transfer across intestinal membranes of the frog. In the large

intestine there is a considerable electrical potential attributable to

active transport of sodium. The movement of chloride is apparently
passive and due to the potential and is abolished when the potential is

short-circuited. Interestingly, there seems to be a considerable com-
ponent of "exchange diffusion" involved in the chloride movement. Dr.
Cooperstein with Dr. Brockman (Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physi-
ology) has initiated parallel studies of loops of intestine in the unanes-
thetized dog. Dr. Hogben has extended his studies of anion transport

across gastric mucosa and, in collaboration with members of the Lab-
oratory of Chemical Pharmacology, has investigated the absorption of

drugs from the human stomach and from the stomach and intestine in

experimental animals. All of these observations can be interpreted as
in accord with the hypothesis that drugs cross these barriers in the un-

ionized, lipid soluble state and that the rate of movement is determined
by their pK's and the pH of the solution from which the absorption occurs.
The latter is not necessarily the pH of the bulk solution to which the

mucosa is exposed, but is presumably a region in which a more fixed

pH is maintained, e.g. the gastric tubules in the case of the stomach.
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3) The disturbed physiology of congestive heart failure and
experimental edema formation : These studies have been conducted
by Dr. Davis with Drs. Ball and Yankopoulos and aimed at further

elucidation of the disturbances which lead to the retention of sodium
salts and water in animals with intrathoracic constriction of the in-

ferior vena cava and with right sided heart failure due to constriction

of the pulmonary artery. These have established the presence of in-

creased amounts of aldosterone in adrenal venous blood as well as in

the urine. Constriction of the inferior vena cava below the liver but

above the adrenal veins has failed to produce edema or increased
secretion of aldosterone, thus excluding adrenal venous congestion as
an important factor. Attempts to locate a hypothalamic center modu-
lating aldosterone secretion have not suggested, to date, the presence
of such a center. Large lesions in various parts of the hypothalamus
have failed to produce decreases in aldosterone excretion or increases
in sodium excretion in a number of dogs with ascites due to inferior

vena caval constriction. These studies are being continued with an
examination of the acute effect of hypothalamic lesions on aldosterone
output in adrenal venous blood.

Application of a body cast to animals with constricted inferior

vena cava has, in several instances, resulted in diuresis and decreased
aldosterone output. These studies confirm the importance of having an
area for collection of fluid if elevation of venous pressure is to lead to

sodium retention.

The development of a method for determining aldosterone on
10 ml of adrenal vein blood (Dr. Ralph Peterson, NIAMD) has permitted
the design of acute experiments to study the acute effect of various pro-
cedures on aldosterone output. The increase in aldosterone secretion
following constriction of the inferior vena cava begins within 15-30
minutes.

Drs. Yankopoulos and Davis have also recently started a study
of the character of isolated heart muscle proteins and glycerol-extraeted
fibers from animals with experimental cardiac failure. The methods
have been worked out and a few preliminary observations made. To
date no difference has been found between material from normal dogs
and those with experimental failure.
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Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology

The energetics of the contracting myocardium. Activity in

this long-term project for the past twelve months has consisted of a
continuation of the studies outlined in the previous report, a compre-
hensive analysis of all available data and preparation for publication.

The data obtained support the position outlined in previous reports
and indicate that the oxygen requirement of the heart is not meaning-
fully related to the external work performed by it but that the oxygen
requirement consistently correlates well with the Tension-Time Index

(mean systolic pressure x the duration of systole). These data provide

an objective basis for understanding the clinical observation that patients

with heart disease in which stroke volumn and cardiac output are markedly
elevated (mitral regurgitation, arteriovenous fistula, shunts) only rarely
show overt evidence of myocardial hypoxia while patients with heart di-

sease in which the myocardium is called upon to develop a large total

tension (such as hypertension, aortic stenosis) do show such evidence
in the form of angina pectoris.

An "amendment" to the basic Starling law concept (the energy
of contraction is a function of end- diastolic fiber length) is being con-
sidered as a result of these data, namely that, while the end- diastolic
fiber length determines the energy which can be put forth during the

ensuing contraction, it is the nature of the contraction (tension or shor-
tening) which determines how much energy is put forth. Current studies

are directed to the acquisition of data with which to evaluate the validity

of this "amendment.

"

The pathophysiology of experimentally induced mitral and aortic

regurgitation. The techniques described in previous reports have been
.used in experiments which show that in mitral insufficiency a large mitral
regurgitant volume (of the order of four liters per minute) can be sustained
with only a minimal fall in forward cardiac output and aortic pressure,
and associated with only a slight rise in mean left atrial pressure. The
left ventricular function curve is only slightly depressed in the presence
of large volumes of mitral regurgitation (2 to 3 times effective forward
flow). The rise in left atrial pressure following an increase in systemic
flow is substantially greater than the rise in left atrial pressure following
a similar increase in mitral regurgitant flow.

In aortic insufficiency regurgitation is tolerated with considerable
elevation of left ventricular end-diastolic filling pressure, but with rela-
tively little rise in left atrial pressure. The ventricular function curve
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is markedly lower after the production of aortic insufficiency than in

the normal state; but if the regurgitant stroke work is added to the

forward stroke work, the ventricular function curve is even higher

after aortic insufficiency is produced. The differences between left

ventricular end- diastolic and left atrial pressures could be diminished
or almost abolished by inducing concomitant mitral insufficiency. How-
ever, the fall in left ventricular end- diastolic pressure was accompanied
by a further diminution in effective stroke volume beyond that which had

been produced by the aortic regurgitation alone.

The determinants of the duration and mean rate of ventricular

ejection. The object of these experiments was to investigate systemati-
cally the effect of a variety of factors influencing the duration and mean
rate of ventricular ejection in the isolated, supported, non-failing canine

heart preparation. It was found that when stroke volume alone is in-

creased, while all other parameters are held constant, the duration of

ventricular ejection and mean rate of ejection are increased. An in-

crease in heart rate at constant stroke volume decreases the duration of

ejection per beat but increases the duration of ejection per minute as well

as the mean rate of ejection. An increase in mean aortic pressure alone

has little influence on either the duration or mean rate of ventricular

ejection until markedly elevated mean aortic pressures are reached.
Under such circumstances, duration of ejection is lengthened and the

mean rate of ejection decreased. Hypothermia alone prolongs the dura-
tion of ejection, while sympathomimetic amines have the opposite effect.

Unlike the non-failing heart, the failing heart exhibits an increase in the

duration of ejection as stroke volume declines on the descending limb of

its ventricular function curve.

The effects of atrial versus ventricular pacemaking on the heart's

performance characteristics . It has been ascertained in preliminary ex-
periments that ventricular pacemaking results in a substantial depression
of the ventricular function curve when compared with atrial pacemaking
or conversely at any given work level (compounded of specific flows,

output pressures and rates) the ventricular filling pressure required is

higher with ventricular than with atrial pacemaking and that under these
circumstances the heart's oxygen utilization is higher with ventricular
than with atrial pacemaking.

Development of a bioassay technique for local vaso- activity with
satisfactory reproducibility . The lack of reproducibility of the flow





response to intra-arterially injected vaso-active agents had previously

compromised its usefulness for this purpose. From the contour of

some of the flow curves obtained it was suspected that lack of adequate

mixing rather than changes in biological reactivity might account for

the poor reproducibility. With this in view, the "intra-arterial" injec-

tions were made into a small multiple injection mixing cuvette (rotating

magnet) placed in the femoral arterial flow line. Blue dye studies

demonstrated the improved mixing thus obtained and the bioassay tech-

nique subsequently yielded gratifying reproducibility and adequate dose-

response curve data.

The possible physiological significance of vasodilator substances

in human urine . During the past year, an attempt has been made to iso-

late the substance responsible for the vasodilator activity present in urine

and determine its physiological significance. It was found that there are
at least two substances in normal urine (both dog and human) which can
dilate blood vessels: an organic base which is dialyzable and appears to

be histamine; the second material which is non- dialyzable and a protein

has biochemical properties which seem to indicate a similarity of this

substance to Kallikrein which was described by E. Werle in 1930.

A comparison of patients with orthostatic hypotension and normal
controls reveals a decreased urinary excretion of the non- dialyzable com-
ponent in the patient group. This was interpreted as suggesting either

a) that the vasodilator substance in human urine is in some way associated

with autonomic function since its presence is greatly diminished in patients

with an established autonomic defect and/ or b) that the vasodilator sub-
stance in urines mirrors the relative average blood level of such a sub-
stance which, in turn, is an expression of one facet of the physiological

response to blood pressure regulation.

Studies on heart valve replacement . This project was reopened
this year with a view to ascertaining whether the embolic phenomena
which had precluded the clinical application of the apical-aortic anas-
tomosis technique might be eliminated by the proper modification of the
two points of attachment of the prosthesis at the ventricular apex and
the aorta (see previous reports). It was found that impregnating a sleeve
of stretchable dacron-orlon with elastic silicone and affixing this to the
outflow end of the valve made it possible to perform an end-to-side anas-
tomosis to thoracic aorta which appears to have overcome the difficulty.
It has also been ascertained that the newly constructed silastic ball-valve
produces substantially less hemolysis than the previously used ball-waive
prosthesis.
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The study of drugs affecting myocardial contractility by means
of a new isolated atrium preparation . This project, begun in Novem-
ber 1956, was concerned with development of experimental techniques

and apparatus until August 1957. Since then, a series of experiments
has been run to explore the potentialities of the method developed.

The preparation consists of the left atrium of the cat or rabbit,

made into a closed sac by tying the mitral ring around a cannula, le-

gating the pulmonary veins, and dissecting away all adjacent tissue.

The atrium is filled with oxygen under pressure, and is mounted in a

chamber filled with Krebs solution. It is stimulated at a constant fre-

quency. In rapid succession, records are then made of the diastolic

volume, stroke volume, and the pressure generated by "isometric"

contractions, at a number of distending pressures. This permits the

construction of pressure-volume curves, and "Starling curves" for

both "isometric" and "isotonic" contraction from apparent ones pro-

duced by changes in frequency or diastolic fiber length.

It was observed that isolated left atria frequently developed a

rapid spontaneous rhythm, and the necessity to suppress this in order
to maintain a constant frequency of contraction prompted several ex-

periments. It was found that the tendency toward auto-rhythmicity was
increased by distention and by low potassium concentrations, decreased
by increased potassium, pentobarbital, and reserpine. Reserpine pre-

treatment effectively prevents the production of auto-rhythmicity by the

sympathomimetic amines without significantly affecting their inotropic

effects.

The diastolic pressure volume characteristics of the preparation

were not changed by any of the drugs tested so far except the cardiac
glycosides in toxic concentrations. The'Starling curves" were not

changed in shape, but were shifted up or down by drugs having positive

or negative inotropic actions, respectively. The curves regularly ex-
hibit a descending limb, and it is of special interest, from the theoret-
ical point of view, that the peak of the curve, e. g. the diastolic volume
associated with the strongest contractions, appears to be very nearly
constant regardless of whether the curve is elevated or depressed.

Experiments on the isolation and characterization of a cardio -

active protein system in serum. These studies conducted jointly with
Dr. Hajdu of the Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism are
described with the work of that laboratory.
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The effects of blood flow on transcapillary diffusion in mam-
malian skeletal muscle. The principal phase of the study of blood

flow and vascular tone on transcapillary K4^ exchange in the isolated

gracilis muscle of the dog was completed,, In general, the conclusion

was reached that the exchange rate is determined principally by two

factors: the total blood supply and the extent to which the capillaries

are open to the flow of blood. Experimentally, it was observed that

sympathetic vasoconstriction led to a greater fall in K4* influx than

could be attributed to the fall in flow alone, and that active (and reac-

tive) hyperemia led to a greater increase in K4^ influx than could be

accounted for by flow alone. Thus a direct effect on the number of

open capillaries is suggested, in agreement with histological study.

Attempts to study sympathetic vasodilatation were not successful.

Laboratory of Technical Development

The Laboratory's work in development of new and more sensi-

tive methods and instruments is continuing with the evaluation of flame
photometric methods versus electrodeless discharge methods for ex-

citation of ultra-micro quantities of the alkali metals. The virtues of

the flame photometer continue to be its simplicity and high sensitivity,

but sample handling and dilution problems remain. The electrodeless

discharge method remains the most sensitive.

Investigations are underway to extend the applicability of speetro-

photofluorometry to the red and near infra-red, as well as to include

phosphorescence emission spectra. An electrostatic method of storage

and rapid read-out of these spectra appears to be sensitive enough to

allow high efficiency flash sources to be used. These promise to provide

higher outputs at the short wave-lengths and extend the utility of the

method to the far ultraviolet, as well as into the red end of the spectrum.
The read-out method allows easy correction of the emission spectra,

without the use of cumbersome double beam methods.

The micro freezing point depression apparatus of Ramsay has
been evaluated in relation to the possibility of reducing the size of the

bath, and providing multiple samples, as well as freedom from ther-

mometer calibration. A reproducible time-temperature cycle has been
utilized to allow unknowns to be read as linear interpolations between
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standards to eliminate the possible errors of absolute temperature
readings. A trial apparatus has been constructed and the method
shown to be practical, the current objection being the long time re-

quired for the temperature cycle to allow easy readability of multiple

end points.

Several methods for improving the utility of gas chromatography
methods by providing a more sensitive, more stable detector are being

evaluated. Of the several methods tested, a new method utilizing a
high frequency discharge at atmospheric pressure and a sonic velocity

method have shown considerable promise in terms of sensitivity and

stability.. The drawbacks of the sonic instrument would appear to be
its complexity, whereas for the radio frequency instrument the system
remains moderately simple.

Micro pH electrodes in the 50 - 100 micron size range and the

associated apparatus have been applied to physiological problems in

collaboration with the Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism.

Studies on the nature of the protein water-hydration structure

by means of freezing and drying data have shown agreement with theo-

retical predictions in experiments on vacuum drying rates for gelatine

and albumin. A micro fine (40 microns) thermocouple has also been
developed for application to the problem of rapid freezing and drying

research techniques, and promises to have other applications in bio-

physical investigation. A high speed self-balancing potentiometer
utilizing the amplification inherent in the photomultiplier has been im-
proved recently to provide more linear calibration and freedom from
photo tube fatigue effects previously noted. An electron microscope
has been acquired and essential techniques for the application of the

instrument to freezing and drying studies have been completed.

The application of modern mathematical techniques to some of

the problems of renal physiology has resulted in a better understanding
of the mechanism involved in the problem of the carbon dioxide tension

in plasma vs. urine and has contributed to the setting up of models for

the explanation of physiological phenomena.

A mathematical analysis of the interchange of materials in multi-

compartment systems has revealed a hitherto unrecognized general re-
lation which relates the transport through a capillary bed of a substance
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which exchanges with the extra-vascular fluid compartment to the

transport of one which does not. Utilizing this theoretical result -

if the outflow curves are experimentally known it should be possible

to obtain the law governing exchange between the capillary bed and

the extra-vascular fluid compartment,,

A special purpose analog computer for the analysis of over-

lapping distribution functions frequently encountered in biology and

spectroscopy has been constructed. Preliminary experiments have
shown that it is possible to analyze complex overlapping curves to

permit higher resolution to be attained, as well as to provide an easy

approach to the cataloging of these data. Two new professional mem-
bers have been added to the Laboratory, Dr. A, Weissler, who will

investigate biochemical effects of ultrasonic waves on the basis that

it is expected to contribute to the understanding of biochemical reac-

tions, as well as to provide a possible tool for controlling or studying

these mechanisms. Progress to date has been largely setting up the

apparatus and gathering basic preliminary data. It is hoped that Dr.

Hayes' interest in enzymology will provide the Laboratory with the

possibility of contributing to the development of methods for the study

of enzyme reactions. Progress to date has largely been confined to

setting up apparatus and methods.

The program for the development of prosthetic valves for the

aortic and mitral area continues to indicate that a silicone rubber tri-

cuspid valve may be a satisfactory prosthesis for insertion into the

aorta. Technical difficulties in the production of these valves have
prevented full evaluation of their performance. Several new molds
just completed promise to provide a range of sizes for testing in

animals. A very compact, all plastic, hydraulically operated pump
provided with the new tricuspid plastic valves and two ventricular

chambers has been constructed and subjected to preliminary tests for

supporting the circulation of a dog during cardiac surgery. Features
of this pump are atraumatic handling of the blood, low filling volume
and the possibility that it might be made available in the form of a dis-

posable presterilized heart pump package to facilitate either heart
surgery or the support of an ailing organ for a temporary period of
time.

In addition to the regular projects, the Laboratory has provided
space, collaboration and consultation with the Clinical and Professional





Education Group, headed by Dr. Murray Brown, to evaluate the

utility of color television techniques in biological research. A high

quality CBS type color television chain including a cinescope recorder

has been set up and provided with the necessary stand and accessories

to allow it to be used conveniently with the microscope or special opti-

cal instruments for viewing the interior intact human eye. Guest re-

searchers have been invited to test the equipment on their particular

problems and evaluate the records obtained. Studies of micro circu-

lation of frog kidney, rabbit lung and the retina of the human eye have

been completed and the result recorded on film. The use of this appa-

ratus provides high sensitivity, thus reducing the amount of light energy
necessary to make the observations and providing the investigator with

controls of contrast and color that otherwise are not obtainable. Methods
of providing specific absorptions with assigned colors have been given a

cursory test. At the present time it appears this equipment offers several

important features not easily obtainable; the maximum utilization of the

equipment requires special high sensitivity tubes and the continuous ser-

vices of a competent technician to keep the apparatus in shape.

In addition to the research program of the Laboratory, special

services not otherwise available have been provided to other laboratories

of NHI.

Consultations on special problems in mathematics, electronics

and mechanics have been provided. Tools and materials, electronic

components and shop facilities have been supplied whenever regular
service facilities proved inadequate for the exigency of the situation.

Members of the Laboratory have been active in stimulating the

emergence of a group of individuals having interest and knowledge in the

application of physical, electronic and other technological advances of

industry to the problems of medical research and practice.

Laboratory of Clinical Biochemistry

Studies on serotonin . One of the important mechanisms for in-

activating serotonin is the enzyme monoamine oxidase (MAO). This
enzyme is present in most organ tissues and is found in highest concen-
trations in the mitochondria. It had not previously been possible to

solubilize mitochondrial MAO oxidase. However, it has now been shown
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that an appreciable amount of MAO activity is found in the soluble

fraction of homogenates and that this activity resembles mitochondrial
MAO in substrate specificity, pH optimum, etc. Soluble MAO has now
been purified 20-30 fold and resolved into two components,, the deami-
nase fraction (I) which converts serotonin to 5-hydroxyindoleacetalde-

hyde and the aldehyde dehydrogenase fraction (II) which in the presence
of DPN oxidizes the aldehyde to 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid. Using
purified deaminase it has been possible to generate sufficient amounts
of the aldehyde to study its chemical properties „ It will be interesting

to see if this aldehyde possesses physiologic activity of its own. The
deaminase has been studied and attempts are being made to determine
the nature of the coenzyme „ It is hoped that such studies will yield in-

formation concerning the mechanism of action of the known MAO in-

hibitors and will permit the synthesis of even more potent inhibitors

for in vitro and in vivo use, A large number of compounds have been
screened for activity as MAO inhibitors and many known drugs were
found to be quite active, including procaine amide and mephanesin. In

addition it has been found that substitution of the indole ring in the 2-

position almost invariably leads to active MAO inhibitors „ Unlike the

substituted hydrazides the inhibition produced by the 2-substituted

indoles is readily reversible

The most widely used MAO inhibitor, marsilid, was previously

shown to be ineffective in blocking the metabolism of injected serotonin

in rats and mice. Even more potent hydrazine inhibitors of MAO are
incapable of blocking metabolism of serotonin, in vivo . It was first

considered likely that marsilid and its analogues are not very active

in vivo . It now seems more likely that there is another major route
of amine metabolism which is not blocked by marsilid and its analogues
and which is destroyed during homogenization.

Marsilid also appears to influence aldehyde metabolism, which
may account for its ability to diminish the excretion of 5HIAA. It may
do this by interfering with DPN enzymes one of which is aldehyde de-
hydrogenase. The actions of alcohol, which is also metabolized by a
DPN enzyme, are potentiated by marsilid. These effects will be investi-

gated. In addition the metabolism of marsilid will be studied to see
whether any of its metabolites are responsible for this action. A method
for marsilid assay has already been developed.
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Further studies on release of serotonin during anaphylaxis

indicate that although platelet serotonin is readily released other

serotonin depots are not. It remains to be seen whether serotonin

release plays a significant role in anaphylaxis.

Biosynthesis of indoleacetic acid . Indoleacetic acid (IAA) is

present in normal human urine to the extent of about 5 mg/day. IAA
excretion has been found to be markedly increased in Hartnup's syn-

drome and sprue. Increased levels in other patients have been ob-

served with no apparent correlation to clinical findings. One patient

with sprue was found to excrete 200 mg. of IAA per day. Since this

was markedly reduced by antibiotics it was apparent that intestinal

bacteria were responsible for the unusually large excretion. The cul-

ture of bacteria from his gut yielded organisms which readily formed
IAA from tryptophan and ketoglutarate. However, tryptamine forming
bacteria were also demonstrated.

Administration of large amounts of tryptophan to normal indi-

viduals produced a marked rise in IAA; only a small portion of this IAA
production was affected by antibiotics indicating that it can be formed
by mammalian tissues. In vitro studies with tryptophan showed that in

the presence of O2 it is converted to IAA. Since pyridoxal phosphate
and ^-ketoglutarate had little effect on the process it appears that the

conversion is one of oxidative deamination to indolepyruvic acid followed

by oxidative decarboxylation to IAA.

Studies on adrenaline, noradrenaline and related catechol com-

pounds. Much remains to be learned concerning the formation and
metabolism of the catecholamines

.

Pheochromocytoma tumors have been shown to be extremely
rich in the system which catalyzes the oxidation of 3, 4-dihydroxyphenyl-
ethylamine to noradrenaline. This tissue will be valuable in studies on
the mechanism of the side chain oxidation.

As for metabolism, the soluble monoamine oxidase preparation
(see serotonin report) has been applied to adrenaline and noradrenaline,
making it possible to produce milligram quantities of the intermediate
aldehyde (3, 4-dihydroxyphenylglyoxal) and the acid end product (3,4-
dihydroxymandelic acid). The chemical properties of these compounds
have already been investigated. The possibility that the aldehyde pos-
sesses pharmacologic activity is to be investigated.
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A pathway of catechol metabolism, heretofore unsuspected,

involves methylation of the 3-hydroxy group. The acid end product

of this route of metabolism (3-methoxy-4-hydroxy-phenylglycollic

acid) was first demonstrated in urine by Armstrong, Subsequent

work in this laboratory and by Axelrod in NIMH has shown that almost
all catechol compounds including noradrenaline and adrenaline can
undergo this Q-methylation. The 3-methoxy analogue of noradrenaline

has been found in human pheochromocytoma, its first demonstration in

man. The physiologic significance of O-methyl analogues of the catechol-

amines remains to be determined. It may well be that O-methylation of

noradrenaline is the limiting step in its action and that oxidative deami-
nation follows secondarily.

Metabolism of V-aminobutyric acid, y -Aminobutyric acid

(GABA) is formed by enzymatic decarboxylation of glutamic acid. In

animals the highest concentration of GABA and of glutamic decarboxy-
lase occur in the central nervous system. Recently GABA has been
claimed to be a regulatory substance in the brain and drugs structurally

related to it have been known to have marked sedative action.

In studying the metabolism of this compound in vitro it has been
found that arginine can transfer an amidine group to GABA converting it

to r-guanidinobutyric acid. The enzyme for carrying out this trans

-

amidination appears to be the same as that required to amidinate glycine

to form guanidinoacetic acid. Of a large number of amino acids investi-

gated only glycine and GABA are amidinated to an appreciable extent.

Dr. Irreverre, NIAMD, has shown that K-guanidinobutyric acid is found

in brain and other tissues and is in fact the only guanidino acid present
in detectable amounts in tissues.

A sample of the guanidino acid was sent to Dr. Harry Grundfest
at Columbia University who reported that it is a potent convulsant agent,

in his test system, indicating that guanidination converts GABA from a
sedative to a convulsant type compound. The significance of this route
of GABA metabolism will be further explored as will other metabolic
routes.

Biogenesis and metabolism of aromatic compounds. Although
it is known that enzymatic hydroxylation of aromatic compounds to

phenols, i. e. , phenylalanine, aniline and kynurenine, requires reduced





pyridine nucleotide Fe^""6" and oxygen, little else is known concerning

the mechanism. One of the conceivable mechanisms would involve

direct addition of the elements of H2O2, to yield a dihydrodiol com-
pound. Actually such compounds are formed by the microsomal
hydroxylating system from naphthalene and apparently from quinoline.

Recent studies indicate that these dihydrodiols, though they are en-

zymatically formed and chemically yield the appropriate phenols, do

not appear to be intermediates in phenol formation. The significance

of dihydrodiol formation is being investigated. Further studies with

tritium water may yield additional information concerning mechanisms
involved in phenol formation..

Apparently phenylalanine or one of its metabolites can be hy-

droxylated to form an ortho substituted phenol, the final product being

o-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (OHPAA). Two suspected intermediates,

ortho-tyrosine and ortho-tyramine, have thus far not been detected in

animal tissues. The central activity of o-tyrosine and the large excre-

tion of OHPAA in phenylketonuria make this pathway an interesting one.

Attempts are being made to determine whether there exists a specific

o-tyrosine decarboxylase and to detect o-hydroxylation of phenylalanine

in in vitro systems.

Conversion of non aromatic to aromatic compounds takes place

readily in animal tissues and there are products in foods which undergo

aromatization, i. e. , quinic acid. The conversion of hexahydrobenzoic

acid to hippuric acid was shown to be catalyzed by an enzyme system
in liver mitochondria requiring CoA. By synthesizing hexahydrobenzoyl

CoA it was possible to show that a condensation with glycine was required

to drive the aromaUzation reaction.

Studies on hydroxyproline . Hydroxyproline (OPr) is an unusual

amino acid in that in animals it is incorporated solely into connective

tissue proteins, i. e. , collagen and elastin* Because of this unique

distribution its metabolism should reflect changes in connective tissue

protein metabolism.

14
Using OPr-C it has been shown that this amino acid can be

readily incorporated into rapidly developing connective tissues, such
as developing chick embryos and artifically induced guinea pig fibrous

tissue. This finding is contrary to the currently accepted belief that

hydroxylation of proline occurs after incorporation of proline into a





pro-collagen moiety. Additional support for the direct utilisation of

hydroxyproline is the demonstration of conversion of proline to free

hydroxyproline by tissue homogenates.

Studies on the influence of a variety of factors on the OPr con-
tent of tissues, blood and urine have also been of interest. Thus it

was shown that ascorbic acid while preventing connective tissue forma-
tion in guinea pigs, did not influence the levels of OPr in blood and urine.

Studies on patients have shown that little exogenously administered OPr
is normally excreted in the urine even when several grams of the amino
acid are administered. However, certain patients (Marfan's and Erlos
Danlos syndrome) tend to spill appreciable quantities of a loading dose
into the urine. Elevated levels of OPr excretion were also observed in

a few other clinical conditions. Of interest, too, is the finding that ad-

ministration of glutamic acid (no other amino acid) along with OPr eausei

the latter to be excreted in the urine.

Analogues of OPr, ketoproline and thiomethyl proline, raised

free OPr levels in the developing chick whereas acetyl salicylate and
cortisone lowered them. Ketoproline also blocked the destruction of

OPr in homogenates. These findings may be of therapeutic interest.

General Medicine and Experimental Therapeutics Branch -- Experi-

mental Therapeutics Section

The Section of Experimental Therapeutics has been interested

during the past year in many projects alone and in collaboration with
other groups in NHI and NIH. The principal projects may be grouped
as (1) Studies on Vasoactive Substances, (2) Metabolism of Amino
Acids in Man, (3) Action and Metabolism of Drugs and (4) Studies on
Anaphylaxis.

(1) Vasoactive Substances -- Studies on patients with the

carcinoid syndrome have shown clearly that there is no difference in

plasma serotonin in mixed venous blood and arterial blood to explain
the predominately right heart lesions. The administration of iproniazid

(marsilid) to one patient produced a marked aggravation of symptoma-
tology.
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C" labeled norepinephrine was administered to a patient with

pheochromocytoma and showed a turnover rate of a few hours in con-

trast to days required for turnover in the adrenal gland. The recently

described methoxy metabolites of epinephrine and norepinephrine are

being studied as are other possible metabolites of these amines . O-
methylated metabolites have been shown in dogs to be relatively in-

active. This suggests that this metabolic pathway is a means of

physiologic inactivation. Studies are being pursued in an effort to

improve the present chemical techniques of determining blood and
urine epinephrine and norepinephrine levels. The differential pH oxi-

dation procedure is being studied and is giving promising results.

Various mast cell tumors in animals and in patients with urti-

caria pigmentosa have been studied in relation to histamine and sero-
tonin release. Extensive biochemical studies are being carried out

on these tumors and the effect of various drugs on the release of hista-

mine and serotonin are being observed.

(2) Metabolism of Amino Acids -- Because of its relationship

to connective tissue (especially the collagen protein) interest has been
stimulated in the metabolism of hydroxyproline. During the past years
studies have been made in 71 individuals, 9 of whom were patients with

Marfan's Syndrome. In 7 of these 9 patients, the urinary excretion of

hydroxyproline has been abnormally high. Excretory studies have been
performed when hydroxyproline is given alone or in combination with
gelatin or casein.

Indoleacetic acid has been studied in urine and tissues. Normal
daily levels of excretion were found to be 4. to 18. mgm/day; 5 patients

with apparently unrelated disorders (diabetes, idiopathic sprue, cerebellar
ataxia and amytrophic lateral sclerosis) showed elevated rates of excre-
tion. Sterilization of the gut with antibiotics caused considerable altera-

tion in patients with both normal and abnormal rates. These observations
will be extended to establish the significance of these abnormal values
and in an effort to understand more completely the metabolism of trypto-
phan.

(3) A ction and Metabolism of Drugs -- This program has been
fairly quiet during the year. Preoccupation of the investigators with
other more pressing studies, the departure of two members of the pro-
fessional staff, and the lack of outstanding compounds for clinical trial
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have resulted in only minor studies in this program. Some signifi-

cant observations have been made on iproniazid (marsilid) and
mecamylamine. It is expected that more work will be done in this

field during the coming year.

(4) Studies on Anaphylaxis -- As reported in the past, it

has been shown that histamine and serotonin are released during

anaphylaxis in rabbits „ More recent studies have shown that the

lung level of serotonin is markedly elevated immediately after the

injection of the antigen. Studies in other animals and in man have
shown large amounts of histamine and relatively little serotonin in

the lungs. It has been suggested that serotonin might be an impor-
tant factor in pulmonary embolism. Preliminary studies in dogs
have failed to show any significant serotonin release in experimental
pulmonary embolism.

Recently, studies in hypersensitivity in humans have been in-

stituted in collaboration with Dr. Halla Brown of George Washington
School of Medicine. Since serotonin is released in animals during
anaphylaxis it is suggested that this factor may be important in hyper-
sensitive states in man. Reserpine therapy has been administered in

80 patients with hay fever in an effort to deplete the serotonin stores
and lessen the hypersensitive reaction. These studies are to be pur-
sued and other studies related to histamine and its metabolites are
planned or in progress.

(5) Other studies -- Clinical studies on plasma proteins have
been performed in collaboration with Dr. Gordon, Laboratory of Cellu-

lar Physiology and Metabolism, and Dr. Jesse Steinfeld, NCI. The
abnormality of protein metabolism in regional ileitis and ulcerative
colitis has been related to protein loss into the lumen of the G. I. tract.

These studies will be extended to clarify the picture and with the hope
that isotopic PVP may be developed into a generally applicable diag-

nostic test for enteritis or colitis.

A few studies have been performed in collaboration with Dr.
Joseph Bell, NIAID, in relation to the cardiovascular complications
of influenza. In a study of infected prison volunteers no significant
C-V abnormalities were found. These studies will be pursued as
appropriate clinical material becomes available.
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General Medicine and Experimental Therapeutics Branch -- Cardio-

dynamics Section

The Section on Cardiodynamics has continued its studies along

three principal lines: (1) Studies in the field of electrocardiography,

with particular emphasis on vector methods of interpretation, (2) hemo-
dynamic studies with particular respect to studies of valve gradients as

determined at cardiac catheterization or surgery, dye dilution techniques

for diagnostic purposes, and other physiologic studies of the circulation,

and (3) studies in the field of pulmonary physiology with particular em-
phasis on cardio-pulmonary problems* The principal studies are:

Electrocardiography -- A study is nearing completion of the

Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome, comprising seventy cases. It was
found that a ventricular conduction defect is frequently associated with

WPW and is due to invasion of left bundle subdivisions by the pre-excitation

wave. Interestingly enough, the P-R interval duration governs whether
or not the conduction defect will be present, and in one subject we could

produce the ventricular conduction defect at will by manipulating the P-R
interval.

The revised edition of Dr. Grant's book on vector electrocardi-

ography was completed to be published this fall. Grollman's Textbook,
"Clinical Physiology, " in which the chapter on ECG was prepared by
this laboratory, was published in January. A manuscript "Left Axis
Deviation" was submitted to Modern Concepts of Heart Disease at their

request.

New work initiated includes a systematic study of the electro-

cardiogram in congenital heart disease, using intracardiac leads.

During the month of October, while Dr. Grant was a visiting

scientist at the University of Washington Medical School, experiments
were done with Dr. Alan Scher of the Department of Physiology where
for the first time lesions of selected parts of the left bundle system
were proven capable of producing axis deviations and ventricular con-
duction defects without prolonging the QRS interval. This is an impor-
tant finding in the small world of electrocardiography because it con-

firms an hypothesis introduced by this section that left and right axis

deviations are due to ventricular conduction defects and not to varia-
tions in the anatomic position of the heart.
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Hemodynamics --In association with the Clinic of Surgery
dye dilution methods have been developed for (1) measuring cardiac

outputs simultaneously with pressure measurements to determine
the adequacy of commissurotomy at the operating table, (2) quali-

tatively measuring aortic insufficiency, (3) detecting intracardiac

shunts. Three reports on specific aspects of these studies have
been completed for publication. A symposium, presented jointly

by this section and the Clinic of Surgery, has been accepted for pub-

lication in Circulation entitled "Diagnostic Methods in the Study of

Left-to-Right Shunts. " A study of four cases of "right-sided heart"

done jointly by the Clinic of Surgery, the Pathology Department and

this section is nearing completion and defines for the first time in

the English literature the dextroversion syndrome as a cause of right-

lying heart, and as altogether different in etiology and manifestations

from mirror-image dextrocardia.

The section "Heart Disease (Medical)" was written for 1958

edition of Annual Review of Medicine by Dr. Grant and Dr. Fox,

Cardio-pulmonary Studies — A group of patients with advanced
chronic pulmonary emphysema have been studied with relation to the

stress distribution in the tracheo-bronchial tree. It is hoped that

these studies will help in the understanding of the basic pathologic

physiology of this disease. In addition, animal studies are being per-
formed on dogs and on excised monkey lungs in an. effort to define

certain pressure relationships in the flow of gases in the tracheo-
bronchial tree. In man, the compliance of the lung is being studied

in relation to pulmonary vascular pressure in an effort to determine
the effect of these pressures on pulmonary function., Normal subjects,

in addition to patients with cardiac or pulmonary disease, are under
study.

Studies are continuing with the catheter tip method of measuring
blood velocity. An electronic analogue computer has been devised
which will carry out instantaneous computations and the system gives
fair results in animals. More critical studies in animals are planned
before the method is applied in man.

A new type respiratory flow meter has been devised which has
a low dead space and is immune to condensation effects. Many of the
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technical aspects of this problem have been solved, thus making a

significant contribution to this field of study. This work has pro-

duced a method for measuring maximum air velocities for all points

of the vital capacity. From mathematical treatment of the curve

representing these velocities it has been possible to make quantitative

approximations of certain physical properties of the lung responsible

for ventilatory abnormalities. For example, the location and dimen-

sions of the obstructive component responsible for emphysema in a

unit alveolus have been defined by this method.

Pharmacodynamic studies of the pulmonary circulation are in

progress utilizing various secondary amines supplied by pharmaceuti-

cal firms. Suggestive evidence of pulmonary vasodilatation was noted

with methoxamine and this substance will be studied further. Several

other amines were shown to actually produce pulmonary vasoconstric-

tion. These studies are also providing certain information which may
be helpful in our understanding of the basic pathologic physiology of

pulmonary hypertension.

General Medicine and Experimental Therapeutics Branch -° Clinical

Endocrinology Section

The work of this section during the past year has been directed

toward three groups of problems: a) the role of steroids in sodium re-

tention, b) the function of parathyroid hormone and c) a group of studies

not directly related to the above.

aJ The role of steroids in sodium retention -- These studies

have involved 1) investigation of improved techniques of aldosterone

determination, 2) continued investigation of the normal mechanisms
of control of aldosterone secretion, 3) continued investigation of the

stimuli effective in controlling aldosterone secretion in pathologic states

characterized by sodium retention and 4) investigation of the mode of

action on the kidneys of aldosterone and other steroids.

1) A salicylyl hydraside reaction was adapted to the determina-

tion of aldosterone in biologic fluids, and its application to physiologic

studies begun. Simultaneously, the method of Neber and Wettstein for

the determination of aldosterone was set up, and improved by addition
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of a radioactive tracer to measure recoveries, and studies were
begun on the use of the double labelling technique of Peterson. The
presence of aldosterone in efferent blood from calf adrenals per-

fused with progesterone-C*^ was proved by the Peterson method.

2) Studies on the normal mechanisms of control of aldosterone

secretion were centered chiefly on the experimental alteration of

intravascular volume and of posture. The blood volume was contracted

by phlebotomy and expanded with red cells or salt-poor albumin: These
stimuli were consistently effective in raising and lowering, respectively,

the aldosterone secretion.

The supine posture was observed to lower the rate at which

aldosterone secretion rose following salt deprivation, as compared to

the rate observed in the erect posture.

3) In cirrhosis with ascites, expansion of the intravascular

volume was found to lower aldosterone secretion markedly, but not to

"normal" levels; potassium deprivation lowered aldosterone secretion

without producing sodium diuresis. In nephrosis, the diuresis asso-

ciated with meticorten therapy was associated with marked lowering of

aldosterone secretion. In dogs, constriction of the inferior vena cava

was inconsistently effective in raising the aldosterone content of adrenal

vein blood; the effect of experimental alteration of blood volume on this

response is under investigation.

4) The effect of aldosterone and of related steroids on the renal

excretion of water, hydrogen, potassium, and sodium was studied both

in human subjects with hyperaldosteronism and with Addison's disease

and in adrenalectomized dogs.

b) The function of parathyroid hormone -- These studies have

involved 1) attempts to develop an assay mefiod for parathyroid hormone
using the chicken and 2) attempts to evaluate parathyroid function in sub-

jects with hyperparathyroidism.

1) In the studies with the chicken it has not thus far been possible

to show a reproducible dose- response relationship in P04 excretion when
the kidney with parathyroid extract infused into the renal portal circula-
tion is compared with the control; studies are in progress attempting to

show a consistent relationship of urine P to hormone dosage.
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2) Parathyroid function was assessed in normal subjects and

in subjects suspected of hyperparathyroidism in four ways: a) The
effect of intravenous calcium infusion on urine phosphate excretion.

In all normal subjects, urine P04 fell, in all subjects now known to

have had primary hyperparathyroidism, it did not, b) The Tj\fl of P.

In all normal subjects the Tm P was above 3 mg per minute; in three

patients with hyperparathyroidism it was below. However, seven
patients with hyperparathyroidism had Tm P in the normal range,

c) The effect of P deprivation. In subjects with hyperparathyroidism
P deprivation produced a fall of serum P, and a rise in serum and

urine Ca; in normal subjects, it had none of these effects, d) The
percent of P reabsorbed by the renal tubules was found to vary with

the P intake, and not to serve as an index of hyperparathyroidism.

c) Studies unrelated to the above -- 1) The movement of

larger molecules through blood vessels and tissues is being evaluated

by quantitative measurements of the rate of movement of I"l labelled

albumin; capillary permeability coefficients for the various tissues

studied have been determined. The effect of dicoumarol and other

agents, and the corresponding data for other large molecules are being

investigated.

2) The relationship of steroid structure of certain C19/esters
with anabolic activity has been studied in man. It was found that re-

moval of the nineteenth carbon from all steroids studied, either poten-

tiated anabolic action or conferred anabolic activity where the "parent"

steroid had none. The addition of 9^ halogen (with 11 ^hydroxy) greatly

increased anabolic potency of methyl testosterone.

3) A method for determining plasma testosterone was developed
with the aid of radioactive tracers, and applied to the spermatic vein

blood of the dog,

4) A new colorimetric method for serum and urine magnesium
determination was developed.

5) The mechanism of the poor response of cirrhotic subjects

to water loading was studied. Early results tend to invalidate earlier

reports of increased antidiuretic hormone activity in these subjects.
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6) The effect of estrogens upon the metabolism of hydrocorti-

sone was studied by measuring both urinary and serum free and bound

hydrocortisone before and after the administration of estrogens. The
estrogens appear to interfere with the degradation of hydrocortisone

to tetra-hydrocortisone, with resultant higher serum and lower urine

levels.

Surgery Branch

The clinical investigative projects of the Surgery Branch during

the past year have again utilized generally those patients with valvular

heart disease and various forms of congenital heart disease with intra-

and extracardiac shunts.

Several techniques have been used in the evaluation of patients

with or suspected of having left-to-right shunts. The nitrous oxide

test, previously described, has now been carried out in more than 400

patients . The usefulness of the test, as originally designed, has been
proved and at the present time modifications concerning the concentra-
tion of nitrous oxide inhaled and the ideal sampling periods are being

investigated. An outgrowth of the nitrous oxide test has been in the

application of a radioactive gas for the detection of shunts. Two gases
have been evaluated,, trifluoroiodomethane and radioactive krypton.

The latter gas, a beta emitter, seems most practical. At the present

time parallel studies are being carried out involving both nitrous oxide

and krypton. The advantage of the radioactive gas is that it can be
analyzed almost instantaneously and the results of the catheterization

can be reported while the procedure is still in progress. Yet another
method for the study of left-to-right shunts has been the use of indicator-

dilution curves from the left heart and aorta. When an indicator is in-

jected into one of the chambers of the left heart or the aorta and a dilu-

tion curve recorded from a peripheral artery, the curve is normally
characterized by an extremely fast ascent and descent. When there is

a shunt or valvular insufficiency, there is a break or change in slope

of the descending limb of the curve caused by regurgitation of a portion

of the dye or its passage through the pulmonary circulation. Such
studies have now been carried out in more than 100 patients with or
suspected of having left-to-right shunts. In virtually all instances the

technique has proved diagnostically accurate but with small shunts or
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minimal degrees of insufficiency interpretation of the carve by gross
inspection is difficult. Accordingly, methods for the quantification of

the slope of the descending limb of the curve are now under investiga-

tion. A number of dogs were operated upon by Dr. Baker and various

forms of left-to-right shunts constructed. When dye curves were per-

formed in these animals with known types of left-to-right shunts the

curves were in every instance diagnostic.

Left heart catheterization has continued to be an important and

interesting part of the clinical work in the Surgery Branch. More than

700 transbronchial left heart catheterizations have now been carried

out without significant sequelae. Previous reports have shown the use-

fulness of this technique in precise assessment of the degree of valvular

stenosis and estimating the degree of valvular insufficiency. It has been
shown that a catheter can be left in the heart while the needle and bron-

choscope are removed. This has permitted us to make observations

over prolonged periods of time and to make observations as to the patient's

physiologic state. Determinations of oxygen consumption and cardiac out-

put have shown that a steady basal state can be achieved within 20 minutes
after the bronchoscope is withdrawn. Thus, observations can be made
with the patient either in a basal state or during exercise. The use of

norepinephrine infusion at the time of left heart catheterization has made
possible the detection of minimal degrees of mitral insufficiency which
could not be demonstrated in the left heart pressure tracings with the

patient's blood pressure normal. As systemic resistance is increased

by the infusion of norepinephrine, atrial pressure is elevated in the pres-

ence of mitral incompetence but not in the presence of a normal mitral
valve or mitral stenosis. At the present time determinations of cardiac
output are combined with norepinephrine infusion to determine the use-
fulness of this combined technique in the estimation of valvular regurgi-

tation. Similarly, at the time of operations for valvular disease, it has
been possible to measure the pressures simultaneously across the valve
and to determine cardiac output. This is done before and after opera-
tions for the relief of valvular stenosis. Thus, the operating team is

able to characterize precisely the effectiveness of the operation while

still in the operating room and, if necessary, to perform a more ade-
quate operation.

In the experimental laboratory, a special catheter has been de-
signed which can be passed from the saphenous vein into the right atrium.
The catheter contains a retractable needle which can then be extruded





and passed through the interatrial septum into the left atrium. Dr.

Ross has cathefcerised a large number of dogs with this instrument
and it seems a practical way of eatheterizing the left atrium without

the disadvantages of bronchoscopy or percutaneous cardiac puncture.

The method has not yet been applied in patients.

Much laboratory and clinical time has been spent in the prob-
lem of extracorporeal circulation. One year ago a Melrose heart and
lung machine was obtained and has been extensively evaluated in animals
and in approximately 20 patients. Modifications of the instrument have
been made to increase its efficiency and safety and, in the experimental
animals, more than 80% survived 30 minutes of perfusion. With the

application in patients, however, two serious problems have become
apparent. These are massive postoperative bleeding, the cause of

which is not at the moment clear, and the questionable capacity of the

machine to provide flows adequate for' patients weighing more than 40

or 50 Kg, Continued work with the Melrose oxygenator is being carried
on in the experimental laboratory but more importantly, attention is

being given to the development of a membrane oxygenator in which blood

and gas are never allowed to come into direct contact. Aside from the

development of an efficient membrane the problem of packaging this

material in an efficient manner will have to be worked out. Physiologic

studies are being carried out in patients operated upon with both hypo-
thermia and extracorporeal circulation. This is a study concerning the

cardiovascular hemodynamics following the closure of atrial and ventricu-

lar septal defects. Catheters are placed into the left and right sides of

the heart before the defect is closed and are left in place after the chest

is closed so that the pressures can be monitored during the postopera-
tive period. Valuable information concerning the incidence of left heart
failure following the closure of atrial septal defects and of right heart

failure associated with ventricular septal defects has been obtained. It

is planned to continue these studies.

Another clinical study involving both operating room records
and those obtained at left heart catheterization has been the assess-
ment of pulsus alternans in the left ventricle in patients with aortic

valve disease. Approximately 20 patients have presented this phenome-
non and studies to date indicate that this is a function of the tension
developed by the left ventricle in overcoming the obstruction at the
aortic valve. The importance of this phenomenon in selecting patients
for operation is obvious.





Clinicians have speculated for many years about Ihe actual

•volume of the regurgitant blood flow in aortic insufficiency. Experi-

ments in the Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology have indicated

that these may be extremely large. A method has been devised for

estimating regurgitant volume in patients with aortic insufficiency.

This as accomplished by passing a catheter into the aorta and injecting

indicator dye at various levels while the presence of dye in the blood

stream is monitored by a densitometer at the right ear. As the cathe-

ter is gradually withdrawn in the descending aorta the end point is

determined from which dye regurgitates into the ascending aorta and

appears at the right ear. From anatomic studies it has been possible

to calculate the volumes of the aorta at various levels and thus arrive

at a quantitative estimate of the volume of regurgitant flow. The pro-

cedure has been useful in assessing the degree of aortic insufficiency

accompanying mitral and aortic stenosis and in differentiating aortic

insufficiency from pulmonary insufficiency. The method has been

established as a useful clinical tool and is being further refined in

order to arrive at more precise quantitative estimates of regurgitant

flow.

In the experimental laboratory several studies are underway
concerning the sympathetic nervous system and its relationship to

cardiac irritability and hypothermia;, It has been shown previously

that the injection of procaine in the region of the sino- auricular node

is effective in preventing ventricular fibrillation in the hypothermic
dog. The mechanism of this action has been obscure. Dr. Cooper has

performed threshold stimulation tests on the ventricle with and without

the procaine infiltration and has demonstrated that there is no change

in the threshold to electrical stimulation. Similarly, the heart has

been sympathectomized and the reactivity of the cardiac muscle to

adrenalin and other adrenergic agents has been tested. Again no dis-

tinct difference could be detected in threshold levels before and after

sympathectomy. An interesting outshoot from this work has been the

demonstration that in hypothermic dogs, digitalis reverses the action

of sympathomimetic drugs. The mechanism again is not clear but it

has been possible to test this in several patients undergoing operations

with hypothermia and it has been found to be true in patients as well as

experimental animals. This particularly interesting aspect of the prob-

lem is being followed up.
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Wifch the use of the artificial heart and lung machine in patients,

attention has been directed to the intracardiac and pulmonary hemody-
namic changes associated with perfusion and particularly with elective

cardiac arrest. During the period of cardiac arrest the bronchial

arterial system supplies the pulmonary venous bed with relatively

large amounts of blood. The influence of this blood flow on pulmonary
venous pressure and on the distention of the heart has been the subject

of investigation by Drs. Ross, Gilbert and others It has been shown
that with cardiac arrest it is absolutely essential that some chamber
of the heart be opened in order to decompress the pulmonary venous

bed. It has been shown that opening the right heart can adequately de-

compress the left heart through the pulmonary circulation. The study

has obvious clinical application in the closure of intracardiac defects

and particularly in the repair of aortic stenosis when none of the cham-
bers of the heart would ordinarily be open.

Gerontology Branch

The work of the Gerontology Branct is concerned with identifying

and describing changes in physiological ana psychological capacities of

aging humans. In addition, programs are being initiated to investigate

the basic biological and biochemical processes of aging. These studies

utilize cells and tissues from a variety of animal species.

In the area of human physiology, studies on the thyroid have been
extended. Although the total capacity of the thyroid gland to accumulate
iodine is not influenced by age, the rate of uptake during the initial stages

of exposure to I^l is slightly reduced at advanced ages. There is also

a progressive slowing in the rate of disappearance of intravenously ad-

ministered thyroxine from the blood, although the level of protein-bound

iodine in the plasma is not influenced by age. It has been estimated that

in 80-year old subjects, 39 micrograms of thyroxine are degraded per
day as compared with 62 micrograms per day in 50-year olds. It is con-
cluded that the uptake of I by the thyroid gland and the protein-bound
iodine content of the plasma are inadequate indices to detect variations

in the normal range of thyroid function.

Mathematical analysis of simultaneously recorded pressures, at

a series of paired intra-aortic and arterial locations, indicates that, in





the propagation of pressure in the human, factors of damping and re-
flection must be considered,, Reflection is significant for low frequency-

components which represent a large share of the pressure energy. This
fact precludes the accurate interpretation of pulse waVe velocity meas-
urements. Damping is significant for high frequency components .

Estimates of cardiac output during standardized arm exercise
show a gradual decrement with increasing age that is in accord with
the previously observed age reductions in resting cardiac output. The
increased oxygen uptake observed during exercise usually exceeds the

amount contained in the additional blood pumped by the heart. Hence,
it is probable that older subjects react to physical exercise by diverting

more blood from other organs into the exercising area. It has been
possible to develop a technique for simultaneous estimation of cardiac
output and renal blood flow so that some direct evidence can be obtained

on this question.

The increased ventilatory response observed in older subjects
following exercise is due, in part, to a reduced elimination of CO2
relative to the ventilation volume. Increased pulmonary dead space in

the aged contributes only slightly to the increased respiratory volume
during exercise. Further studies of the maximum diffusing capacity
of the lungs are being planned. In aged subjects, the extra work re-
quired for the augmented ventilation accounts for a large share of the

extra oxygen taken up during recovery.

A more detailed analysis of arm motion shows that less energy
is utilized in simultaneous contraction of opposing muscle groups when
the amplitude of the motion is large than when it is small, even when
both are performed with maximum torque . These studies have impor-
tant implications in understanding the mechanism of the reduced capacity
for work commonly observed in the elderly.

For the most part, descriptions of age changes are based on the

average of values obtained on different subjects at each age level. For
a more complete understanding of aging, it is essential that measure-
ments be made on the same subject as he ages. Such longitudinal studies
have been started and observations at 3 to 5-year intervals are being
made with respect to renal function, resting cardiac output, pulmonary
function and basal metabolism. Thus far, no striking changes have been
found in the relatively few subjects tested over a 5-year interval.
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A micro-osmonieter has been designed and built which will

permit a study of age differences in the response to an oncotic load.

Previous studies have indicated that age changes in physiologi-

cal functions may be due, in part, to gradual losses in functioning

tissues, as well as to changes in cellular function and metabolism.

It is, therefore, important to develop indices of the amount of tissue

present in the intact animal. Preliminary estimates, based on meas-
urements of fat thickness, on chest x-rays show an agewise increase,

Calculations indicate that fat free weight decreases more rapidly with

age than does total body weight, A more detailed study is in progress

which will utilize the helium displacement method for determining body
volume in the intact human. The method has been set up and calibrated.

It has an accuracy of 2%. Estimates of body volume permit calculation

of the specific gravity which is related to the amount of fat present in

the body. These estimates of body fat will be compared with calculations

based on total body water determinations made with antipyrine.

In collaboration with the National Institute of Mental Health, a

psychology unit has been established in the Gerontology Branch, During
the year, two additional professional psychologists have been recruited

and research programs have been formulated to study age changes in

memory, verbal functions and the physiological aspects of attention and

motivation, Arrangements have been completed to recruit subjects

living in the community for experimental subjects, A number of ex-

ploratory studies, for the standardization of techniques, to determine
age differences in the interpretation of words have been carried out.

Apparatus for the recording of physiological responses has been asse:

and standardized for use in experimental situations.

Studies on the Biology of Aging. -- Additional experiments have

confi. s agewise decrease in the succinoxidase activity of wl-

homogenates of kidney tissue in excess of the reduction in protein nitro-

gen. The decrement in succinoxidase activity is manifested by a dec.

in both the rate of oxidation and of phosphorus esterified. However,
efficiency of this metabolic process, as measured by the P/O ratio, is

unaffected by age. Since no agewise change in succinoxidase activity of

isolated mitochondria could be demonstrated, it is probable that the re-

gd activity observed in the homogenates from the kidneys of old rats

can be ascribed to a loss of mitochondria from the tissue. Similar ex-

periments were performed on liver tissue, but no age differences were
found.





The the liver to synthesize specific proteins was
ats.' Estimates of tryptophane peroxidase

in liver of rats, stimulated by the intraperitoneal adminisl

showed a 6 -fold increase in both old and young

aals. Thus, the liver of the old rat showed no significant cha:

in ability to perform a rapid, short term protein synthesis,

Although the mass of skeletal muscle in the rat diminishes

with age, at a rate greater than the total body weight, there was no

evidence of a similar reduction in brain weight or cardiac weight.

A microspectrophotometer has been assembled which permi

the recording of spectral absorption characteristics of identifiable-

parts of individual cells, This technique is being applied to define the

physical properties and ultimately the nature of substances which

accumulate in the cells of old tissues. In addition, the fluorescence

properties of these substances are being examined.

The use of fluorescent dyes to localize various compounds in

dual cells is being explored.

Jies on the effect of temperature on aging have been initiated,

as the experimental material. Colonies of flies

intained at different temperatures and complete morts

curves are being worked out. These experiments have an important

n the theory that aging is related to the "rate of living. " A1-

eases in environmental temperature have been shown to

life span in flies, it is not known whether this is due to a gen;

augmentation of .metabolic rates or to chance deviations in metal

Luminous b offer an opportunity to investigate further the effe

lire changes on

Differences in the specificity of proteins in old and younj.

are also being investigated by immunological techniques. Work is

progress to determine the number, variability and distribution of

gens as a function of age and other variables. For these experin:

chickens have been injected with soluble muscle proteins from old

young rats.

A theoretical analysis of age specific mortality rates has

been shown that the logarithmic increase in





mortality with age exhibited by many species of animals can be
accounted for by assuming that vitality (the ability to survive) de-
creases linearly with time, and that environmental challenges,

which threaten existence, are distributed in magnitude according
to the Maxwell-Boltzmann law.
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The National Heart Institute, under the National Heart Act, is charged
with the responsibility oft the conduct of research relating to the
cause, prevention, and methods of diagnosis and treatment of diseases of
the heart and circulation; assisting and promoting such research by other
public and private agencies; coordinating all research results and pro-
moting their application; providing training as necessary; and assisting
local and State agencies

.

The accomplishments of the Heart Institute administrative offices, from
the standpoint of both program direction and administrative services
provided, are most properly reflected in the achievements of the com*
ponent units of the Institute i the Grants and Training Branch; the
Intramural Research Branch; the Technical Services Branch, including the
Heart Information Center, Epidemiology, and Biometrics Research; the
Center for Aging Research; and the Heart Disease Control Program,, Con=»

tributions to the research program by these units are described elsewhere
in this reporto

The administrative function is constantly being re-evaluated in terms of
how well it assists the operating people to do their jobs well,, Following
is a list of the changes and developments in administrative areas during
the year 1957 which, it is hoped, have improved the overall functioning of
the Heart Institute:

1. During the summer of 1957, a professor of public administration from
a local university was employed as a consultant to the Heart Institute

.

His assignment while here was to make a detailed study of the Grants and
Training Branch. As a result of this study and his recommendations,
changes were made in the organization and procedures of that branch that
have resulted in Increased operating efficiency and program control.

2o A seminar was conducted by the same consultant, for members of the NHI
administrative staff plus a small professional group. It was the feeling
of those who participated that they had benefited greatly from new
approaches to their work suggested In these discussions.

3. A Heart Institute personnel office was set up when the central NIH
Personnel Office assigned a generalist to be located physically In the
Institute. This generalist and two NHI staff members assigned to assist
him are working closely with personnel of the Institute to administer a
more effective and well-rounded personnel program.
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4.0 A member of the administrative staff (Research) has participated
In a management intern program of the Civil Service Commission for the
past six months studying "Automation. n It is expected that his training
will he immensely helpful in enabling the Heart Institute to use to best
advantage the facilities that will be provided by the new NIH computer*

5, The 1957 summer employment program of the Heart Institute provided
summer jobs for 32 students <> A study of this program after its com-
pletion indicated that the program was most successful In at least one
respect: the students , by and large, felt that their working experience
here had aided them in deciding on careers in science, and, in particularp

interested them in future positions at NIH„ Every effort was made to give

these students jobs that were commensurate with their training and ability,

to enable them to work as independently as possible, and to put them in
close contact with responsible Investigators.

The chief benefit to the NHI research program of this type of employment
is that it provides a potential source for recruiting capable investigators -

an advantage in days of technician shortage.

6. The Central Mail and Records Unit and the Travel Unit were combined
under one administrative head in the Office of the Director. The Mail and

Records Unit underwent extensive revisions which: reduced the number of
subject classifications from 650 to 250; developed a plan for retiring
inactive files routinely; resulted in better coordination with other
Institute files.

The Travel Unit partially decentralised its services to compensate for
increased participation in outside professional activities by NHI scientists

o

This was done by delegating to the Grants and Training Branch the handling of
many of its own travel details and services. A system of logging was devised
to maintain current information as to the status and ultimate disposition
of both domestic and foreign travel documents. These logs also serve as a
means for keeping a cumulative annual record of travel data.

The two major administrative problems encountered during the course of the
year are problems that are not peculiar to the Heart Institute: space and
personnel.

The Grants and Training Branch, which was for a time divided between Wilson
House and T-6, has recently been moved into space in T-6 that is sufficient

to house the entire branch.

However, the location of the Heart Information Center in Bethesda has been,

and continues to be, a tremendous handicap to the staff of the Institute,

creating communication problems and loss of time in travelling. Every
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effort will be mads in the coining months to obtain space for the Center

on the reservation, in order to improve administrative and program re»

lationship.

The major personnel problem is the recruitment of properly qualified

technicians for laboratory work. Chemists at the GS-5 level are virtually

unavailable, and there is every indication that this situation will

continue

«

This condition is reflected in the summer employment of students; several

of the promising young scientists who were employed last suraner by the

Heart Institute have already indicated that financial considerations make

it impossible for them to return.

For the future, two proposals are under consideration

t

1. The Heart Information Center has in storage a number of exhibits that

were prepared and used for various program purposes. It has been proposed

that these exhibits be lent to high schools or colleges, as a means of

stimulating interest in science and careers in scientific research* Dee

tails of this program have not yet been worked out, but it is felt that

such an arrangement could serve the dual purpose of getting the aixibitH

out of storage, and stimulating scientific interest at this academic level.

2. As indicated above, the summer employment program for student/ was so

successful that the Heart Institute proposes to program it for future

summers. The suggestion has been made that there are some summer jobs

that could be filled by high school graduates, or college undergraduates.

This would mean reaching an additional group of potential •cienticts to

stimulate their interest in scientific careers.
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CENTER FOR AGING RESEARCH
(organization]

The Center for Aging Research, established in September 1956, is
responsible for the stimulation and coordination of research and training
in the field of gerontology, and for the assembly and dissemination of
data on gerontological studies. It works with all of the Institutes,
but is administratively responsible to the National Heart Institute. The
Center's principal responsibility is to work with the extramural program
through contacts with individual investigators in university laboratories
and research hospitals. The Center acts in a liaison capacity between
NIH and programs having to do with gerontology in other federal agencies,
universities, and national societies.

During this initial full year of activity, the staff of the
Center for Aging Research has been concerned with program planning, con-
tacts with the leaders in the field of gerontology, and participation in
meetings and conferences. The staff members have attended the HEW and
PHS conferences concerning development of the aging program within the
Department and have cooperated with several of the Study Sections and
National Advisory Councils in obtaining information and opinions on re-
search in this field. The Center has cooperated closely with the
Gerontological Society in a survey to delineate research needs in the
field of gerontology; this survey is supported by a research grant from
the National Heart Institute.

On the basis of the individual project reports of intramural re-
search for the calendar year 1956, the staff of the Center identified and
classified the research projects that were considered to be either
primarily or secondarily related to research in aging. This compilation
was duplicated and was made available to the Director of the National
Institutes of Health and to the Institute Directors and Division Chiefs
during the spring of 1957.

At the time the Center for Aging Research was established, it was
the belief of the National Institutes of Health that the complex nature
of research on aging justifies an experimental departure from the previous
grant awarding practices. The National Institutes of Health, therefore,
with the concurrence of all of the National Advisory Councils, planned to
assist in the establishment of several large research centers operated by
universities. During the winter and spring of 1957 the staff of the
Center for Aging Research worked closely with investigators at Duke
University in developing plans for the first such university-centered
center in gerontology. As a result, a research program dedicated to a
multidisciplinary study in gerontology was established at Duke University
on September 1, 1957. This program is partially supported by a grant of
just over $300,000 a year for five years. Upon the recommendation of
their respective National Advisory Councils, the National Heart Institute
and the National Institute of Mental Health are sharing equally in the
grant.
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At the present time the staff of the Center is working with
several other university groups that are interested in developing similar
large research programs in gerontology. One application has already been
submitted for consideration by the National Advisory Heart Council at its
meeting in February-March 1958, and others are in the process of develop-
ment.

In furthering its objective of facilitating the dissemination of
information concerning research and action programs in the field of
aging, the Center worked with the United States representative of the
Excerpta Medica Foundation. As a result, the National Heart Institute has
made a five-year grant, in decreasing amounts, for the Excerpta Medica
Foundation to establish a new Section in its series of abstract publi-
cations, on gerontology. This grant was approved at the November meeting
of the National Advisory Heart Council, and the new Section on Gerontology
will be started with an issue dated January 1958.

The staff of the Center for Aging Research, in cooperation with
the staff of the Division of Biology and Medicine of the Atomic Energy
Commission, has developed a plan for a series of conferences on the
"Similarities and Differences Between Physiologic Aging and Radiologic
Life Shortening". This series of conferences is being arranged by the
American Institute of Biological Sciences through a grant of $19,550 from
the National Heart Institute. The Atomic Energy Commission has made a
similar award to AIBS. The purpose of these conferences is to bring
presently known information to bear on the question of the relationship
between physiologic aging and radiologic life shortening in order that
the general problems of radiation-induced injury and ordinary senescense
may be more effectively elucidated. The conferences will be held during
the calendar year 1958 and it is hoped that a series of papers will be
developed, and published in book form that will establish a current base
line of knowledge in this field.

The Director of the Center for Aging Research conferred with many
outstanding European gerontologists in Europe in connection with the
Fourth International Congress on Gerontology at Merano, Italy in July 1957.
In addition, one or more members of the staff of the Center have attended
meetings (and in most cases have participated in the programs) of the
Gerontological Society, the American Geriatrics Society, the Committee on
Aging of the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Associ-
ation, the American Public Health Association, the American College of
Surgeons, and the National Committee on the Aging. In his capacity as a
member of the Board of Governors of the College of Surgeons, the Director
of the Center proposed at the October meeting of the Board that the College
undertake to facilitate the movement of well-trained surgeons from metro-
politan areas to small towns during their latter years of practice, to
provide a smooth transition for the surgeons from a busy metropolitan
practice to eventual retirement, and to provide better surgical care in
small towns. This proposal was well received by the Board of Governors.
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Members of the staff of the Center have addressed a number of pro-

fessional and non-professional groups during the year, speaking in each
case on some aspect of the aging problem.

Two publications have resulted from the activity of the Center
during 1957. These ares

Hunt, G. Halsey. Research in Aging. Medical
Aonals of the District of Columbia 26:186-187,
April 1957.

Hunt, G. Halsey. The Key Role of the Physician
in Geriatric Research. Geriatrics 12:679-681,
November 1957.
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The Heart Information Center carries out a program of public

and professional information on diaeaaas of the heart and circulation,

as specified in the National Heart Act. With reference to research in

cardiovascular disease, the Center prepares and distributes information

concerning research developments and advances, thus assisting the dis°

semination of nev knowledge and helping to further the use of research

findings. The Center also provides assistance to the research staff

of the Heart Institute by furnishing consultation and services as needed

in matters involving media of communication, including press relations,

preparation of exhibits and other graphics, and clearance and printing

procedures

.

Broad objectives of the information program are to provide in-

formation on all aspects of heart disease; to promote increased applies-

tion of present knowledge and research results; to assist prevention,

case-finding, diagnosis, and treatment of heart and blood vessel diseases

through lay education; and to keep individuals and organisations in the

heart disease field informed as to current developments.

The diversified activities of the Heart Information Center Include

the preparation and distribution of information-educatlon publications,

such as leaflets, pamphlets, and other items; issuance of releases and

providing assistance to the press, periodicals, and medical writers;

preparation of reports, summaries of research findings, and other special

materials; planning and development of exhibits, audio-visuals, graphics,

and materials for broadcasting; maintenance of en inquiry and reference

service; and cooperation with other agencies and organizations in informa-

tion-education matters relating to cardiovascular diseases. Materials
produced and activities conducted during 1957 included:

A booklet for the general public, "Cerebral Vascular Disease and

Strokes" , was produced and its widespread dissemination was planned and

undertaken. As the first health education publication specifically

devoted to this major cause of death and diaability, the booklet fills

a long-felt need for accurate, easily understood, up-to-date information

on the subject. Demand for the booklet has been gratifying, necessitating
immediate reprinting, with approximately 75,000 copies distributed,
largely in response to requests, by the year°s end. Another booklet,

entitled "The Food You Eat and Heart Disease", prepared by the Center in

cooperation with the Heart Disease Control Program, was completed and

initial distribution made. The publication presents general information
on diet and heart disease, currently a subject of much controversy and
public intereat.
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Also issued was a booklet, "Highlights of Heart progress", a

compilation of items on program developments and accomplishments in

research conducted and supported during 1956 by the National Heart

Institute., This was printed in limited quantity principally for use

at exhibits; it has been exceptionally well received and the Super-

intendent of Documents, 6P0, has expressed interest in reprinting in

order to have sales copies available. "A Living Pump", the simple

graphic presentation of blood circulation which originally appeared

in The Journal of Health, physical Education and Recreation, was

reprinted as a poster and is proving useful for meeting requests,

particularly those from school children.

Work on a comprehensive publication, "The Heart in Health and

Disease", continued. A tentative layout and illustrations for this

primer on the normal circulatory system and the disorders that may
affect it were developed during the year. Revision and up-dating of

four basic leaflets, "Heart Disease", "Coronary Artery Disease",

"Hypertension" , and "Rheumatic Heart Disease" was also planned.

Press releases and services to writers continued to be useful

means for dissemination of information on work of the Heart Institute

and on noteworthy events relating to Its program. Releases issued

included nine on specific research accomplishments made by Institute

scientists which were considered to be of general Interest, and thir-

teen of a program nature, reporting grants, announcing appointments,

or giving information on meetings or publications. In addition, sev-

eral articles were prepared on request for use in syndicated feature

columns under the byline of Institute staff members,

Many services were given newspapers, magazines, television,

radio, and other media, through working directly with writers, re=

porters, and others. Background material was provided, special infor-

mation obtained and furnished, or Interviews arranged with Institute

scientists and others in behalf of staff members of national publica-

tions, the working press, house organs, and free-lance writers. Among
magazines serviced were Medical News, Scope, Life, Look, Time, News-
week, Uo S. News and world Report, Fortune, Readers Digest, Saturday
Evening post. Science Newsletter, parade, and others.

Reports constituted another Important area of activity, with
numerous reports of regular or special nature being prepared in whole
or in part. These included reports prepared each week of the year
containing items of interest on selected cardiovascular research
advances and program developments for information of the Director,
NIH, the Surgeon General, PBS, and others; the annual report of the
Heart Institute for publication in the over-all annual report of the
Department; and weekly reports itemising selected informational
activities for the Office of Research Information and the PHS Informs-
tion Service Office* Among special reports prepared or edited were a
summary of Heart Institute conducted and supported research relating
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to diseases effecting children,, e listing of major research advances

of recent years, one concerning informational operations prepared as

part of a goversment-wide survey, a research progress report on

cardiac eatheterisetien, and others of an administrative nature, «»g.,

distribution of infonaation Issuances to regional offices and State

health departments,, TW© issues of "Heart MemoM s an administrative

memorandum giving items of interest and developments relating to heart

disease control, were written and Issued in 1957

„

Materials prepared or on which assistance was given in connect

tlen with budgetary and appropriations matters included a compilation

of highlights of heart research accomplishments selected from papers

published by Institute and grant•aided investigators in the medical

literature within calendar year 1957, the opening statement for hesr-

ings en the Institute s appropriation, a summary of recent advances in

heart disease research, descriptions of component areas of the lasti-
tutors research program, and other supporting information. During the

year, draft or background materials were also prepared for a number of

speeches, messages, and statements made in conjunction with various

events and occasions

«

the planning, overseeing production, and demonstration of ex-
hibits was another area of considerable activity. The large exhibit,

"National Heart Institute—A Medium of Service" , continued to be useful

for presenting information on the PHS heart program at health organise-

tion meetings. In 1957, it was demonstrated at the sessions of the New
York Annual Health Conference, the Southern Branch of the American

Public Health Association, the Georgia Public Health Association, the

North Carolina Public Health Association, and on special request, at

the convention of the general Federation of Women9 s Clubs. The tech-

nical exhibit for professional audiences, "Hechanlem of Action of
Reserplne and Chlorpromasine—An Hypothesis" , was shown at the annual

meeting of the American Medical Association.

A new exhibit completed during the year, "Here fl s Help for the

Sodium-Restricted Patient" , prepared in cooperation with the American
Heart Association and the Heart Disease Control Program, BSS, was very
well received and is proving of much value for educational purposes.

It has been shown at annual meetings of the American Dietetic Associa-
tion and the American Public Health Association. Another new exhibit,

"Cerebral Vascular Disease and Strokes", was developed for use in pro-
motion of the booklet on this subject; its first showings ware at the
scientific sessions and annual meeting of the American Heart Association
and at the annual meeting of the National Society for Crippled children
and Adults.

The Heart Information Center participated extensively in connec-
tion with the program held at the National Institutes of Health commem-
orating the tercentenary of the death of William Harvey, the English
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scientist wis® discovered the circulation of the blood, The program,

at which addresses were given by noted Harvey scholars and eardio-

vascular scientists, presented knowledge of the circulatory system in

the pro-Harvey era, Harvey 9 a contributions, and developments since

that time. A comprehensive exhibit, "William Harvey and the Circula-
tion of the Blood" , was produced jointly with the National Library of

Medicine, for display in conjunction with the commemoration, and a

catalog was prepared explaining the exhibit and the historical objects,

many of great value, which were incorporated in it. The exhibit was
shown at the National Institutes of Health for approximately one month,
then at the National Library of Medicine for two months. Parts of the

large exhibit will have subsequent showings at the Georgetown Medical
School and at the Smithsonian Institution.

The Center also rendered services in connection with various
other meetings, and assisted in the handling of visiters to the Heart
Institute and NIH. programs were planned and arrangements made for

four Heart Seminars, given for American Heart Association and health
department personnel during the year, planned as extension training,

the Seminars developed knowledge and familiarity with the program,

activities and services of the NHX-PHS heart program among staff members
of heart associations and health departments from many parts of the
country. The Center further participated in meetings arranged for
representatives from Department Regional Offices and State Health Depart-
ments.

The provision and maintenance of inquiry and reference services
was a continuing function, with many requests for information from the
general public, individuals in medical and health professions, and
organisations, being received and aaswsred during the year. In addition
to mail, telephone, and in-person Inquiries received directly by the
Center, numerous inquiries were referred to it for appropriate handling
by other unite of the Institute, the Service end the Department, other
government agencies, and members of Congress. The majority of requests
for information received could be effectively serviced by forwarding
available publications which contained basic general information relating
to the more common diseases; others, however, required special compils-
tion of information, involving consultation with scientists, preparation
of reeding and reference lists, or searching out pertinent data and
material

.
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BIOMETRICS RESEARCH SECTION

1957 marked the end of our participation in the Cooperative
Study of Lipoproteins and Atherosclerosis with the publication
of a report on serum lipid levels within the study group <lMoore,

Felix E„, Gordon, Tavia, et als Serum Lipid Levels in Normal
Persons, Findings of a cooperative study of lipoproteins and

atherosclerosis. Circulation 16i 227, 1957„) It also marked
the end of the first four years of followup of the Framingham
Heart Study population and a publication of the results of this
study. (Moore, Felix E a , et als Coronary Heart Disease in

the Framingham Study. Ara„ J„ of Public Health, 47; 4, pt„ 2. 4

1957),

With the completion of this report Felix E. jQoore resigned
as Chief, Biometrics Research Section, effective July 1, 1957.

A new chief has not yet been appointed and since July the re-
maining personnel have devoted their attentions almost ex«*

clusively to providing statistical services for the Framingham
Heart Study Program,, This has meant, for instance, a lapse in

the mortality analysis program for the section. The last report
in this area was Gordon, tavi'ax Mortality Experience Among the
Japanese in the United States, Hawaii and Japan. Public Health
Reports , 72s 543, 1957,

The program for Framingham this year has involved;

1. Redesigning the IBM punch cards containing information
from the first three rounds of examination, as well as the card
deck containing information on smoking and alcohol consumption,

2. Designing and preparing coding forms for information from
the fourth and fifth rounds of examination,,

3o Arranging for a computer program for the dietary histories
being collected from the fifth round of examination*

4 a Planning and getting under way a program for the use
and analysis of the data already collected,, This has involved
tabulation programs this year on blood pressure, uric acid
levels and arteriosclerotic heart disease occurring de novo during
the first six years of followup in the Framingham study population,
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Epidemiology Section, Framingham, Massachusetts

The Heart Disease Epidemiology Study has completed its eighth year of
operation since beginning its study of a randomly selected population of
adults in Framingham, Massachusetts early in 1950.

The objectives of this study remain essentially unchanged, i.e., to
investigate and evaluate those factors which are believed to be significant in
the development or the progression of hypertension, hypertensive vascular
disease and arteriosclerotic heart disease.

In 1950, by random sampling method, 6,454 adults* between the ages of 30
and 59 were selected for possible examination. Of the&e it was possible to ob=
tain the cooperation of 4,494. An additional group of 740 volunteers in the
same age range was added to the study. All cooperating persons were initially
examined and were invited to have similar examinations at intervals of two
years for a period which might extend to twenty years. During this time, it
was planned to record all data of pertinent constitutional or conditioning
factors.

Major findings which shows the status of examinations as of October
31, 1957, are found on the attached table.

As the major epidemiological investigations carried on by the Institute,
this project should develop information leading to knowledge of the natural
history of heart diseases, particularly atherosclerotic coronary disease, and
hypertensive cardiovascular disease. Such knowledge would appear essential to
the eventual development of practical control measures.

Accomplishment during the year:

Continued action toward insuring community cooperation in the project

has been maintained through daily personal contacts with subjects and the local

medical profession. In addition, several interviews have been provided to

interested individuals leading to local and more wide=spread newspaper articles

about the study. The effect of these in keeping up the interest of the

community is believed to be considerable. The Medical Director has also spoken

at several local Heart Association Meetings about the type of investigation

being carried on.

Interest has been centered on a nutritional history now being obtained

on a sub-sample of subjects undergoing their fifth examination. The method of
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arriving at the qualitative and quantitative values used in Framingham was
compared in a special study with those used elsewhere and it was demonstrated

that essentially the same values were derived. Prosecution of the diet study

will be continued with periodic re-evaluation.

The remainder of the examination procedure has been carried out essentially

as before.

In June 1957, a two—day meeting was held under the auspices of the Heart

Disease Epidemiology Study to which the major groups in the United States carry-

ing out longitudinal cardiovascular studies were invited. Problems in any way
related to conducting such studies were discussed and several proposals for co-

operation between the groups were made. Some of these, i.e., a serum pool for

cholesterol standardization, were considered suitable for further action. It

is believed this meeting was of considerable value and that similar gatherings

should be considered in the future.

Publications from this project during the calendar year 1957 are as

follows:

1. "Coronary Heart Disease in the Framingham Study". T.R. Dawber, M.D.; F. E.

Moore, F.A.P.H.A.; and George V. Mann, M.D. Journal of Public Health,

Vol. 47, No. 4, April 1957.

2. "An Epidemiology Study of Heart Disease - The Framingham Study". T.R. Dawber,

M.D. and W. B. Kannel, M. D. To be published in the January 1958 issue

of NUTRITION REVIEWS.

3. "The Electrocardiogram in Neurocirculatory Asthenia. (Anxiety, Neurosis or

Neruasthenia) t A Study of 203 Neurocirculatory Asthenia Patients and
757 Healthy Controls in the Framingham Study". T.R. Dawber, M.D., F.A.C.P.

W. B. Kannel, M.D., and Mandel E. Cohen, M.D. Accepted for publication
by the ANNALS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE.

4. "Essential Fatty Acids and Atherosclerosis" George V. Mann, M.D. A.M.A. Archive

of Internal Medicine, July 1957, Vol. 100, pp. 77-84.
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Problems encountered : The difficulty of standardising laboratory procedures
e.g. blood cholesterol, which cannot be compared to a fixed standard has he&x
of considerable concern. As a result of a meeting of the various groups in
this country interested in longitudinal cardiovascular studies held under our
auspices in June 1957, a plan was devised to set up a serum pool, samples of

which could be forwarded to cooperating laboratories. Plans are now underway
at the Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Georgia to carry out the project.

The Staff of the Heart Disease Epidemiology Study has agreed to consult with
the Coraaunicable Disease Center group and help them in any way possible to
perform this very needful service.

Future Objectives : Preliminary meetings have been held regarding studies to be
carried out in the sixth examination of the population beginning Octobber 1958,

A study of stress and anxiety has been planned. Methodology of such a study

is now in the planning stage.

A pilot project to determine estrogens and androgens on a small number
of male subjects has been planned with the help of the Worcester Foundation
for Experimental Biology. If this study is successful further plans to carry

out determinations on a larger group will be considered.

There have been discussions regarding the advisability of extending the

study population to include a new group of 30 year old persons. The desirability

of this will receive careful consideration and if deemed advisable a proposal
to this effect will be made early in 1958.

An agreement was reached with the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission to
carry on certain comparative studies between their study population in Hiroshima,
Japan, and ours in Framingham, Massachusetts. Exchange of serum specimens for
standardization of cholesterol determinations has been started and preparations
made in Hiroshima to develop comparable studies to our own.
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STATUS OF EXAMINATIONS AS OF OCTOBER 31, 1957

Number Selected 6510
Number Examined 4469 = 68, 6£
Plus SX 740

5209

Number Examined Each Round

Exam-No. Total Sample SX

I 5^209 4,469 740
II 4,792 4,052 740
III 4,653 3,935 718
IV 3,758 3,060 698
V 1,194 784 410

Number Not Examined, Examinations II and III (a)

II 418
45

418
45 - Deceased

159 159 - Examined later round
214 214 ' - Lost

III 553
101 "91 10 Deceased
108 101 7 Examined later round
351 340 11 Lost

(a) As of October 31, 1957.
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GRANTS AND TRAINING BRANCH

Research Grants;

An appropriation of $19,364,000 was made for research
projects in fiscal year, 1958. As of December 1, 1957, 1,301

research grant applications have been recommended favorably by the

National Advisory Heart Council in the amount of $19,022,927. At

the meeting of the National Advisory Heart Council, to be held

February 27=28, March 1, 1958, it is probable that more than 330
competing applications will be considered.

Tr|iK5
i
ng=JraMs:

An appropriation of $5,135,000 was made in fiscal year
1958 for research and clinical training grants at the under-

graduate and graduate levels and for direct traineeships. As of

December 1, 1957, training grants have been awarded in the amount
of $4,805,836 to 19C Institutions. A total of 23 direct trainee-
ships in the amount of $116,123 have been awarded during the

fiscal year. It is probable that approximately 35 training grant
applications uill be considered at the February 1958 meeting of

the National Advisory Heart Council.
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION A. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-6

5. PROJECT TITLE
Job requirements and work capacity of persons with cardiovascular

disease.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. John Wuest
Dr. David Geddes
Mr. Philip Enterline

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Los Angeles, California Completed

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital - facilities
Lockheed Aircraft Company - personnel and facilities

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
The final results of this project were described in the progress

report dated July 30, 1956. During the past year equipment was loaned

to the Department of Physiology, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

Under the direction of Dr. David Geddes, further work will be done

towards validating special equipment developed as a result of this

project. Subsequent reports will be issued by Brigham Young University.

Active participation on the part of the Heart Disease Control Program

has ceased.
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION U- DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-7

5. PROJECT TITLE
Study of the value of heart disease case finding by X-ray.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. William H. Stewart
Dr. Bernard Kordan
Mr. Philip Enterline

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Los Angeles, California Completed

and Dallas, Texas

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
California State Health Department - facilities
Los Angeles City and County Health Department - facilities
Chest X-ray Survey Foundation - personnel, facilities and funds
Texas State Health Department - personnel and funds
Dallas City Health Department - personnel and funds
Dallas Tizberculosis Association - facilities

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Analysis of data was completed during the year and a paper

presented at the annual meeting of the National Tuberculosis
Association in May 1957. Subsequently, a paper was prepared for
publication in the American Review of Tuberculosis. An abstract
of this paper also appeared in the proceedings of the annual meeting
of the National Tuberculosis Association.

The study revealed that cardiovascular disease suspects picked
up on chest X-ray surveys receive definite benefits as the result of
discovery. During the three year period following chest X-ray pro-
grams, the medical and nursing care given these persons reduced
their mortality rate by an estimated 15%. The study also revealed
a considerably greater reduction in mortality rates for tuberculosis

2 -





10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS - Continued SHS-HD-7

suspects; suggests that the death rates for tuberculosis under-
estimate the true importance of this disease as a cause of
death; resulted in an estimate of a 1% reduction in mortality
in total populations participating in mass photofluorographic
surveys during a three year period following such participation
as a result of medical and nursing care given those detected
with disease. The study has proven particularly valuable in
deciding upon the merits of radiographic surveys in relation
to supposed radiation hazards involved.

- 3 -
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REFORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION 4« DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-8

5. PROJECT TITLE
Los Angeles City Civil Service employees cardiovascular disease

study.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. William H. Stewart
Mr. Donald Loveland
Mr. Philip Enterline

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS

Los Angeles, California Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
California State Health Department - facilities

Los Angeles City Health Department - personnel and facilities

University of Southern California - personnel and facilities

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
A paper on coronary heart disease among civil service employees

was presented at the meeting of the American Public Health Association

in September 1956 and subsequently published in the April issue of

Public Health Reports. The study revealed that 2.7% of the adult

males initially had coronary heart disease. The average annual

incidence of coronary disease in males with normal heart on entry was

0.1% under AC years of age, O.B% for 4.0-54 years and 2.9% for 55-70

years of age.

During the year a draft menuscript was produced on a study using

the civil service employees physical examination data and relating

to the ability of chest photofluorograms to detect heart disease.

This paper reveals that whereas it was initially reported that only

A% of the heart disease in this group of Los Angeles civil service

employees could be detected by chest X-ray, a second reading of the

same films by the same reader, but with attention paid to cardiovascular

- 4 -
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10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS - Continued SHS-HD-8

/v/a- 7

abnormalities, resulted in the identification of 50$ of the existing
definite heart disease. A third reading of the same series of films
by a trained radiologist resulted in the identification of 71$ of
the existing definite heart disease. This study serves to demonstrate
the potentiality of chest X-ray as a case finding procedure for
cardiovascular disease, if careful attention is paid to abnormal
cardiovascular shadows.

- 5 -
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION A- DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-9

5. PROJECT TITLE
Study of heart sound recorder in detection of heart disease.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Carl Marienfeld
Dr. Arthur Rikli
Mr. Philip Enterline

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Chicago, Illinois Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Chicago Heart Association - personnel, facilities and funds.

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Technical improvements have been made in the heart sound

recorder equipment, and a study made of 100 institutionalized
children. Analyses of this limited amount of work indicates

that the heart sound recorder is just as sensitive and specific

as other tests for the detection of heart disease in children.

An additional study is underway in another institution of 1000

children and further exploration is being made into problems
concerned with the development of listening criteria.

- 6 -
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION A. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-10

5. PROJECT TITLE
Coronary heart disease in vegetarians

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. William J. Zukel
Dr. David C. Miller
Miss Marjorie Cantoni

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Washington, D. C. Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Washington Sanitarium and Hospital, Takoma Park, Md. - facilities

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Hospital records have been studied to determine the numbers

of Seventh Day Adventists and other religious groups admitted to
the hospital. There are an estimated 200 males, 35 to 70 years
of age, admitted annually who are Seventh Day Adventists. A plan
for selection of controls for these has been developed along with
a dietary interview to be administered both groups. Blood choles-
terols and dietary information will be obtained from all newly
admitted Adventists and a like number of controls starting about
September 1, 1957.

- 7 -
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION A* DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-11

5. PROJECT TITLE
The disabling consequences of coronary heart disease:

Nature and causes.

6. INVESTIGATOR:'

Dr. Herbert S. Caron

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Washington, D. C. Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
D. C. General Hospital - facilities
Georgetown University Hospital - facilities

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
An interview form was developed and intensively used on a group

of 25 patients, data was assessed for its relevance to hypotheses

developed during the previous year. Those hypotheses that received

tentative confirmation from the study have been Isolated for further

investigation to measure "excessive disability" and the reasons for

favorable response to rehabilitation techniques in this and a new

group of coronary patients. A 20-page paper and a summary have been

prepared for publication.
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION A- DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-12

5. PROJECT TITLE
Study of public health nursing services to cardiovascular

disease patients in Memphis-Shelby County, Tennessee.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Miss Margaret Denham
Mr. Sidney Abraham

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Memphis-Shelby County, Tenn. Completed

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Visiting Nurses Association - facilities
Memphis-Shelby County Health Department - personnel, facilities

and funds

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Tables are completed. A meeting has been arranged with

Dr. Graves of the Tennessee Health Department and his staff
regarding the interpretation of the data and the preparation
of the report.

- 9 -
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION 4-. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-13

5. 'PROJECT TITLE
Familial patterns of serum cholesterol among Vicos Indians

of Peru.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Marshall Newman, Smithsonian Institution
Dr. William J. Zukel
Mr. Sidney Abraham

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Hacienda Vicos, Peru Completed

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Framingham Epidemiology Study, National Heart Institute
Smithsonian Institution
Harvard University (Children's Hospital)
Cornell University

(This was a Cornell project from which data relating to cholesterol
levels was abstracted. Hence, funds, personnel and facilities were
provided by Cornell University and personnel by the other cooperating
groups.

)

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Preliminary results show very low serum cholesterol levels,

consistent with the hypothesis that population groups having a
low percent calories from fat have a low serum cholesterol level.

Collateral data such as height, weight, skinfold measures of
obesity, blood pressure, and phospholipids were also analyzed to
relate to serum cholesterol levels. A report is now being prepared
by Dr. Newman of Smithsonian Institute. Our phase of the project
has been completed.

- 10 -
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II . RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION 4.. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Sesearch SHS-HD-14-

5. PROJECT TITLE
Trends in prevalence of rheumatic heart disease among college

students.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Arnold L. Nielsen
Dr. John Slimmerskill, American College Health Association
Mr. Herbert I. Sauer

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Washington, D. C. Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
American College Health Association - Student Health Services

of 135 participating colleges - personnel and facilities

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
About 70,000 examinations have thus far been reported for

the school year 1956-1957. An analysis of the first 54,000
revealed that 2.1$ had definite or possible rheumatic heart
disease or history of rheumatic fever. The percentage of these
on anti-streptococcal prophylaxis range from 2% for students with
a questionable history of rheumatic fever, to 22$ for those with
definite rheumatic heart disease. A complete report of the first
year's experience with this study will be prepared this fall.

A paper on the preliminary results of this project was presented
at the annual meeting of the American College Health Association
in April, 1957. The results of the first year's examination
have been distributed to participating colleges and universities.
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II . RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION I. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-15

5. PROJECT TITLE
Social consequences of heart disease.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Herbert Caron
Miss Eleonor Morris
Dr. Grace Hussey
Mrs. Hilda LaRocca
Miss Ruth Darr
Mrs. Eloise Worden

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Eoston, Massachusetts Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Massachusetts Department of Public Health
(and six cardiac clinics)

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Exploratory period has been completed. A meeting is planned

for early fall to design the second phase of the Study, which will

test selected questions with a larger patient sample. It is

expected that the exploratory material will also yield a list of

questions which can be considered for further study elsewhere.
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II . RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION U. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-16

5. PROJECT TITLE
North Dakota Coronary Disease Study

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. William J. Zukel
Dr. Robert H. Levis
Mr. Philip Enterline

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Grand Forks, North Dakota Continuing

and six contiguous counties

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
North Dakota State Health Department
North Dakota Heart Association
Grand Forks and Devil's Lake Medical Societies, North Dakota

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Reporting of coronary disease started on September 1, 1956.

A census involving a ten percent probability sample of the
population was taken in November, 1956. Starting on January 1,
1957, a control matched for age was selected from the census
material for each new case of coronary disease reported and
controls and cases were given a detailed interview with emphasis
on dietary information. All census records have been coded and
punch cards prepared and a population estimate is now available
for the area. Analysis of detailed interviews of a probability
sample of males 35 years of age and over has begun. Reporting
of coronary disease will cease on December 1, 1957.
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION 4-. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-17

5. PROJECT TITLE
Relationship between obesity in childhood and obesity in

adult life.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. R. C. Arnold
Mr. Sidney Abraham
Dr. S. Leonard Syme
Miss Marie Nordsieck

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Hagerstovn, Maryland Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Washington County Health Department
Division of P'ablic Health Methods

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Abstracts of 2400 records on school physical examinations

have been completed.
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FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2, BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION 4. DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-18

5. PROJECT TITLE
Overweight vs. Obesity as related to cardiovascular disease.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Arnold Nielsen
Dr. H. A. Tyroler
Mr. Sidney Abraham

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Asheville, North Carolina Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Asheville Research Foundatijn

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
A letter, proposing the study, was sent to Asheville Research

Foundation, on May 28, 1957. On June 10, Dr. Tyroler, Director,

replied indicating an interest of exploring with us the study project.

A meeting was held with Dr. Tyroler on July 29 in Asheville. It was
agreed that the first step in developing the study was for Dr. Tyroler
to send us statistical data showing the age breakdown of white males
in the three plants.
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1957 DATE: August 1, 1957

1. DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3. SECTION U> DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-19

5. PROJECT TITLE
Cardiovascular Mortality Variation by Country and State of Birth.

6. INVESTIGATORS
Mr. Herbert I. Sauer
Miss Margaret Evans

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Washington, D. C Continuing

9. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
National Office of Vital Statistics

10. PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Preliminary comparisons indicate that, regardless of the

combinations of major cardiovascular diseases used, death rates
are substantially higher for the United States than for countries
such as Sweden or Italy.

Tabulation plans are being completed in a vray to utilize both
work done in the past, and presently available resources, particularly
mechanized procedures for tabulating data. A substantial portion of

library research has been completed.

A number of desirable comparisons have been rejected because
comparable data were not available; areas and groups have been
selected in such a way that (a) population and mortality can be

obtained for the same groups, thereby making it possible to compute
rates, and (b) data are available for specified European countries
for comparison with the groups living in the Middle Atlantic States
who were born in those countries.

One illustration of the contrast in rates: For the age group

45 to 64, the cardiovascular renal death rate in South Carolina was
higher in 1950 than the death rate from all causes of death for
15 other States.

- 16 -
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Serial
lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2°
3o Bethesda P Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A»

Project Title: Structure of Amaryllidaceae Alkaloids

Principal Investigators: W° C> Wildman, PhoDo

Shojiro Uyeo, PhoDo

Other Investigators: Elisabeth Jo Kielar 9 AoBo
Antoinette Ac Valesquez? AcB°

Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957)

Total: 2o75
Professional: lo25
Others lo50

Project Description:

Conclusive chemical evidence for the structure of crinine and
several related alkaloids has been obtained through the conversion of
oxocrinine to an optically inactive dienone (I) ° Of the three possible
structures for crinine? only II (R,R°H) is compatible with the observed
inactivity of the methineo

I II

The use of sodium and amyl alcohol in the reductive cleavage of
aromatic methoxyl groups has shown that buphanisine is Ar-demethoxy
buphanidrine and powelline is Ar-methoxy crinine. These alkaloids have
been interrelated in the following manners





Page 2

rimne

Powelline Lihydroepicrinine

From biogenetic speculations* it would seem that the unplaced aromatic
methoxyl group of the alkaloids containing the methylenedioxymethoxyphenyl
group always should bs? locatei as shown in (III) « A project to ascertain
the correctness of this suggestion is in progress

«

«ue Birch reduction of powellane (IV) has afforded a methoxyphenol <»

tion of this compound with iiazomethane has given a dimethoxy derivative^
which must be either Va or Vbc Syntheses of both s'a and Vb are in progress

Va
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The structure (VI) has been proposed for dihydroundulatine This
formula is based on the observation that oxodihydroundulatine has been

converted to powellane (IV) o The carbonyl group has been placed in

the ring C by spectral studies and the methoxyl group is adjacent to it

since the latter is reductiveiy cleaved by zinc and acetic acido

Tosylation of dihydroundulatine (VI) and reduction of the product with

lithium aluminum hydride gave dihydrobuphanidrine (VII) „ This fact

located the position of the methoxyl group and since oxodihydroundulatine

(VIII) exchanged three deuterium atoms in alkaline solutions the

hydroxyl group of VI (and the carbonyl group of VIII) must be in the

2=positiono

The structure (IX) has been proposed for haemanthidine on the

basis of its conversion to tazettine by reductive methylation- From
chemical and spectral studies 9 it has been shown that structure (IX)

is not correct at present Haemanthidine appears to be best represented

by X» which is unique among alkaloids in that it contains an ethylene-

imiroe ring system^

)C»3

IX

With the finding that the alkaloid belladine (XI) has anti--

fibrillatory activity* representative alkaloids of the Amaryllidaceae
have been submitted for further testing in this respect <>
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Direction of Current Research; Ihe isolation and characterization

of alkaloids and other physiologically active constituents of selected

plant familiar will be continuedo

Part B included: Yes fwj No £^J
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Part B: Honors? Awards? and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Invited lecturer: The Gordon Research Conference on Steroids and
Natural Products August 5-9? 1957c

Ninth Annual Conference on Natural Products?
Fredericton, NoBo October 23-25, 1957o

Briggs? Lo Ho? Colebrook? L» Do? Fales? Ho Mo? and Wildman? Wo Co?

The Infrared Spectrum of Methylenedioxy and Methosy Groups? Anal=
Chemo 29? 904 (1957)

„

Warnhoff? Eo Wo and Wildman? Wo Co? Alkaloids of the Amaryllidaceae
The Structure of Caranine? Jo Amer« Chemo Soco, 79? 2192 (1957)

o





Octc 1957
Serial No<

lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2o

3o Bethesdaj, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A<

Project Title: Synthesis and Degradation of the Ajaarvllidaceae
Alkaloids o Alkaloids of Tecoma stanso

Principal Investigator: Henry Mo FaJ.es, PhoDo

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

None
Man Years (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 1

Professional: 1

Other:

Project Description:

Methods have been developed for interrelating the Atuarvllidaceae

alkaloids > Thus, by the application of sodium and amyl alcohol?

lycorine I has been converted to caranine II and lycorene III

+

Similiarly galanthine IV has been converted to pluviine V and

methylpseudolycorene VI

=

IV

The structure of narcissidine is now

as suggested earlier* It

as VII instead
nic scid on
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Octi,

1

oxidation and V and VI on sodium and amyl alcohol reductions, while on
treatment with powdered glass an indoles probably IX, resulted

o

The intermediate in the above reactions of sodium and amyl alcohol
has been isolated and shown to possess the diene structure X. This
represents the first example? to the investigator u

s knowledge* of l s 4-

base-catalyzed elimination

Tine synthesis of dihydrocrinine mentioned earlier has failed in

the last step due to the formation of a cyclic ether XI

An attempt is being made to complete the synthesis by another route.-.

Other synthetic approaches leading to structure XII for dihydrocrinine
have been abandoned since the natural base has been shown to possess
the structure XIII

.OH

XII XIII
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Progress has been made on the structure of natalensines now

thought to possess structure XIV

XIV

It is thus an hydroxylated crinine derivative* Oxidation with pyridine^
chromic acid produces the 5-membered ketone derivative XV which exhibits
peculiar spectral properties o Reduction with sodium borohydride converts
this ketone to an alcohol thought to be an epimer of natalensine°

No further work has been done on tecomaninej, but samples of the
pure alkaloid and the crude extracts have been sent to the pharmacological
laboratories for testing as an antidiabetic agent

°

Direction of Current Research; The structures of narcissidine and
natalensine are being investigated further » An attempt will be made to

complete the synthesis of crinine° Further studies of infrared
absorption in the 2o5«4o0 \i region are in progress <>

Part B included Yes /XX? No /"7
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Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part B: Honors; Awards; and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Briggsp !U IL» Colebrook* L. D s Fales, He M* 8 and Wildraan, Wo C=

Tne Infrared Spectrum of Methylenedioxy and Methoxy Groups ° Anal

Chenic 29. 904 (1957) o
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Serial
lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2o

3o Bethesda, Maryland

PIIS-NIH

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part Ao

Project Title: Alkaloids of Ormosia sp°

Principal Investigator: Ho Ac Lloyd, PhoDo

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units; None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar year 1957):

Totals None
Professional:
Other:

Project Descriptions

Seeds of Ormosia panamensis, Ormosia jamacensis and other Ormosia
species were extracted- The extracts were fractionated by crystallization
and by alumina chromatography ° Ormosinine (OP I), ormosanine (OP II),

panamine (OP III), methylcytisine, and several other new alkaloids were
isolated in this manner -

The molecular formula C20II33N2 for OP I and OP II was confirmed by

the preparation of new derivatives: meth iodide and hydriodideo There was

not enough OP II to do any further work with this alkaloid ,

The presence of a double bond in OP I was shown by catalytic
hydrogenation to be a di hydro derivative <= The position of the double
bond relative to two of the nitrogens was tentatively assigned as ap to

one nitrogen and p|f to the other Q^C~C=C-nJ by comparison of the UV
spectra in acid of OP I, diplospartyrine (A) and dehydro N, N" -dimethyl-
a,p-dipiperidyl (B)

a
ceo

(A) (B)

CH3

CH3
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New derivatives of pamamine (OP III) were prepared and confirmed

the C20H33N3 formula * The analyses of N-methylpanamine and its derivatives

(^erchloratej, picratep methiodide) were also in accord with this formulae

No further work was done on the air oxidation product of panamineo Degra-

dative studies starting with N-raethylpanamine methiodide will be attempted

when enough material is accumulatedo

o
A new alkaloid OP IV S mop os 80-81 C9 was isolated in traces from

Ormosia panamensis and in larger quantities from Ormosia jamacensis o

This alkaloid differs from !» II and III in that it is oxygenated and

contains only two nitrogens o Analyses of the alkaloid; its hydrochlorides

picrate* and methiodide are in agreement with the formula ^14^02^2 ^or

OP IV o The infrared spectrum shows that one nitrogen is secondary (con=

firmed by positive Simon test); the other nitrogen and the oxygen are

present in a lactam function The lactam grou$* can be reduced at room
temperature and pressure with Adams' catalyst in hydrochloric acid

solution^ The IR spectrum also indicates the presence of a double bonds

probably in a terminal methylene group (bands at 3=26, 10°2 and 10-9 p) «

OP IV was reduced to a dihydro derivative with Pt in acetic acid solution

=

A hydrochloride of dihydro OP IV was preparedc Further evidence of the

terminal methylene group was obtained by showing that formaldehyde is

formed in the oxidation of the double bond with periodic acid and a trace

of permanganate

o

Another new oxygenated alkaloid was isolated in small amounts from
the seeds of Ormosia jjamacensisp OP V s mop 184-185°, gives a positive
Simon test for secondary amines; its IR spectrum shows it contains a

lactam group (piperidone or quinolizidone) <> There is no evidence of a

double bond in the IR spectrum..

Methylcytisine was extracted in high yield from Ormosia stipitata 3

a Panamanian species o Its N-oxide was prepared in view of studying its

rearrangement o However all attempts to rearrange the N=oxide by the

usual procedures were unsuccessful; probably because of steric require-
ments o

Direction of Current Research ; The investigation of the alkaloids
of Ormosia sP c. will be continued*

Part B included Yes /XX7 NO /"7
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Calendar Year 1957

Part B ; Honors^ Awards*, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Lloyd; Ho Ac and Horning* E° Co Homing? Alkaloids of Ormosia panamensis
Bentho and Related Species. Jo Amo Chem* Soco» 79, 0000 (1957) »
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lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2°

3o Bethesda 3 Maryland

PH5-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Pert Ac

Project Title: Alkaloids of Annona Sp (Anonaceae)

Principal Investigator: Perola Zaltzman (Visiting Scientist)

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar year 1957):

Totals 0,5 None
Professional: 0,5
Others

Project Description:

This project was started in October, 1956 and interrupted in May.

19575 awaiting a new shipment of plant materiel « Work resumed in Drcembei

Anona Cherimolia had shown a marked hypotensive action in dog*

and the objective of this study was to isolate and identify the alkaloids

present in the plant

o

Two alkaloids which were isolated and characterized have Aot been

reported previously:

Alkaloid Formula Crystals 0CH
3

NCH„ loRc UoVu(tu<i) Fluor °(n<|i)

X C17H9O3N Yellow Needles )C0 248 Act 450

m p, 272° (deCo)None None 269 i
309 fluor 520

4i5

Y CioHoiO.N White 2 1 OH 270 Act 320
4

decomposes (180°) 305 fluor o415

The U0V0 spectrum of Y suggested an aporphine type alkaloid°

Direction of Current Research: The project will be resumed to

elucidate the structure of X and Y and isolate some of the other alkaloids
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r
of both ho Cherimolia (Casta Rica) and A. reticulata (Philippines)* as

well as to proceed with further pharmacological tests

o

Part E included; Yes
/~~

7 No /W
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

fart_A,

Project Title: Cyclization of p~aryl ethylamines and Related Amino
Acids

o

Principal Investigator: Perola Zalt!

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957):
Total: o,5
Professional: o«5
Other:

in (Visiting Scientist)

Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

s

None

Project Description:

This project was started in June 1957 and should be terminated in

early November

o

The objective of this study was to investigate the conditions of
pH dependency of the condensation reaction of m-hydroxy and 3s 4-dihy--

droxyphenethyl amines and related amino acids with formaldehyde? and
then extend it to a possible pattern of biosynthesis of isoquinoline
alkaloids in plants

»

Paper chromatography showed that at room temperature there are
two products as result of ortho and para cyclizationj, with a consistent
pH dependency o When the pH rises from 4 to 7? the yield of pare compound
decreases and that of ortho compound increases s so that in the case of
m-tyrosine, for example; the yield is almost 50% of each isomer at pH 1,

yield
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The mechanism of the reaction was not established but there are

indications of a common intermediate that eyelizes at either activated

position depending on the pH of the medium°

The identities of the o- and p-substituted cyclization products

was established by independent synthesis of the p-isoraerso

Direction of Current Research : This project is nearing completion

Part B included: Yes / / No /XX /
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lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2o

3o Bethesda» Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

PiJLLAc

Project Title: Isolation and Characterization of a Non-dialyzable
Vasodilator Present in Human and Dog Urine°

Principal Investigator: Jack Vo Pierce* Ph°D<>

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: Dr. Sarnoff, Dr. Sussman, L» C, Sarnoff (Laboratory

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: „75 None
Professional: ,75
Other:

Project Description:

Dro Sarnoff and coworkers have found that normal human and dog
urine cause a transitory vasodilation in the femoral and coronary
arterial beds of the dog° They worked out a highly sensitive and
reproducible assay method which has made possible the development of
methods for the purification of the vasodilator

Early studies provided the following facts: (1) The vasodilator
activity in human and dog urine can be separated into dialyzable and
nondialyzable components » (2) The nondialyzable component (s) accounts
for about 80 to 90 percent of the total activity* (3) The dialyzable
component is reversibly and nondialyzable component is irreversibly
absorbed by charcoal <, (4) The nondialyzable vasodilator (NDV) can be
precipitated from urine by addition of uranyl acetate or of lead acetate
and the activity can be recovered from the precipitate by elution with
diammonium phosphate (DAP) = (5) The activity in the dialyzed lead
acetate preparation could be adsorbed quantitatively on a column of
acid-washed alumina and eluted in high yield by DAP° (6) NDV activity
is destroyed by incubation with human serum for 0o5 hours at 37° Co

(7) About 50 to 80 percent of the activity can be precipitated with 80
percent saturated ammonium sulfate°

By passing clarified urine at pH 4<=0 and at 2° C over a column
of acid-washed alumina or of the ion exchange resim XE-64 (buffered at
pH 4oQ)j, all the activity is adsorbed and can be quantitatively re-
covered by elution of the column with sodium phosphate buffers? pH 5«5
or with DAP solution.. The purification is about 500-fold on a weight
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basis and about 50-fold on the basis of protein content (biuret method
of Laury et ai°)° The salt-free DAP eluate from an alumina column on
18 liters of urine is about 25 percent as potent as "Padutin'% a

couiniercial callicrein preparation from hog pancreas

°

The facts listed in the first paragraph above also apply to

callicreinj, discovered by Frey and Kraut in 1926° No differences have
yet been found between NOV and "Padutin"*

Direction of Current Research : Further work on the purification
of the urinary vasodilator from the alumina column is being pursued:
chromatography on XE-64 and on the cellulose ion exchanger DEAE~SF°

A column chromatographic procedure suitable for use in the assay
of human urine for callicrein content has been developed. Applications
are being explored by Dr° Sarnoff and his colleagues <>

Yes HI No Jg
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2
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Calendar Year 1957

E2£X£°

Project Title; Studies on Alkaloids, To discover new Alkaloids of

potential therapeutic value and to elucidate their

structures

o

Principal Investigators; :>° RL Goodwins, PhoDo

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units; None

Man Years (Calendar year 195") : Patient Days (Calendar y«ar 1957)

:

Total; i o o None
Professional: i o q
Other:

Project Description:

Ao 0^&te£jeueoxj£lono.

(1) The methyl ether of Alkaloid C which was described

previously was converted to the methiodide.? mop 214-217 which iras

subjected to the Hofmann degradat.lono The mathine* C^^S ^' w'^°

122=123° , obtained in good yields was optically inactive and retained

the three methoxy groups of the precursor o Second stage Hofmann

degradation on the methine methiodide afforded a nitrogen-free material*

CodhaO^ niop:, I66=168° s having three methoxy1 groups o Dicentrinej, an

alkaloid of known structure found in Oo leucoxylon fl was subjected to the

two-stage Hofmann in order to obtain its methine and vinylphenarthrene

for ultraviolet spectral comparisons ° Alkaloid C methyl ether methine

and the nitrogen-free compound have UV spectra essentially identical

with the corresponding Hofmann produces in the dicentrine series o This

evidence further established that Alkaloid C Is of the aporphine class

and that the fifth oxygen is situated in the aromatic portion of the

molecule

o

(2) Similarly^ the crystalline methiodide of the oLiy

Alkaloids Aj afforded an optically inactive methine, (^l^^N, ra °P°

115=117°, retaining the four methoxyl groups of A and having an ultra-

violet spectrum practically the same as dicentrine methine. Alkaloid A

is? therefores undoubtedly of the aporphime class having six of the

seven available aromatic positions occupied by oxygen substituentso
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(3) Ira repeating the isolation of the alkaloids? using aa

improved scheme which had been developed* the fraction in which Alkaloid
A occurred afforded a crystalline alkaloid* £22^25^6^* m°P° 54=56 * £aj q
+ 52°* having 4-methoxyl and one methyl imino groups o The paper

chromatography* ultraviolet and infrared spectra suggested that this

material was* at last* Alkaloid A crystalline^ The methiodide* m^po 227-
230° (deco)* fal * 33°* corresponded with that of the oil although some

fractions of the oil afforded a methiodide of QoQ p * 41° o It is now
felt that the oil* was a mixture consisting mainly of material correspond

ing to the crystalline alkaloid and a small amount of a strongly rotating^,

isomeric compound; at least* the oil was not completely homogeneous by

paper chromatography o Further correspondence between the crystalline
alkaloid and the oil was furnished by the conversion of the former to

its methine* C23lL>jO,N* mop 119-120 , which did not depress the melting
point of the methine derived from the oilo

(4) Fairly large amounds of Alkaloid C methyl ether*

dicentrine tartrate* and Alkaloid A hydrochloride were prepared for
pharmacological studies by Drso Moran and Pfeiffer of Emory University

Bo The yellow bases of Ochrosia elliptica were re-investigated
with the result that formula revisions were indicated.. Ellipticine has

been shown to be C17H14N0 a"d methoxyellipticine is CioHi^O^o Ellip-
ticine has been compared directly with the alkaloid QBIII isolated from
a species of Aspidosperma by Dr^ Fo Ao Hochstein of Pfizer o (Hochstein
has also isolated a colorless alkaloid QBI* Ci8{J20N2 ? wn *cn on catalytic
dehydrogenation is converted into QBIIIo QBI has a typical carbazol
spectrum and* therefore, ellipticine is considered to be a pyridocarbazol
Hochstein has collected samples of practically all of the possible linear
and angular pyridocarbazols for ultraviolet spectral comparisons and* as

a result* many possible structures for ellipticine have been eliminated
and one in particular is strongly suggested)

°

Co Lunasia amara o

(1) Isolation studies were continued and resulted in a

total of eleven alkaloids of which five have been mentioned in a previous
reporto Of the new ones* two are furoquinolines of known structures —
skimmianine and kokusagine; two-lunine and lunamarine = have been isolated
by earlier workers and are now characterized in greater detail; the
remaining two ~ LA-3 and LA-10 — are only partially characterized and
will not be discussed further at this timeo Lunine which was described
previously only by melting point has been shown to have the following
features; C^^HiyO^N* no methoxyl group* one N-methyl group* at least IO
methyl group* optically active ( £cQ p - 39°)* probably a 4-qninolone
according to the ultraviolet and infrared spectra ° This alkaloid may
well be the methylenedioxy analog of lunacrineo Lunamarine* previously
described by empirical formula* m*p and rotation (inactive) has now been
shown to contain one methoxyl and one N-methyl group ° The infrared
spectrum is very similar to that of iso-LA 4 including the methylene-
dioxy group The ultraviolet spectrum supports the 4-=quinolone system*
although the UV in acid solution is shifted to longer wavelengths by

about 20 mp> This phenomenon is adequately explained by the additional
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oxygen substituentso On the basis of ultraviolet studies it is proposed

that lunamarine is 7-methoxy=l~methyl-2~(3
,;

,4
a Hnethylenedioxyphenyl)=4~

quinoloneo

(2) Extensive studies have been made toward elucidating

the structure of lunacrineo The original proposal of a dihydrofuro-

quinolone ring system has been substantially confirmed by the following

series of reactions ° Lunacrine on refluxing with 15% potassium hydroxide

is converted to an alkal insoluble substance, Cj^HoiO^N, which on treat-

ment with diazomethane afforded an oily product which formed a crystalline

perchlorate m p. 150 ° The free base obtained from the perchlorate in

quantitative yield crystallized easily, mopo 85°, C^fl^jiO^N, and had an

ultraviolet spectrum characteristic of a carbostyrit- These reaction

products are explained in terms of the following transformation: a

dihydrofuroquinolone —-£ a 4~hydroxycarbostyril -—£ a 4-methoxy
carbostyrilo The compound, niop 85°, on treatment with a-toluenesulfonyi

chloride yielded a base, m^po 118°, identical in IR, UV, and paper
chromatography with lunacrine but having the opposite sign of rotation,.

Crystal lization of an equal weight mixture of the product and natural

lunacrine gave a crystalline substance melting at 148° and optically
inactive showing that the molecule has only one assymmetric center and

thus the reaction product is the enantiomor^h of natural lunacrine-.

This product has also been obtained by fusion of the perchlorate, m°pc
150°, described above, followed by treatment of the crystalline products
m p 196°, with lithium bromide in acetonitrile under reflux* The
rationale being that the fusion product? m<=po 196° is a 4-methoxydihydro=
furoquinolinium perchlorate and that the bromide ion attacks the methyl
of the 4-methoxy group forming methyl bromide and the N-methyl-dihydro-
furo=4«quinolone, in other words, an E2 elimination of a methyl grou^
or an 5^2 displacement of quinolinolate* The inversion which occurred
in this sequence of reactions is assumed to have taken place in the ring
closure reaction

The carbostyril, m op 85° was also formed by treatment of
the methiodide of lunacrine with dilute alkali* a reaction series
suggested by the work of Jo Ro Price in Australia who is also working
with these alkaloids » It has further been shown that the compound mop..

85 is identical with the alkaloid lunacridine described by earlier
workers ° (The Australian workers have shown that lunacridine is in all

probability an artefact of the isolation manipulations and not a natural
product o)

Direction of Current Research:

Ao Oeotea leucoxvioh o Further studies toward complete
structure determination will depend upon the outcome of the pharma-
cological studies

o

Bo The yellow bases of Ochrosia ellipticao Nuclear magnetic
resonance spectral studies will be carried out in order to established
whether ellipticine contains one ethyl substituent or two methyl sub-
stituentso (F0A0 Hochstein is working on the synthesis of the parent
pyridocarbozol suggested by his UV studies)

»
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Co Lunasia amara o

(1) The isolation has been completed <> The alkaloids

La»3 and LA-10 will be further characterized and their structures
studied (more plant material will have to be secured and the alkaloids

isolated) „ The structure of lunine will be studied when more material

is availableo The proposed structure of lunamarine will be synthesizedo

(2) Further degradative reactions will be carried out

with lunacrine in order to establish the position of the methoxyl grouj>

and the nature of the side chain on the dihydrofuro moeity Cisopropyl

has been proposed) Model compounds will be synthesized for ultraviolet
spectral comparisons « Attempts will be made to determine the mechanism
leading to epimerization in the sequence of reactions discussed above

for lunacrineo

Part B included; Yes /jSp No fl
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Part B; Ifonorss Awards^ and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project;

Goodwinj Sidneys Smith, A* F« t and Horning^ E, Co, Alkaloids of

* Amara
L957)o

Lunasia Amara « 4~Methyl~2-phenylquinolineo j„ Amc Chem. Soc 79,

Goodwin^ Sidney and Witkop» Bernhardt Quinol Intermediates in the

Oxidation of Phenols and their Rearrangements- ibidc, 79s 179 (1957)

o

Denssj, R s Hafliger, Fo and Goodwins Sidneys Uber Derivate des ,,

Phenyl butazons.. Ho Derivate mit einer Hydroxylgruppe in des 4-standigen

Seitenketteo Helvo Chimo Acta* 4G> 49 (1957) «,
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Part Ao

Project Title: Ac Study of charge-transfer complexes

*

Bo Fundamental Studies on Surface Phenomenon

Principal Investigators: Warner Lo Peticolas» .Ph°D«

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days; (Calendar year 1957) s

Total: l • None
Professional: l

Other:

Project Description :

Ao Studies of complex formation were completed » A number of

experiments on chloranil complexes were run, but no new information

resulted o The electron localization hypothesis is in accord with current

information on complex formation ° The correlations obtained during this

work have been published

?

Bo Experimental studies of the absorption of amino acids and

simple peptides on nucleic acids were continued, In the course of this

work it became apparent that the theoretical aspects of adsorption re=

quired further studyo In particular* it was necessary to consider the

effect of perturbations of the adsorbent by the adsorbateo An extension

of the Brunauer-Eoaett-Teller equation was therefore proposedo

Direction of Current Research: Projects terminatedo

Part B included: Yes ^/g? No CJ
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Part Bs Honors* Awards s and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Peticolass, Wo Lo$, Charge-Transfer Complexes between Chloranil and
Polycyelic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Jo Chem* Phys°,> 26» 429 (1957) o

Peticolasj, Wo L 0J, Effect of Adsorbent Perturbation on BoEoT" Theory

»

Jo Chem. Physo, 27, 436 (1957) „
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Part A ,

Project Title; Structural Studies on Andromedotoxin (The project

was started in July, 1957)

»

Principal Investigator; Charles C jweeleyp PhoD°

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957* j

Total: Oo3 None
Professional: 0-3
Other:

Project Description:

Andromedo toxin C&w^WV* is0'^ ated from Rhododendrons hai

previously been studied by V, Stromberg and Wo Ho TaJ.lent-. Be poly-

cyclic compound was found to ccntain five or six hydroxyl groiapsj one
of which occurred as an acetate ester in the natural product. Two

hydroxyl groups were found to form a 1,2 glycol which could be cleaved

by periodatec Recent studies on andromedotoxin *nd the des-c.cetyl

derivative, andromedolj, have resulted in isolation of pure* j-.rystalline

periodate oxidation products with formulas C22%^0
T
(I} and Ojtfl&Pb

respectively o Infrared spectra indicated that the 'products t'l and II)

contained one carbonyl group as a result of periodate cleavage

^

A second method of oxidation utilised chromic acid in pyridine to

effect a multiple oxidation of andromedo 1 and andromedo toxin,- The

products (III» IV) were isolated and infrared spectra indicated two or

more carbonyl groups as a result of oxidation*

Chromic acid in pyridine was used to further oxidize the periodate

oxidation product of andromedolo*11' The product of this reaction (V)

was isolated in impure form and infrared and ultraviolet spectra

indicated the presence of a cyclopentadiene ring in addition to several

carbonyl groups

«

Direction of Current Research : It Is hoped that V will be isolated

in pure form on a scale large enough so that this compound may be further

characterized by physical and chemical means ° Attempts will be made to
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aromatize various of these oxidation products « The aromatized compounds

will be used to establish the nature of the polycyclic ring system of

andromedotosiiso The assignment of hydroxyl group positions will be

left for further work on the intact structure

°

Part B included: Yes /~7 No (WJ
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Part A<

Project Title: Studies on the Metabolism of m~tyrosine jjj vivo =

(These investigations were started in Januarys 1957)

o

Principal Investigator: Co Cn Sweeley 9 PhoDo

Other Investigators: Mo So Bronk

Cooperating Units: Facilities of Dr u Mo Cotten s Section on Physiology

»

Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology, utilized for
the animal work..

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar year 1957) %

Total: 0o4 None
Professional: Od
Other: 0=3

Project Description:

Studies by Mo Gotten on the intravenous injection of m-tyrosine
into dogs indicated a strong central nervous system action of m-tyrosine
or a metabolite at a relatively low level (effects were noted with I0s0
rag/kg of dl amino acid injected in 2-5 minutes) o It was of interest to

study the nature of the metabolic end-products in urine after m-tyrosine

Major Findings: Acids and bases were extracted from dog urine
collected for four hours after m-tyrosine injection. Amino acids were
removed from the urine by adsorption onto deactivated charcoal

Paper chromatographic examination of the urine extracts indicated
that m-tyrosine was metabolized mainly to m-tyramine and m-hydroxy
phenylacetic acido However 9 small quantities of an unknown base and an

unknown amino acid were found in the extracts

°

When the amino acid was purified by chromatographic techniques?
paper chromatography comparisons indicated that the metabolite was not
synthetic N~methyl~ra»tyrosine or synthetic N-aeetyl-m-tyrosineo

Direction of Current Researches: Attempts to identify the unknown
metabolites of m-tyrosine are currently in progress*.

Part B included: Yes /~7 N© /xx7
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Octo 1957
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lo Laboratory of Natural Products

3o Bethesda? Maryland

PIIS-NIH

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part Ac

Project Title: Studies on tie Human Excretion of ja-hydroxjphenyl^

hydracrylic Aside (These studies were initiated in

November^ 1956) <=

Principal Investigator: C° Co Sweeley, PhoDo

Other Investigators: Mo So Brook

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

;

Total: 0o6 30
Professional: 0°2
Other: 0o4

Project Description:

In the course of preliminary studies on the occurrence of various

phenolic acids in human urine? reports from other laboratories were

confirmed; certain phenolic acids related to m=tyrosine s rr some other

m-hydroxyphenyl metabolite? seemed to be present in greatur than normal

concentrations o A two dimensional paper chromatography system was used

to separate the various acid metabolites from phenylalanine} tyrosine

and . tryptophan and individual spots were assayed with a sjiectrophoto«

fluorometero The daily urinary levels of a few of the metabolites

were obtained in this manner;

Major Findings: After a preliminary screening program of about

twenty schizophrenic patients at Sto Elisabeths Hospital;, two male

patients were placed on hospital diets at NHI S along with two normal

male subjects ° Hie diets consisted of known quantities of normal foods

and the quantity and composition of meals were held constant throughout

the study o Table I is a summary of the excretion data for m~hydroxy-

phenylhydracrylic acid (&-IIPA) (which at the time was an unknown m~
hydroxyphenyl metabolite)

o
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Table I

Excretion (mq/gm creatinine)
Subject Days on Diet Average Hi&h_ Low

Control A 7 9c5 13c2 606
Control B 20 10 .2 24 o 7 5o7

Patient A 20 35o3 64c9 12o2
Patient B 13 53o0 89o2 38o0
Patient B Cno diet control) 16 62*5 126ol 27o4

In addition^ the variation in excretion of m-HPA was followed
during the course of the day; these studies indicated am excretion
pattern unrelated to diet for normals and patients, ioeoj, there v.as no

correlation with creatinine excretion and the substance w&s excreted in

greater quantities from 8 P.0M0 to midnight than at other times of the c'.ay<>

Degradation studies and synthetic studies (the latter work was do;ie

by Mrso Ro Jo Highet) established the structure of the metabolite as
m~HPAo This work was completed at a time when Mo Armstrong reported on
the isolation and structure determination of the same metabolite from
human urineo Armstrong was of the opinion that m=HPA excretion wet lected
the dietary intake of a simple aromatic acid and was in no way connected
with m»tyrosine metabolism in humanso

Experiments were conducted in this laboratory using Armstrong 1^
synthetic diet (lactalbumin, minerals? vitamins? sucrose and Wesson oj'l)

and his studies were confirmed; normal controls and schizophrenic pat.ents
on the synthetic diet excreted only very small quantities of m-HPS W. the
order of 2-3 mg/day) after two days on the dieto

The differences in daily excretion levels of m-HPA in normals ar.d

patients used in the study were real and considerable Interpretation
of the data is made difficult in view of the later experiments with
synthetic diets o The question of the dietary precursor is of some
interest but remains unanswered* No conclusions may be drawn at this time
concerning the possible implication of m-tyrosine in normal human metaboJis

Part B iselttded: Yes /~7 No /xx7
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Port A,

Project Title; Chemical and Enzymatic Transformations of Amine Oxides*

(This work was started in Auyustj 1955 o)

Principal Investigators Co Co Sweeley $ Ph»Do

Other Investigators: Ro Levenberg

Cooperating Units; None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

s

Totals 0*43 Nore

Professional: 0o2
Other: 0o23

Project Description:

Amine oxides are prepared chemically by hydrogen peroxide oxidation °

The chemical rearrangement reactions are studied in a micro-chemical

system employing ferric ion corapkxed with tartaric acido The reaction

mixtures are examined by paper chromatographic techniques

o

Ma lor Findings: Nicotine oxiste has been prepared and the chemictl

rearrangement reaction was studied* Several products resulted from a

ferric ion catalyzed reaction*

Morphine oxide was prepared and studied in the same manner* This

oxide was found to resist rearrangement under mild conditions-

Direction of Current Research : The nature of the reaction products

resulting from the chemical rearrangement of nicotine oxide will be

studied*

A strain of Pseudomonas was found by Japanese workers to degrade

nicotine by oxidative cleavage of the pyrrolidine ring* The implication

of nicotine oxide as a biological intermediate in this reaction was

suggested*

Studies have been initiated in this laboratory to look for more

degradation products by the Pseudomonas system and to isolate the

enzyme systems involved in the oxidative cleavage of the pyrrolidine ring

It is hoped that this (adaptive) enzyme system will provide a unique tool

for studying the enzymatic mechanism of N-oxide rearrangement*
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Part B included; Yes /x& No £J
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Part B : Honors^ Awardsj, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Sweelejp Co Co and Horning? Eo Co Rearrangement and Decarboxylation
Reactions of Ns N~Dimethylglycine Oxide, J,Ao£oSo, 7% 2620 (1957) <<
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A°

Project Title: Investigation of Immobile Phases Suitable for the Gas-

liquid Partition Chromatography of Fatty Acid Esters

°

(This work was started in September* 1957)

°

Principal Investigator; Co Cq Sweeley, PhoDo

Other Investigators; Ro Levenberg

Cooperating Units; Dr So Ro Lipsky* Yale University Medical Schools

New Haven? Conn°

Man Years (Calendar year 1957); Patient Days (Calendar year 1957);

Total: 0o2 None
Professional: Ool
Other: Ool

Project Description:

A need for better partition agents for the complete gas chromato-

graphic separation of methyl esters of fatty acids has stimulated an

investigation in this laboratory of the properties of various steroids

in this connection* Two model compounds]) cholestanone and cholestanyl

methyl ether have been synthesized from dihydrocholesterol These

materials were sent to Dr.. S° Ro Lipsky at Yale University Medical School

for testing with Burrell gas chromatography equipment ° Preliminary
results indicated that cholestanyl methyl ether supported on celite will
provide better separation of the C components (oleic* linoleic and

stearic acids) of a mixture than Apiezon L grease on celite p currently
the most widely used partition agent for fatty acid analysis

Direction of Current Researches : Further studies? in collaboration

with Dro Lipsky? with cholestanyl methyl ether will be necessary to

establish the optimum conditions for operation of the gas chromatography <-.

The effects of altering stereochemical configuration and varying the

number and type of functional groups in the steroid molecule will be

studied in order to determine the structural features necessary for best

separations

o

Part B included: Yes / / No /XXjf
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2o
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Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Project Title: Enzymatic Studies on the N-methylation of Amines and
Amino Acids « (These studies were started in September*
1957) o

Principal Investigators: C° C° Sweeley? PhoDo
Mo So Fish

Other Investigators: Mo So Bronk
Eo Po Lawrence

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

s

Total: ii-A None
Professional: 0°1
Other: 0o3

Projeet Descriptions

Studies on the mechanism of exidative N demethylation of amines and
methylamino acids by chemical and enzymatic processes have been carried
out in this laboratory for the past two years o Studies recently
initiated have been designed to determine the mechanism of N- methyl ation
In vitro experiments using mouse liver homogenates with the appropriate
cofactors and various substrates were carried out and the metabolites
were examined by paper chromatographic techniques

»

Major Findings: In the presence of active methionine? produced from
ATPp methionine and magnesium ion, mouse liver homogenates catalyzed the
metabolism of m-tyrosine and p-tyramine to unknowns o Other substrates?
tyrosine? N»methyltyrosine and histidine? showed no evidence of
methylation

°

Direction of Current Research : Studies directed to the identifi-
cation of the metabolites of m-tyrosime and tyramine are in progess
Attempts will be made to improve the enzymatic yield by the choice of
optimum conditions and the enzyme systems will be located by fraction-
ation studies on whole homogenate*

Part B included: Yes /""7 No
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A,

Project Title; Studies on Alkaloids of the Amaryllidaceae; to examine
the alkaloids of Crinuui Moorei (Hook) f.

Principal Investigator; Jo Ro Crowder* Ph*D.

Other Investigators: Isolations were carried out by Dave Rogerson
and staffs

Cooperating Units: None

Man years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Totals 1 None
Professional: 1

Other:

Project Description:

Alkaloidal extracts from the seeds of Crinum Moorei (Hook) f= were
separated into their components Lycorine, powelline* crinine and
crinamidine were all found and in addition, three new alkaloids were
isolated

«

One of these was completely investigated and was shown by degra-
dation and partial synthesis,^© be 1-acetyl lycorine (I)

o;
The second was shown to possess properties like those of crinami-

dine c It has the formula Ci7H
19
N058, rotation C$3n~ * &°2 » m& had

one methoxy.r* one methylenedioxy- and one oxidizable hydroxy-groupc
Insufficient material was available for a thorough investigation*

The third was imperfectly characterised;, since it was obtained in

minute quantity and may be an impure polymorph of the second- It
possessed one methoxy-group and had a positive rotation^

Alkaloidal extracts from the bulbs of Crinum Moorei (Hook) fo

yielded another new alkaloid, shown to be phenolic, and probably having
a lycorine-type ring system Work is still in progress on this alkaloid.

Synthetic attempts to prepare oxodihydrocrinine to confirm the
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structure of crinine as (II) had proceeded
but were abandoned when work in this

function in crinine is as shown in (IV) <>

to the saturated lactam (III)

indicated that the oxygen

III IV

Investigations of the structure of crinamidine have yielded several new

degradation products of doubtful character and no further evidence has

been found to advance knowledge of its structure*

Direction of Current Research; To complete investigation of the

new alkaloid from Crinum Moorei bulbs- and to continue the invest!-

gations on crinamidineo

Part B included Yes
. LJ No /ja
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2o
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Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part Ao

Project Title: Studies on the Structure of the Alkaloids derived

from Cassia excels is <s

Principal Investigator: E° J u Highet* PhoDo

Other Investigators: Po Fo Highetp A°B°

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957) %

Total :lc50 None
Professional: *75

Other: °75

Project Description:

lo A ciethod has been perfected for the preparation of two pure

materials comprising a major portion of the aikaloidal extract of Cassia

excelsis° The dried leaves of the plant are ground and extracted by

hot ethanolic tartaric acid* and the basic constituents isolated by con-

ventional methods in 2»2% yield This extract is triturated with cycle-

hexane and the soluble material converted to the hydrochloride and

crystallized from ethanol* Silicic-acid chromatography of the crystalline
hydrochloride^ or* preferably s of the regenerated bases, yields casselsine
and cassine in 0^17% and 0°26% yields* respectively; the mother liquors

of the hydrochloride crystallization contain very little cassine and
casselsine, and have not been extensively investigated^

2o Characterization of cassine and casselsine show them to be

representatives of a new type of alkaloid; tentative formulae have been

assigned to them as homologues? with the composition ^19^37^2 am*

^20H39N02 J' resPec*ively c ^ne materials have very similar chemical

properties: Formation of neutral diacetates shows each to possess a

secondary amino function and a primary or secondary hydroxylo Positive

iodoform reactions^ the preparation of semicarbazones and bis-piperonyl-

idine derivatives show each to possess the group -CftjCOCHoo The failure

of the bases to absorb hydrogen over palladium catalyst show the absence
of double bonds; this fact and the elemental composition imply the

presence of a carbocyclic ring in eacho

The physical properties of these alkaloids and their derivatives
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are here tabulated o The infrared absorption of the Nujol mulls of the

about 1® ji affords the most satisfactory way of

the two materials:

Cassine

Mo P, 55-58

Rotation
Hydrochlorides, jacp<> 172=173.5

Semicarbazone, mop. 139-141°

Diacetate semicarbazone, ninpo 115-117°

bis-piperonylidine derivative, mpp. 106=107^

IB, cao 10 p.
0o90, 10,05 ji

66-67*

172-173°

141 .5-142 .5°

123-124
96-97°

9.88 9 10.02 o (weak)

Cassine is dehydrogenated by 10% palladized charcoal under nitrogen

at 230°^ The product, dehydrocassine, is evidently the result of re-

arrangement and degradation, for it corresponds to C^gl^gNOg am* *5as

lost its N~CH3 groupo That it retains the ketonic group is shown by tw
carbonyl absorption in the infrared? Its ultraviolet spectrum closely

resembles that of 3-hydroxypyridine, and dehydrocassine shares with ?-

hydroxy pyridine the unusual property of showing bathochromic shifts in

both acid and basic solutions- The implication that this materials is a

substituted 3-hydroxypyridine is corroborated by the formation of

basic acetate with a new carbonyl absorption at 5o70 p,o

Casseli'ine forms a dehydrogenation product with similar pro f-e? ties,

which has been shown to be different from dehydrocassine, but h?s not yet

been more fully investigated

o

Direction of Current Research; Terminated

Part B i Yes /"7 No
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Pro.;ect Titles A^ New Methods of Synthesis of Polycyclie Compounds

Bo Novel Hydrogenation Methods .•

Principal Investigators: Gordon N= Walker? Ph.,D..

Otl.er Investigators: None

Patient Days (Calendar year 195?)?

None

Cooperating Units: None

Ma i Years (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 0c5
Professional: 0,5
Other:

Project Description:

General Purpose of Research: To develop new synthetic means for
preparation of chemically and medicinally important tricyclic structures?
emjhasis being laid upon improved hydrogenation methods in getting key
intermediates-.

Progress, during Past Six Months: A new sequence of reactions*
leading in three steps to some important methoxyhydrophenanthrene
ketsness. has been discovered:

OAc

a: Ri=a2=H

b: Rj=CH30; R2-H

c: Rj^^^S
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The first step in this sequence is a new Perkin condensation of
2s>4-dihydroxybenzaldehydes with phenylacetic acids It was found that
good yields of 3-aryl-7~acetoxycoumarins (I) were obtained when at
least three moles of potassium acetate were used in carrying out this
condensation The second step is a novel hydrolytic hydrogenation in
which the cinnamic double bond and the resorcinol moiety are reduced
simultaneously in the presence of palladium-charcoal and dilute sodium
hydroxide solution* giving substituted dihydroresorcinols (II) - This
unusual reaction has some features in common with the modern prepar-
ation of dihydroresorcinol itself The third step, cyclodehydration
of II; was effected with polyphosphoric acid s and gave the desired
hydrophenanthrene keto-acids, III*

Proof for the structures of compounds III was obtained by de-
carboxylation to corresponding ketones; and by aromatization and de-
carboxylation to corresponding methoxy-phenanthrols It was also found
that the sequence is applicable to hydroxy substituted A-ring compounds;, viz;

COOH COOH

«» -^ ..30
)tA

)
A

IV V

At present it seems likely that these cyclizations depend upon a
hitherto unknown mechanism involving intermediate enol-laetone and vinyl-
ogous carbonylium ion formation;

coo

o

RO Jv^^X^

One reason for believing that such a mechanism operates here is the
important fact that the present cyclodehydrationj, unlike two other cycl-
izations described previously involving attack of cyclic l s 3~diketones
upon an aromatic ringj, is applicable to synthesis of the sterically
relatively inaccessible compound IIIcj as well as to Ilia and Illbo
The classical cyclodehydration steps involving intermediate hydroxy-
ketone are very unlikely to be implicated lie IIIc and IV Vo

Direction of Future Research; While specific ideas cannot be dis=
cussed here» one can be sure that the concepts involved in the work des-
cribed briefly above will be helpful in fwture studies in polycyclic

istryo Now that examples illustrating the feasibility of
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all three categorical 1,3-diketone cyclodehydrations have been provided,
the work of the future in this area will perhaps consist of elaboration,
rather than further discovery** Qrclizations of other compounds involving
presumed intermediary enol-lactones are conceivable, and certainly
further applications of the improved Perkin condensation, the novel re-
duction of lj,3=diphenols to 1,3-diketones, and the boron trifluoride=
catalyzed eyclodehydrations described in earlier reports should be en-
visioned and de^elopedo In a broad sense, compounds III and those ob-
tained from similar cyclizations are related in several respects both
to known mitosis poisons and to the ubiquitous steroid nucleus, and thus
there is some assurance that compounds gotten through these syntheses
will in time be found to have interesting and possibly unusual
physiological activity°

Part B included: Yes /j&J No /""7
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Part B ; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Walker, Go No, Synthesis of 1,2* 3,9$10,10a-Hexahydro~3-Ketophenan°
threnes from 3«Aryl°7~Acetoxycoumarins 9 Jo Aeio Checio Soco 79, 1772
(1957) o

Walker, Go No, Synthesis of Methoxyhydrophenanthrenes and Metho^yhydro=
cyclohepta (a) naphthalenes by Acylation of Ketones with Homoveratrie
Anhydride, Jo Au,o Qiemo Soco 79, 0000 (1957)

.
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1° Laboratory of Natural Products
2o

3° Bethesda 9 Maryland

PHS-NIH
lividual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part A<

Project Title: The Isolation of Andromedotoxin from Rhododendron and
Related Genera

»

Principal Investigator: David L° Rogerson* Jr°j> BoSo

Other Investigators: James D° Link; BoSo
Douglas L» Johnson

Cooperating Units: Dr° John Co Keresztesy, NIAMD, Henry E. Lutterlough
and James M Miles? Pilot plant equipment and operation

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: ol5 None
Professional: „05
Other: ,10

Project Description:

Temporarily the isolation of Andromedotoxin has been discontinued
and the materials received to date for processing in bulk are as follows:
7422 Ibsc Rhododendron maximums 705 IbSo Kalmia latifolia and 350 Ibso

Kalmia angustifolias varo caroliniana* In addition; 20 more members of

the Ericaceae family have been investigated for andromedotoxin content
on a one pound level or lesso

Direction of Current Research : The isolation of andromedotoxin
will be resumed upon receipt of plant material now on order

o

Part B included: Yes ,/T No /xx' /
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A<

Project Title: The Isolation of Constituents from Human Urine and
Animal Tissue?

Principal Investigator: David L° Rogerson p Jro S BcSo

Other Investigators: James Do Link
Douglas Lo Johnson

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: .45 None
Professional: °20

Other: °25

Project Description:

Approximately 200 1 of human urine have been partially or completely
processed for constituents;, mainly organic acids and bases ° Also? an

additional 300 1 of urine obtained exclusively from males? have been

collected locally for processingc

To date? over 1200 lbs° of fresh? frozen veal brains and 20 Ibso of
frozen pork chitterlings have been processed for indolic compounds? which
is only a slight increase over the previous report as recent isolations
have been of an exploratory nature on a relatively small scale

°

Direction of Current Research: Upon completion of current researches
for improved isolation techniques? large scale processing of fresh? frozen
veal brains will be resumed

»

Part B included: Yes /, ,

/ No /XX /
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2o
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

PgflLA '

Project Title; The Isolation of Alkaloids^ Glycosides and Other
Constituents from Plant Material

o

Principal Investigators: David L° Rogersonj, Jro S BoS°

Other Investigators: James Do Link
Douglas L» Johnson
John C° Keresztesys Jro (summer employee)

Cooperating Units: Dr° John Co Keresztesy» NIAMD* and Staff o (Henry Eo

Lutterloughj James Mo. Miles) Large scale equipment
Dro Bo Go Schuberts Uo So Department of Agriculture^
Plant Accessions and Identifications

o

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

;

Total: i„05 None
Professional ,50
Other: .55

Project Description:

The extraction of alkaloids from plant materials is generally con-

ducted employing either ethanol or a 1% ethanolic tartaric acid solutions

with an occasional small scale extraction using a 65% chloroform-tetra-
hydrofuran mixtureo AlsOj triehloroethylenej, chloroform and chloroform^
ethanol mixtures are used at selected steps in the general procedureo
Recently 2N sulfuric acid has been substituted for 2N hydrochloric acid

and concentrated ammonium hydroxide for solid sodium carbonate at specific
pointso

To dates, 16 materials have been completely or partially processed

for glycosides and 208 for alkaloids? which is an increase of 27 since
December 31, 1956o Included in the 208 isolations for alkaloid are 17
materials each from the Puerto Rican and Costa Rican investigations and

12 from the Mexican projecto Alsoj, 14 supplementary shipments totaling

512 Ibso have been processed for materials currently under investigation-.,

Complete or partial processing for desired constituents other than

alkaloids and glycosides has been conducted on 7 plant samples o
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Direction of Current Research: Stress will be placed upon Mexican
plant materials which have had favorable initial observations °

Efforts will be Hade to improve isolations by modifying procedures
and designing new equipments particularly with regards t© iiquid-=liquid
extraction

Part B included: Yes £^7 No /XX?
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Project Title; The Testing of Fresh Plant Material and Herbarium
Samples for Alkaloids and Glycosides <>

Principal Investigators: David L<= Rogerson, Jro, BoSo

Other Investigators: James D» Link
Douglas L° Johnson
John Co Keresztesy, Jr= (summer employee)

Cooperating Units: Plant accessions and identifications were by Dro Bo Go

Schubert, Plant Industry Station, U« So Department of

Agriculture, Bdltsville, Marylando

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar year (1957):

Total: o25 None
Professional: .25

Other:

Project Description:

To date, 2571 plants have been tested for alkaloids which is an

increase of 497 since December 31, 1956 ° This increase includes 91
plants of African origin received from the School of Tropical and
Preventive Medicine, Loma Linda, California and 366 plants screened in

Costa Rica and Mexico by this investigator o The positive analyses -

numbered 77, which is 15o5% of the number tested, In addition, 30
supplementary shipments of previously tested plant materials were
received which raises this total to 277 o

The screening of plants for glycosides and the determination of
alkaloids in Herbarium samples has been temporarily discontinued and
the results remain as previously reported, which are as follows: 36 (68%)
of the 53 materials selected for glycoride testing were found to contain
active glycosides (Glycoride tests on 5 new samples are in progress) and
of the 524 Herbarium samples screened, 129 (24=6%) were found to contain
one or more alkaloids

o

Direction of , Current Researches: Tentative plans call for this
investigator to return to Mexico and screen additional plant materials
for alkaloids o.

Part B included: Yes fZJ No /xx7
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Project Title: The Synthesis of Organic Compounds and the Preparation
of Adsorbents

o

Principal Investigator: David Lo Rogerson* Jr OJ B°So

Other Investigators: James Do Link

Cooperating Units: None ',

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: „10 None
Professional: ,05
Others .05

Project Description:

The synthesis of organic compounds for starting materials and

reference compounds has been conductedo Specifically, gramine and diethyl

dimethylaminomalonate have been prepared in quantity*

Cotton acid succinate and various forms of deactivated charcoal have

been prepared for use as adsorbents in chromatographic columns ° The de-
activated charcoal preparations include A s h and 10% stearic acid and 5%
©ctadecylamineo

Direction of Current Research: Organic compounds and substances

will be synthesized and prepared in all desired quantities upon request a

Part B included: Yes OJ No /x|7
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Calendar Year 1957

ParJU.

Project Titles Isolation of Organic Bases (other than Indoles)
from Human Urineo

Principal Investigator: Mo So Fishj, PhoDo

Other Investigators: No Marie Johnson

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: .25 None
Professional: .15
Other: .10

Project Description:

The isolation procedure described above was designed as a general
one° Experimental conditions such as pH and partition coefficients
were adjusted to such values as would insure extraction of any organic-
soluble base present o While the chromatographic conditions were set up
for the purpose of obtaining a high recovery of indole basesj, it was
found that other non-indole bases were present in other fractions of the
eluateo The exact nature of these materials is not yet known s although
paper chromatographic systems have been worked out for their separation-*

Direction of Current Researches: The characterization and attempted
identification of these materials is underwayo

Part B included: Yes /*"7 No /Sx7
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Part Ao

Project Title: Synthetic Work Related to the Identification of
Metaboliteso

Principal Investigator; Mo So Fish, PhoDo

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: »20 None
Professional: -20

Other:

Project Description:

This project is of the type that operates according to the needs

of this and other laboratories » The preparation of reference compounds

for comparison with those isolated from natural sources and of materials

for physiological study is frequently undertaken*. For examples 3=

raethoxy^-hydroxyiaandelie acid was recently prepared for use by

Dr Sjoerdsma of the Heart Institute and for investigators in other

Institutes

°

Direction of Current Research: This project will continue as the

need arises <> The presence of methylated histamine compounds in urine

has recently been reported ° As none of the reference compounds are

available at present, it is likely that some of these materials will be

prepared in this laboratory^ Other syntheses will be undertaken for the

purpose of identifying the unknown bases described previously*.

Part B included: Yes Fl No IW
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lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2°

3o Bethesda r Marylano

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A?

Project Title: Enzymatic N-methylation-deoiethylation Studies <>

Principal Investigator: M* S= Fish, PhoDo

Other Investigators: Esther P° Lawrence, Bo So

Cooperating Units: This project is in collaboration with Dr* CoCoSweeley

Man fears (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 0„15 None
Professionals „5

Other: . 10

Project Description:

Since the isolation of N-methylated bases from plant sources in

this laboratory some time ago, chemical and enzymatic N=methylation

and demethylation reactions have been of primary interest <, Enzymatic

N-demethylation of dimethyl ami no acid oxides was reported recently

from this laboratory^ Mouse Liver homogenate with appropriate cofactors

was utilized for this purposeo Studies are now underway to determine

the enzymatic requirements for N-methylation of bases and amino acids a

The need for such studies is obvious now that the methylated histamines

and tryptamines (as well as epinephrine) are known to be present in

humans

o

Direction of Current Research: It is currently being determined

if certain observations made recently in this laboratory indicate that

enzymatic N-methylation of various indole bases has been successful »

If so, the optimum conditions for such reactions will be determinedo

Part B included: Yes /~7 No fW
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lo Laboratory of Natural Products
2°

3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A,

Project Title; Procedures for the Isolation of Organic Bases from
Natural Sources a

Principal Investigators Mo So Fish, PhoDo

Other Investigators: No Marie Johnsons, BoAo
Esther Po Lawrence, Bo So

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957); Patient Days (Calendar year 1957):

Total: 2o40 None
Professional: 60
Other: 180

Project Description:

A study of the different methods currently in use for the isolation
of bases from natural sources has revealed two principal shortcomings:
The procedures which were efficient (capable of isolating a material
present in very small concentration) were usually specific for a single
known material or a limited number of related materials.-, The more
generalized procedures usually lacked the efficiency of the specialized
ones and the "trace" materials were extracted in poor yield or not at

alio The present project was intended to overcome these difficulties
as far as possible and from that point of view, has been successful^
During the past year a whole spectrum of hitherto unknown bases has been
isolated from human urine and it is hoped that the method can be extended
to other areas as wello In general, the procedure involves a preliminary
extraction, followed by purification over a column, affording material
which can be assayed quantitatively by use of the spectrophotofluori-
metero Re-extraction and paper chromatography are then utilized for
qualitative purposes

°

By use of the procedure described above, it has been possible to

isolate and identify, from human urine, the following bases:

Serotonin (already known to be present)
Tryptamine (identification previously in question)
N,N-dimethyltryptamine oxide (The identification work on
Bufotenine these not yet completed,

but fairly certain)
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In additions* there is an unknown base s apparently^ closely related
to serotonin^ which is being characterized - Also s the oxide of

bufotenine appears to be present as well as two or three other materials
of which little is known as yeto

Direction of Current Research ; It is intended to complete the
the identification of the two dimethylated bases and to characterise
and identify*, if possible* the other materials

«

Part B included Yes JTJ No /sx7
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Serial No . NHI-47
lo Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology and Metabolism
2» Cellular Physiology
3. Betfa@sda 9 Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A,

Project Title: Studies of the Mode of Involvement of Genetic Material
in Synthesis.

Principal Investigators: William J. Dreyer 9 Christian B. Anfinsen 9

and Arnold M. Katz (July to December)

Other Investigators: Judith Wegman (Technical - summer)

Cooperating Units: None.

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 2.15 None.
Professional: 1„9
Other: „25

Project Description : The effect of genetic mutations in the T2 bacterial
virus on the structure of virus protein.

Progress during past year : 1« Procedures have been developed which
enable us to isolate 10-20 gram quantities of highly purified varus <,

Purified preparations of several mutant forms of the T2 virus have been
madec

2o Methods have been developed which allow us to separate the

virus proteins from nucleic acids

o

3o Reagents have been found which enable us to deaggregate the

proteins of the virus coat without losing the antigenic reactivity of
these proteins

o

4. Physical and chemical studies of the proteins have been started*

Terminal group and amino acid analyses have been carried outo Oltracentrif
ugal

f
electrophoretiCp and osmotic pressure measurements have been performed^

These studies? although not yet complete? indicate that there are very few
species of protein molecules in the virus

»
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5. Identification of the protein affected by host-range mutation:

Serological assays of fractions obtained in the ultracentrifuge permitted

us to tentatively identify the protein component whose structure is

believed to be altered by mutations within the h region of the T2 genetic

mapo

Direction of Current Research ; We are currently attempting to fractionate

and isolate in pure form the proteins of the To virus. When this is

accomplished we plan to proceed with the elucidation of the effect of

genetic mutations on protein structure and 9 eventually., with the comparison

of fine structure genetic maps with maps of such alterations in protein

structure.

If and when this comparison can be made we believe considerable

insight into the mechanism by which genes control the process of protein

synthesis will be gained

«

Part B included Yes /T No /W
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Serial No. NHI-48
1. Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology and Metabolism
2o Cellular Physiology
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A,

Project Title: Structure of Ribonuclease and Its Correlation with
Biological Activity.

Principal Investigators? Michael Sela and C. B. Anfinsen

Other Investigators: Frederick H. White;, Jr. and William F. Harrington
Juanita P. Cooke (Technical)

Cooperating Units: None.

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: lo67 None.

Professional: „75
Other: 92

Project Description : Elucidation of the chemical structures, size s shape

and change of ribonuclease and some derivatives of RNase^. and the correla-

tion of these with changes in enzymatic activity. Out of these studies

it should be possible to define the active groups and bonds in the mole-

cule and thus to establish the "active center" of the enzyme. Some of the

methods used should be of general interest in tackling similar problems

concerning other biologically active proteins.

Progress During Past Year s Methods employed: Chemical modifications of

ribonuclease were achieved by means of reduction with thioglycolic acid 9

followed by carboxymethylation with iodoacetic acid of the reduced materials

oxidation with performic acid; esterification with methanol; carbobenzoxyla-

tion 9 as well as enzymatic digestion with pepsin,, trypsin 9
subtilisin and

carboxypeptidase. Physical properties), such as optical rotation^ optical

rotatory dispersion,, viscosity^ sedimentation 9 and ultraviolet absorption,,

of the various modified ribonucleases were measured and compared with those

of native ribonuclease in water or in various solvents with strong hydrogen

bond rupturing (urea„ guanidine) or forming (saturated aqueous lithium

bromide) properties.
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The enzymatic activity of ribonuclease was followed by methods
involving precipitation^, dialysis or appearance of new acid groups
during the digestion CpH stat) . The activity of ribonuclease was
followed as a function of salt; urea or guanidine concentration^ as

well as in the cases of the various chemical modifications.

Major Findings; A. Reduction and Alkylation as a Method for Breaking

disulfide Bridges in Proteins . (With Or. White) A method has been
developed for complete reduction of all the disulfide bridges in proteins^

such as ribonuclease and lysozyme. The sulfhyt'ryl groups formed were
meshed selectively with carboxymethyl groups. The method seems of general

interest as it does not attack tryptophan; an amino acid destroyed during

the oxidative cleavage of disulfide bridges with performic acid. The

extent of reduction can be followed either by absorption changes upon the

reaction of the reduced protein with p-chloromercuribenzoate or by analysis

of the amount of S-earboxymethyl-N-dinitrophenyleysteine in the hydrolyzate

of the carboxymethylated protein.

Bo Correlation of the Enzymatic Activity of Ribonuclease with

the Extent of Reduction . (With Dr. White) During the reduction with

thioglycolic acid in 8 M urea at pH 8.5 y the activity of the enzyme de-

creases in a manner which indicates that certainly one p and perhaps two p

of the four disulfide bridges are not essential for catalysis. Carboxy-

methylation of the sulfhydryl groups does not affect the enzyme activity

of the intermediates. Regeneration of enzymatic activity takes place

upon reoxidation with molecular oxygen.

C. Methylation of Ribonuclease . Reaction of ribonuclease with

methanolic hydrochloric acid yields a material in which all the carboxyl

groups in the molecule are esterified. The esterification is paralleled

by a loss of catalytic activity of the enzyme. The fully esterified

ribonuclease is completely inactive.. Method used for deesterification

(dilate alkali) did not regenerate the activity of the enzyme

.

D. Reaction with Carboxypeptidase . Upon digestion of ribonuclease

with carboxypeptidase in 6 M urea 52% of the C-terminal value was released,,

but only traces of serine and alanine ° No detectable loss in ribonuclease

activity was observed in samples so treated.

E. Correlation of Ribonuclease Activity with a Shift in Ultraviolet

Spectrum ° Various physical parameters of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease

and of some of its derivatives prepared by oxidation or reduction of di-

sulfide bridges^ methylation and proteolytic digestion; have been investi-

gated. Ultraviolet spectrophotometry measurements appear to establish a

correlation between specific spectral properties of the materials and

their enzymatic activity . Viscometric and optical rotatory studies^ on

the other hand, indicate that minor modifications in secondary structure

may occur without detectable inactivation.

Polyvalent anions and polyanions almost completely prevent the

unfolding and spectral shift effects of 8 M urea p and of guanidinium

ions at concentration less than 3 M. These findings suggest that the

full activity of ribonuclease in the presence of such denaturing agents^

is due to a refolding of the protein under the influence of ribonucleic acit
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direction of Current Research ; Further studies will be carried out to
help establish correlations between specific aspects of structure and
the biological activity of the enzyme

°

Part B included Yes /XX7 No /""7
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part B . Honors j, Awards* and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Sela* Michael* White* Frederick H.* Jr.* and Anfinsen* Christian B.

Reductive cleavage of disulfide bridges in ribonuclease. Science * 125 n

691-692 C1957).

Sela* Michael and Anfinsen* Christian B. Some spectrophotometric and
polarimetric experiments with ribonuclease. Biochim. Biophys. Acta*
24, 229-239 (1957).

Sela* F."ichael 9 Anfinsen,, Christian B. and Harrington* William F.

The correlation of ribonuclease activity with specific aspects of
tertiary structure. Biochim. Biophys <. Acta* 26* 502-512 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None.
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and Metabolism
2. Cellular Physiology
3. Bethesda*, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A .

Project Titles Structure and Metabolism of Mucopolysaccharides <>

Principal Investigator; Edward D, Korn

Other Investigators i Bertha Neal (Technical* October-December)

Cooperating Units: Dro Karl Meyer,-, Columbia University*, New York*,

New Yorko

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

s

Total: lo25 Noneo
Professional: 1»0
Other: o25

Project Description:

Objectives : To determine the structure of several mucopolysaccharides
including heparin and chondroitin sulfates A p B ? and Co To study the
nature of the enzymatic degradation and synthesis of such compounds

o

To assess the possible biological activity of partial enzymatic hydrol-
ysis products of heparino To study the localization*, properties and
synthesis of heparin in mast cell tumors

•

Methods Employed : Enzymic preparations are prepared from bacteria
(Flavobacterium isolated in this laboratory) adapted to growth on one
of several specific polysaccharides o These enzymes are then employed
as analytical reagents for the degradation of the mucopolysaccharides
to simpler oligosaccharides that are isolated by chromatographic tech-
niques and characterized

o

Mast cell tumors are homogenized and fractionated by centrifu-
gation and the heparin content of each fraction determined by a sensi-
tive method developed in this laboratory <> The heparin is then solubilized
by one of several means and the properties of the soluble material studied
by physical*, chemical and biological techniques

»
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Maj®ff Findings i 1. In collaboration with Dr« Karl Meyer of Columbia
University „ the following has been found:

a) Hyaluronic acid is degraded to a disaccharide glucuronyl-

N-acetyl glucosamine unsaturated in the 4
f!
5 position of the uronidic

moiety o This product is identical to that produced by other bacterial

enzymes

.

b) Chondroitin sulfates A and C are degraded to the analogous

sulfated A4 s 5-glucuronyl-N-acetyl glucosamine. In a secondary reaction
this compound is desulfated. No other enzyme with this ability has been
described.

c) Extracts of bacteria adapted to chondroitin sulfate B,

in addition to the above two reaction^ catalyze the degradation of chondroitin

sulfate B to the same unsaturated disaccharide obtained from A and C. This

indicates that the only difference between B and A and C is the uronic acid

(iduronic in B and glucuronic in A and C) both of which yield the same

&4S S unsaturated uronidic group.

In addition to sulfatase activity s these extracts also con-

tain enzymes which eventually split the unsaturated disaccharide to free

N-acetyl galactosamine» This enzyme similarly degrades the unsaturated

disaccharides (but not the saturated disaccharides) from chondroitin sul-

fates A and C to N-acetylgalactosamine.

d) Heparin and heparitin sulfate are both degraded by heparin-

adapted bacterial extracts to a different unsaturated disaccharide than

that obtained from hyaluronic acid. It differs in some way other than the

presence of sulfate and absence of N-acetyl groups. Again there are

secondary enzymic reactions which desulfate the disaccharide and split

it to free glucosamine.

Neither heparin? heparitin sulfate nor chondroitin sulfate

B are degraded by these enzymes if they are first chemically desulfated.

2. a) A new procedure has been developed for the isolation of

heparin. It involved the enzymic removal (when necessary) of proteins

and lipids with crude pancreatine the precipitation of heparin from 1 M

NaCl with a quaternary amine (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) and the

removal of the amino with KCNSo This method is extremely mild and is

quantitative at the level of a fraction of a milligram.. The heparin can

then be determined by chemical or biological assay

o

b) It has been found that essentially all of the heparin in

mast cell tumor (mouse) homogenates is sedimentable a About 16% sediments

when centrifuged for 10 minutes at 50 x g; about 60/b at 10 j,000 x g for 10

minutes; and about 10?» at lOOpOOO x g for one hour; about 10/5 is left in

the final supernatant solution.

c) Heparin can be released from the sedimentable particles by

ultrasonic vibration or 9 more simply, lysis by one or another means » It

is then not sedimentable at lOOpOOO x g for 1 hour»
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Proposed Course of Project ; 1* With the active participation of Dro

Karl Meyer and his associates the separation and identification of the

partial enzymatic digestion products of heparin ind the chondroitin sul-

fates mil be continued..

2c The solubilized heparin from mast eel! tumors will be further

studied to see if it differs from heparin prepared by more severe methods

in its chemical^, physical and biological properties „ If it is obtainable

completed to protein? this complex will be studr'edo

3° Some experiments will be initiated tn the biosynthesis of

heparin by mast cell tumor ? in vitro °

Part B included Yes /W No /"7
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PHS-NIII

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part B : Honors, Awards 9 and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Korn 9 Edward Oo The degradation of heparin by bacterial enzymes « IIIo
A comparison of the degradation of heparin,, hyaluronic acid and chon-
droitin sulfateo J. Biol. Chem. 9 226. 841-844 C1957)

.

Linker, A 05, Hoffman, P. p Sampson? Poj, Meyer., Ko S and Korn$, Edward D» q

The degradation of hyaluronic acid, the chondroitin sulfates and heparin
by bacterial enzymes (Flavobacterium) . Biochim» et Biophyso Acta P 25„

658-659 C1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None.
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2o Cellular Physiology
3o Bethesda? Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A

Project Titles Studies on Lipoproteins

Principal Investigators s Martin Rodbeli

Other Investigators' Thomas W. Quigley? Jro, (Technical? January=June)
Edward 0. Korn

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendat year 1957)
Totals lo5
Professional o IcO
Others ..5

Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

None°

Project Descriptions

Objectives; To study the structure,, function and metabolism of lipo-
proteins with special emphasis on the role of plasma lipoproteins in
fat transport

c

Methods Employed ; Lipoproteins are isolated by ultracentrifugation
and other techniques. The lipid composition is determined by chemical
analysis after delipidation by chloroform-methanol or alcohol-acetone

o

The proteins are partially characterized by determination of the N- and
C-terminal amino acids ° The lipoproteins are subjected to enzymic di-
gestion by lipoprotein lipase and several phospholipases°

Major Findings ! L a. Incubation of lipoproteins with either phospho-
lipase A or C destroys the ability of the lipoprotein to activate tri-
glycerides for hydrolysis by lipoprotein lipase « The phospholipid,?
therefore , seems essential

o

bo When digested with phospholipase A 9 which removes the
a-fatty acid and forms lysolecithin^ the lipoproteins stay in solution
and the lipid-protein complex is not destroyed- With phospholipase C r

which removes phosphoryl choline thus forming a diglyceride? the lipo-
protein is completely denatured and both the protein and lipid come out
of solution

o
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c. The rate of hydrolysis of lipoprotein phospholipid is

much greater than phospholipid emulsions with both phospholipases°
This is analogous to what was found with lipoprotein lipase.

2® The human plasma lipoproteins have been separated ultra-
centrifugally into seven fractions of increasing density (increasing
percentage of protein,, decreasing percentage of triglyceride) from
chylomicrons to ghe highest density lipoprotein <> N-terminal amino
acids were determined on the protein moieties after delipidation with
organic solvents

«

a. Chylomicrons and the fraction of next lowest density
both contained predominantly N-terminal threonine but had quit®
significant concentrations of N-terminal serine and aspartic acid
as wello The next two fractions CSf 50-100 and 20-50) had essentially
equal amounts of N-terminal aspartic acid B threonine^ serine and glu-
tamic acido The next two fractions CSf 10-17 and 3-8) were predominantly
N-terminal glutamic acid with serine and threonine also present but no

aspartic acido The last fraction contained mainly N-terminal aspartic
acid with serine and threonine also present but no glutamic acido

Chyle chylomicrons were also analyzed and they were pre-
dominantly N-terminal aspartic acid with serine and threonine also present

o

b« Because of their differing molar ratios the various N-terminal

amino acids appear to represent protein moieties which are not linked to

each other on one molecular species <> This would imply that a very complex
situation may exist with overlapping density spectra of at least four
lipoproteins each of which may or may not be involved in fat transport
and metabolism

o

Co The yields of N-terminal aspartic acid from the highest
density lipoprotein indicate a molecular weight of about SO^OOOo This

is confirmed by similar results on dog plasma lipoprotein which gave a

value of 45 9000e This is one-half the molecular weight indicated by
other workers

o

Proposed Course of Project; 1. 8. New techniques, probably chromatographic*,

must be developed to obtain each of the several proteins represented by

the different N-terminal amino acids free from the others. It will then

be possible to determine if all are indeed lipoproteins or if some repre-
sent contaminant non-Iipoprotein molecules ° These molecules can then be

analyzed individually to see of they differ with respect to lipids and if

all the proteins with the same N-terminal amino acid are identical

«

2o Parallel experiments will be done with dog (and other species)

plasma to obtain a comparative picture and so that metabolic experiments

can be performed with labelled lipoproteins to see which of the several

types are truly involved in lipid metabolism®

Part B included Yes /x%7 No /°~7
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Part B ; Honors*. Awards 9 and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Korn 9 EoDo and Ouigiey ToWo On the nature of lipoprotein lipase

o

Third International Conference on the Biochemical Problems of Lipids

,

Brussels*, in press

o

Korn$, EoDo Lipoprotein lipase* Chemistry of Lipids Symposium*

Cleveland,, May
?
1957 a in press o

Korn s EoDc- Inactivation of lipoprotein lipase by heparinase. J* BioL
Cheraop 226, 827-832 C1957)

o

Korn 9 E„D, and Quigley P T»Wo Lipoprotein lipase from chicken adipose

tissue. Jo Biolo Chemop 226*, 833-839 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this project;

Ec Do Korn = Invited speaker at the Symposium on Chemistry of Lipids

as related to Atherosclerosis t Cleveland,, May*, 1957

o
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metaboli;

2. Cellular Physiology
3o Bethesda. Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part Ac

Project Titles A Study of the Mechanism of Protein Biosynthesis in

the Hen Oviduct -

Principal Investigators Richard W. Hendler

Other Investigators? None.

Cooperating Units i Dr. Albert J. Dalton of the Cancer Institute
Serial No.__ 9 and Dr. George G. Glenner
of the Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic
Diseases Serial Wo. t and Dr. LA.
Peterson of the Cancer Institute Serial No..

Man Years (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 1.0

Professional: 1.0

Other : None

.

Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

None.

Project Description : The mechanism of protein biosynthesis is one of
the most important areas in biochemistry about which the least is known.
It is the purpose of this work to study the basic reactions ©f protein
biosynthesis in a tissue highly specialised for performing this function?
the oviduct of th© laying hen.

Progress During Past Year : Previous kinetic studies on the incorporation
of amino acids into the proteins of hen oviduct indicated that the amino
acids first passed through the cell-debris material before appearing in
the soluble protein fraction . A study of the fine structure of the cells and
of the cell-debris indicated that the ergastoplasm (microsomal material)
formed a lining for sacs which, appeared to contain the secretory material,
and be the site for the initial incorporation of radioactive amino acid
within the cell-debris. This idea was supported by the observation that a
washed cell-debris preparation? pre-labeled with radioactive amino acid
released into buffer upon subsequent incubation proteins of higher specific
activity than the cell debris itself or of th© corresponding supernatant pro-
teins at the

. end of the preincubation. A collaborative effort with Dr. E c

A. Peterson of the National Cancer Institute,, employing the sensitive technique
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of cellulose column chromatography established the identity of the
radioactive protein released from the cell debris with the normally
occurring soluble proteins of this tissue. A further characterization
of the soluble proteins of this tissue was also obtained. The effects
of various stimulators and inhibitors on the system was studied as well
as varying the conditions of incubation. The findings in the project
discussed above were submitted in the form of a paper for publication
in the Journal of Biological Chemistry.

The hen oviduct? when homogenized? essentially loses its ability
to incorporate free amino acids into its proteins. However,, if the
tissue is labeled with radioactive amino acid while the cells are intact^
and then homogenized? subsequent incubation leads to an increase in the
total amount of radioactivity in the proteins. Suitable controls show
that free amino acid is practically inert. This suggests that there is

a compound between free amino acid and protein in its complexity which
accumulates in the cells during the whole cell incubation and which
serves as a precursor for the proteins. The site and nature of this
proposed intermediate are now under investigation.

Direction of Current Research ; Attempts will be made to localize
cytologically and chemically the "intermediate'9

indicated by the investi-
gations discussed above. If possible? the exact chemical structure and
mode of action will be investigated.

Part B included Yes /XX/ No / /
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Part B: Honors ? Awards s and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project;

Hendler p Richard W», Daltony Albert J. and Glenner? George G. A cytological
study of the albumin-secreting cells of the hen oviduct. J. Biophysic
and Biochem. Cytol. 3, 325-330 (1957).

Hendlerj, Richard W. Evidence for an intermediate stage in the process of
amino acid incorporation into hen oviduct proteins. Biochim. et Biophys.
Acta 25= 444-445 (1957)

.

The following paper has been published since the last report on

the project of the same title. As was mentioned in the last progress
report; this project has been temporarily terminated to allow full time
to be spent on the protein biosynthesis project.

Hendlerj, Richard W. A study of carbon dioxide fixation in the hen oviduct,

Biochim. et Biophys . Acta, 24 s 187-192 (1957).
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2. Cellular Physiology
3 Bethesdaj, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part_A,

Project Titles The Structural Role of Proline and Hydroxyproline in
Proteins.

Principal Investigators; William Fo Harrington and Michael Sela

Other Investigators: A. P. Pfuderer (summer)

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

Total: lo5 None
Professional: 1„25
Other: 25

Project Description;

Objectives: To gain information on the relationship between the proline
residues of proteins and the specific configuration of polypeptide chains
observed in the globular and fibrous proteins

.

Progress During Past .Year : The properties of the proline residue in the

polypeptide chain have been investigated through the use of polymers of

this imino acid which have been recently synthesized at the Weizmann
Institute,, Israel „ The configuration of poly-1-proline polymers in solution
have been studied primarily by means of various physical methods such as

optical rotation,, viscosity and "sedimentation^

Major Findings: 1. Poly-1-proline exists in water as a helical molecule
with peptide bonds in the trans configuration.

2. In various solvents of low water activity it has been found

that the helical pattern of poly-1-proline is destroyed and the evidence

suggests that this transition is brought about through a series of trans-

cis isomerizations at the peptide bonds. These observations are consistent

with the view that trans=cis isomerizations may occur in protein molecules

under conditions such as a favorable neighboring amino acid sequence or

hydrophobic region of the protein

»
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3. Preliminary studies on collagen and gelatin which contain
high percentages of proline and hydroxyproline show similar optical
rotatory changes,, These findings are being examined with a .view toward
the possibility that the peptide bond configuration of these residues
is of primary importance in the proposed three=strauded structure of

collagen.,

direction of Current Research ; 1 Studies on collagens and gelatins
from various sources and with differing proline and hydroxyproline
content will be continued*,

2o In collaboration with members of the Weizmann Institute p

Israeli various model polymers and copolymers of proline and hydroxy-

proline will be examined^ Optical rotatory sedimentation? viscosity^

light scattering? flow birefringence and osmometric properties will be

measured and correlated with the configuration of these model chains

in solution „ It is hoped that this information will allow the unques-
tioned importance of proline in protein structures to be clarified**

Part B included Yes /XX? No JZJ
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Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Harrington, William Fo and Sela* Michael* Studies on the structure of

poly-1-proline in solution ° Biochimo et Biophyso Acta p in press <>

Honors and Awards relating to this projects

None°
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2. Cellular Physiology
3. Bethesda? Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: Investigation of Structural and Functional Relationships
in Ribonuclease.

Principal Investigator: Frederick II. Whites, J*»

Other Investigators: Christian B. Anfinsen and Michael Sela

Cooperating Units: None.

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) i Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 1=6 None.
Professional: 1*6
Other: None.

Project Description:

Objective : To investigate the relationship between disulfide bridges
in ribonuclease and enzyme activity for the purpose of obtaining more
information on structural and functional relationships in enzymes.

Progress During the Past Year : Reduced,, carboxymethylated ribonuclease
(obtained by reduction of native ribonuclease with thioglycolic acid
and carboxymethylation of the resulting sulfhydryl groups with iodoacetic
acid) is purified by chromatography. The reductively cleaved disulfide
bridges in this enzyme are then located by enzymatic degradation followed
by isolation and identification of peptides containing S-carboxymethyl-
cysteine. Enzymatic activity (measured by standard methods involving
spectrophotometry) may then be associated with specific disulfide bridges.

Major Findings : A. Activity of reduced ribonuclease has been correlated
with the extent of reduction (determined by spectrophotometry titration
with p-chloromercuribenzoate)

.

B. Additional procedures have been successfully employed for
determination of the extent of reduction in reduced,, carboxymethylated
ribonuclease. They are (1) analysis for S-carboxymethylcysteine s and
(2) analysis for cysteine.
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C. Partially reduced,, carboxymetfaylated ribonuclease has been
subjected to chromatographic studies p and several components have been
isolated. All of these components possess ribonuclease activity.

D. The presence of P-carboxy ^-amiraoethyl carboxymethyl disulfide
CCACD) in partially reduced ribonuclease has been proven* thus revealing
a complicating factor in the reduction of protein disulfide bridges.

Direction of Current Research ; A. It is planned to employ further tests
for the homogeneity of the isolated components of partially reduced
ribonuclease and ultimately to locate the reductively cleaved disulfide
bridges of these components.

B. Experiments are in progress to establish a quantitative correla-
tion between CACD content of reduced ribonuclease and the extent of reduc-

tion.

Part B included Yes /W No f~l
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Part B: Honors^ Awards,, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Sela p Michael? White,-, Frederick H. p Jr., and Anfinsen 9 Christian B<

Reductive cleavage of disulfide bridges in ribonuclease. Science?
125„ 691-692 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None.
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2o Metabolism
3o Belhesda

!?
Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A .

Project Title; Energy Transfer Associated with Electron Transport*

Principal Investigators: W. Wayne Kielley and Jo Ramsey Bronk

Other Investigators: Lisa Barnett (Technical) and Clarence Edwards
(Technical - summer)

Cooperating Units : None«

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

:

Total: 3.25 None
Professional: 2.0
Other: 1.25

Project Description : Progress toward the elucidation of the mechanism
of electron transport phosphorylation has been greatly speeded by the

recent development in several laboratories of procedures for fragmenting

mitochondria to give submitochondrial particles capable of catalyzing

oxidative phosphorylation » The submitochondrial phosphorylation system

developed in this laboratory has lost many of the activities usually

associated with intact mitochondria but in addition to phosphorylation

associated with the oxidation of either succinate of reduced pyridine

nucleotide (DPNH) these particles will catalyze the exchange of inorganic

phosphate with the terminal phosphate of adenosinetriphosphate (ATP) and

the exchange of adenosinediphosphate (ADP) with the AOP moiety of ATP.

The fragments also possess an active ATPase. If the continued associa-

tion of the two exchange reactions and ATPase activity with phosphoryla-

tion in the submitochondrial fragments can be shown to be due to the

identity of these activities with the mechanism of phosphorylation;

considerable further insight into the nature of the terminal steps of

the phosphorylation process will have been gained. Our recent activity

has been devoted to studying the properties of the phosphorylation and

the two exchange reactions in this preparations, and with the study of

the relationship of these three processes with each other and with the

the associated ATPase activity

.
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Progress During Past Year ? A careful study of the conditions and
medium employed for the disintegration of mitochondria in the sonic
oscillator led to the development of a more satisfactory suspension
medium which allowed shorter disintegration time to be employed. This
change in technique resulted in an improvement in the activity of the
preparation and clear demonstration of the steps of phosphorylation
catalyzed by this particle preparation. All of the phosphorylation was
found to be associated with oxidation steps leading to the reduction of
cytochrome c. When reduced cytochrome c was used as an electron donor
there was little or no phosphate uptake associated with its oxidation.
This preparation will oxidize succinate with P/o ratios of 0.6 - 0.95
and DPNH with P/0 ratios of 0.7 - 1.3. Although the preparation con-
tains no bound diphosphopyridine nucleotide (ESPN*), it will oxidize
p-OH butyrate if DPN+ is added giving P/b ratios of 1.0 - 1.5. Essentially
the same P/O ratios were found using either oxygen or cytochrome c as
electron acceptors, indicating that for the steps of phosphorylation
that are operating an efficiency of 60-95% can be obtained. This com-
pares favorably with efficiencies found with intact mitochondria.

The phosphorylation and ATPase activities of the preparation as
well as the exchange of ADP and inorganic phosphate with their respective
moieties of ATP are all dependent on the presence of magnesium ions.
However „ it has been found that three other divalent ions (Mn+% Co** and
Fe+*) can substitute for magnesium as activators of all four processes.

2 p 4-dinitrophenol CDNP) will suppress phosphorylation and the
exchange of inorganic phosphate with the terminal phosphate of ATP.
However^ a study of the dependence of the four processes on tempera-
ture yielded the information that DNP will inhibit the exchange of
ADP with the ADf moiety of ATP only at temperatures above 15°C and
also that DNi- accelerates ATPase only above 15°C. This information,
together with the fact that a higher concentration of IMP was necessary
to produce complete uncoupling of phosphorylation or complete inhibition
of inorganic phosphate exchange at 43°C than was necessary at 28°C has
led us to propose that if the exchange reactions and ATPase are asso-
ciated with the phosphorylation process then they must be related by a

mechanism analogous to the following:

(1) ATP + E* ADP + E~P

(2) E«p P ?* E* + Pi

(3) E -* E + energy

Reaction (1) represents the ADP exchange, reactions (1) and (2)

the inorganic phosphate exchange and the sum of all three reactions,,

ATPase activity. Net phosphorylation could take place if a high energy
intermediate CE*) was supplied to the system by oxidative reactions.
The fact that the ADP exchange cannot be completely inhibited by con-
centrations of DNP that will completely inhibit the exchange of inorganic
phosphate means that the exchange of ADP rather than the exchange o*
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inorganic phosphate must take place in reaction 1. The over-all
ATPase activity of the system leads us to modify this reaction scheme
with the suggestion that some of the ATPase activity of the submito-
ch®ndrial preparation is unrelated to the exchange or phosphorylation
processes.

Direction of Current Research ; Present efforts are concentrated
along three lines . One is an attempt to obtain independent evidence
that the two exchange reactions and at least some of the ATPase activity
are related to the phosphorylation process. This is necessary in order
to see whether the mechanism proposed above for the exchange reactions
(steps 1 and 2) can represent the terminal steps of the phosphorylation
process

.

Secondly^ further attempts will be made to elucidate the central
problem of the phosphorylation process, namely s how the high energy inter-

mediate is produced by the oxidative reactions and what form it takes.
In this connection fractionation of the system will be attempted together
with extensive spectrophotometric study of the preparation and any frag-
ments obtained from it.

The third approach comes as a result of the finding that thyroxin

or triiodothyronine can under certain circumstances influence the effi-
ciency of phosphorylation in the submitochondrial fragment preparation.
The effects of thyroxin on this system are thus being studied to deter-
mine whether they represent a possible mechanism for control of energy
yielding reactions in the intact animal.

Part B included Yes /XX? No [~1
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PHS-NIH
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Calendar Year 1957

Part B ; Honors „ Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Kielleyj, W. Wayne and Bronk, J. Ramsey. Oxidative phosphorylation in

sonic extracts of rat liver mitochondria. Biochim. Biophys. Acta? 23„
440-449 (1957).

Bronkj, J. Ramsey and Kiellevo W. Wayne. Ionic requirements for oxida-
tive phosphorylation, ATP~p32 exchange and ATPase. Biochim. Biophys

<

Acta, 24, 440-441 (1957)

.

Kielley, W. Wayne and Bronk, J. Ramsey. Oxidative phosphorylation in

mitochondrial fragments obtained by sonic vibration. J. Biol. Chem.j,

in press.

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None.
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda^ Maryland

PBS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: Studies on the Mechanism of Action of the Sulfonylurea
Hypoglycemic Agents. (Began Januarys 1956 <= Ended February, 1957 )°

Principal Investigator: Martha Vaughan

Other Investigator: Jane Logan (Technician)

Cooperating units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: .1

Professional: »05
Other: »05

Project Description:

General Purposes Two similar sulfonylurea derivatives which cause
hypoglycemia have recently been employed in the treatment of diabetes
mellitus. It is of interest both from a therapeutic and from a
theoretical point of view to ascertain the mechanism of their hypo=
glycemic action.

Progress: A few experiments were done to determine the effect of
Orinase on the formation of active phosphorylase by liver slices
incubated in vitro . In previous studies Orinase caused a marked
inhibition of the epinephrine and glucagon effects on release by
liver slices and it was felt that these observations might be

explained by a drug induced increase of active phosphorylase in liver
slices.

Part B« included Yes X
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Part B . Honors s Awards and Publications

Publications

lo Vaughan s Ho Studies on the Mechanism of Action of Orinase (Tolbutamide)
J. Am. Diabetes Assn. 6S 16-18, 1^57^

2. Vaughan, M= The Effect of Tolbutamide on Glucose Production by the Liver
in Vitro. Annals. N. Y. Acad. Scl. ?l s 112°17a 1S>5?°
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la Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology & Metabolism
2. Metabolism section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS=NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1*57

Project Titles Studies on the Mechanism of Action of Dietary Fats

in Relation to Serum Cholesterol (started May, 1957} will continue

at least another year)

Principal Investigators: Joel Avigan and Daniel Steinberg

Other Investigators; Mary Ann Hurley, Hugh Vroman (Technicians).,

Cooperating units? None

Man Tears: (calendar year 1957) Patient days* 2l*0

Totals 1.7
Professional: «7
Other: 1.

Project Description:

General Purpose oi Research: To determine in what ways the nature

of dietary fat influences lipid metabolism, particularly the levels

of serum cholesterol.

Progress During Past Year: The possibility that unsaturated fats

in the diet might suppress cholesterol synthesis was explored using

rats as experimental animals » Contrary to expectation, the rate of

hepatic synthesis of cholesterol measured both with C1^ acetate and

with T2 was increased rather than decreased. The serum cholesterol

level in rats receiving corn oil (20# of the diet by weight) was very

slightly but significantly lower than that in animals receiving equal

amounts of coconut oil but not significantly different from controls

on a low fat diet

a

In view of this negative result in rats and in view of the small

effect on serum cholesterol further studies were shifted to the clinic

and the degradative rather than the synthetic rate was investigated

»

Patients were placed on liquid formula diets containing corn oil or

coconut oil in an amount sufficient to represent 60$ of the total

caloric intake. Tritium labeled cholesterol was given and the dis<=

appearance from serum followed for a period of a week or two prior

to and after this shift of diet from one oil to the other. Despite

the shift in diet there was no apparent break in the curve for

cholesterol disappearance. Attempts to obtain an alternative measure

of the rate of cholesterol degradation in terms of release of tritium

to the body water pool proved impracticable.
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Direction of Current Research; Additional studies of cholesterol

degradation are in progress and a method for direct determination of

fecal bile acids and fecal steroids is being used to obtain further

information about the effects of dietary fats on cholesterol metabolism.

Part Bo included Yes X
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Part B. Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications

;

1<. Avigan, J., Eder, H. A. and bteinberg^ D. Metabolism of the Protein
Moiety of Rabbit oerum Lipoproteins. Proc. £>oc. Exper. Biol, and Med. 95$
U29-33, 19S7*
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lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Project Title: Studies of Inhibitors of Cholesterol Biosynthe&s
(Started in August* 1955)

Principal Investigators? Daniel Steinberg, Donald S. Fredrickson,
Joel Avigan, R. Masters

Other Investigators? Jane Logan; Katsuto Ono

Cooperating units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: 1500
Total: 1.95
Professional: 1.75
Other: .2

Project Description:

Progress during past years It has now been firmly established that
the dramatic effects of ^ k«=cholestenone on the adrenal gland are
associated with a marked inhibition of the output of steroid hormone
from it. The cholesterol and ascorbic acid content of the glands
are found to be low; the salt retaining capacity of the treated rats
is low; despite the six fold increase in adrenal weight there is no
involution of the thymus; and now it has teen shown that adrenal
vein blood in the treated animals contains only one-sixth the amount
of compound B found in control animals (compound B constitutes about
95£ of the steroid output of the rat adrenal). These findings could
be of great importance in clarifying the relationship of cholesterol
metabolism to steroid synthesis. For example, we have shown that
feeding cholesterol partially protects against the toxic effects
of 4& li«cholestenone. It has now been shown that this is not due to
the interference with absorption of A ^°cholestenone» This protective
effect suggests that exogenous cholesterol can be used to maintain
normal steroid output. The production of adrenal insui - iciency by
an inhibitor of cholesterol biosynthesis suggests that steroid
synthesis goes by way of cholesterol to a large extent at least*
Previous studies have left in doubt the question of whether cholesterol
was merely a potential precursor, or rather an obligatory precursor,
for adrenal steroids „
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Clinical studies in several patients were carried out at dose
levels very low compared to those used in animals. Even at this
low dosage (70 mg/kg/day) these patients accumulated dihydro=
cholesterol in their serum (up to several hundred mg. &) and several
of them showed an elevated BSP retention. Clinical studies have
been discontinued ->

^k°sitostenone and 3-chloro»cholesterol have been tested and
found ineffectual in inhibiting cholesterol synthesis in rats.

General Purpose of Research: To investigate the mechanisms
controlling cholesterol biosynthesis and to find a metabolic
inhibitor suitable for clinical use in the treatment of hyper~
cholesteroleroia

«

Direction of Current Research; A series of structural analogues
of cholesterol and cholestenone have been made available to us
through the cooperation of Merck, Sharp and Dohme a and Upjohn. These
compounds will be tested as inhibitors in the hope of finding an
inhibitor which does not lead to end product accumulation*

The adrenal effects of cholesterol will be studied further since
it may be possible to obtain fundamental information <. bout the
mechanism of adrenal steroid synthesis in relation to cholesterol
metabolisms

Part B. included Yes X
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Part Bo Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications:

1. Fredrickson, D. S. and Steinberg, D. Failure of Alpha<=Phenylbutyrate and
Beta-Phenylvalerate in Treatment of Hypercholesterolemia. Circulation 1$,
391-96, 1957

.

2.o Masters, R. and Steinberg, D. Studies on the Mechanism of Action of Alpha-
Phenylbutyrate . Biochim. et Biophys. Acta. (In Press).
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3* Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Project Title; High molecular weight components of rabbit skeletal
muscle and their interactions.

Principal Investigator: Elemer Mihalyi

Other Investigators? M. I. Knoller (Technician)

Cooperating unitsi The studies on the ribonucleic acid were done in
collaboration with Dr. Dan F. Bradley of the
National Institute of Mental Health.

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: 1.

Professional: .6

Other: .1*

Project Description:

Objectives : To study the extraction of ribonucleic acid from rabbit
muscle , its relation to an accompanying protein and its physiochemical
and chemical characteristics.

Methods: Chemical; molecular kinetic and optical analysis of the
materials. Separation by column fractionation and electrophoresis.

Major findings: Myosin B isolated from rabbit muscle by standard
methods contains up to 1% ribonucleic acid as an impurity. Methods
involving denaturation of the myosin yield a product with a protein/RNA
ratio of 1. 3=1*1+* similar in RNA content to fish nucleo-tropomyosins.
The protein is not myosin B, but rather a heat stable protein with a
low aromatic amino acid content* similar to tropomyosin. The RNA is
not tightly bound to this protein, however , as they can be further
separated by electrophoresis or by chromatography on Ecteola columns^
yielding a product with a protein/RNA ratio of less than 0.1. The
mean nucleotide composition of the RNA is 18. 3# adenylic acid, 31.5$
Guanylic acid, 30. 9# cytidylic acid and 18.91 uridylic acid. All
samples analyzed were of this same composition despite wide variations
in the extent and methods of fractionation of the RNA. The RNAs were
electrophoretically homogeneous but highly heterogeneous in the ultra=
centrifuge, having a concentration independent, mean sedimentation
coefficient of 6.6 S. The preparations shewed a typical RNA ultra-
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violet absorption spectrum* The absorption increased upon base
hydrolysis and the spectrum of the hydrolysate coincided with the
sum of the absorptions of the component nucleotides as calculated
from the measured nucleotide composition. The differential spectrum^
native vs. base hydrolyzed, has two maxima „ which nearly coincide
with those of puanylic and cytidylic acids

o

Significance to Ifem-fr Raaeai-p-ht Very likely there is no basic
difference between heart and skeletal muecle. Investigations on the
more easily obtainable rabbit skeletal muscle will help us to under-
stand the function of the heart in health and disease.

Proposed course of project; Further characterization of the
high molecular weight components of rabbit skeletal muscle and
similar investigations on heart muscle^

Part B. included Tes X
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Part B Honors , Awards and Publications

Publications

;

lo Mihalyii, E., Laki, K., Knoller B M. 1. Nucleic acid and nucleotide content
of myosin preparations. Arch. Biochem and Biophys 68, 130>=lli3, 193>7»

2» Mihalyi, Eo 5 Bradley , D. F. and Knoller, M. 1. Some physical and chemical
properties of the ribonucleic acid contaminant of rabbit muscle myosin
preparations* J. Am. Chem. Soc« (In Press) To appear in December, 1^57«

3» Steinberg* D. and Mihalyi, E. The Chemistry of Proteins. Ann. Rev..

Biochem* 26, 373-1(18, 1957.
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1 Laboratory of Cellule
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesdas Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year IS 57

Project Title: Studies on Experimental Nephritis: The Nephrotoxic
Serum Antigen.

Principal Investigator: James H. Baxter

Other Investigators: Howard Goodman, James Allen and Patricia Duffy

Cooperating units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: 1.7
Professional: 1.2
Other: »5

Project Description:

Objectives : To purify and characterize the antigen which is

present in kidney and other tissues of the rat, which will induce the

formation in rabbits of antiserum nephrotoxic for the rate. Also to
purify and characterize the soluble protective factor derived from
the antigen.

Methods: The nephrotoxic serum antigen is extracted from rat

kidney or rat lung homogenate. Soluble protective factor is produced

by tryptic digestion of the tissue homogenates. The antigen or soluble
protective factor are identified and quantitated by their ability to
neutralize the proteinuria°producing effect of a standard dose of

nephrotoxic antiserum. These techniques have previously been described
in detail. Methods utilized in attempts to purify the factors have
included dialysis and lyophilization followed by free and zone

electrophoresis, alcohol precipitation, or ultracentrifugation.

Progress s Much colored material and material containing nucleic

acid migrate rapidly at pH 8.6 and can be eliminated by sone electro^

phoresis. However, the active material is spread throughout a wide,

skewed protein peak and it has not been possible to elute a fraction
with considerably increased ratio of activity: protein. Likewise,

in preliminary experiments by Dr. Allen, the antigen activity has

been spread through the series of precipitates obtained with alcohol.
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The preparation containing soluble protective factor has been
eatamined in the analytical ultracentrifuge. Three peaks with un~
corrected S values of $.0S 3»6 and 2.0, respectively, together with
a spread of slower colored material, were observed. Initial preparative
runs suggest that the protective factor is associated with either the
slower peak or the still slower material and that progress toward
purification may be made by a combination of ultracentrifugation
followed by electrophoresis of the material remaining in the upper
halves of the centrifuge tubes, after the faster components have
been centrifuge^ into the bottoms

o

Direction of Current Research; As indicated above. If the
protective factor can be purified it will be used in animal experiments*
Attempts will then be made to prepare similar material from human
kidneys

o

Part B. included No X
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lo Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology & Metabolism
2, Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 19$7

Project Title; Studies on Lipoprotein Metabolism in Patients with
Is.

Principal Investigator: James H. Baxter

Other Investigators: Howard Goodman and Patricia Duffy. Some of the
studies have been done in collaboration with Joseph Bragdon and Robert
Gordon*

Cooperating units: None

Man Tears (calendar year 1957) Patient days: 3f>0

Total: 0.8
Professionals 0.1*

Other: O.k

Project Description:

Objectives: a) To characterize the serum lipoprotein abnormalities
in nephrosis, and b) to determine the role of hypoalbuminemia in the
causation of the lipoprotein disturbance.

Methods Employed: Lipid determinations have been done on patients 9

sera and on lipoprotein fractions separated from the sera by ultra=
centrifugation at various densities. Serum albumin has then been
infused into some of the patients for periods of several weeks and
the changes in serum lipids and lipoproteins in relation to the serum
albumin levels have been noted. Levels of unesterified fatty acids
have also been followed and correlated with albumin and lipoprotein
levels.

Progress: a) It has been observed that not all patients with
nephrosis have the same abnormal lipoprotein pattern. The patterns
probably form a continuous spectrum but for convenience the patients
may be divided into three groups: 1) those with marked elevation
of the Sf > 10 fraction, characterized by great elevation of tri~
glycerides and very milky serum, 2) those with elevation of both
Sf >10 and Sf 0=10 fractions, characterized by elevation oi cholesterol
and triglycerides in approximately normal proportions and serum of
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moderate turbidity*, and 3) those with elevation of the Sf 0=10
fraction alone, characterized by elevation of cholesterol (and
phospholipid) without jhange in triglycerides, and by clear

serums There has been some suggestion that the first pattern is

usually associated with the lowest levels of serum albumin. The

pattern in a given patient may change from one time to another,
b) Infusions of serum albumin in quantities sufficient to

raise the serum albumin level significantly for periods of several
weeks have resulted in striking reduction of elevated serum lipid
and lipoprotein levels o The changes have been much greater than
could be accounted for by dilution due to expansion of plasma volume..

Studies of the lipoprotein fractions indicate that albumin may bring
about a reduction in both the SF > 10 and the Sf 0°10 fractions when
they are elevated. The mechanism of the albumin effect is not known

«

It is known that unesterified fatty acids are transported largely
in combination with albumin. It is conceivable that a disturbance
in this transport mechanism leads to the lipoprotein disturbance

.

Markedly elevated molar ratios of UFA/albumin have been noted in
two nephrotics with milky serum. Another possibility is that the
stimulus which results in the lipoprotein disturbance is a result
of reduced oncotic effect of serum proteins

«

Direction of Current Research: This project as originally
planned is almost completed. It"seems desirable to determine whether
a substance which does not bind fatty c-cids, such as dextran, is like
albumin capable of bringing about a reduction in abnormal lipoprotein
levels. It is also desirable to determine whether the lipoproteins 5

in addition to albumin* can bind unesterified fatty acids, and
something of the nature of the binding if it occurs.

Part B. included les X
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Part B. Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications;

la Baxter8 James H, Lipoprotein Patterns and the Effects of Albumin Infusions
in Nephrosis - Proceedings Ninth Annual Conference on the Nephrotic Syndrome
(In Press)*
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3« Bethesda, Maryland

PBS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar year 1°57

Part A°

Project Title; Metabolism of Plasma Unesterified Fatty Acids (UFA)

Principal Investigator: Robert S. Gordon, Jr»

Other Investigators; Donald S. Fredrickson
Amelai Cherkes (Technician)

Cooperating units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: 750
Total: 1.75
Professional: .75
Other: 1«

Project Description:

Progress

:

Investigation of the turnover of plasma UFA and its
conversion to CO2, utilizing isotopic tracers, has given an understanding
of the turnover, distribution, and metabolism of this material. The
carbon dioxide produced by fasting human subjects is derived primarily
from the oxidation of plasma UFA. In addition* this plasma lipid has
been shown to be the metabolic precursor of the ketone bodies produced
in diabetic acidosis.

Current Research: The present lines of investigation will be
pursued with a view to determining possible differences in the rate
of metabolism of UFA'S in a variety of disease states. Possible
differences in the metabolic fate of saturated as opposed to un~
saturated fatty acids will be determined. The relationship of
these data to data currently being collected on the metabolism of
other lipids will be evaluated.

Part B. included Yes X
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Part B o Honors , Awards, and Publications

Publications

:

1« Gordon, R» S., Jr., Cherkes, A., and Gates, H Unesterified Fatty Acid
in Human Blood Plasma* II. The Transport Function of Unesterified Fatty
Acid* J* Clin. Invest. 36, 810-1$, 1957*

2o Brardon, J. So, Havel, R. J. and Gordon, R. S., Jr. Effects of Carbo-
hydrate Feeding on Serum Lipids and Lipoproteins in the Rat. Amer. J. of
Physiolo 189, 63-67, 1957 <>

3<> Fredrickson, D. S., and Gordon, R. S., Jr. The Metabolism of Unesterified
Fatty Acids in Man* Symposium: Biochemical Problems of Lipids, Oxford, 195>7*

(In Press )=>

iio Gordon, R. S., Jro C"
U|

2
Excretion after the Intravenous Administration

of Albumin<=Bound Palmitate'=l=C1^ to Intact Rats. Arch* Biochem. & Biophyso
(In Press )o
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Oct. IS- 57 lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1<67

Part A.

Project Title: Treatment of the Nephrotic Syndrome

Principal Investigator: Howard Goodman and James Baxter

Other Investigators: Patricia Duffy and Robert Bowser

Cooperating units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: 500
Total: 0.5
Professional: 0.U
Other: 0.1

Project Description:

Progress: Studies on the steroid treatment of patients with
idiopathic nephrotic syndrome were initiated shortly after the
opening of the Clinical Center and have continued to the present
date in conjunction with other studies (i.e. lipid metabolism),
in the same patients. These studies are fully reported in the
two publications cited below. In summary, treatment with kO mg.

of prednisone of 160 mgo hydrocortisone daily was continued for
three weeks to one month, or until maximum obtainable fall in
proteinuria or rise in serum proteins had occurred. In nineteen
children, this regimen produced a complete remission in 11, a
complete remission except for slight residual proteinuria in 3
and a partial remission in 2. Three children failed to respond
to steroid therapy and have since died. In thirteen adults,

complete remission occurred in U, complete remission except for

residual proteinuria in 3* partial remission in hs and two patients

have failed to respond to steroid therapy, but are non°edematous.

In the past year, we have studied the effect of administration

of chloroquine, an antimalarial which often produces remissions

in lupus erythematous, a disease which also responds to steroid
administration. Seven patients have received 0.25 to 0*75 gm. of
chloroquine phosphate daily for two to four w.eks. Although a
remission occurred in one patient and a partial remission in another
coincident with chloroquine administration, in five other patients,

essentially no change occurred. Subsequently, four of these
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patients responded well to steroid therapy. Results to date therefore do
not indicate any usefulness for chloroquine in the treatment of the nephrotic
syndrome

»

Current Research: Current studies include completion of the chloroquine
assessment, and accumulation of more data on the ejects of administration
of high doses of steroids to patients who do not respond to the usual regimen
of UO mg. prednisone for three weeks to one month-

Part B. included Yes X
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Part B . Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications i

la Goodman, Howard and Baxter, James. Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone (ACTH)

and Corticoid Treatment of the Nephrotic Syndrome; Metabolism (In Press).

2* Goodman, Howard and Baxter, James. The Nephrotic Syndrome: Clinical
Observations on Therapy with Prednisone and Other Steroids* J.AaM.Ao
Vol* 165, 1799=1808, 1957*
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar year 1957

Part A.

Project Title; Relationship between Albuminuria and Serum Albumin
Concentration and between Serum Albumin Concentration
and the Occurrence of Diureses in Nephrosis

Principal Investigators: James H. Baxter and Howard Goodman

Other Investigator; Patricia Duffy

Cooperating unit; None

Man Years (calendar year l$/£7) Patient days: 100
Total: 0oJ>

Professional: O.U
Other: 0.1

Project Description:

Objectives a) To examine quantitatively the relationship between
albuminuria and serum albumin concentration in nephrotic patients
during periods of steady state with respect to these factors, b) To
correlate the occurrence of diureses in patients with nephrosis with
serum albumin levels. Also to study the mechanisms of diureses produced
by steroid therapy*

Methods Employed: a) Albumin in the urine per day and serum
albumin concentration have been determined during periods in which
these values were steady fur from one to several weeks. This was
done during periods of active nephrosis and also during remissions
of the disease. Albuminuria was expressed per sq. m. of body surface
in order to compare patients of different body sizes, b) The serum
albumin concentrations at the beginning and end of diureses induced
by sodium restriction, steroid therapy, albumin infusions and spontaneous
remissions have been determined.

Progress; a) It has been noted in 33 nephrotic patients that
there was in general an inverse relationship between albuminuria per
sq. m. per day and the concentration of serum albumin, with a considerable
spread from one case to another at the higher levels of albuminuria.
The maximum level of albuminurai observed in the steady state was
7>1 gm/sq. m/day, a rate slightly less than the estimated normal rate
of albumin production. Unless the quantity of albumin degraded per
day was increased above normal despite the great reduction in body
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pool of alburaina the quantity of albumin produced per day in the
present nephrotic patients was never greater than double the
normal rvte and usually was considerably less than this. Different
levels of albuminuria (per sq. m./day) in patients with similar
levels of serum albumin suggested that albumin production or
fractional rate of degradation was abnormal in some of the patients a

b) Fifty»nine diureses of at least $% of body weight were
observed in 27 nephrotic patients. More than half had an incomplete
diuresis B without any change in serum albumin, when hospitalized
and placed on a low sodium dieto Sixteen patients later had diureses
with complete loss of edema associated with increases in serum albumin
concentration. Most of these occurred during steroid therapy. The
serum albumin levels averaged 2.1 gm./lOO ml. at the end of diureses.
Diureses occurred in 6 patients with serum albumin concentrations
averaging 0.9 gm<>/100 ml. upon discontinuing an ineffective course of
steroid therapy.

The diureses associated with steroid therapy were of 2 types*
l) those occurring during steroid therapy associated with an increase
in serum albumin concentration and probably resulting largely from
the rise in serum albumin* and 2) those which follow termination of
an ineffective course of steroid therapy, not associated with an
increase in serum albumin level.

Direction of Current Research; These projects have been largely
completed, though it is possible that further studies of albumin
metabolism in nephrotic patients will be undertaken later using
labeled albumin.

Part Bo included No X
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1* Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda* Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Project Title: Studies on antibodies to Tissue Antigens in Clinical
and Experimental Nephritis

Principal Investigators? Howard Goodman and James Baxter

Other Investigators; Robert Bowser (Technician)

Cooperating units : None

Man Years: (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Totals 1.5
Professional: 0.6
Other: 0.9

Project Description : Immunization of rabbits with suspensions of human
kidney tissue obtained at autopsy has produced antisera with high
titers of antibodies to human kidney antigens. After absorption of
such antisera with human serum and red blood cells (and even some
other human tissue suspensions ) B high titers of antibodies against
human kidney antigens are detectable by complement fixation and
tannic acid hemagglutination (T.A.H. ) tests. These rabbit antisera
were utilized to show that the complement fixation and T.A.H. tests
would give a positive reaction in our hands when we tested these
known anti<=kidney sera against extracts of human kidney. We then
proceeded to test sera from 30 patients, utiliing these techniques $

fbr the presence of "antibodies" against human kidney antigens,
the patients included 2 with acute nephritis s 7 with nephrotic syndrome
unresponsive to steroid therapy (of whom 3 have died)* and six patients
with nephrotic syndrome who have responded to steroid therapy-, as
well as other serao No evidence for "anti-kidney antibodies" was
found in any of these sera.

One serum from a patient with systemic lupus erythematosus had
low titers of such "antibodies". When the serum was tested by the
ToAoH. test against a nucleoprotein extract of human liver or kidney^
high titers of "antibody" were found and changes in titer correlated
well with the patient's clinical course. Several other patients
with systemic lupus erythematosus also have a positive test in high
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titer, although two patients with L. E. do not* Over 30 sera of patients
with miscellaneous diseases have been negative in this test system.,

Preliminary results with elution of sera after starch block electrophoresis
show that the "antibody'1 in the patient's serum is a gamma globulin s and
is stable at 56° and survives freezing and thawing. The extract of liver
or kidney nuclei with which the patients sera react contains nucleoprotein
by spectrophotometric determination and its activity is destroyed by
desoxyribonuclease and by trypsin.

Current Research; Further information about the positive test found
in the serum of three patients with lupus erythematous will be sought in
three ways»

a) More sera from patients with systemic lupus erythematous as well
as other diseases will be screened to see which patients have a positive
teste

b) Further characterization by electrophoresis (with Dr. Fahey in
NCI) and ultracentrifugation (with Dr. Mihalyi) of the gamma globulin in
the serum responsible for the positive test is planned.

c) Purification and characterization studies of the soluble substance
extracted from liver and kidney nuclei will continue.

Part Bo included Yes X
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Part B . Honors t Awards and Publications

Publications?

lo Goodman, Howard and Baxter* James. The Search for Anti=Kidney antibodies
in Patients. Procetdings of the Ninth Annual Conference on the Nephrotic
Syndrome. (In Press )o
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Oct. 1957
lo Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology & Metabolism
2 « Metabolism Section
3e Bethesda 9 Maryland

PHS=NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1957

Part A«

Project Title; Studies on the synthesis and degradation of proteins
(Began August, 1956 «• will end probably September, 1958 ).

Principal Investigators; Martha Vaughan and Daniel Steinberg

Other Investigators; Jane Logan and John Gorry (Technicians)

Cooperating units; None

Man Years; (calendar year 1957) Patient days; None
Total; 1.7
Professional; <>7

Other; 1.

Project Description;

General Purpose; To explore the mechanisms by which amino acids
are assembled to form specific proteins and the possible role of

intermediate compounds in this process.

Progress; A method for tritiation of organic compounds has been
described by Wilzbach which makes it possible to prepare with relative
ease a wide variety of tritium labeled compounds of high specific
radioactivity. "We have devised a method for preparation of protein

or amino acid samples for tritium assay by the liquid scintillation
counting technique. It was found that samples of these substances can
be dissolved in a methanolic solution of a quaternary amine hydroxide.

The resulting amine complex is soluble in the organic solvents required

for solution of the phosphors enployed in liquid scintillation count~
ing. This method has been explored in some detail and has made it

possible to carry out various studies with tritiated proteins and

amino acids.
We have previously reported that the Wilzbach technique of tritiation

is applicable to proteins. Tritiated lysozyme was prepared and sub°
jected to chromatography on an ion-exchange column. A single major
protein peak corresponding to that seen with untreated lysozyme was

obtained. The specific radioactivity was constant throughout the

peak as was the specific enzyme activity. Determination of protein^

enzyme activityj and radioactivity before and a ter chromatography
indicated the presence in the tritiated lysozyme of a small amount of

enzymatically inactive protein of high specific radioactivity which
remained bound to the resin after elution of the active lysosymeo
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Similarly, ion~exchange column chromatography of tritiated ribonuclease yielded
a protein fraction of high radioactivity without enzyme activity. However9

this was incompletely resolved from the enzymatically active fraction* Thus^

in the case of lysozyme and ribonuclease , although there is some degradation
of protein during tritiation, a good yield of active enzyme can be obtained*
Of course it is impossible to be certain that the tritiated molecules (which
comprise only a small fraction of the whole) are still enzymatically active
and unaltered structurally in a manner not detectable by the methods of
purification usedo

Direction of Research: Studies are in progress to determine the distribution
of tritium in the amino acids of lysozyme Icbeled by this technique and to
further characterize the labeled proteins.

The methods described above .• re now being employed in studies of protein
biosynthesis and degradation (see Dr. Steinberg- s report).

Part B. included Yes X
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Part Bo Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications!

lo yaughan, M. , Steinberg, 0., Logan, J. Liquid scintillation Counting
of C^^and H^°Labeled Amino Acids and Proteins, science 126, No. 3271s
1&6-U7, 1</S7.

2. Steinberg, D., Vaughan, M., Anfinsen, C» B», Gorry, J. Preparation of
Tritiated Proteins by the Wilabach Kethod, Science 126, No. 3271> UU7=U8, l->7«
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Oct. 1957
1. Laboratory of Cellular Physiology

& Metabolism
2. Metabolism Section
3« Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Titles To prepare and study physiological properties of
disulfide albumin dimer.

Principal Investigators Alan F. Hofmann (under supervision of Dr.
Mihalyi.

""

Cooperating units ; None

Man Years: (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: .5
Professi-nal: «5
Other:

Project Description:

Methods Employed: The mercurial albumin dimer was prepared by
addition of mercuric chloride to buffered albumin solutions with
crystallization from alcohol-water mixtures « The disulfide dimer
is to be prepared by oxidation of the sulfur-mercury-sulfer bond
with iodine at low temperatures. Sulfhydryl titration was performed
using a mono-functional organic mercurial.

Progress: The mercurial dimer has been prepared with bovine serum
albumin, but crystallization has not as yet been obtained. Studies
to test the efficacy of mercurial dimer-monomer separation with a
cellulose cationic exchange column are in progress.

Direction of Research : Human albumin, fraction V, is to be used
for subsequent preparations of mercurial dimer, with crystallization
from alcohol water mixtures planned. The disulfide dimer is to be
tested for toxicity, in vivo stability, and stability in the presence
of various biological reducing substances. Glomerular permeability
is to be determined using the nephrotic rat for bio°assay, and the
possibility of using the disulfide dimer as a means of restoring
albumin levels in the hypoalbuminemic animal is to be evaluated*

Significance to .Heart Research: Studies of plasma proteins are
vital for comprehension of diseases where there are abnormal losses
of protein, as in nephrosis. The mercury studies involve reactions
with the sulfhydryl groups of proteins, these being of considerable
significance in the activity of many hormones and enzymes

»

Part 3. included No X
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October 1957
1. Laboratory of Cellular Physiology

& Metabolism
2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Project Titles Studies of the effects of dietary fats on serum
fatty acids in patients and animals

.

Principal Investigator; Joel Avigan in collaboration with Donald
Fredrickson

Other Investigator: Mary Ann Hurley (Technician)

Cooperating units? None

Man Years s (calendar year 1557) Patient days: None

Total: »7
Professional: .2

Other: .5

Project Description;

Progress: Three patients were kept on a low fat diet followed by
a liquid formula diet containing either soybean, or safflower oil
for 5=8 days. The low fat diet was reinstituted for 7-18 days,
followed by a second formula containing coconut oil as the sole fat
source for a similar period. Lipides from daily blood samples were
extracted and fractionated chromatographically on a silicic acid
column. The I Noso of the fatty acids in the various fractions were
subsequently determined. Rabbits were fed with diets containing 5$
of fatty acid and their sera examined similarly after the termination
of the experiment. .Other animals kept on a standard diet were fed
trace amounts of C-"*«labeled fatty acids, 16 hrs. later their sera
were drawn, fractionated and the specific activities of the fatty
acids determined. Under all dietary conditions, both in patients
and rabbits, the fatty acids of cholesterol esters were more unsaturated
than those bound in phospholipides. Dietary fats affected appreciably
the I Nos. of cholesterol esters and triglycerides, but only to a
small extent the composition of phospholipides. Experiments with
tracers clearly showed that the less saturated the ingested fatty acid„
the greater the proportion found was esterified with cholesterol as
compared to the amounts bound in riglycerides and phospholipides. The
mechanism of the selective incorporation of different fatty acids into
lipide moieties is being further investigated. The use of in vitro
systems is contemplated for this purpose.

Part B. included No X
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Oct. 1957
1# Latoratory of Cellular

Physiology & Metabolism
2. Metabolism Section
3* Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A»

Project Title: Studies on the chemical and physical properties of
isolated serum lipoproteins.

Principal Investigator? Joel Avigan in collaboration with Christian
B. Anfinsen

Cooperating units ; None

Man Tears; (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: .2

Professional: <>2

Other:

Project Description:

Progress: In order to reveal certain properties related to the
primary structure of the protein moieties of the various lipoprotein
classes the materials were subjected to partial enzymatic hydrolysis
and subsequent high voltage paper electrophoresis of the products.
Since the same proteins under identical conditions break down
enzymatically into identical peptides, any difference in the products
of controlled proteolysis of two classes of lipoproteins may be
taken as an indication of a difference in the composition of the two
substrates

«

The proteins of serum lipoproteins Sf 3=8, and high density lipo-
proteins and also serum albumin were digested with subtilisin or with
chymotrypsin. With both enzymes the digestion products of each of
the three substrates were different. These results in conjunction
with the previously published ones on the different N=terminal groups
of the protein moieties of various serum lipoprotein classes emph; size
the differences in the structure of these substances

o

Careful determinations of ~SH groups of both low and high density
lipoproteins made by several methods gave negative resulfe. It can be
concluded that the extreme lability of lipoprotein solutions in the
presence of air cannot be attributed to the oxidizability of -/§H

groups o

Current Research : Investigations ol the chemical properties of
the lipoprotein complex should be continued*

Part B, included: Yes X
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Part Bo Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications;

lo Avigan, H. Modification of Human Serum Lipoprotein Fractions by Lipid©

Extraction. J. Biol. Chem. 226, 9$7=6U, 195? <-
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title; Studies on the Mechanism of Protein Synthesis.
(started August, l°56j will end probably Septembers 1958)

Principal Investigators: Daniel Steinberg, Martha Vaughan9

Frederick Sherman and Alvin Markovitz

Other Investigators: John Gorry and Jane Logan (Technicians)

Cooperating units: None

Man Years: (calendard year 1957) Patient days: None
Total 2.8
Professional 1.9
Other c9

Project Description:

General Purpose of Research: To establish the importance of the
dynamic state of protein metabolism at the cellular level and to
explore the possible involvement of intermediate compounds in protein
synthesis.

Progress During Past Year: It has been shown that amino acid
analogues can be Incorporated into protein in vitro . This has been
shown not only for the average mixed tissue proteins, as in most
previous studies, but also for well characterized crystalline
proteins. In particular, the incorporation of p=>fluoro=phenylalanine

into ovalbuman and into lysozyme by hen's oviduct has been established*
The incorporation of the analogues is energy dependent and proceeds

at a somewhat decreasing rate for at least four hours. In this respect
and also in regard to rate of incorporation the amino acid analogue
behaves quite similarly to the normal amino aeido

It has been shown that when labeled amino acids are incubated with
tissue slices or injected into the whole animal a rather large amount
of the radioactivity found in the cell resides in the nonprotein non<=

amino fraction. Even though the amount of radioactivity present in
this fraction is large^ the net amount of material is very small. In

an attempt to obtain chemical identification of the bound amino acids

in this fraction large scale preparations of lipid liver have been
worked up and are being subjected to chromatographic and electrophoretic
separations -> A part of this work begun by Dr. Frederick Sherman while
he was at NIH as a Visiting Scientist is being continued at Brown
University by him.
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Direction of Current Research: In order to determine the degree of
selectivity in the protein synthetic mechanism a series of similar
structural analogues will be examined. The important question is whether
or not the cell synthesizes proteins as distinct entities or whether
there is some latitude in the process. The use of analogues may help to
answer this question

Part B* included Yes X
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Pait B. Honors , Awards and Publications

Publications:

lo Markovitz, A. and Steinberg, D. A method for the determination of
peptides in the presence of free amino acids. J. Biol. Chem. 228, 28$= *>

2* Steinberg, D., and Mihalyi, E. The Chemistry of Proteins. Annual Review

of Biochemistry 26, 373=Ul8, Palo Alto, Calif., Annual Reviews, Inc., 19!>7"

3o Rothberg, S. and Steinberg, D. Studies on the Mechanism of Enzymatic
Decarboxylation. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 79, 327k°78, 1957 o

U° Steinberg, D. and Udenfriend, S. The Measurement of Radioisotopes,

Methods in Enzyraology, Vol. U<> Academic Press, New York, 1957 <>
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2» Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part Ao

Project Title: Pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.

Principal Investigator: J. H« Brapdon. (Projects of Drs. Fredrickson
and Gordon resemble, complement, and parallel this project).

Other Investigators : Carlos Schultz (technician) (Carl Lauter and Ed
Mougeys technicians, although under my supervision, spent 50 ,£ of their
time running a general service laboratory in lipid chemistry).

^atient Days (calendar year 1957);

None

Cooperating units : None

Man Years (calendar year 1957):
Total: 3
Professional: 1
Other: 2

Project Description :

Objectives: To study the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis through
normal and abnormal lipid metabolism.

Methods : oerum lipoproteins are fractionated into several classes in
the preparative ultracentrifuge* The fractions are quantitatively
recovered and chemically analyzed for protein and lipid composition.

The metabolism of the several classes are studied in animals by labelling
with radioactive isotopes.

Progress During Past Year s The organ and tissue distribution of chylc°

microns, labelled in the triglyceride with palmitic^acid^^C-"** has been
compared with that of the acid bound to albumin as UFA. In animals in

positive caloric balance chylomicron counts are found primarily in th©

fat depots o UFA counts are found primarily in the striated muscle. In

animals in negative caloric balance many chylomicron counts are found in
heart muscle. This is not true of UFA counts. These findings indicate
that both cardiac muscle and depot fat remove chylomicrons intact. These
are also the sites at which the enzyme lipoprotein lipase Is most abundant*

It has been demonstrated In this laboratory that chyle chylomicrons in
man, dog, and rat contain about O.M protein. Dops and rats with canullae
in the thoracic duct have been fed labelled amino acids. The specific
activity of the protein in the newly formed chylomicrons is highest in the

first hour after feeding and declines exponentially. This suggests but
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does not prove e that chylomicron protein is synthesized de novo in the gut
wall. It -Bras hoped that swine might prove a suitable laboratory animal
for the study of atherosclerosis. They are ominivores and lesions resembling
human atheromata have been reported in the aortae of slaughterhouse specimens.
Accordingly j, in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture Research Station
at Beltsville s old boars were placed on diets which contained U0/» of the
calories either as corn oil or as butter. There was a significant increase
in the serum cholesterol levels of the butter fed animals over their own
control levels and over the levels in the corn=»oil fed group. Fractionation
of the lipoproteins indicated that the increase was limited to the alpha lipo<=

proteinso Atheromatous lesions were found in $0& of all animals, with no
dietary correlations.) It was concluded that swine are not a suitable species
for the study of atherosclerosis*

Direction of Current Research; It is intended to seek further evidence as

to the origin of chylomicron protein. The injection of protein-labelled chylo-
microns should give additional evidence as to their eventual fate«

Part B included? Yes X
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Part B. Honors s A.-ards, and Publications

Publications

;

1» Bragdon, J» H., Havel, R. J., and Gordon, P. S., Jr. effects of Carbo<=

hydrate leeding on Serum Lipids and Lipoproteins in the Rat. Am. J. Physiol.
1F-9, 63-67, 1957.

2o Bragdon, J. H., Zeller, J. H. , and Stevenson, J. W. Swine and Lxpari-
mental Atherosclerosis. Proc. Soc. Lxper. Biol. & Med. 95& 282=281;, 1957°

3« Braadon, J. H. Lipoprotein Lipase. In a monograph edited by F. Homburger
(In Press )o

h» Bra don, J. H. Current Trends in Atherosclerosis Research. AiA Archives
of Industrial Health. (In Press).

5. Bragdon, J. H., and Gordon, R. S., Jr. Tissue Distribution of C"^ after
the Intravenous Injection of Labelled Chylomicrons and Unesterified fatty
Acids in the Rat. J. Clin. Inves. (In Press).

6o Bragdon, J. H. C ^0
2
Excretion after the Intravenous Administration of

Labelled Chylomicrons in the Rat. Archives of Biochemistry & Biophysics.
(In Press)o

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None
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1« Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism Section
3. Betheada, Maryland

Part A.

Project Titlefr

1. Study of the mechanisms of fat transport and metabolism, utilizing
tissues, animals , and man.

2o Studies of compounds and diets designed to lower plasma cholesterol.

3* Studies of patients x<dth abnormal blood lipids.

Principal Investigatory Donald S. Fredriekson

Other Investigators ? Duncan L. KcCollsst-er and Katsuto Ono (Technician).

Cooperating units i Nona

Man Years (calendar year 1907): Patient Days J 6f*0

Professionals 1.35
Others «9

Project Descriptions

Methods s Radioactive fats or lipoproteins, especially those of very
low oens'rSy obtained from donor lymph, are injected into recipients or
incubated in vitro to determine the manner of their metabolism. These
studies include collaborative studies of labeled unesterified fatty acid
(UFA) metabolism in man (with Dr. Gordon) and of further chemical
characterization and purification of lipoproteins (with Dr. Rodbell).
Search for chemical inhibitors of cholesterol synthesis (with Dr.
Steinberg) consists in screening likely compounds, toxicity tests, arid

trial in humans, if indicated. One such compound, ^^=cholestenone, has

required investigation of its effects on production of adrenocortical
hormones. Patients with abnormal blood lipids are admitted or seen in
a weekly clinic 9 providing clinical material for trial of diets, drugs9

tracer studies, and as sources of human lipoproteins.

Major Findings^ Considerable understanding of the kinetics of
unesterified' ' fatty acid metabolism has been developed through the tracer
studies, providing significant information on rates of transfer from
pltsma, magnitude of distribution, oxidation, and turnover. Metabolism
has been shown to be generally similar for three acids, palmitic, oleic^

and linoleie. Kinetics have been found similar in normals, hyperlipemics
ff

diabetics, and one patient with the nephrotic syndrcaeo
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The evidence of the importance of the metabolism of plasma UFA has been
supplemented by recent studies of labeled UFA turnover in severe diabetic
acidosis. The specific activity of urinary volatile ketones has been shown
to quickly reach that expected if the blood ketones arise from the UFA "pool"
defined by the tracer studies

*

A method for the measurement of C/k^ in large samples of expired air
has been developed to make tracer studies in humans at low levels of radio=>

activity poscible. It is now possible to make over thirty^analyses per day
of specific activity in a human expiring less than 1 x 10"" mc/minute O^Op"

The metabolism of chylomicron triglyceride fatty scids (TGFA) has been
further clarified in that: (1) TGFA is found to be readily oxidized*, and
without the requirement of retransport in plasma as UFA; (2) Protamine
experiments indicate that •clearing' per se, probably does not depend upon
an intact hydrolytic mechanismj (3) a dog burning almost exclusively carbo=
hydrate or fat oxidizes less TGEA. but the pattern of chylomicron metabolism
is not qualitatively altered} (li) arteriovenous differences across the heart
have been measured by Br. McCollester* using direct coronary sinus calculation^
with the finding of very low extraction^ indicating that the heart prefers to
metabolize UFA supplied from the blood 5 even when high levels of triglyceride
are available

°

The technique of adrenal vein cannulation has been used to demonstrate
that chronic cholestenone administration may produce one of the most effective
inhibitions of adrenocortical secretions reported in the rat. Hypertrophied
glands in the drug°treated animals produce less than 3% of the normal cortico"
sterone output per unit weight of glando

Preliminary study of the metabolism of chylomicra tagged in the protein
moiety (in collaboration with Dr. Bragdon) indicate that much of the protein
of these lipoproteins may disappear at a rate different frcm that of th©
triglyceride.

Many dog and human lymph and plasma lipoprotein fractions have been
prepared for characterization of the protein moiety by Dr. P.odbello Such
studies have already indicated that the D 1.019=1.063 lipoproteins are not
related to the lipoproteins of D 4I0OO6, including the chylomicra. Cellulose
columns are being tried for further lipoprotein purification.

Dr. McCollester has found that a 30 gram fat diet* practical for out=

patients^ is as effective as large doses of safflower oil in maintaining a
lower pltsma cholesterol level in a carefully controlled group of byper=
cholesterolemics o

Proposed course of project ; Major aims remain the same. Among the
studies planned^ the following specific ones are either in progress or
contemplated.

(1) Expansion of the collaborative labeled UFA studies to include
further study of diabetic acidosis^, and the effects of certain parameters s

such as exercise, on turnover rate™





Serial No. NHX°71(c)

(2) Collaborative studies of lipoprotein purification and char&eteri=
sation will include examination of any lipoprotein protein changes which
may occur on transfer from lymph to plasma* chemical study of endogenous
very low density lipoproteins, study of the metabolism of the labeled
protein moiety of precisely defined very .low density fractions. The complete
end group pattern in the dog, and one other species will be compared with
those in man to examine the premise that the "beta" lipoproteins in man may
have arisen almost uniquely in this species for specific metabolic reasons*

(3) Triglyceride labeling in human chylomicra and very low density
lipoproteins is being undertaken to permit studies comparable to those
completed in the dog.

(h) Chylomicron TGFA metabolism is now being studied in the dog in
terms of 1) rates of production and deposition of di= and monoglycerides,
the behavior of C-"* glycer©l«labeled Chylomicras and A=V differences across
certain tissues Other than the heart.

(5) The adrenocortical inhibition produced by cholestenone in rats is
being tested in other species to compare the effect of this compound on the
output of 17°hydroxycorticosterone and aldosterone as well as cortieosterone«
The mechanism of this inhibition will be further investigated by testing
rates of steroid synthesis from precursors, including acetate and cholesterol.

(6) The effect of the short chain fatty acids in milk in producing
hypercholesterolemia in humans will be studied using formula diets as the
beginning of a collaborative effort with the U. of Md. Dairy Department.

Significance to Heart Research: Understanding of the mechanisms of
transport and intracellular metabolism of fata is essential to clarification
of the role of lipids in atherosclerosis. The discovery of compounds affect=
ing lipid synthesis and turnover and comparison of their in vitro and
clinical effects may lead to effective therapy of hyperlipemic states s known
to be associated with increased incidence of atherosclerosis. The broad
application of current trends in diet therapy for hypercholesterolemia has
wide practical importance

.

Part B included; Yes X
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Part Bo Honors , Awards, and Publications

Publications

:

1» Fredrickson, D. S., and Steinberg, D. Failure of alpha-phenylbutyrate

and beta=Dhenylvalerate in treatment of hypercholesterolemia. Circulation

15, 391, 19$7°

2. Fredrickson, D. S. Some biochemical aspects of lipid and lipoprotein
metabolism. J.A.M.A. 16k, 1895-99, 1957-

3. Horning, M. G., Fredrickson, D. S., and Anfinsen, C. B. studies on the

enzymatic degradation of the cholesterol side chain. II. Requirements of

the mitochondrial system. Arch. Biochem. Biophysics 71, 266-73, 1957*

2i. Fredrickson, D. S., McCollester, D. L., Havel, R. J., Ono, K. Early stags

in transport and metabolism of exogenous triglyceride and cholesterol.

Symposiums Chemistry of lipids as related to atherosclerosis, Clevelands

May, 1957 (In Press).

5<> Fredrickson, D. S. Llplde transport mechanisms and their inter=>

relationships, Symposium: The Metabolic Conference, Palm Springs, February,

1957 (In Press )»

6. Fredrickson, D. S» and Ono, K. An improved technique for the measure-*

ment of Carbon-lU Dioxide in Expired Air, using the Liquid Scintillation

Counter. J. Lab. Clin. Med. (In Press).

7. Fredrickson, D. S. and Gordon, R. S., Jr. The Metabolism of unesterified

fatty acids in Man. Symposium: Biochemical Problems of Lipids, Oxford,

1957» (In Press).

8. Fredrickson, D. S. Atherosclerosis, for text book. Metabolic diseases

of the Cardiovascular System. Glasgow (In Press).

Honors and Awards: None
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Octo 195?
1. Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology & Metabolism
2. Metabolism Section
3o Bethesda 5 Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title; Design and Construction of apparatus for Vapor
Phase Chromatography

.

Principal Investigators; Dr. Arthur Karmen and Dr. Robert Bowman

Other Investigators; Harold Tritch and David Shear.

Cooperating units; This project was supported by funds from and
performed jointly with the Laboratory of Technical Development 9 KHI«

Man Years (calendar year 1957)

s

Patient Days; None
Total: lo02
Professional: »7
Other: «32

Progress : A series of vapor phase chromatography gas sensing
devices were constructed^ employing the principle of the glow discharge
tube. It was possible to construct tubes of many different designs
which were successful in differentiating minute changes in gas
composition. The sensitivity of these devices was comparable with
the most sensitive devices recently reported in the literature,

Current Research: Is directed toward the improvement of the
stability of the system and the demonstration of its applicability
to high temperature chromatography of fatty acid esters*

Part B. Included: Ho X





Form No. QRP-2 Serial No. NH5>73
Oct. 1957 i9 Laboratory of Cellular Physiology

& Metabolism
2. Metabolism
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A 9

Project Title; Design of a method for the measurement of trypsin
in blood.

Principal Investigator : Arthur Karmen

Other Investigator! B» J. Haverbaek

Cooperating units; None.

Kan Years (calendar year 1957): Patient days: None
Totals oU3
Professional ° .1*3

Other

Project Description:

Progress s A specific synthetic substrate for trypsin was made
experimentally applicable to the measurement of trypsin in the presence
of serum and plasma in vitro . In vitro studies of the reaction of
added crystalline trypsin with plasma trypsin inhibitor were performed.
It was found that competition between plasma trypsin inhibitor and
added synthetic substrate for combination with added trypsin was
observable* The competition^ however* was not of the usual "competitive
inhibition" type. In the presence of excess quantities of plasma
trypsin inhibitor 5 a constant fraction of the trypsin added was
measurable-, and this finding indicated a method of measurement of
trypsin as might be found in plasma or serum. Crystalline trypsin
was given intravenously to dogs. The volume in which this trypsin
was distributed was calculated to be approximately equal to the plasma
volume

o

Measurement of endogenous trypsin in plasma was attempted. No
trypsin was found in ten patients sera. No trypsin was measurable in
the sera of three dogs prior to the administration of crystalline
trypsin.

In vitro incubation of an extract of acetone powder* of duodenum^
a source of enterokinase* with plasma resulted in the appearance of
active trypsin in the mixture s indicating the possibility of the
existence of the enzyme precursor trypsinogen in plasma.
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Current research? To be directed along the lines of preparing a more
purified enterokinase preparation and attempting, by differential activity
toward several synthetic substrates } to differentiate the enzyme activity
noted after incubation of plasma with duodenal extract from the plasmin
enzyme system.

Significance to Heart Research; Administration of crystalline trypsin
has been proposed as a treatment for thrombophlebitis and other conditions.
No method for determining blood levels of trypsin following its administration
has heretofore been available.

Part Bo included No X
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Oct. 1957
1. Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology & Metabolism
2. Metabolism Section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS^WIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 195?

Part A<

Project Title: Clinical Studies on Plasma Proteins

*

Principal Investigator; Robert S. Gordon, Jr.

Other Investigators: John Davidson {Exper. Therapeutics Branch)

Cooperating units: Dr. Jesse Steinfeld^ NCI 5 has collaborated on this

research.

Man Years (calendar 1957): Patient Days: 350
Total c85
Professional: .85
Other:

Project Description:

Progress: The abnormality of protein metabolism in regional
enteritis and ulcerative colitis has been related to loss of albumin

and other plasma proteins from the circulating plasma into the lumen of

gastro°intestinal tract. Studies with labeled albumin and labeled
polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) indicate that this abnormal route of

metabolism may cause the breakdown of considerably more plasma protein

than is normally degraded, resulting in hypoproteinemia.
The use of electrophoretic analysis to determine the rate of dis~

appearance of passively infused gamma globulin in agammaglobulinemic

patients has continued, extending and confirming earlier observations.

Current Research: The electrophoretic apparatus remains available

and will be used to assist any investigators who require accurate

pl.'.sma protein determinations. The studies of plasma protein catabolism

in gastro=intestinal diseases will be pursued with the objective of

developing isotopic PVP into a generally applicable diagnostic procedure

for the detection of enteritis and colitis.

Part B. included Yes X
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Part B o Honors , Awards, and Publications

Publications:

lo Martina C. M., Gordon, R. S., Felts, W. R. and McCullough, N. Bo

Studies on Gamma Globulin. Io Distribution and Metabolism of Antibodies
and Gamma Globulin in Hypogammaglobulinemic Patients. J. Lab. & Clin.
Med. h9 8 607-616, 1957=





Form No« QRP-2 Serial No. NHI-75
Oct. 1957 " ~™~"

lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology & Metabolism

2. Metabolism section
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Project Title: Interactions of fatty acids with human serum albumin

Principal Investigator: DeWitt S. Goodman

Cooperating units : None

Man Years (calendar 1957): Patient Days: None
Total: 1
Professional: 1
Other:

Project Description: The interaction between human serum albumin and
long°chain fatty acids

o

Methods: Varying quantities of isotopically labelled fatty acids are

equilibrated between an aqueous and a nonaqueous phase in the presence

and in the absence of human serum albumin. By means of such measure^
ments over a wide range of fatty acid concentrations the characteristics
of the interaction of the fatty acid with the protein can be definedo

Progress: The interactions of human serum albumin with a number of

long~chain fatty acid anions have been completely defined. The fatty

acids studied have included lauric, myristic, palmitic, stearic, oleic*

and linoleic acids. For each case the number of binding sites and the

appropriate association constants have been determined*
During the course of this project it became necessary to study the

dimerization of fatty acids in heptane and the partition of fatty acids

between heptane and phosphate buffer. Dimerization (association)

constants have been determined for octanoic, decanoic, laurice, and

myristic acids. Anomalous behavior has been found for the other fatty

acids listed above. This project,, which began in Julya 1956., was

completed in October, 1957.

Current Research: The interaction of long-chain fatty acids with human

red cells is being investigated as a first step towards the investigation

of cellular receptor sites for unesterified fatty acids.

Part B. included Yes X
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Part B^ Honors g Awards s and Publications

Publications s

lo Goodman^ DeW» S» Preparation of Human Serum Albumin Free of Long Chain
Fatty Acids. Science 125, 12$>6=97, 1957.

Honors and Awards: None
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Oct, 1957

PHS-HIH
RATIONAL HEiffiT IMSTITUSi:

Summary Budget Data

Laboratory of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism

Enzymes Section

Estimated Obligations for FY 1958

Total: $215,858

Direct: $155,846

Reimbursements: 6Q B012





For© tfo. ©RP-2 Serisl MOo wa-7H<i)
0ct

- W5? 1. Laborato^f CellulS
Physiology

2. Seee&en on Easysees
3. Be£hesds s Maryland*

PHS=HIH
individual Project Report

Calendar Year 195?

HELJk

Project Title: fte &®q®4ff®a)ga£s for M«el©®feida@@ Aefeieia

Principal Investigators; Esasry C. Ksr©©n B Jr.
Other Investigators! Barbara E„ tirigh£

Cooperating Units:

Kan Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar yeas 1951):

Total: % 180

Professional: %
Other:

Project Descriptions

1. general Purpose of Research: To study the requiresaents for nucleo-
tidase action,

2. Progress During the Past Sis Months; An enzyme capable of cata-
lyzing the cleavage of the sboso-, di=, and tri -phosphoric acid esters :

the purine and pyriesidiae nucleosides has been obtained in soluble £©ra
frosa extracts of the anaerobe » clostridial sticklandii and has been puri-
fied to a seven-fold extent. It has been shown that this nucleotidase
action is entirely dependent upon reducing agents and in sore purified
preparations upon lastallic Cither then organic) reductaats. Evidence

points to ferrous iron as the principal activator. The characteristics
of the eszysae and certain parsaefcers of the reaction have been studied

and forsa the basis of a descriptive report now ready for subsaission It

is felt that a single ensyras is responsible for the cleavage of all the

nucleotide' substrates.

3- Direction of Current Research: A further investigation into the

saeehaaisss of pteridlne interplay in the conversion of pyruvate into acetate

atid CO, is planned. Previous ^srk by Bright et al has described the evi-

dence implicating simultaneous pteridirie reduction in a clostridial

.ite* oxidase system. A tssajor portion of the pyruvate is being

®»tabolised by aaans ©f an arseaate-seasitive pathway (presuaably the

Upoic-acid dependent system), sad an atteapt will be sssde to separate

this eazysie systea froa the pteridine dependent pathway.

4. incidental .findings of Significance: Hone.

Part B included ¥as X Mo
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FHS-KIH
Individual Projest Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part B: Honors,Awards, and Publications

Wright, B.E., Anderson., MoL.» find Herman, S.C Jr.,
The Role of Polyglsatamyl Pteridine Coenzymes in Serine Metabolissa.

Ill The Ensyaatie Formation of Blhydrofolic and Dihydroteropterin.
J. Biol. Chess. Jan 1958 (in press).
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jjglgTT.^
Oct. 195? 1. Laboratory of Cell

Physiology
Section on Enzymes

3. Bethesda. Maryland
PHS-HIH

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 195?

Part_ A.

Project Title: Synthesis, Isolation and Characterisation of
Confounds of Biological Interest.

Principal Investigators: B. Todd Mies

Other Investigators: K. Chaney

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 195?):
Total: 1-1/8
Professional: 1.0
Other: Technical: 1/8

Project Description:

* ^r tSE,^k.^B?EP!^J3,t.3B^S^$^. : ~^e PurPose of the research is tc

thesize compounds for use as substrates in enzymatic studies and to at

the isolation and characterization of biological intermediates.

2- Progress During the Past Ten Months: Further studies of inl

spectra in B^Q solution of new model compounds were used to draw cone},

about tautomeric structure of :urally occurring pyrimidine ne

In addition, the use of information from the infrare

todel compounds and ' from Cochrane' s x~ray analjrsis of adenine sulfat

permitted the tautomeric structure of adenosine and its phosphate est:.:

to be assigned for neugral and acid solution.

The structure of a new bacterial metabolite of riboflavin, wh:

ated by P. Z. Smymiotis and B. E. Stadtman, was shown to be 3,4

.~6-carboxy-C£-*pyrone by means of chemical degradation experiments,

first time an p;-pyr'one has been shown to be derived bi

id and is ;.
in fact, the first monocyclic a»p;

re a.

3. :

'-S£9i : Work is in progress on the s;

ited opyrone and some closely related c

aids.

incidental Finding s: None.
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Oct. 1957 1. Laboratory of Gel'

Physiology
?,, Section on Bnsyraes

3. Betiiesda, Maryland.

PHS-HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part 3. Honors, Awards, and Publications

Miles, H. Todd, "Synthesis of Some Model Pyrimidine Nucleosides"

J. Am. Chea. Soc. T±, 2565 (195?)

Miles, H. Todd, "Infrared Spectra and Tautomeric Structure of

Nucleosides and Nucleotides, II',
1 Biochim. Biophys. Acta, in press.





Oct. 1957 1. Laboratory of

Physiology
2. Section on Enzyra

3, Bethesda, Maryiai

PHS-MIH.
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: I. pterins Metabolism
II. Biochemistry of Differentiation in the

slime molds.

Principal Investigator: Barbara E. Wright

Other Investigators: Emery C. Herman and Minnie L. Anderson

Cooperating Uni t s

:

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year
Total: 2-3/4
Professional: Project I - 3/4

Project II - 3/4
Other: Technical - Project I - 5/8

Technical - Project II - 5/8

:ription:

*•• Gengral Purpose of .Research: I. To investigate the role of Pte

in intermediary metabolism. II. To understand the ensymatic basis for

"ion in a system simple enough to allow a meaningful aaalys

2 - Prog^ 155
.
3

. Pu.

r
r'-"8 t.^e pa3fc sj~s Months:

I. dentified pterine discussed in the last report turned
o be a dii aria. The unidentified cofactor was identified as

H. To make too long a story short:

ruvate ——— Teropterin H •'.- AcSCoA + C0„.

rved phosphate and serine requirements wes

purpose : ' (via phosphotraasaeetylase) and g
e is not required in the presence of

ter electron c

terine f Lon is of interest £

ism by 'Khich pterinea are 1;

Ln one carbon transfer reactions. The .

respect ti possible
: : t -

:ie of the slime mold can be summarised as

;; are deprived of fcod, they c;

»r - in the absence of any nutrients -

•'.reams towards a central point in resp
tactic substance formed by the amoebae themselves.
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Th© egiregate Csbout 159 g000 eells) f©g®s a sslgratittg slug 9 the rear ©ad eg
tthleh sr® £he presumptive spore ©alls sod the front sad of tsfsich are the
areauapcive stalk cells is the fla&l fruit. The epical tip of the slug
starts systhaslsing cellulose,, sad the rear presasptive spore eells^ are
pulled up 9 is pert due to this synthesis,, until the spore see (ee&@o@iag
85% of the calls of the slug) aits ea top of the visible cellulose stalk,
This whole process of differentiation can ©eewr within IS hours.

It la possible to sassy for the chesotaetie substaaee 8 sad it &as
felt that crude hormone preparations ehesald be tested. The urine of a
prega&at esoassa was active, as «®rg © number of steroids tested therssiter.
It ws® recently fosssd that astrbae §0, 1@ active at O.Oly/ailo

Easyssatie changes during differentiation were aseainedo Suea
changes should be referable only to differentiation,, and not confused with
phenoessas of growth. Striking increases in the activity of a aua&er of
"constitutive" ensys&as (&g* Ewlshen feraaato isocitric dehydrogenase]! were
observed 8 as well as in the easysje syathesising uridine dlphosphoglucos©
CU S PS pyrephospaerylsBe) o The latter easyae tsas investigated besauoa
it tsas recently reported that 3 D ? G is ths activated for® ©f glucose
for cellulose synthesis. Cellulose synthesis in vitro has beea sssatned
also, *slth preliminary pesltlvs results., Thus far 8 the nature of tfe®

eagyssatic changes occurring,, as sail as the tisae at which thsy ©e@ur
aake s@as@ with respect to the concurrent pattern of differentiation.

3. MLgoctlon of Current Research ;

It is first necessary to obtain sos® Esra descriptive B <§ugati°

tafiiva data ©a the essays© changes , and correlate the® in tins with th@
observed isorph©logical changes. Ttso of the sajor probleaa aeon t® be eea=
sldered are;

1. Ma the increases in easymatie activity due to protein
synthesis, or activation?

2„ How dees the horsaene act?

4. Incidental landings of Significance ;

Fart S'iaeluJ' Yes 1
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Rep*rt

Calendar Year 195?

Fart B: Honors s Awards, and Publications

1. B. B, Wright and M. L. Anderson, Folic Acid Reductase.
J. Aa. Chan. Sec. 7£ 2027 <1957>

2. B. E. Wright, H. L. Anderson and E. C. Herman, Jr.
The- Role of Polyglutaayl Pteridine Coensymes in Serine
111 The la2yiaatiC formation of Dihydrofoiic and Mhydro-
teropterin. J. Biol. Che®. Jan., (1958) in Press.

3. B. E. Wright and M. L. Anderson, Pterins Reductase

.

Biochita. at Biophys. Acta, in Press.

Honors;

Invited to present a syssposiuta paper on Pterins at the

I? International Biochemical Congress,
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Oct. 1957. 1. Laboratory ©f Cellule
Physiology

2. Section ©a Easy^ss
3. Bethesda, Msrylaad.

PHS°&?XH

Individual Prejest Report
Calendar Year 1957

Fart A.

Frojeet Title: A. Intermediary fcaStaboiissa of Asino Acids with
particular ©aphasia on those raectioQS in-
volving overall reductive deaarilaatieas

.

Be Anaerobic Ifetabolisss ©£ C, Go&pouads acd Methyl*
Group S©a©r Cesspouade.

Principal Investigators: Threasa C. Stadtasa
Hugh R. Hayward

Other Investigators: John HardBan Cains® Juae If51)
Lydia Tiaaaan (January - Juae 193?)

Ceopes atiof Unita;

ftaa Years; (saleadar Yeer 195?): Patient Days Ce«& -seder year 195?);
I: 2-5/8

•: 1-1/®

Project Bassriptisa:

1. Geaaral Purpose ef Research: A. To obtain infor-aation concern
the nature of the energy-rich intermediates fensed tshea various aasino at

undergo reductive deasdtaatioa to fors the corresponding fatty acids and
aisaonia. B. To study the anaerobic aetabolissa of compounds such as

bataia® e and; saoao aad diacsthyl derivatives of glycine and ethaaolar. •

point of CI) nature of active ©ne'~cartma fragments that eat®
ieas&tioa reactions So for© such cecsps'jsds as acetate and £2) types

Lag processes involved ia cleavage of these C«»H eea^ouads.

%° Frogrssa Burlag the Fast
i

Year

:

A. Organisms that £©rs@at A~a^.a© valeric acid and y-ajgiso but:.

been obtained by the ©arishiaeat culture technique. Thsaa fast

cations of single amirs© acids are eoupled ©sido-raduetloa reactions v

:f the substas ^.-goes ©sidatioa tshiie a seeoad acts as
gptor and ased. Thus for A-sssiao valerate on© obtains:

* ' f
M«CH2

CH
2
€H2 C00H " CHjCHgCOOH + CH^COSH + MH. -I- 2H

MB,

1
' CH

2
-GH

2
CH

2
CII

2
CO0R + 2H —— CH^CH^CH^CEL-
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Sua: 2 A=amin© valerate —— 1 propionate 4- 1 acetate 4- I valerate 4- 2UiH
3

Reaction (1), as determined by isotope studies, involves a g~exidatisn
©echasiesu Reaction"(2) is a reductive deasiBation analogous to glycine
reduction to acetate. Glycine conversion t© acetate has been found t© h®
an energy-yielding process that results in the fortsstion of ATP but the
nature of the phosphorylatad intermediate is as yet unknown. Pralissiaary
experiments indicate that the A-aosSLno valerate breakdown in extracts also
involves a phosphorylation step and efforts are being made to gain further
insight into the nature of radiative deaaination processes by examining
metabolism of these related substrates with biological preparations' t\

say be csora satisfactory for this phase of the general problem*

Continued work on the glycine reductase ef C» stieklaadii has revealed
that purification of the ensyse system to the point where very little ©est
is forssd yields a preparation that still shows high ATP-formation. Assoc!
with this glycine and taercapfcan-dapandent phosphate esterifieatlon reaction is
the conversion of glycine to a cosspound volatile from alkaline solution.
Attests are currently in progress to establish the nature of this product
which may be closely related to an intermediate in the overall conversion of
glycine to acetate.

Bo A series of microorganisms which grow anaerobically on the mono,
di= and tri -methyl derivatives of glycine and ethaaolamine have been ob-
tained by the enrichment culture technique. Carbon balances and isetcps
experiments carried out on growing culture's reveal the following:

Choline CSH
3>3

ll'cn^CHgOH —^. C&O.H 4- % ethanol 4- % acetate 4- H*

CCH
3 )2

R CHjCH.OH —-- /mole of base 4- % acetate and no alcehsl.

CH- Kl. CHgCHgOB —*—> CHj KH» 4- acetate ¥ alcohol
ca.% ea-%

Setaiee (CH,) J? CH,Cc©!3 —

—

-> /ssoie acetate 4- sarcosin© ©r a derivative^
+ H (« volatile base ©r
alcohol fesrsed)

The cleavage reactions 9 in general, appear to be reductive la
:?sy involve sow types of phosphorylation steps. The betalne ©rgarC
. particularly prosisis^ as biological material for study of c. con

to yield acetate. gxperie»ats currently in progress with labell
;?iil establish the validity ©f this belief. The apparent requi

of several ©f thssfe ©rgaaisass fer C9, for growth also pelsats to very aci

C. metabolic sysf

s * lagjfeafcal Plmdiags ©f latereat:

Bering attsa^fcs t© phss^horylaSe SH°" compound® usiog p-aitr© paaayl
gshesphate as ahespfeerylsting agent, it was discovered fchsfc esa ensysis pr©=

Lou of C. Btieklgndii contains aa alkaline p&osphatss© that will cleave
ester if etSTsa!*"empovad is added. Farthensere. upon aging, these

bases® stores and ©ere dependant us»©a the eiauisanaoms oddltiea
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of asnadiose or aissilsr i ^-naphthoquinones at. catalytic levels. A
sees® siisilar to Yitssin & 3 pathieeal, does not activate the p&aspbat&ss.
The natural substrata ©f this enzyss is as yet uaka©wn9 but vibea glycine
reduction is studied ts&sfe S&eae sma easyoe preparations it is interesting
to note that this process ^ith- its attendant phosphorylation is inhibited
by the quinones that a&tsulate the phosphatase^ and relatively usaffeet';

those that do not. ©no wonders if a phosphorylated intermediate iavol'

in glycine reduction is hydrolyzed t-lhan Menadione or other K analogues is

Another incidental finding was that crystalline coasaereial alcohol
dehydrogenase contains a phosphatase that hydrolyzes p-nitro phenyl
phosphate and- also phosphoraaidata but not other eesEgea esters. This
appears mot to have been previously reported. Both activities Cpbosphstass
and dehydrogenase) are heat labile f are sensitive to SH°bindiag agents
behave similarly en various absorption gels. Easperiasnts are being e«=
tinned to see if this could' be aa easassple of a single protein wish 2 dif-
ferent ensytse activities.

4. Mrectioa of Currant Research ;

Studies at the eazysa level on the eraia© acid reductase systeias to
obtain information about

(a) Cheaicsl intermediates involved in conversion of asino acids
to fatty aeids and nature of cyclic processes employed.

Cb) Types of energy-rich intersssdiates gyathesized that enable
the organises in question to satisfy their energy require-
ments for growth by carrying out these processes.

(c) Meehaaiss of stgssonia release

The overall ferssatatioa processes involved in the anaerobic utiii
tioa of N-isathyi derivatives of ethsaolraaine sad glycine are being sapped
out by ssssas of C, I and H fealansa eKperitssats and also by utilization of

iaetopically labelled substrates. After coaspletioa of this phase of the

arious tsiereorgsnissas «ill be cultivated on a large scale,

ceil-free ©streets will be prepared and CI) attests will fee asde to 1st

-&log abeut the sore detailed BS-chsaisna of the energy-yielding steps

involved ia the utilisation of the various Methyl ecs^ounda under

investigation <2> The ©struts will be screened as to their ability to

activate varices oaa-carboa compounds or one-carbsa donor compounds and

to synthesise sssre eosples molecules frosa aassa.

SessE eol Lva espari&eats 'Kith Br. a. Shassin of Colus&ia

will be carried out on the gsaeral probiasa of relationship of fitaasin :.

to C, -nretaboiism - in particular saathane fonaatlon. The sathane bace

jl® s&stahelis® is geared to the traasforEu
of CO, to OL, cr ia vitaaia B.,. feted cells ©f ©n-3 c

reduce 60^ to CH^ <e£|h tas-lssular H
2

and soeh presutra&leas Mil fee t< .. . . >:

ability to eoawmrt- S** A ©^{prepared by S&ssala) t© C^ aatha

l B iaeiud Yes X Bo.
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S£sdt©an 9 Thr®ss© C. and Patricia Elliott "Studies on the

Eassysaie Reduction of toiao Acids II Purification and Proper*
ties of a D-pr©l£ae Reductase and a proline Raeeiaase from
Clostridium gticfclaadii " J. B.C. 22§: 983 (1937)

Stadtsaaa,, Thressa C. 9 Elliott, Patricia and Tiessauaf, lydbLa,

"PfaospSukt* Istsrifieation Coupled with ©lycine Reduction"
J. B.C. {&u press).

'





Oct. 195? 1. Laborator;
Physiology

2. Section on Enzysaes

3. Bethesda, Marylar

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project: Title; The ensytaatic synthesis of "energy-rich"
compounds and their utilisation in bio-
synthetic reactions.

Principal Investigators: Roy Vagelos
E. R. Stadtroan

Other Investigators: Joan Earl,, K. Chaney, E. Richat

R. Stroud.

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year 195?}: Patient Days (calendar year

Total: 2-5/8
Pro fe ssional : 1.0
Other: Technical 1-1/8

Patient Care \

Project Description:

: synthesis of "energy-rich" compounds and their ul

synthetic reactions.

-• Progress During the .Past _gj» Months:

Pro;- - tefcabolism: The enzyme that converts acryly-pantetheine

Lyl-CoA) to fj-alanyl pantetheine has been further character

in a Pseudomsnas Sp. and in pigeon heart tl

sine to lac tyl -pantetheine. The latter cr

:he CoA derivative) so that the fate c

been worked out that should

drogenase if there is one present in tl

mailable.

by extracts of cl. kl

paatethei e latter
a libile con .as a U.V. absorpt

J3 am. A heal: stc c, not yet identified., is ass..

>ropIonic acid:

organism -all I

:. ..

i

c Heterocyc 1 1e Co:

aate metabolism of ce::
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and alkaloids, enrichment cultures were set up on the following sul

morphine sulfate, araphetamine, ephedrine, atropine, theophylline, b

acidj lysergic acid, thyroxine, triiodothyronine. Organisms have beer.

iated that presumably have these compounds as their sole source of cars
nitrogen and energy.

3. Direction of Current Research:

All the above problems will be continued. Immediate work will I:

identification of the "308 compound" and searching for a lactyl-CoA
drogenase. Whan this work is complete, full attention will be give:

study of the organisms that were isolated from drug enrichment cult

Mo
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Part, B^ Honors, Awards, and Publications

1. Stadtman., E.R. , Preparation and Assay of Acetyl Phosphates,
Methods in EnsytsolGgy, 238, Vol. Ill, edited by Colowick,S.P.
and Kaplan, N.O., Academic Press, Inc., Publishers, Sew York,
1957.

2. Stadtman, 2.R. , Preparation and Assay of Acyl Co-enzyme A
and other Thiol Esters ; Use of Hydroxylamine;Metbods in
Snsymoiogy, 931, Vol. Ill, edited by Colowick, S.P. and
Kaplan, N.O., Academic Press, Inc., Publishers, Hew York 1957.

3. Kornberg, A. and Stadtnaan, E.R..

Method in Enzymology, 907, Vol.
and Kaolan, N.O, Academic Press.
1957.

Preparation of Coenzyme A
III, edited by Colowick, S.P.

Inc., Publishers, Ne® York

Honors:

E. R. Stadtman - Received 1956 Washington Academy of Sciences Award
for Scientific Achievment in the Biological Sei -ine.es,

(swarded Jan. 17, 1957).
Elected to membership in the Washington Acad;
Sciences.
Received Travel Award from Federation of Ames::

Societies for Experimental Biology to attend
Symposium in Japan.
Elected to Executive Committee of the Division of
Biological Chemistry of the American Chemical
Society.
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Oct. 1957 1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology

2. Section on Enzymes
3. Bethesda, Maryland,,

PHS-HIK
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: Enzymatic Degradation of Cholesterol by Haasa!
and Insect Enzyme Systeias.

Metabolism of Isoprenoid Structures.

Principal Investigator: Marjorie G. Horning.

Other Investigators: Technical - K. Chaney.

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Pa .lent Days (calendar year 1957):
Total: 1-1/8
Professional: 1.0
Other: Technical - 1/8

Project Description:

*• General^ Purpose of Research: - Current concepts of athero;-;

are generally based on the belief that atherosclerotie lesions are a

sequence of faulty cholesterol metabolism, induced by a variety of ca

including distortions in normal fatty acid metabolism and in hormo
metabolic control systems. The key to cholesterol metabolism Her
the first few steps by which the side chain is oxidised 9 and fct

started toward the bile aeid end point. These reactions have been
with mammalian and insect preparations.

2 • Progress During the Past Site Months:

-

a) Cholesterol was found to undergo a rapid metabolic change
an acator arvae (neodiprion pratti pratti). The ini

reaction product has been isolated by chromatography on silicic ae

columns. -parently a isolectilar compound containing at least

cholesterol yes. The formation of molecular compounds is

for sterols. This material shows strong carbonyl absorption in it

spectrum. It has been fractionated into two substances which ~-

quire identification. This work has been done with radioactive eh/

;:.ions have also been studied. A ssore pola
.©activity, has been obtained in coiner.

spond to a later stage of metabolism.
been isolated. This material was not radioactive and.

fore, was not directly derived from cholesterol. However, the yie
:

. is proportional to the amount of substrate, and may.

in the metabolic process. This fraction
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contain fatty acids.

b) Exploratory work indicated that an acetone powder of sawfly larvae

contained enzymes capable of metabolizing a number of isoprenoid structures.

In addition to (3-ionone (reported previously) it was found that Vitamin IC

and Vitamin S would undergo metabolic change. While these observations

should be followed, there was not sufficient time for further investiga-

tion.

c) Studies were described in the previous report on the isolation

of a cofactor that is required for the oxidation of the terminal carbon

of the cholesterol side chain. This involves the cholesterol-bile acid

conversion route. Cofactors are generally of considerable metabolic
significance, and the identification of this material constitutes an i

portant profoleas xofaich should be pursued intensively.

This work was discontinued because it had reached the stage wb

routine technical assistance was essential for further progress. Supp

for the project was requested several times, but, in the face of a total

lack of interest in the problem and lack of support, no further work r

done, and the work to date was published.

This project bears directly en the atherosclerosis problem. While

it, undoubtedly, will be picked up and pursued elsewhere, much tim«

be lost that might, be used in arriving at further results.

d) It was brought to the author's attention that two varieties of

the srm, a native of Mexico, ware able to metabolize sterol

With the help of the U.S. Agricultural Attache and the Rockefeller unit

in Mexico City, a supply of these larvae was collected and converted to

an acetone powder. The cholesterol-metabolising effects of this m
under study.

3 . Diractionof jgurrent Research

sn cholesterol metabolism will be carried out for

the direction of Dr. J. W. Cornforth and Br. G.

.

Papjak in London.

Yes X No
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Part 3; Honors, Awards , and Publications

1. Horning, M.G., Fredrickson, D. , and Anfinson, G.B.

,

Studies on the Snsyasatic Degradation of the Cholesterol
Side Chain,, Archives of Biochetn. Biophys. 71, 266 (1957).

2. Mornings M. G., Sterol Requirements of Insects and Portosoa :

"Cholesterol" 9 Edited by R. Cook, Academic Press.

3. Horning, M. G., Degradation of Cholesterol by Acetone Ponder
of Sarafly Larvae , 131st Meeting, Asa. Chem. Soc. April, 1957,
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Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957
l

Part A.

Project Title: Bacterial Degradation of Creatinine

Principal Investigator; Dr J. SsultEajster, Visiting Scientist

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957):

Total: 1.0
Professional: 1:0
Other

:

Project Description:

Two anaerobic microorganisms (Bs and Bl) belonging to the genus
of Clostridium have been isolated from soil by means of enrichment
culture technique, able to grow on creatinine.

Clostridium Bs degrades creatinine during growth with the

formation of NK„ and K-ssethyl-hydantoin in equimclar amounts.
N-methyl-hydantbin which accumulates during growth has been isolated
and crystallised in highly pure state.

In order to study the mechanism of this reaction, the enayme
has been isolated from cell-free extracts and purified 4300 fold
using a 3 step cation procedure involving protamine, ammonium

be and Sober & Peterson's anion exchange resin (DEAE-SP). The
properties and kinetics of the ensyme have been studied in deta:

Growth of Clostridium Ls shows an absolute requirement for

creatinine. and C0
?

are the end products of this

creatinine fermentation.

Ism of these reactions is now being in-

inclv fas No X
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Oct. 1957 1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology

2. Section on Etizym&s

3. Bethesda, Maryland.

PHS*NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A,

Project Title: Riboflavin Degradation.

Principal "Investigators: P. 2. Stnyrniotis

E&rl R. Stadttoan

Other Investigators: Richard Stroud, Benjamin Richards,
Albert Johnson, ICathria Cheney.

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year IS 57): Patient Beys (calendar yea:«;

Total: 1-5/8

Professional : 1%
Other: Technical - 1/8

Project Description:

to aerobic microorganism has been isolated from soil by

aseans of the enrichment culture technique which degrades riboflavin.

Large scale aerobic oxidation of riboflavin by this microorganism
resulted in the accumulation of nwerous degradation products

the culture jasditsa. By means of chrcssatography on florisil co1uskss 8

asaounts of products have been obtained. The first product idei

3thyl»o;-pyrone 9 and constitutes the first Inst

which a iaono-cyclic a-pyrone derivative has been found.

: nature of a second purified products a precursor
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2. Section on Enzyme
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Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: Enzymatic Mechanisms in Clostridium
kluyverii.

Principal Investigator: Dr. S. C. Kinsky
(Public Health Service Postdoctoral
Fellow)

Sponsor: Dr. E. R. Stadtman

Other Investigators: K. Chancy

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year
Total: 7/8
Professional: 3/4
Other: Technical - 1/8

Project Description:

*• -Sensrai Purpose of Research: Research during the. period. Kt
- October 30, 1957 has been concerned with two enzymes in an a

bic bacterium (ci. kluyverii) viz, Imidazole acetylase and hydi

genase, -whose exact function and physiological role have not yet b:

determine

2. Progress During the_Past_SiR Months:

a) Imidazole Acetylase: This enzyme catalyses the following
ion:

+ Imidazole Acetyl - Imidazole + CoA

is enzyme has been, devised in which the acetyl!

feanethiol by acetyl-phosphate is r in the pi

:etylase, CoA. and Imidazole. Imidazole acetylase
15 fold and the effect of such parameters as pH.,

antration, etc. have been evaluated.

: enzyme(s) catalyses the oxidation of
ssty of electron acceptors,

tly employed for measuring hydrogenase activity.
3 on the reduction of tetrazoliua dye, the second, on the

coupling with lactic dehydj
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Pagt^ A.

Project Title: Studies with B^Aseorblc Acid

Principal investigator; Dr. J. J. Burns

Other Investigators; Dr. Peter 6. Dayton
Miss Carole Evans

Cooperating Units: GoIdwater Memorial Hospital, !few Yo

Man Years: Patient Days: Itone

Total: One-half year
Professional: One^half year

Other

;

Project Description

:

General Purpo se o£ .^esegj-gh

:

To evaluate the Vitamin C activity of D~ascorbic aci
investigate the physiological disposition of D-ascorbic acid.

Progress During

Previously we reported that D»ascorbic acid is retained bj
Vitas ..fielent guinea pigs to a considerably lesser
extent than L~ ascorbic acid, which suggested a possible e&plaaa!
for its lack of Vitaaain C activity! During the past year the

• in C activity of D-ascorbic acid has been detessaiaed :

:

assay experiments under conditions la which equivalent concen-
trations of the D and L-isosier were taaintained in the tissues or-

guinea pigs. The results obtained in this study show that D-
ascorbic acid actually has Vitsiain C activity in respect to

nee of weight and survival of scorbutic guinea pigs.
However;, the animals receiving B=ascorbic acid showed
hemorrhagic m ns upon autopsy, similar to that
observed in scorbutic guinea pigs. These results suggest

'

soise of the functions of Vitamin C can be replaced by the D~
tsaaer, bi ithers are sterio-specific requiring only the
L~isc
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Direct ion__of Gurregt Research

;

Gur finding that B-ascorbic acid has Vitamin G activity

in respect to maintenance of weight and survival in scorbutic
guinea pigs encouraged us to investigate other functions of
Vitamin G which can be replaced by B-ascorbic acid, A pro-

ject has been initiated in collaboration with Br. H. M. Fullmer

of the MIBH to study the effects of ©-ascorbic acid on the

development of teeth. This study is of particular interest in

view of the fact that changes in dental structures are a sen*

sitive index of Vitamin G activity. Preliminary results
obtained in this study show that B-ascorbic acid has an effect
similar to L-ascorbic acid for the production of dentine in

the teeth of guinea pigs.

Previously we reported that D-ascorbic acid, when administer

to guinea pigs and rats, is rapidly excreted in the. urine.
These results suggest that B-ascorbic acid, unlike L-ascorbic
acid, is not reabsorbed by the renal tubule cell. Further
studies are planned to compare, in dogs the renal clearance
of B-ascorbic acid and L-ascorbic acid. . It is hoped that
this study may give information on the mechanisms by which
L-ascorbic acid is handled by the kidney.

Previous studies employing labeled B»ascorbic acid sag*-

geared that this compound is not absorbed when given orally
to rats and guinea pigs. Studies are now underway in col-
laboration with Dr. Lewis Schanlcer and Mr. Bominick focco to
compare the absorption of B and L-ascorbic acid from the

gastrointestinal tract. Such a study may point out the
mechanism for the absorption of Vitamin G from the gastro°
intestinal tract,

None

Part B included
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Calendar Year 1957

Paft B; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Dayton, "B: G. and Bums, J. J. Metabolism of B=Ascorbic Acid,
J. Biol. Chasa. , in press.

Sfenors and Awards relating to this project; Sone
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2.

Pharmacology
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Individual Projedt Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Sitle: Studies on the Biosynthesis of Cardiotonic
Steroids

Principal Investigators Br. Elliott Schifftaann

Other Investigators; Dr„ Elwood 0., Titus

Cooperating Units: • None

ISan Years: Patient Days: Stone

Total: One and one°half years
Professional: One and one«half years
Othsi*

:

Project Description:

Although the cardiac lactones have been used therapeutically
for many years, almost nothing is known about their biosynthesis.

Several of these steroidal cardiotonic lactones of known sts?*'.cture

occur in the parotoid glend of the tropical toad, Bufo aarlnu s,

and this gland has provided as easily accessible systeia in which
to study the biogenesis of .the cardiac steroids. It is of inte
that the toad .steroids are almost the only examples of digitalis-
like molecules occurring in animals.

It has previously been demonstrated in this laboratory thai

cholesterol is a precursor of the cardiac lactone mar inojbufa^in
{See Fig. I) and its subaryl arginine conjugate aaarinobufotpgjn

.

This conversion takes place in the whole animal.

During the ~
lv@ saoaths attempts have been saade to

elucidate the intermediate steps between cholesterol and the
iiac lactones. Research has proceeded in two directions

:
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A. A search for more efficient systems {preferably In vitro)

for the conversion of radioactive cholesterol to marinobufagin.
A system yielding a product of high specific activity could be
used for the trapping of radioactivity in suspected intermediates.

1. B&gltiple injections of labeled cholesterol in vivo
and counting of the chromatographically isolated marinobuf.

have yielded a final product of higher specific activity.

Multiple injections of C*& acetate caa also give a labeled
product. (See Table I). This approach doss not appear as
profitable as in vitro experiments because of the excessive
requirements for isotope and difficulties in resaovicg unlabeled
endogenous steroids.

2. Although slices and homogenates of the parotoid gland
do not convert cholesterol to cardiac lactones , in vitro
incubation of radioactive cholesterol with suspensions of
freshly expressed venom and chromatography of the isolated
steroids has yielded labeled marinobufagin. The specific
activity of the product compared favorably with that obtained
in whole animal experiments and could be raised to consid-
erably higher values by elimination of the endogenous stes

from the venom preparation. Irs vitro; conversion of cholesterol
to marinobufagin by an acetone powder of expressed venom has
also been demonstrated. Preparation of the acetone powder
removes a portion of the endogenous steroid, but lessens
activity of the preparation (See Table 1)

.

B. Tests with labeled intermediates of hypothetical pathways
for the. formation of marinobufagin.

I. Transformations at carbon 3 of cholesterol ,

Although there are configarattonal and other differs?:

the cardiac steroids from the toad bear a formal resemblance
.Lie acids and may be considered as lactones of doubly

unsaturated bile acids. Unlike most bile acids, however , the
.. lactones have the sassa ^configuration of the 3 hydroxy
stituent as the cholesterol precursor. If it : could be

"rated that the configuration around carbon 3 was
retained intact throughout the conversion of cholesterol to

inobufagin, the biosynthetic scheaae could be greatly sim-
plified by elimination of possible intermediates. This

castration could be ssa.de with the aid 6f stably bound
drogen isotopes . which would be 'retained on carbon 3 with

getea'tion of configuration, but would be lost if the pathway
involved a ketonic intermediate at C3.





adioactive cholesterol- 3Hr was prepared by lithisaa

aluminum tritide reduction of ,4.5-choIestencne and incubated

with toad venom. Bata in Table 1 indicate loss of isotope
and, hence, involvement of a ketonic intermediate

.

2. Since a ketonic intermediate at C3 seeaas to fee involved

and since animal and bacterial enzyme systems are known to

reduce 3«keto bile acids t© 3 ^5 as well as 3 s*. hydroxy derivatives,

it seemed possible that a 3-keto bile acid sight be an inter-

mediate. Since the siEjBlesS of these eould be readily synthesised
from available radioactive intermediates, 3-keto cholanic acid05

24C^S

was prepared and administered to a toad.' Ko significant
incorporation of radioactivity into ssarinobufagin could be

' demonstrated. Although not conclusive „ this result indicates
" the possibility that 'hydroxylation and uasaturation reactions
precede the oxidative attack on the side chain.

piggcfcig&_ of
7

_Current
ii

Research;

1. Efforts to find a suitable in vitro system for the bio°

genesis of cardiac lactones will continue.

2 j tfeaosa extracts frosn toads receiving labeled cholesterol

are being fractionated in a search for intermediates.

3. If hydsoxylation of the sterol nueieus precedes degradation

of the side chain, as it does in the synthesis of the bile acids,

21-hydroxy- 3.4=- >S -hydroxy-, and 21,14- *3 °dihydrexyckolesterol
aaay be expected to be key intermediates . These coaspouads are as

yet unknown. ' Their preparation is being undertaken with the aid

of the hydroxyiating fungi, GgMobojlus herpotrj.eh.us and Mucor
Srl'seacyanca

.

+xsses=x£j*$*t
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fable 1

Toad Cardiac Lactone Biosynthesis

System Substrate lactation or Cf! [/sag.

Reaction Tlsae Marinobafagi

la vivo 10 nc cholesterol 3 weeks 216
In 5 doses

A la vivo 10 sic acetate in
4 doses 3 weeks

•Direct

venom 1 <uc cholesterol 2 hoiirs 110
In vitro

Acetone
powder 1 *sc cholesterol hours 4$
In vitro

In vivo 1 «c ketochoianic 3 weeks
acid

En vivo 10 <ae cholesterol- 3-T 3 weeks

.-gs of
n
gj^jyflcance ; Mone

/ X /
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frart B ; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts froa this projects

Siperstein, M. D. , K&rray, A. W. and Titus, E. 0. Biosynthesis
of Cardiotonic Sterols from Cholesterol in the Toad, Archives
of Bioches. and Biophys., 67, 154 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this projects !3one
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Part A .

Project Titles Studies on Antirheumatic Drugs

Principal Investigator: Dr. J. J. Burns

Other Investigators: Dr. Peter G. Dayton
Dr< L. Sicasa

Miss Dolores Taller
Mr. Miguel Landrau

Cooperating Units: Goldwater Memorial Hospital 9

Hew York; Mount Sinai Hospital,
Hex* York and Geigy Laboratories!
Basel, Switzerland-

Man Years: Patient Days; None
Total: One-half
Professional: 0ne~half
Other

:

Project' Description:

G^naral__Purpose
_
of

,

Research

;

Butazolidin, a synthetic pyrazolone derivative,
has found considerable use in the treatment of various
arthritic diseases. We reported previously that this
drug has antirheumatic effects comparable to that of
cortisone. Butazolidin produces marked retention of
sodium, but its action is apparently not mediated through
the pituitary-adrenal axis 9 since it does not affect
eosinophileSp urinary l?»hetosteroids, potassisa© excretion,
or produce signs of hypoadrenaliaa. Although Butaso'lidin
is a very potent antirheumatic agent, its usefulness is
limited by such side effects as edesa, gastrointestinal
hemorrhage, skin reactions and occasionally agranulocytosis.

isple non-steroidal molecule with the antirheumatic effects
of Butasolidin, but lacking its undesirable Side effects.
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would be of paramount importance to the therapy of
rheumatoid arthritis , rheumatic fever, gout and related

•loskeietal disorders. A collaborative search for

such a drug has been undertaken with Geigy Pharmaceuticals,
Promising compounds which have been screened for anti-
inflammatory effect ia animals will be tested in patients
with active arthritis.

Progress EforingJjtest^Ygar

;

Screening Program

Various compounds have been synthesized and tested
for anti- inflammatory activity and acute toxicity in
animals by the Geigy Laboratory in Easel , Switserland.
These compounds are first studied at Goldwater Memorial
Hospital to see whether they have a suitable physiological
disposition and to obtain information for establishing a

rational regime of therapy for clinical trials to evaluate
anti- inflammatory activity in rheumatoid arthritis. The
effect of these compounds in acute and chronic gout is
studied by Dr. Alexander B. Gutaan and Dr. Tsai Fan Yu
at Mount Sinai Hospital, Hew York City. When compounds
look promising, chronic toxicity studies are made and
extensive clinical trials are conducted by a number of
collaborating groups.

Up to the present, 45 analogues of Butazolidin have
been studied in respect to their physiological disposition,
their antirheumatic properties in acute gout and rheissatoid.

arthritis and their effect on urinary excretion of sodium and
uric acid. Results obtained so far gives us an idea of what
structural features are required in the molecule for the
various pharmacological actions, of Butasolidin. For instance,
subsfcitutienof various groups in the para position of the
bensene ring leads to compounds with marked antirheumatic
and sodium retaining effects. Substitutions in the ortho
position also produces marked sodium retention. Substitution
in the meta position, however, robs the compound of its
sodium retaining effects but preserves some antirheumatic
'activity. All changes in the butyl side chain results in
compounds having potent uricosuric effect but little or
no ani Ltic and sodium retaining properties. In gen-
eral, it has been found that any change in either the

s or butyl side chain which increases the acidity
lecule increases uricosuria.

These observations on the relationship between chemical
and pharmacological activity aid in the develop-*

ment of sore useful drugs for the treatment of arthritic
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diseases. So far in this study, two new drugs have been
discovered which are now undergoing extensive clinical
trials by various research groups. One drug is Metabolite
I, a para hydroxy! metabolite of Eutasolidin, which has
potent antirheumatic activity in acute gout and rheumatoid
arthritis. Hie other, G~28, a sulfoxide metabolite is

the most potent uricosuric agent yet described and appears
to be of considerable value for the treatment of chronic
tophaceous gout.

Direction ofjSurrent Research ;

a) Certain compounds (G»29533, G°2920G and G-25899)
which have changes in the pyrazolone ring of Butasoiidin
were fosad to have potent anti- inflammatory activity in the
animal screening tests. G»25963 and G-25S99 possessed no
anti- inflammatory activity in acute gout and rheumatoid
arthritis which demonstrates the difficulty of extrapolating
antiinflammatory data obtained in the animal screening
tests to the disease in patients. G.-2920Q was found, however,
to have definite B but mild antiinflammatory activity in
four patients with acute gout. This finding is of ccnsid<=

erable interest since the compound has a structure completely
different from that of Butasolidin shown as follows:

G-292GQ

For this reason it is planned to study further this corn"

pound in acute gout and rheumatoid arthritis. Several
other related compounds in this aeries which also have
potent anti-inflassnatory activity in the animal screening
tests will be investigated.

b) More detailed studies are now being carried out
to evaluate the uricosuric activity of the sulfoxide metab-
olite in patients with chronic gout. This study should point
oat the minisaum dosage required for adequate uricosuria and ,

give information on possible side effects which say appear
only on prolonged therapy. To date about 35 patients have
bean a&iinis'tered this drug by our group for periods up to
six sonths and the incidence of side affects have been low.
The majority of these patients have severe tophaceous gout
which presented problems in management with other uricosuric
agents.
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c) Further studies are being carried out to evaluate

the antirheumatic effects of Metabolite I (p-hydrosyl analogue)

in acute gout and rheumatoid arthritis. So far the drag has

been administered by Dr. Gutman to. 45 patients with acute

gout and 10 patients with acute rheumatoid arthritis. Th<£se

studies have further confirmed the potent antirheumatic

activity of this drug reported last year.

d) An analogue of Butazolidin, which has a nitro.

group in the para position of one of the bensane rings,

was found to have antirheumatic, sodium retaining and uri-

cosuric effects. The observation that all three pharma-

cological activities of Butazolidin are potentiated in

this drug agrees with our generalisations that substitutions

i« the para position enhance antirheumatic and sodium retaining

effects and that substitutions which increase the acidity of

the drug potentiate uricosuric activity. The para nitro ..

analogue is a stronger acid (pKa 3.2) than Butazolidin (pKa

4.6). In view of the results with this nitro analogue

another acidic compound (pKa 2.6) was synthesized with the

following structure:

CHa -

CHCH2CH2CH2CH3

It is planned to evaluate its uricosuric, antirheumatic
and sodium retaining properties in patients. A drug
which would have both potent antirheumatic and urico-
suric activity would be of considerable val&e for the
treatment of acute and chronic gout. In this connection,
a cospound is also being tested which has the following
structure;
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Shis compound has the para hydroxyl group of Metabolite
:

1 which enhances antirheumatic activity and a keto group

in the side chain which makes it strongly acidic (pK 2.2)

so as to potentiate uricosuric activity.

e) Renal clearance studies show that the sulfoxide
metabolite has a very potent effect in blocking the tubular

secretion of p~aminohippuric acid. For this reason experi-
ments were carried out to* see if this compound, like Benamid.

is able to maintain plasm levels of penicillin. Prelim-
inary results, indicating that the sulfoxide does have
such activity, are sufficiently encouraging to warrant more
detailed studies along this line.

f) Evidence has been obtained for a metabolite of
the sulfoxide which has a para hydroxy! group in a benzene
ring. Studies are now underway to establish this structure
by comparison, with reference compounds which have been
synthesized for us. The possibility that the sulfoxide
may be further metabolised to a sulfone. is also under
investigation. Upon administration of the sulfone to man
only a small portion is recovered in urine, suggesting
that it may be an important metabolite of the sulfoxide
in the body.

g) Previously we reported that an analogue which
has a meta hydroxyl group in one of the benzene rings
possesses little or no sodium retaining effects, but does
have some antirheumatic activity. Further studies are
being carried out to evaluate the antirheumatic effect
of another analogue which has hydroxyl groups in the
meta. position of both benzene rings. This compound, like
the jaono hydroxyl compound, produces little or no sodium
retention. Another ccspound of this type is available
which has methyl sulfone groups in the meta positions of
both benzene rings. The observation that substitutions in
the seta position robs the compounds of sodium retention
may be an important lead in finding a new antirheumatic drug,

h) Gastric ulceration is on® of the most serious
side effects observed in patients receiving Butazolidin.
Secent studies now show that it is possible to produce
ulceration in animals by giving large doses of the drug.
Vario ogues of Butazolidin differ markedly in their
ulcerogenic effect , thus affording a possible screening
test for this side effect. Introduction of fluorine into
the para positions of both benzene rings appears to enhance
this ulcerogenic effect markedly. For instance, gastro-
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intestinal bleeding was observed in dogs with this compound
at a dose level where Butasolidin was without effect-. Farther
studies are planned in an attempt to relate ulcerogenic acti<°

vity with chemical structure; each information would be of
tremendous value in our search for a new antirheumatic drug.

Incidental Findings of Significance s None

Part B included / X / Yes
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jPart_Bs Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Bums,. J. J., Yu, T. F., Ritterband, A., Perel, J. F.

,

Gutfean, A. B. and Brodie, B. B* A Potent Kew

Uricosuric Agent, fhe Sulfoxide Metabolite of

the Phenylbutazone Analogue, G-25671, J. Pharm.

and Exptl. Xtterap. , 119, 3 (1957).

Brodie, „B, B., Burns, J. J., Paton, B. C. , Steele, J. M. „

Yu, T. F. and Gutman c A. B; Isolation, Identification

and Physiological Effects of Phenylbutazone Metabolites,

Contemporary Rheumatology, 1956.

Honors and Awards relating to this project: Hone
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1. Laboratory of Chemical
Pharmacology

2»

3. Bethesda, Maryland

Part A.

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Project Title: Studies with L°Xylulose

Principal Investigator: Dr. J. -J. Burns

Other Investigators: Dr « Pet«r <*• Dayton
Mr. Julian Kanfar
Hiss Rath Gastel

Batibnal Xnstitues of Health
Cooperating Units: Goldwater l&serial Hospital, Stew York

Man Years:
Total; Two years
Professional: Two years
Other:

Project Description:

General Paaroose, of^Research %

Patient Days: Nona

To study the biosynthesis and metabolisaa of L»xylulose, t\

sugar excreted by patients with essential pentosuria.

ProHress^During .,?ag t
r
_Year :

a) An active ansyse systesa has been found is the soluble
fraction of rat kidney which decarboxylates L-gwlonic acid
fcraing L-xylulose. Evidence was also obtained for xylite

1

as a product of this reaction. The reactioa products were
identified by carrier dilution techniques, paper chronjato-

graphy and specific anaysaatic assay saathods.

b) Evidence was obtained in vivo for the following path-
way of setabolissi of L-gulonic acid in rats and guinea pigs.
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In these" experiments the incorporation of a doubly labeled L=

gulonic acid tracer (carbon- 1 labeled with G and carbon- 6-

labeled with C^-3) into glucose of the liver glycogen was
measured. The results obtained are in accord with the pre-

dictions based on this pathway. In addition, the data showed
no detectable conversion of L-gulonic acid back to glucose via
B~glucuronic acid.

Directton of Current ^Research.

:

a) Further studies are being carried out to purify the ensysia

systesa in feidaey which converts L-gulonic acid to L»xylulose. So

far about a 20 fold purification has been achieved and evidence
has also been found suggesting that there are two distinct
reactions involved - an oxidation step requiring B?H and a decar-
boxylation reaction.

b) The occurrence in other tissues of the L-gu"ionic acid
dec&rboxylating ensyae will be investigated. Xt appears that
aarkad differences exist in vitro in the aetabolism of this
compound in the rat and guinea pig. Guinea pig kidney 3 unlike
that of the rat. possess little activity to decarboxylase L~

sid; whereas guinea pig liver is considerably sore
active than rat liver. Studies of this species difference will
be of interest in view of our finding that rats and guinea pigs

Sly in their ability to convert L-gulonic acid to

L-ascorbic. .acid.

c) Studies are being carried out to determine whether B°
glucuronic acid, like L-gulonic acid, is also metabolised in
the body via L~xylulose formation. In these experiments the

rporation of a double labeled ^glucuronic acid tracer
(carbon-- 1 labeled with G^-3 and carbon«=6 labeled with C^)
into liver glycogen is being measured.

Incidental _Findings
i

of
m
Significance : Sbne

Part B included /™S~7 Yes
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Part^B ; Honors , Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Barns, Jo Jo and Kanfer, J. Formation of L-Xylulose from
L-Gtalonelactone in Sat Kidney, J„ Aaer. Cham. Soco, 79,

3604 (1957).

Stems, J. J„ 9 Dayton, P. 6. and Sisenberg, P., Jr. Metabolism
of L'-Gulonolactone in Sats via Pentose Formation, Biochim
et Blophys., 25, 647 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this project: Hone
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1 . Laboratory of Ches

Pharmacology
2.

3. Bethesda, Maryland

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project title: Applications of Specferophotofluorometry

Principal Investigator: Dr. Daniel S. Buggan

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: Hone

Patient Days: NoneMas Years:
Total: One year
Professional

:

Other

;

Project Description:

seal Purpose of Research:

The original piirpose of this research activity, a gen-

eral survey of the applicability of spectrophotofluorcssetrie

techniques to biochemical and pharsaacological problems, has
been realized and activity subsequently directed toward the
more specific -purpose cf isolating and characterizing an
unknc: ?.scent constituent of noneaal ssassalian tissue.

A. On the basis of physical measurements (partition
constants, paper electrophoretic mobility, behavior on ion*-

esschange media) the unknown fluorescent material has bean ,

tentatively characterised as a son~ajaphoteric, weakly acidic
substance of pXa 9-10. Various chemical studies have indi«-

cated that this material occurs in tissue in the form of an
extremely polar, alkali-labile coiaplefe which is insensitive
to all of the various enzymes employed in attempted cleavage
(acid 'and alkaline phosphatases sulfatase, diastase, papain,
etc.).
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B. Combinations of ion<=>exchange chromatrography,
magnesoi adsorption 8 and paper chromatography have yielded
a relatively pure concentrate which appears to consist of
three fluorescent compounds „ whose activation and fluorescence
spectra show only minor differences <> All absorb light at 360*

370 ®u and fiuorece maximally at 460 nm,

C. The behavior of these materials toward various
chemical reagents has definitely excluded as possible
structures those of the flavin and pterin groups, the only
known" compounds whose fluorescence characteristics approxi™
mate those of the unknown.

Direcgion
<
of Current

^

Research ;

Current research activity is directed toward two
immediate goals: (a) Adequate separation and purification
of each of the fluorescent components as to allow definitive
infra-red and ultraviolet absorption spectra, (b) The
stockpiling of crude concentrate with the ultimate aim of
obtaining pure material for chemical investigation.

Incidental Findings of , Significance ; Hone

Fart B included / X / "fes
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ffarfc B; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications ether than abstracts from this project:

i, R. L. , Brodie, B» B. and Udenfriend,
S. A Spectrophotofluorometric Study of Coapoimds of
Biological Interest, Arch. Biochem. Biophys., 68, 1-14

(1957).

Udenfriend, S., Buggah, D. E., Vasta, B. M. and Brodie, B. B.

A Spectrophotofluorometric Study of Organic Compounds
of Pharmacological Interest, J t Phana. and Exptl.
Therap., 120, 26-32 (1957).

Eonors and Awards relating to this project: None
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2.

3o Bethesda, Maryland
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individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

PartA.

Project Title: Comparative Effects of Digitalis on Con-
tractile Force of formal and Failing Heart
Muscle

Principal Investigator: Dr. Marion deV. Gotten

Other Investigators: Miss Phyllis E. Stopp
Mr. William M. Butler, Jr.

Mr* James A. Watts

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years: Patient Days: Kone

Total :
• Two years

Professionals Two years
Other

:

Project Description:

General Purpose _ of Research

:

St has been generally accepted that digitalis glyco»
sides have a pronounced stimulant effect on failing heart
muscle both in vivo and in vitro, but have either no effect
or a moderate, depressant action on normal heart suscle. In
normal animals and humans, digitalis decreases cardiac out<*>

put and stroke work while in heart failure cardiac output
and tv-ork are usually increased substantially. Similarly,
digitalis has been reported to lack an effect on son- failing

ited heart muscle, but to have a pronounced stimulant
action on failing isolated heart sascle. These fisdings imply
that digitalis corrects some specific derrangement in failing
cardiac muscle which is absent in normal heart muscle.
Several types of experiments have bean condected £©' reasses
the validity of these concepts since it had been observed that
digitalis glycosides produce a substantial increase in
venti sontractile force in normal, unanesthetised dogs.
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Digitalis increases moderately the contractile force
in dogs wader the following circumstances: (1) unanesthetised

:

(2) anesthetized with either barbiturates or morphine-chlora~
lose, (3) followitig surgical removal o£ sympathetic ganglia
from She stellate to the sixth thoracic ganglia, (4) £ol»

lowing bilateral adrenalectomy, (5) following bilateral
vagotomy, (6) following bilateral cardiac sympathectomy,
bilateral adrenalectomy, and bilateral vagotomy, (7) £ol»

lowing Keratectomy, (8) following nephrectomy, (9) following
section of the spinal cord at the second cervical vertebra,

(10) following large doses of hexamethonium and (11) after
the cardiac stimulant effects of epinephrine, norepinephrine
and isoproterenol are blocked completely by dibensylina or
phento1amine . Digitalis also evokes a saoderata increase in
contractile force in anesthetized normal cats, rabbits and In
the monkey.

In the anesthetized dog, digitalis increases left
ventricular contractile force, blood pressure and systemic
peripheral resistance and decreases systemic output, stroke
volume, heart rate and left atrial pressure. Calculations of
left ventricular stroke work show that work Is decreased,
slightly by digitalis glycosides in normal anesthetized dogs.
However, a decrease in systemic output in the presence of &n
increase in contractile force and blood pressure and a

decrease in heart rate and left atrial pressure indicated that
there was a decrease in the volume of blood in the central
vein and lungs with a shift to peripheral vascular areas.
When left atrial pressure was prevented from*" changing during
the actions of digitalis, there was a moderate increase in
system output, stroke volume, systemic peripheral resistance,
left ventricular stroke work and left ventricular contractile
force while the heart rate was decreased. These results
indicate that the normal heart is stimulated by digitalis
but that this st:;

.. is not evident in the intact animal
since the volume of blood available to fill the ventricles is

nlshed. Further evidence of the cardiac stimulant action
of digitalis in normal dogs was obtin&ed fey comparing ventri-
cular function curves before and after digitalis. After
digitalis, there was a significant increase in the ventricular
function curve. Sfeus, digitalis enables the normal heart
to produce greater amounts of stroke work at comparable levels
of ventricular filling pressure.
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Additional experiments conducted in the heart lung
preparation (HIP) demonstrated that digitalis evokes a

moderate increase in contractile force both in the "non-
failing HLP" and the failing HIP.' Whether or not systemic
output and stroke work are increased by digitalis in the
"non-failing HIP" depends upon the level of ventricular
filling pressors. At low ventricular filling pressures there

is little change in output or work, but when left ventricular
filling pressure is maintained at levels obtaining in the

intact animal, output and work are increased while left
atrial pressure falls.

Experiments with the isolated papillary muscle of
the cat demonstrated that both the failing and non-failing
papillary muscle are stimulated by digitalis.

The above data indicate that the effect of digitalis
on the contractility of heart muscle is qualitatively similar
in normal and failing heart muscle, both in vivo and foi vitro

.

Direction of Current Research ;

This project, is complete and no additional experiments
are planned.

Incidental Findings of Significance; Kone

Part E included £j^i Yes
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Part B: Honors, Awards 9 and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project;

Gotten, M. deV. and Stopp, Phyllis E. Action of Digitalis on
the Eton-Failing Heart of the Bog, Asa. J. Physiol., in

press.

Honors and Awards relating to this projects Mone
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2,

Pharmacology

Sethesdaj, Maryland

PHS-NIH
' Individual Project Report

• - Calendar Year 1957

Part^A.

Project Title: Eevarsal of the Cardiac Effects of

Sympathomimetic Amines by Digitalis
Glycosides Baring Hypothermia

Principal Investigator: Dr. Marion deV. Gotten

Other Investigators: Sr. Theodore Cooper
Mies Phyllis E. Stopp
Mr. William M. Butler , Jr.

Mr. James A. Watts

Cooperating Units: Surgery Branch, National Heart Institute

Patient Days: Bone
Total : Two years
Professional: Two years
Other:

Project Description:

GenerajL _ Purpo s e_ of Research

;

These experiments were designed to compare the

actions of drugs at normal body temperature with those at

body temperatures of. 25-30° C. Special emphasis was placed
upon possible differences in the interactions of various
drug groups during hypothermia in view of the clinical
importance of such information.

£r.gj^JrSS,Jguring_.P^s^Year

:

The administration of epinephrine , norepinephrine and
isoproterenol produces substantial increments in cardiac con-
tractile force at normal body temperature and at a body tem-
perature of 30° G. Similarly, the digitalis glycosides such
as ouabain and digosin also produce ssabstan-tial increments

actile force at normal body temperature and at 30° C.
The administration of ouabain or digoxin at normal body tem~

Cure does not alter, in any way, the cardiac or blood
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pressure responses to \the three sympathomimetic amines. How=
aver s 'following 'she administration of ouabain or digOKin and
cooling of the animals- to 30°

' C, the cardiac stimulant effects
of epinephrine, norepinephrine and isoproterenol are either
completely blocked or, in moat instances, reversed, The
pressor responses 1

to epinephrine and norepinephrine are com<»

pletely blocked in most instances. The effects of other
sympathomimetic amines such as ephedrine and methaaphet&mine
are blocked or reversed at a body temperature of 30° C fol<=

lowing digossin or ouabain. The body temperature at which
the glycoside is administered does not appear to alter the
development of this blockade, being equally effective when
administered at normal body temperature with subsequent cooling
or when administered during hypothermia. On the basis of a
limited number of experiments, re-warming the hypothermic
animals to nonsal body temperature appears to re-establish the
cardiac stimulant effects of the sympathomimetic amines
while subsequent re™cooling again results in blockade or
reversal of the cardiac stissalant effects of the amines.

Direction of Current; lesearch ;

The project is complete and no additional experiments
are planned.

^aAL sj StsC ^'SuSw /
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Oct. 1957 1« Laboratory of Chesaa

.' Pharmacology
2.

3. Bethesda, Maryland

PKS-NXH
Individual ?roject Report

Calendar Year 195?

Part A.

Project Title: Studies with L«-Ascorbic Acid

Principal Investigator: Dr ° J ° J » Barn9

„,. «... Dr. Peter G. Dayton
Other Investigators: _ .... ,

* . ' . ,
Dr. Nicholas Papadopoulos
Miss Natalie Troiasof

Miss Ruth Gastel

Laboratory of Biochemistry and Metaboliss,
Cooperating Units: Goldwater Ifesaorial Hospital, Siew York

Man Years: Patient Days: Kone

Total: One and one-half years.
Professional: One and one-half years.

Project Description:

To study the enzyme systems and intermediates involved in the

biosynthesis, and metabolism of L-ascorbic acid. To investigate

the factors which control the physiological disposition of L~

ascorbic acid.

Progress Barin^P^t_Year

:

a) Man, monkey and guinea pig are the only masaaals known to

be unable to systthesise L»ascorbic acid. It is for this reason
$hat they require the vitaasic in their diet to prevent scurvy.

Isotopic studies reported previously have shown that the rat, a

typical animal species that can assist without this vitamin,.

synthesizes it in its liver by a three step reaction as follows?

. ?, _^}
D-glucuronic acid mmt L-gulonic acid

<<K^ L=ascorbi

d, monkey and guinea pig can carry out the first two

reactions, but lack the ensyaie systeia required for the conversion
of L»gulonic acid to L-asccrbic aeid. It is this "missing ste
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which explain why man, monkey and guinea pig require ?itaain G
in their diet.

b) Previously we reported 'chat the maia route of metabolism
of L-ascorbic acid in guinea pigs involve® extensive oxidation of
the carbon chain to CO2. In studies carried out in collaboration
with Dr. Frank Eisenberg, Jr. ©f RIAMD information has now been
obtained oa the possible intermediates involved in the breakdown
of the vitamin. In these experiments the incorporation and dis~
tributioo of C^ into glucose of liver glycogen was compared
following administration to guinea pig® of both carbon- 1 and car-»

bon-6 labeled L-ascorbic acid tracers. The results obtained are
in agreement with a pathway of metabolism of the vitamin via
decarboxylation yielding pentoses. Previous studies from our
group have pointed out aa active enzyme in liver and kidney for
decarboxylation of Lr-ascorbic acid. Recently C. 6. Sing and co-
workers have shown that L-xylose is actually a product of such
a reaction.' The results obtained in our experiments farther
suggest L-glyceraldehyde as an intermediate in the metabolism of
L-ascorbic acid„ This is of interest, since we had found pre-
viously that this triose is auso formed from L- sorbose in the
body, a sugar which is structurally closely related to L-aseorbic
acid.

Dirge tipjjLof Current„ Rasearch

;

a) Further studies will be continued on the enzyme system
ia rat liver microsomes involved in the conversion of Lrgul-
onic acid to L-ascorbic acid. The properties of this system will
be compared with those of the one found in rat kidney which con-
verts L~guloaic acid to L-xylulose. In particular, an attempt
will be made to determine if these two enzymatic reactions share
3-keto=>L"gul©aic acid as a common intermediate.

b>- Farther investigations will be continued with differ. .

labeled L-ascorbic acid tracers to evaluate the importance of
panto riose formation in the over-all metabolism of the

-

c) Little information is available on the biosynthesis and
jrbic acid in bacteria. It is planned to

investigate this point in several representative micro-organ-

-

il procedures for this study have new been
perfected,

L-Ascorbic acid has a rather unique pattern of distri-
bution in the body. It is concentrated in much greater amounts
in such tissues as adrenals, pituitary and testes. In additic
it is found in connective tissues in essentially the ssjss con*
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centration as in the liver. Studies will bs carried out to'

determine the rceehanism of binding of the vitamin to tisswa
components.

e) Evidence is available for the enzymes involved in the
biosynthesis of ascorbic acid except for the conversion of glu-

cose to glucuronic acid. An interesting lead in this direction
coses from the recent observation by others for an active ensyas

in rat kidney which converts inositol to glucuronic acid. This
observation, taken together with the finding that glucose is
converted to inositol, suggests that this compound may be the
actual intermediate involved in the biosynthesis of glucuronic
acid from glucose. In preliminary experiments carried out in
collaboration with Dr. Bernard Agranoff, HISDB, it has been
found. that administration of tritium labeled inositol to rats
gives rise to significant labeling in urinary glucuronic acid
•and gulonic acid. These results have encouraged us to search
for the enzymes involved in the following reaction: D-glucose
inositol __v glucuronic acid.

Incidental_Xig. 4̂ggs_ojE^ignificance; Sons

Past 8 included
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ParJJSs Holders „ Awards , and Publications

Publications other than abstracts frosea this project;

Burns, J- <?. and Evans, C. Synthesis of L~Ascorbic Acid in the
Eat frosa B«-Glucuronolactone and LpGulonolactone, J« Biol.
Chea., 223, 897 (1956).

Burns, J. J« Missing Stop in Man, Monkey and Guinea Pig
Required for the Biosynthesis of L»Ascorbic Acid, Nature,

j.80, 553 (1957).

Halltaan, 3» and Burns, J, J Metabolism of ^Ascorbic Acid"l<=C^
is Man, J, Biol. Che25» e (in

P. Go The Synthesis of L~Ascorbic°G§li* and L-Ascorbic-
feQlb Acid, J. of Organic Ghasa. , 21, 1535 (1956).

Dayton, P. G. Fate of 2~Keto*L=Gulonie Acid in Rat and Guinea Pig,
Free* Soc. Exper. Biol, and Ifed. , j& 286 (1957).

Burns, J. J., Peyser 5 P, and Holts, A. Hissing Step in Guinea
Pig Required for the Biosynthesis of L»Ascorbic Acid, Science,-,

124, 1148 (1956)

o

Ktonors and Awards relafei&g to this projects Hone
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Oct. 1957 1. Laboratory of Ch&
Pharmacology

3o Bethesda, Maryland

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: Studies on the Physiological Sole of Phospholipids

Principal Investigator: Dr. Herbert Weiss

Other Investigators: Dr. Elwood 0. Titus

Man Years: Patient Days: ISba®

Total : Two years
Professional: One and one- fourth years
Other: Three- fourths

Project Description:

Although the physiological role of the phospholipids is

still ob scare, there are a number of indications that their
aetabolissi is concerned with the functioning of cellular aiem-

branes. Th& lytic effects on erythrocytes and mitochondria
and the digitalis-like action of lysolecithins are suggestive
in this respect. Evidence froa other laboratories indicates
that the turnover of specific phospholipids may be associated
with the release of protein honsones from secreting calls. It

has been suggested in the literature that the release of pharma-
codynamic agents such as histamine frora raast cells say resalt

;

frosa changes in cell permeability induced by lipids produced in
the cell.

It is the general purpose of this project to examine the
metaboliss of phospholipids in the hope of clarifying their
physiological role. If these substances are implicated in the
control of the passage of electrolytes through cellular sse®-

brar.es
5 or in the release of pharmacodynamic agents from secret

cells j they would be significant factors in maintaining the noi
function of the cardiovascular system.
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1. Ensymatic Studies

In the course of purification of cabbage phospholipase B,

a soluble enzyme which detaches choline fro® lecithin, it was
observed that the enzyme required calcium ion. Although the

enzyme released both choline and ethanolamine from crude vege°
table lecithin (the ethanolamine apparently coming from a phosph-
atidylethanolamine contaminant) it was without effect on pur-

ified or synthetic lecithin.

Fractionation of the crude vegetable lipid preparation by
chromatography and precipitation with solvents yielded a fraction
which, when added to pure lecithin, permitted the enzyme to

function. This "activator" appears to be a very non-polar lipid,

ehromatographically similar to phosphatidic acid. It has not
yet been isolated in sufficiently pure form to permit identifier

Preliminary evidence indicates that the "activator" is hot neces™
sary for the action of cabbage phospholipase D on lysolecithin.
The mechanism of action of the activator is not yet known. It

apparently does not act by solubilising the substrate, since a

variety of detergent and surface active agents, which enhance
the solubility of lecithin are without effect on the enzyme
system.

Other laboratories have reported the presence of this enzyme
in the particulate matter from cabbage cells. These preparations
are active on synthetic lecithins, but only after treatment with
ether, which apparently lyses the particles and releases an acti«
vating substance. Somewhat similar phenomena have now been
reported with several other phospholipases that attack lecithin
in other positions and it is possible that the presence of a

lipoidal "activator" is a general requirement for the activity
of enzymes that degrade lecithin.

2. Studies of Phospholipid Turnover with Radioactive Phoc-

It has been postulated by some workers that membrane phospho-
lipids may serve as "carriers" in the active transport ©f catii

alar mtebranes. One means of providing energy for
these processes would be by synthesis of carrier on one side of
a membrane sad its breakdown on the other, in which case the t

over of the carrier lipid should vary as the- pumped flux of cats

is altered.
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Sine© there are sot sufficient data on the saefeabolisss of
phospholipids to parait a critical examination of the various
hypotheses concerning the role of phospholipids in aaesbranas, a
study of the rate of incorporation of p32 into red cell phosphor
lipids was undertaken. The red cell was chosen because phospho-
lipid occurs only in the membrane and because the puzaped fluxes
of K+ into and Na+ cut of the cell may be varied experimentally.

It has proved possible to ©easure the incorporation of P^2
froa inorganic phosphate into 5 phospholipids individually. Of
these , only one, a very non-polar substance chrossatographically
siiailar to pkbsphatidic acid, is significantly labeled by
incubation in vitro . Incorporation of p32 into this fraction
is decreased by ouabain, a substance which is known to decrease
the ability of the red cell to accumulate &* against a concen-
tration gradient. See below.

Counts/min. P after incubation
Normal Human RBC Control !0~6 jg Ouabain

213 61

RBC accumulating K+ 530 275
after loss by chilling

Preliminary studies with rabbit kidney cortex slices indi-
cate that significant labeling of all the phospholipids occurs
upon incubation in p32 labeled buffers. The presence of the
potent 2?a+ retaining steroid, 2»iaethyl-9 ^ ~fluoro tetrahydro-
cortisone acetate, is without effect on the phospholipid tum»
over.,.,

Directlon^pf
i

CugrenjJBesearch

:

Although neither the phospholipase "activator" nor the
rapidly turning over component of red cells have been identified;,
there are strikingly similar chromatographic properties in both.
Other laboratories have reported that, whereas intact tissues
incorporate inorganic p32 labeled phosphate generally into •phospho-
lipids, hemogenatss will incorporate ssost of the isotope into a
rapidly turning over phospholipid with properties very similar to
the substances under investigation in these laboratories. This
material has been reported to be chromatographically similar to
phosphatidic acid, but of unknown structure.

It appears froaa these and other data that soiae of the lesser
ion-polar phospholipids say be important in regular:

.tabolisia of phospholipids and in the response of cells to
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The structure of these non-polar components will be determined
and further studies of -their function carried out.

Further
1

studies of phospholipid turnover in relation to

cation transport will be aade. It is possible that turnover
ra-fcesare too low to be directly related to cation pumping 3 but
insufficient data are available for an adequate test of the

Studies on the role of lysolecithin and the origin and fate
of the aldehyde containing precursors of this substance are to
be undertaken. The iisuedlate goal of these studies will beito
determine whether enzymatic formation of lysolecithin can serve
as a siechanism by which cells can alter membrane permeability
and release components such as histamine or norepinephrine.

Incidental^ Findings of Significance : Sfcae

Fart B included £K_/ Ko
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Oct. 195? 1. Laboratory of Chessical

Pharmacology
2.

3o Bethasda e Maryland

PHS-HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A

Project Title: Studies on Connective Tissue Mucopoly-
saccharides

Principal Investigator: Dr. Hicholaa Papadopoulos

Other Investigators: Dr. J. J. Burns

Cooperating Units: $one

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Totals -One-half year
Professional : One-half year
Other

:

Project Description:

General Purpose of Research:

To study the origin of B~giueuronic acid in mucopoly-
saccharides of connective tissue.

.^g^^®ss_BCTiff^
r

P^st^ear

:

S\The origin of glucuronic acid in ffiucopoiysaccharides

of connective tissue such as chondroitin sulfate and hyaluronic
acid is unknown. Previous investigators were unable to show
significant incorporation of exogenous glucuronic acid into
connective tissue of adult guinea pigs. Since the rate of eoa~
nactiva tissue formation in the adult anisal is very slow s lit"
tie incorporation of glucuronic acid would be eKpected e thus
their findings are inconclusive.

In view of the recent findings by our group of a role for

glucuronic acid as a precursor qf L»gulonic acidj L-ascorbic
acid and L-xylulose, we considered it of isaportaace to further
investigate whether exogenous glucuronic acid could serve as a

S of connective tissue „ Large amounts of IS-

glucuronolactone-S«eC^ were administered ever a period of 2%
to actively growing rats, forming new connective tissue.
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In addition, experiments were carried out ia guinea pigs after
the subcutaneous injection of carrageenln that induces the
formation of large amounts of grannuloma tissue rich in M*S.
The ISPS fraction was isolated from a pooled sasspie of con-
nective tissues obtained from skin, tail tendon, rib cartilage,
trachea and nasal septus®, and the ineerporatian of C^*
determined.

Results showed no significant incorporation of the ex©=
genous glucuronic acid into the MPS of the above mentioned
connective tissues. The small amounts of C^ found in these
tissues could be due to fixation of labeled CO2 formed in
the metabolism of glucuronic acid. Control experiments were
carried out under the same conditions with glueose°6»C^ and
showed a ten fold greater incorporation of C- :' than obtained
with glucuronic acid.

ftfovfStiffg^of.S®?x®°-$ Research:

a) Our finding that exogenous glucuronic acid does
not serve as a direct precursor of glucuronic acid of MPS
of newly formed connective tissue, as well as the finding
by other investigators that exogenous glucuronic acid does
not serve for the formation of glucuronides, suggests a
different pathway for the origin of endogenous glucuronic
acid, ^uch a pathway, utilising the UBPG system, has
already been suggested and a new one with inositol as inter-
mediate in the conversion of glucose to glucuronic acid is
now under investigation.

b) X/»Asc©rbic acid is necessary for the formation of
connective tissue. Its role in the formation of carrageenia
induced grannuXoma tissue will be investigated. In addition,
the role of B-aseerbic acid will be investigated in the same
tissue, since our group has f©und that D-ascorbie acid has
soma Vitaain C activity.

ratal Findings of Significance; Kone

Part B included / X /
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2.

3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A«

Project Title; Intravenous Anesthetics

Principal Investigator: Dr. J. J, Burns

Other Investigators:

Cooperating Units:

Dr. Peter G.

Miss Uolorea Taller

Goldwater Manorial Hospital, Mew York
College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Columbia University, Hew York

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total : One-half year
Professionals One-half year
Other:

Project Description:

General
t

Purpose of Research:

A study of the physiological disposition and inter-"

ary metabolism of various barbiturates is intended to

derive fundamental information concerning the pharmacology
of intravenous anesthetics avA to provide direction for the

development of better intravenous anesthetics. There is a

need for a potent intravenous anesthetic which siay be used
in surgical procedures of long duration. In this respect,

an effort is being sade to- find a non-barbiturate anesthetic,
since it has become clear that barbiturates as a class are
slowly metabolised and exert a hypnotic and not a truly
anesthetic action. In addition, barbiturates have other
drawbacks {laryngospassa, depressed respiration, poor mus-
cular relaxation, ganglionic blockade, etc.).

aviously we reported that the various intravenous
:hetics «ped in the operating room including Pentothal,
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Surital, Evipal and Kemithai all owe their short duration of

action, not to rapid metabolism, but to their rapid, accumulation

in body fat. Recently Methitural has been introduced as a

new ul£ra=>short acting intravenous anesthetic. The compound
has a thioether group in the alkyl side chain shown as follows s

H_c ^CH2CH2SCH3

H u C%

Methitural has been ciaissed by others to be an ultra-short
acting anesthetic because of rapid metabolism based on experi-
ments in rats. However , studies in man point out that the

compound is metabolized slowly like Pentothal and owes its

short duration of action to rapid accumulation in fat. Methi*
tural, therefore, has the same inherent disadvantage of Fentothal
in that patients receiving large doses of the drug have a pro-
longed hypnotic effect due to slow release of the drug from its

depot in fat.

Direction of, Current
i

Research

;

She findings obtained in our studies show some of the
limitations of intravenous anesthetics belonging to the bar-
biturate series. For instance, they owe their ultra-short
action to accumulation in fat and not too rapid metabolism.
For this reason a study is now planned with a new intravenous
anesthetic which has a chemical structure entirely different
from the agents now used. This compound is a phenosyacetic
acid derivative (G-29505) which produces suitable anesthesia
with rapid duration of action. In addition B this compound is

reported to have little or no effect on respiration, one of
the more serious side effects of the barbiturate anesthetics.

Bfcme

Part B included XJL/ ^es
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Individual Project Report
Calendar 1951

Part Bs Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts froa this project;

Mark, L. C«, Burns, J„ J., Camposaanes, C. I., Ngai, S. H.

,

TroasoS, N. , Papper, E. Mi and Brodle, 6. Bo The Pas-
sage of Thiopental into Brain, J, Pharsa. and Esptl.

Therap., 119, 1 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating, to this projects Kone
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Oct. 195? !• Laboratory of Chemical
Pharmacology

2.

3. Bethesda s Maryland

PHS-HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 19S7

Part A.

Project Titles Studies on a Hew Pathway of Glucose Metabolism

Principal Investigator: Dr» J. J. Bams

Other investigators : Dr. Peter G. Bayton
Miss Carole Evans
Mr. Arnold Koltz

Cooperating Units: Goldwater Manorial Hospital, Kew York

Man Years: Patient Days: Eone

Totals One and one-half years.
Pffofessional s One and one-half years.

Project Description:

General ^Purj^se^oJ_ge^.agch

:

To investigate new pathways of glucose rsetabolissa in anl

Progress During. Past Year

:

a) In receipt years there has bean considerable interest i

pathways of glucose metabolism in animals other than via the

sical glycolitic scheme. The best demonstrated example is

the hexese monophosphate shunt which leads to the synthesis of

pentoses via the intermediate formation of B-graconic acid.

In the course of our studies on the biosynthesis of ascorbic

acid 3 ob: as have been made which suggest still another

-ray of gli atabolissa; the glucaronate shunt shown as

follows:

B-glocbsa _» B<-glv.c»ronic acid .^ L^gulonic acid

L^sylulose

syl^tol
pentose

<
^

>
D»KyIulose-5~P04 >^ ffc-xylulese

cycle
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The key step in this pathway was our finding that; L~gulonic acid

is converted to L=xylulose. Evidence for the occurrence of all
the other reactions hava been obtained both in oar laboratory
by other investigators. This pathway of glucose ssetabolism is

of importance for the following reasons: (1) It leads to

the synthesis of L-ascorbic acid from L-gwlosiic acid in animals
such as the rat . (See project report on L-ascorbic acid) . (2)

It explains the origin of I/»xylulose, the sugar excreted by
patients with essential pentosuria. (See project report on L=

xylulose) . (3) Preliminary results suggest that this scheme
©ay play a role in the biosynthesis of the B~ribose s the important

pentose found in nucleic acid. Significant incorporation of C^
into ribose of nucleic acid has been found after administration
of labeled L~guloaic acid to rats, it is of interest that the
labeling pattern observed in ribose of nucleic acid following
administration of differently labeled glucose to rats is in
agreement with that predicted by this new pathway.

b) Of considerable interest is that various drags markedly
stimulate the metabolism of glucose by this pathway. The effect
of these drugs does not involve glucurenide formation, bxit it

appears to be a response on the part of the body to foreign
compounds not hitherto reported. There apparently exists a

hormonal control over this phenomenon since the drug effect
disappears in hypophysectorized rats.

Direction of Current Research:

s.% Further studies will be carried out to determine the
importance of this new pathway in the synthesis of ribose ©f
BBslsic acid.

b) Experiments will be carried out to quantitate the
importance of this new pathway in the over-all metabolista of
glucose in drug treated animals. For this reason, it is plan"
ned to compare the incorporation of variously labeled glucose
tracers into liver glycogen of noraaal and dug treated rats.

c) Further studies will be carried out to define the
structural specificity for the effect of drugs on glucose
metabolism. For instance, it is planned to investigate whether
lipoid solubility and acidity are important, various analogues
in the phenylbutazone series which have" markedly 'different pKa
are being studied. In connection with this study a method is

he determination o'f free glucuronic a

Sncidei Lags of Significance: sfone

Part 3 included / S / Yes
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PHS°NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

PartJB: Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Burns, J. Jo, Evans, C. and Trousof, N. The Stisralatory Effect
of Barbital on Urinary Excretion of L=Ascorbic Acid and Non»
Conjugated D-Glacuronic Acid, J. Biol. Chea. , 227, 785 (1957).

• Bssrns, Jo J, Biosynthesis of L~G»lonie Acid in Rats and Guinea
pigs, J. Aaer. Chess, Soc. , 79, 1257 (1957).

Honors and Awards relating to this projects None
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Calendar Year 1957

Pare A.

Project Title: Studies with Ifcsscular Relaxants

Principal* Investigator: Dr. J. J. Barns

Other Investigators: Dr. Allan Conney
Miss Natalie Trsusof

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years: Patient Days: Kone
Total: One and on@»hal£ years.
Professional: One and one-half years.
Other

:

Project Description:

General Purpose of Research:

fliera is considerable need in clinical medicine for an
effective muscular relaxant drug for treatment of imaltiple

sclerosis, cerebral palsy, poliomyelitis and other diseases
associated with peripheral muscular spasms. Recently Flesia
has been introduced as a new zauscular relaxant drag which is
thought to act centrally like eephenesin. It is planned to
investigate the physiological disposition and metabolic fate
of Flesin.

Plexin is Esetabolisad in man by substitution of a hydroxy!
p for the assino group as follows:

HYDSOKYL METABOLITE
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It is of particular interest that the hydroxyl metabolite has
muscular rela^affiS properties similar to that of the parent drag.

Studies on the physiological disposition of the metabolite have
shown that it has an advantage over Flexin in being rapidly and
completely absorbed. The poor and erratic absorption of Flexin
accounts for sosae of the difficulty in controlling its thera°
peutic response in patients. Extensive clinical studies have
been carried out by several groups which show that the metab=
olite is actually a more effective muscular relaxant drug than
flexia in the treatment of spastic diseases. There is, indeed,
a good possibility that the hydroxyl metabolite will replace
Flexin in clinical practice,,

Mrgg-gjjJ--gE-Q,f., PHF.f
,

<

en
,g,, lll^ftfi^,3|.yp

a ;

The conversion of the amino group of Flexia to a hydroxyl
group represents a type of reaction in drug metabolism which
has not been studied previously. Studies are now underway to

investigate the enssysaes involved in this reaction. Since there
is soses evidence that the bensojsasole ring in Flexin is cleaved
in the body it is planned to study the ensymes involved in this
reaction.

Xj^if4^^%^^.^]^J^^^:
o^.;,S

:

i^^Sic_^c& i None

Fart E included / X / Wo
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Oct. 1957 1. Laboratory of Chemical
Pharmacology

2.

3. Bethesda, Maryland

P'HS-MH
individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Fart A,

Project Title: Isolation of Cardiotonic Substances frosa

Maternal ian Tissues

Principal Investigator J Dr. Slwood 0. Titus

Other Investigators: Dr. Herbert' Weiss
Dr. Stephen Hajdu
Mr. Herbert Spiegel

Cooperating Units: ILafcerafcojjy of Kidney and Electrolyte Metal

Man Years; Patient Days: None
Total: One and one- fourth years
Professional: Three~ fourths
Other: One-half year .

Project Description:

General Purpose; of

Earlier reports have discussed evidence from the literature
for the existence in taaassalian tissues of substances that can
exert digitalis-like effects. It is the purpose of this projs
to isolate and identify such substances in the expectation that
a knowledge of their structure s»ay clarify their role, if any,
in the functioning of the cardiovascular system.

In these laboratories the use of a bioassay based on the
staircase phenomenon in the frog heart has disclosed the pre-
sence of a water soluble active factor in beef adrenal medulla.
This has been identified as^ -sionopalaitoyl - L- ^ -glyceryl-
phosphoryl choline (paliaitoyl lysolecithin) . Similar eubstanc
have been found in lesser amounts in beef heart, liver and plasma.
In raost tissues She lysolecithins apparently occur largely as
inactive asolacules containing a long chain fatty aldehyde bound
by way o'f Le hesiaeatal bond to the active lysolecithin.
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Evidence has also been obtained for the existence of non-
polar ether soluble substances that can affect the frog heart
in a manner resembling digitalis. These occur in heart and serum
and probably in other tissues. Their isolation and characteri-
zation are the immediate goals of the project.

Progress. During Past Year :

. The isolation of the ether soluble cardiotonic factors has
been continued. Active material has been obtained from both rab-

bit and calf heart by prolonged extraction with hot ethanol and
column chromatography of the acidic substances from the ethanol
extracts. The active factors, which differ in rabbit and calf,
appear to be acids of unknown structure containing approximately
18 to 20 carbon atoms

.

Chromatographic comparisons and color tests involving the
formation of complexes with dyes indicate that the acids are not
identical with either of the two fatty acid derivatives, A 3>^cis
octadecenoic acid and & Hjl2cig octadecenoic acid (cis-vaccenic
acid) which have previously been reported to have pharmacological
activity. These latter substances have been isolated from serum.

They are known to be strongly hemolytic and to act as stimulants
of smooth muscle, in comparative tests carried out by Dr. Hajdu
(Laboratory of Sidney and Electrolyte Metabolism) the commonly
occurring oleic acid ( A 9,10cia octadecenoic acid) had only
evanescent effects on the staircase phenomenon in the frog heari.
Its isoH$gr

s
cis-vaccenic acid, on the other hand, appeared to be

rather firmly bound to the heart, and in concentrations of ap^'

mately 30 gamma per ml. exhibited an effect on the staircase
similar to that of the unknown sabstances from heart.

Preliminary data indicate that the substance from rabbit
heart may be chemically similar to cis-vaccenic acid, but with
a higher molecular weight. The factor from calf heart appears
to be mora complex, and may contain a cyclic structure.

Direction, of Current^jlesearch g

The isolation and identification of the ether soluble factors
from heart will be completed. Since the only two species thus far

Lned have yielded substances with similar biological and
chromatographic properties, but different structures, an effc

will be made to characterise cardioactive acidic lipids from a

variety of sasassaiian species.
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It appears from preliminary results in this laboratory and
from scattered observations elsewhere that relatively minor
alterations in the position of double bonds in fatty acids can
yield compounds which markedly affect membrane function. Two
isomers of oleic acid have been found to be strongly hemolytic
and to stimulate smooth muscle preparations. One of these has
also proved active in the frog heart assay. A more complete
analysis of the effects of structure on pharmacological activity
is being contemplated.

Incidental Findings of Significance : None

Part B included /YJ Yes
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Part_ B ; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project;

Titus, E. 0., Weiss, H. and Hajdu, Stephen, The Isolation of a
Cardiac Active Principle from Mammalian Tissue, Science, 124

.

1205 <1957).

Hajdu, Stephen, Weiss, H. and Titus, E. 0., The Isolation of a
Cardiac Active Principle from Haamalian Tissue, J. Pharm. and
Exptl. Therap., 120, 99 (1957).

!?„<»,..,.„ -,„,! A. ~Jrds relating to this project: Stone
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Part A

Project Titles Studies on the Roles of Serotonin and ,\or-

epinephrine in Brain Function

Principal Investigators; Dr» Donald F„ Bogdanski; Dr= Parkhurst

Other Investigators:

Dr.3 Ronald E„ Rolf®? M?o Ronald Kuntzaaa

Coopera Mng Units: None

Kan Years Patient Days: Kone
Total: l 5

Professional: §
Other: l o

Project Descriptions

General Purpose of .Research

:

This laboratory has recently identified norepinephrine in

brain hj physico-chemical mef:ns and has shown that its dis-
tribution is like that of serotonin It is obvious that two
substar ces with such powerful physiologic activity must play
some role in brain function

°

Progress to date

:

A number of years ago *'. R. Hess stimulated many parts of
the cat brain with implanted electrodes » From the resulting
responses he concluded that two opposing systems in sub
areass coordinate autonomics, somatomotor and psychic funct'.on? ,

A major breakthrough in the averts 11 problem has been the
realization that stimulation. of the trophotropic system sir

actions of reserpine and chlorpromazine whereas stimulation of
the ergotropic system simulates that of LSD and mescaline^, The

possibility explored that serotonin is the neurohormone
of the trc ind norepinephrine of the ergotropic systems

Both amines satisfy minimal criteria for a central neuro-
They are present in a bound form in parts of brain

where Hess found evidence for his systems; (2) monoamine oxidases
which inactivates both amines^ is present in all parts of bra in

p
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and is especially concentrated in the hypothalamus; (3^ the

parenteral injection of the amines produces central but

opposite actions; (4) inhibition of monoamine oxidase exerts

marked central action associated with an increase in the

monoamines; and (5) hSD$ which may antagonize normal function

of serotonin and chlorpromasine that of norepinephrines evoke
marked central actions*

Considerable evidence has accrued in fa^or of the view that
serotonin is the neurohormone of the troph®tropic system
(Parenteral administration elicits sedations ptosis^ potential

tion of hypnotics* depression of motor activity? electro-
encephalographie sleep=like patterns.) In contrast^ the catee
amines may be the neurohormone of the ergotropic system since
produces in general the opposite effects

n

A number of centrally acting drugs may now be classified
according to their effects en the trophotropic or ergotropic
systems as follows;

a , Drugs may produce the trophotropic syndrome by aetiva~
tion of the trophotropic system or by depression of
the opposing ergotropic system

Evidence indicates that reserpine acts by stimulating the

trophotropic system by causing the persistent release of sero-

tonin while ehlorpromasine acts by interfering with the action
of brain norepinephrine-

&° A drug may produce the ergotropic syndrome by blocking
the trophotropic systern, (thus...unmasking the ergotropic

5

or by directly stimulating the ergotropic system

LSD has teen considered to exert its effects by interfering
with the action of serotonin at trophotropic synapses « A large
number of congeners of norepinephrine that readily penetrate
brain appear to stimulate the ergotropic system by simulating
norepinephrine action n

This classification stresses pharmacologic actions of "mental"
drugs rather than their behavioraleffects. Since all ergotropic
agents pr©duee euphoria and psychotic behavior in sufficient
doses s it is probable that this effect is part of the ergotropic
syndrome -»
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Considering the viewpoint that autonomics somatie and psychic

functions of body are not static but are maintained in a balan

state by the two opposing systems * the various mental drugs act
by upsetting this ba lance o They should be used therefore a see.-..

ing to beha vioral symptoms irrespective of the type of psycho;

or neuroses*

One of the main difficulties in accepting serotonin as the

hormone for the trophotropie system is its ergotropic effects
when given in large amounts in the form of its precursor, 5-

hydroxytryptophane (5HTPK Recent work indicates that the a@t
of 5HTF is much more complicated than formerly considered and

may involve the release of norepinephrine in bra in <, Furthermoj

5HTP* unlike other ergotropic agents* does not overcome the ©fl

of reserpine and in fact can increase them-

LSD may not act centrally as a serotonin antagonist but s

to act* as does mescaline* ete » by simulating action of nor=
epinephrine

o

DOPA administered intravenously crosses into brain and is

readily decarboxylated to yield DOPaminCo This compound, just
one hydroxy1 from norepinephrine* yields typical ergotropic
effeetso

i

Direction of Current Research

s

Studies will continue on whether LSD acts in brain by SimulaI

norepinephrine* and bufotsnine by blocking serotonin* and whet:

serotonin produ©es' the effeets typical of stimulation of the t:

tropic system (reserpine=»like effects)

Attempts to identify roles of norepinephrine and serotonin
brain will be made by investigating substances that block their
formation* or differentially release them-

ind.dental^Findings of Significances None

Fart B included!
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Part Bs Honors, Awards and Publications

Shores Parkhurst A , Pletseher, Alfred, Tomieh* Edward Go*

Carlsson, Ar</id* Kuntzman, Renand* and Brodie p Bernard B,

Hole of Brain Serotonin in Reserpir.e Action » Anno N„ Yo Acad*

Sei, 66s 609-615* 1957*

lie* Bernard B<>* and Shore* Parkhurst A= A Concept for a Role
of Serotonin and Norepinephrine as Chemical Mediators in the Brain

o

Anne he Y. Acado Scio 66s 631-6^2 * 1957.

Brodie* Bernard B., Bogdanski 9 Donald Fo S and Shore* Parkhurst.

Biochemical and Physiological interpretation of the Action of
Psychotropic Drugs s To be published as a chapter in a boek
entitled "Chemical Concepts of Psycheses." 1957-

Brodie* Bernard B Serotonin and Norepinephrine Metabolism?
Remarks at 25th Ross Pediatric Research Conference entitled
"Consciousness and Chemical Environment in the Braino"
In press* 1957-

Brodie* B„ Be, and Shore, P, A Serotonin and Norepinephrine
May Have Role in Central Autonomic Nervous System^ Drug Trad©
News, 195?

o

Brodie* Bernard B , and Shore* Parkhurst A„ On a Role for Sen
and Norepinephrine as Chemical Mediators in the Central autonomic
Nervous Systenu Chapter in book entitled "Hormones* Brain Func

and Behavior" by Academic Press* 1957 o

Brodie* B„ Bo Storage and Release of 5=Hydrqxytryptamineo Chap

in book on "Serotonin," Pergamon Press Ltde, London* 1957o

Brodie, Bernard Be Chapter in Ma©y Foundation Series on Neuro-
pharmacology, Third Conference, 1957 o

Honors and Awards % Mone
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Project Title; Studies on the Mechanism of Action of
Reserpine

Principal Investigator; Dr Parkhurst A Shore

Other Investigators: Mr Ronald G„ Kuntzman
Mrso Jacqueline Olin

Cooperating Units: Nona

Man Years Patient Days: None
Totals 1
Professional: aS
Others

o£

Project Description:

Ggjneraj._ Purpose of Research;

To show that the bewildering array of central effects
elicited by reserpine results from stimulation of the
trophotropic systemj one of the Wo opposing systems
indicated by W„R<, Hess to integrate autonomic p somatomotor
and psychic functions,

Progresjjio^ate^

Previous work has indicated that reserpine and other
active reserpine alkaloids have the singular property of
impairing the mechanism that enables brain cells to store
serotonin but without affecting the synthesis of the indole

,

As a result^ serotonin leaves ths cells in a continuous stre

It has been postulated that the free serotonin stimulates
tpses of the trophotropic thereby eliciting the observed

effectso





c -
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We have now found that reserpine also impairs the

capacity of body cells to bind norepinephrine in the adren;

medulla^ peripheral nerve endings arid in the brain The

norepinephrine depots in brain disappear rapidly at exas

the same rate as those of serotonin and tha depletion of
the two amines shows the same dosage=responsa curves How
the release of the two compounds is linked is not clear,,

The release of catechol amines from adrenal meduall occurs

ovex" a period ©f 16 hours and is due to a persistent st

latien of the adrenal nerve The release of norepinephrine

from the heart results from a direct action of the re:

and occurs within U hours <>

These findings have caused a re«=evaluation of the me:

of reserpine action^ The loss of norepinephrine from per"

nerve endings means that reserpine exerts a peripheral as i

as a central effect,, as shown by the experiments with reserj

ize<4 animals that indicate that sympathetic receptors no lepger

show a response t© ganglionic stimulation*

Since reserpine impairs the capacity of brain cells to bind

norepinephrine p then it is likely that this amine also continues

to be formed and to leave the cells continuously o Reserpi:

be pictured therefore as eliciting mixed effects by indusix

stimulation of both trophotropic and ergotropic synapses by

serotonin and norepinephrine respectively with the net res

that of trophotropic stimulation,,

Trophotropic stirouletion is indicated by the extreme roic

after reserpine which cannot be explained except by stii

of its peripheral component^ the parasympathetic system*

other hand
s

. the centrally mediated release of medullary

is a reflection of persistent ergotropic stimulation s

sal medulla is innervated only hy the sympathetic divis

03? the autonomic nervous system,,

A rather startling observation has been that the effects

BOPA {yields DOPamine in brain)
t,
amphetamine and LSD S whi

elicit effects opposite to those cf reserpine 9
are actually

-

potentiated by the Rauwolfia alkaloid, Thii finding s
obvi©

important in the mechanism of reserpine action,, is not un<

Direction of Current Research;

Recent work in England indicates that serotonin is invol.

-

in the mechanism of intestinal peristalsis,-, It becomes i:
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therefore 'to ascertain whether serotonin release by
reserpin® is a direct one or is mediated through the
central nervous system,

A new semisynthetic Rauwolfia alkaloid from Ciba
is said to elicit peripheral but not central effects This
compound may release norepinephrine and serotonin only from
the peripheral depoteo If so^, it may prove a valuable drug
in hypertension as well as a valuable tool in dissection of
reserpine acticn

Experiments will be undertaken to ascertain whether
reserpine exerts both ergotropic and trophotropic results
These will involve studies of effects on denervated organs
and the measurement of action potentials of sympathetic and
parasympathetic peripheral nerves

o

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

Part B included: Ye
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Part B g Honors, Awards sad Publications

Shore s Parkhurst A osl aad Bernard B Brodie LSD-=like

Effects iSlicited by Reserpine in Rabbits Pretre&ted with
Iproniazido Proc of the Soc for Escptlo Biol<> and Med e

.9

9*ts U33-h3$s 1957

Brcdieg B.B
0i)

Tomichj, E.G<, S Kuntzrcans R 0fl
and Shore5 P.A

On the Mechanism of Action of Reserpine: Effect of Reserpine

on Capacity of ^'issues to Bind Serotonin., J» of Pharm„ an«l

fixnto Therap 119? 1*61-1*67., 195?

Brodie, Bernard Bos 01in5 Jacqueline S os Kuntzman9 Ronald G<, s

and Shore ? Parkhurst A Q Possible Interrelationship Between
Release of Brain Norepinephrine and Serotonin by Reserpino
Science 12g: 1293°129US No, 326ls June 28 s 195? „

Honors o Awards: None
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Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 1/2
Professional: ]/2
Other: None

Project Description:

General PW&9!L^L2~: Jfessa
,

3
T
c

ft
:

Until very recently,, reserpine and the other tranquilising

Rauwolfia alkaloids have been the only substances known to

cause the release of serotonin from the brain a There hat

beea synthesized in Switzerland a series of benzoquinoli;-

derivatives which cause many of the same pharmacologis eff

as reserpine and which also cause a release of serotonin f

the brains of animals,, It is of considerable interest that

duration of effects of these compound - is very shorty in coni

to reserpine which has a long duration of action Furthermoi

these compounds do not have an indole group in the molecule s

which has been thought by some to be essential for serotoE

releasee With the use of this series of compounds it is expected

that much of the theory of reserpine action via effects on
serotonin and norepinephrine can be tested

„
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Progress to Date ;

This project was initiated in July 195>7o It has already

found g using one of the compound

s

ff
Ro 1~9569$, that nbr<=

epinephrine as well as serotonia is released from the brain,,

and that the duration of effects of the drug are related to

the duration of effects on the brain amines , These results

suggest that s as with reserpine 9 changes in these brain
amines cause very pronounced central effects Q

One marked difference between the action of the benz©=
quinolizines and reserpine is that reserpine acts by an
"irreversible" mechanism! that is s the biochemical and
pharmacologic effects nersist long after the alkaloid has

disappeared from the brain,, It appears likely that the
benzequinolizines are "reversible" in that their effects

evident only as long as the drug is present

Administration of Ro 1-9569 to rabbits a few minutes be=
fore reserpine blocks the long°lasting biochemical and

pharroE cologic effects of reserpine* Then animals are sedated
f©r only a few hours p while if reserpine alone is administ
the animals are sedated for 2 or 3 days This suggests that
the Ro 1=9569 molecule occupies the sites on which reserpine
ordinarily acts s and since reserpine rapidly leaves the tissues.

it has little chance to acto This is also indicated by the

observation that serotonin levels return to normal much more
rapidly after the combination of drugs than after reserpine
alone

o

Of consideralil© interest are preliminary experiments
indicate that Ro 1~9569 may not release serotonin and no]

epinephrine from their peripheral depots If verified s t3

would suggest that the sites in the brain which normally bind

the amines may be different from the peripheral sitesj, or
perhaps Ro 1<=9569 releases the brain amines by a different
even though it can block the biochemical effects of rese

Direction of Current Rese? sen;

Further work is planned in comparing the ac

with those of the benz©quin©lizines It is expected that by
virtu® of the differential effects s some insight will be g
as t© the relative importance of serotonin and norepinephs

in the action of these drugs

: these compounds are short=actingg their use will supply
information about the rates of biosynthesis of the tw© ami

in the braia

JggijffPJL^ ff&nf!Mlla§-P£ Significance; Koiae

Face B included £16 £&f
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that Interfere with the Action of Nor-
epinephrine in Brain

Principal Investigator: Dr„ Donald F Bogdanski

Other Investigators: Mr c James Watts

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years? Patient Days: None

Total; o50
Professionals »25>

Others c 2$

Project Description:

General Purpose of Research;

Chlorpromasin© and a number of other synthetic "tran-

quilizing" agents elicit effects like those of rsserpine^

that is they act centrally to decrease sympathetic activ:

lower skeletal muscle tone and induce sedation The pre

studies indicate thst chlorpromasin© acts by a different

mechanism than reserpine 5 that is it blocks one of the

opposing systems in brain (the ergotropic) that integrate

autonomic s skeletal muscle aid psychic functions by inter-

fering with the action of norepinephrine,.

Chlorpromazina and its metabolite chlorpromasine sulfoxide
apoear to exert a predominantly central action,-,

A Intraventricular injection of small amounts of ehlor--

promasine elicits sedation,, miosis and relaxation of tha
nictitating membrane The same amount of drug yielded no
observable effects given parenterally and did not antagonise
the effects of intravenous epinephrine
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Bo Parenteral chlorpromazine doss not antagonise the
effects of norepinephrine <, the main peripheral sympathetic
neurohormone,, Chlorpromasina sulfoxide which exerts an
action similar to chlorpromazine s blocks the effects of
neither norepinephrine nor epinephrine,,

C The central effects of norepinephrine congeners
including amphetamine s mescaline^, tetrahydro-p~naphthyl=
amine and DOPamine (from administered DOPA) are blocked by
chlorpromazine

The following data indicates that chlorpromazine acts by
a different mechanism than reserpine

A In contrast to reserpine 5 chlorpromazine does not
release serotonin or norepinephrine

Bo Rabbits treated with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor
and then given reserpine which releases norepinephrine as

well as serotonin^, show excitement,, psychomotor activity
and an increased sympathetic activity,. These effects are
not antagonized by additional reserpine s but are antagonized
by chlorpromazine

C DOPA administered to animals pre treated tfith reserpi!
enters brain and is decarboxylated to yield DOPamine „ This
substance reverses the action of res rpiaa The resulting
LSD^like effects are reversed by chlorpromazine9 but not by
roeserpine^

Do Chlorpromazine unlike reserpine does not cause the
release of adrenal catechol amines^ it produces a potentiation
of hypnotics that is not blocked by LSDS and it exerts a ;

versible acticnc

iS Chlorpromazine constricts the sympathetically denarvated
pupil much less thsn reserpine In the dark the pupil dil
only slightly after reserpine^ but to a considerable extent
after chlorpromazine This data suggests that chlorpromas:
elicits miosis by central adrenergic blockade.-, Reserpine
causes the pupillomotor center to be tonically active

,

the pupillary effects of reserpine are due to parasympathe
stimulation^

Dire_gt^n_o^_Current Research

;

These differences between chlorpromazine and reserpine are
being studied in relation to their effects on physiologic;

"

active chemical agents in the brain<> Thus_j, reserpine deplete
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the brain of both norepinephrine and £=hydroxytryptamine
whereas chlorpromazine affects neither „ The chemical

agents are being studied for possible relationships to

the ergotropic and trophotropic systems of WoRo Hess

Centrally active adrenergic agents (blocked by chlor^
promazine) produce effects similar to ergotropic stimulation,,

while reserpine "mimics" trophotropic stimulation,, Current
research is directed towards clarifying these postulated
relationships

o

A simple pharmacologic method for screening chlorpromazine«>

type tranquilizers will be tested in order to obviate the
tedious behavioral screens

Studies as to whether chlomromasine blocks the depleting

action of reserpine on medullary amines will be undertaken,,

ibcperiments as to whether it augments the central actions

of reserpine will be carried out„ The results of these

studies may result in definitive proof as to whether chlor~
promazine blocks the ergotropic system (central adrenergic

blocking agent) and that reserpine stimulates the trophotrophi©
system o

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

Part B included Wo /TJ
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Project Titles Studies on the Mechanism of Action of
JSrgotropie Agents

Principal Investigator; Dr. Donald F. Bo^danski

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units? None

Man ^earss Patient Days; Non©
Totals .5

Professionals .5

Other:

Project Descriptions

General Purpose ofJtesearch:

Ergotropic agents produce an excitatory pattern in~
volving behaviors the -somatic system and the sympathetic
nervous systems These agents show structural' simlarities
to norepinephrine which is postulated as the' chemical inti

mediary'of the ergotropic system of Hess The purposes of
the "present investigation 'are: To demonstrate a central
of action in relation to autonomic as well

J

as behavioral
effects and to employ the' ergotropic agents as tools for the
study' of central autonomic depressants such as chlorpromaaine
and reserpine

J

Progres s^jo Date

;

Cocaine and LSD exert part of their effects by a central
action The increased' blood pressure^ tachycardia^ hyper-
glycemia and mydriasis are- reduced by spinal' section or by
the administration of haxairiethonium ' i&cis-ion of ths superior
cervical ganglion also prevents the mydriasis,, '
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The ergotropic agents are normally active s if not
potentiated following reserpine s which releases the
postulated ergotropic neurohumoral agent from the

brain* However, chlorpromazine blocks the various actions
of LSD P amphetamine^ cocaine, tetrahydro^beta^naphthyl^
amine and DOPAs a possible precursor of norepinephrine

Direction of Current Research :

The central actions of the ergotropic agents will be
investigated more thoroughly and coupled to the normal
distribution of norepinephrine and its postulated opposite,,

serotonin Neurophysiological techniques will be employed
to study central effects directly The antagonisms between
the ergotropic agents and central autonomic inhibitors are
being investigated to demonstrate differences in the mechanisms
of action of the central depressants,.

Incidental Findings of Significance : None

Part B included ffTJ No
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Other Investigators s None
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Man Years: Patient D-yss None

Totals 1
Professional; 1
Others Mone

Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research;

Accumulating evidence points to an essential role for

serotonin in brain functions, The amine is said to be

"bound" since it is stored in a form which is protected
from the ensymej, monoamine oxidase The question arises
as to the nature of the binding and the mechanism whereby
serotonin is released. The finding that the same Rauwolfia
alkaloids that release serotonin from brain also release

it from platelets suggests that the substances is held in
both tissues by similar forces Thus platelets may serve

as an in vitro model for studying storage ard release of

serotonin

Since serotonin is generally though to be completed with
an intracellular constituent, evidence for such a complex
within plstelet3 has been sought «, It was .found however

«,

that the presence of such a complex could not be demons -
!

for when the platelet membrane was ruptured 9 and the intra=
cellular material dialysed or subjected to ultrafiltrations
it was found that the serotonin within the platelets acted
as though it were in true solution,, Furthermore, whan pla-

in contact wife a preparation of monoamine oxidases the serotonin
was destroyed at a rat® which would indicate that all the
serotonin was in an unbound state

„

A possible explanation for the maintenance of serotonin
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within platelets against a concentration gradient is that
a transport mechanism acts toward this ©n@U This possibil'

was tested by a comparison of the rates of uptake of serot

:

and its synthetic dimethyl analogue 9 bufotenine Both of
these substances are extremely lipid insoluble s but serotonin
is even more so than is bufotenine It might be expected that

if the uptake were by a non-specific means then the more lipid"
soluble molecule (bufotenine) should be taken up to the gre

degree However 9 it was found that serotonin was taken up to

a much greater extent than was bufotenine^ indicating that
specific mechanism for the uptake of serotonin may exists
Consistent with this possibility is the observation that
reserpine readily blocked the uptake of serotonin^ but had
effect on bufotenine uptake Additional evidence in favor of
a transport mechanism is the finding that one molecule of
reserpine releases hundreds of serotonin molecules from
platelfctSo

Direction of Current Research;

Further experiments will be performed to test the possibi
that a serotonin^transport mechanism exists A possible role
adenosine triphosphate s which is present in platelets in high
concentration^ will be investigated This substance could
supply the energy needed for such a mechanism,.

Binding of other amines by platelets will be investigated,,
We are especially interested in whether other normally ocevaTing
amines might be specifically taken up by platelets c For g

th© uptake of norepinephrine and epinephrine will be compared
that of a synthetic catechol a mine s butanafrine

Part B Iswltsded: Yes
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Part Bs Honors s Awards and Publications

On the Nature of Serotonin Storage Possibility of & Transport
Mechanism^ Hughes^ FcB„

ff
Shors$ P„A»

fl
and Brodis, BoB0£ s**to«

mittod for pijblication

Honors and Awards? None
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Project Titles Studies on the Identification and Dis

of Catechol Amines in the Body

Principal Investigators Br c Parkhurst A Q
shore

Other Investigators % Hr Victor Cohn
Mrs Jacqueline Olin

Cooperating Units? Nome

Man Years: Patient Days; None

Totals 1
Professional s £

Project Description*

^go s§ of Research;

Because of the considerable interest in possible functic

of catechol amines in the brain*, heart and other organs 5 th

systematic examination of the distribution of

hoi amines in the body and within various organs To

rm this study. a sensitive technique is needed for the

of these substrnces in tiss^es

::?-g_Past^Yeaj?;

A simple and sensitive chemical method has been perfected

identification and assay of norepinephrine and ep:l

in b:: 'gans This method is based on

jhol amines from tissue homogenates and convers i

scent productsc. Less than 1 microgram of catechol
sded for analysis ferentiation between .

ine In rabbits, norepinephrine^ the

mine in organs other than the adrenal
has been found to be distributed in brain in a nonuniform
with »st levels in the brain stem ffl
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Surprisingly high levels of norepinephrine have 1

found in the hearts about 2 microgram par gm in rabbits
anal about 3 microgram per gsn in dogs* Using tissue
stxpplied by Br Harriet dialing of this laboratory^-, a c

study of the distribution of norepinephrina in dog tea:.

in progress in an attempt to discover its function in this
organ o There is a fairly uniform distribution in the var: -

parts of the heart with auricular tissue generally she,

the highest concentration

Direction of Current Research;

VJe are planning to compare the distribution of catechol
amines in various species and to look for other catechol
amines such a3 isoprenalines which has been reported to be
released hy stimulation of the bronchial sympathetic nes
of catso

Studies on the rola of norepinephrine in 'the heart will
continue Utilizing the ability of reserpine to deplete
heart of norepinephrine^ we plan to collaborate with otl

3 of this laboratory on studies -which show an alte
ivior of heart tissue after disappearance of norepii

;''

i

Findings^ of_ Signifiesnee ; None

iieds Yes
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Part B % Honors 9 Award

s

s and Publications

Shore s P oA and 01ins J„S e Identification and Chemical
Assay of Norepinephrine in Brain and Other Tissues Jo
Pharmacol,, and JSxpto Therap„ P in press

Honors and Awards? None
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Project Titles Studies on Catechol Amine Biosynthesis
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Other Investigators; Mr Ronald Kuntsman

Cooperating Units: None
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Project Description:

General Purpose of Research:

Previous studies have lead to the suggestion that nor<=

epinephrine is a neurohumoral agent in the central autonomie

nervous system „ This suggestion has been based in part on
the finding that the Rauwolfia group of tranquilizing agent
releases norepinephrine as well as serotonin from the brain
and other organs « Thus it has become of importance to learn
more of the biosynthesis and metabolism of the catechol amines^

especially norepinephrine

„

Norepinephrine ie believed t® arise i®, the body from di«
hydro3jyphenylalanime (DOPA) which is decarboxylated and then

hydroxylatedo Most of the studies on x^hich this scheme is

based have been carried out on peripheral organs P Whether
a similar metabolic route exists in braing or whu.t part of

the overall synthesis is performed in brain is to a large

extent unkncwae

The pathway of biotransformation of the catechol amines is c©n=

tr©v@rsislo The enzyme, monoamine oxidase , has been implicated

,

tat since norepinephrine is a relatively poor substrate for this
enzyme, the importance of monoasin® oxidase in norepinephrine
metabolism has been questioned;.
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A recent observation that an enzyme system exists in the
body which can methylate one of the phenolic hydroxyl groups
suggests a possible alternate route of metabolism

Progress During Past Year;

It has been demonstrated in vitro th» t norepinephrine is
metabolized rattier slowly by monoamine oxidase^ about one-
fifth the rate of serotonin,, When brain norepinephrine
and, serotonin are released jm vivo by administration of
reserpine^ the levels of the two amines decline at identical
rates As both the in vitro and in vivojnetabolism can be
almost completely blocked by known inhibitors of monoamine
oxidase^ it appears that this enzyme in vivo is highly active
toward norepinephrine^, and in fact is the enzyme of importance
in normal metabolism of norepinephrine by the brain,,

Although the presence of the methylating enzyme can be
demonstrated in the brains it appears from the experiments
described above that thi3 enzyme e if at all implicated in
norepinephrine metabolisR in brain s is of lesser importance,,

We have also demonstrated that a wide variety of centrally
acting drugs do not affect the activity of the methylating
enzymea in vitro

iSxperixainis with possible precursors of norepinephrine
have established that in viyo g DOPAf after intravenous ia<=

jection can be rapidly decarboxylated in the brain to form
dihydroxyphenylethylamine g whereas intravenous injection
of another possible precursor s dihydrozynhenylserine^ r©°
suits in no rise in brain catechol amines Whether this
is because the brain decarboxylase enzyme is highly specific
or whether only DOPA reaches the brain is under investigation.

Direction of Current Research ;

Further investigation into the synthesis aid bi©=
transformation of norepinephrine will be carried out c

It is planned to study the passage into the brain of
possible precursors of norepinephrine,, the specificity
of brain DOPA decarboxylase^ and the effects of inhibition
of this enzyme

o

We are also planning to study the turnover and size
of the body pool of norepinephrine by measurement of a
urinary excretion product in normal and reserpine treated
animal So In doing this w© hope to learn more of the
metabolism whereby reserpine deplets the body of nor=
epinephrine stores

Incidental Findings of Significance; None
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Part Bs Hoaors s Awards^ and Publications;

On the Physiologic Significsnce of Monoamine Oxidase in
Brain9 Shore 9 P.Aog Mead9 JoA.Rj, Huntsman^ Roj, Spectors

S 9 and Brcdie s B,B os Science. 126s No D 3282„ 1063-106L

Honors and Awards? None
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Man Yearss Patient Days? None

Totals 1
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Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research s

As a part of a general study of the roles of serotonin

and norepinephrine as regulatory agents in the central

autonomic nervous system,, the effects of morrhine s which

is excitatory in cats and which releases brain norepinephrines

is being compared with reserpine s which causes central de«

pression and releases both serotonin and norepinephrine in
brain

Progress During the Past Year s

It has been found that the administration of morphine^

25 mg/kgs to cats causes considerable excitation aid releases

about two=>thirds of the brain stem norepinephrine within six

hoursg behavior and norepinephrine levels returning to normal

within 18 hours There was no effect on brain serotonia levels,
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When reserpine (5 mg/kg) was administered to cats p

there resulted a very marked sedition and a marked de=>

pletion (80 per cent) of both serotonin and norepinephrine
from the braiao Depression and effects on the brain amines
persisted for at least ten days

It has been thought by some workers that th© sedative
action of reserpine might be explained simply on the basis
of lowered brain levels of norepinephrine The results of
the morphine experiments cast doubt on this hypothesis since
th© studies show th-t a lowering of brain norepinephrine
content does not necessarily cause sedation,.

These experiments also 3Upply some knov&edge of the rate
of biosynthesis of norepinephrine in the brain. Since brain
norepineDhrine returns to nonnal within 18 hours after morphine
administrations it is evident that the prolonged depletion
following reserpine administration is not a consequence of a
normally slow turnover but must be due to a long lasting
effect of the alkaldido

Direction of Current Research :

Work is planned vath a view to determining whether morphine
causes its excitation through the action of released nor=
epinephrine or whether the release is a secondary effect of a
primary excitatory effectQ It is also planned to examine the
anatomical site of action of morphine excitation by us© of
appropriate surgical preparations,,

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

Part B included: no
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Project Description:

General Purpose of Research ;

Evidence has accumulated that iproniazid exerts a stimulatory

effect on the central nervous system^ Recent clinical reports

have indicated that iproniazid is efficacious for depressed

mental conditions

o

Iproniazid has been reported to inhibit the enzyme* monoamine

oxidase* which has been implicated in the metabolism of seroteniae

norepinephrine and epineohrine o The present work was to ascertain
the role of serot@nin and norepinephrine in the stimulatory effects

of monoamine oxidase inhibitors in the central nervous system^

Progress During Past Year :

a The administration of a single large dose of iproniazid a 100
mg/kg SoCo to rabbits , elevated the brain level of serotonin
threefold p and this level persisted for three days* The norepinephrine
levels were elevated twofold a and likewise persisted for three days-
During this period the animals exhibited no excitement:
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to» Repeated administration of iproniazidp 25 mg/kg* s»c

excitement in three to four days at which time the sertanin level
was again elevated two to threefold s while the noreninephrine was now

also elected tw© to threefoldo The chronic administration of
isoniazid^, a chemical congener of Iproniazids lacking the isopropyl
groups did not affect monoamine oxidase and did not produce excitement
nor any alteration of the serotonin or norepinephrine levels

o

Co Tissues other than the brain were analyzed = Only the blood
levels of serotonin were found to be elevated during the chronic
administration of iproniazido

do In work in collaboration with Dr. Albert Sjoerdsma and Dr

Louis Gillespie of the General Medicine Sranchg two patients were

placed on a daily regime of 3 mg/kg of iproniazids and their blood

serotonin levels followed „ Within five days, their levels rose t@

three times their normals at which time the drug was discontinued.,

Three weeks were required for the levels to return to normal rang®
after the discontinuance of the drug*

Direction of Current Research

s

Fug»ti er studies on the brain monoamine oxidase system are planned.
Other monoamine oxidase blocking agents more active than ipreniazid
will be investigated^,

It is i.oped that there will be uncovered a compound which will
esert an immediate and reversible block of this enzyme* This would
supply valuable information as to the normal role of the enzyme and
the mechanism whereby the two brain amines function as neurohormones

o

Included with information which might be supplied would be a value
for the rate of biosynthesis of serotonin and norepinephrine

©

It appears that a great many chemical ©mpounds in relatively
high concentrations are blockers of monoamine oxidase s Studies
will be carried out to determine whether the central toxic mani-
festations of o-eerdoses of various drugs might result from a blockade
in central monoamine oxidase activity.?

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

»rt B included; K©
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Calendar Year

PART A

Project Titles Possible Implications of Serotonin and
Norepinephrine in Convulsant and Anti=
Convulsant Treatment

Principal Investigator; Dr D Parkhurst A. Shor®

Other Investigators? Dr, Darwin Proekop

Cooperating Units: None

Kan Years Patient Days; None
Total; 0.5
Professional; 0o5
Other;

Proje@t Description;

General Purpose of Researeh;

The action of some of the tranquilizing agents on brain serotonin
and norepinephrine has led to a considerable effort to learn more of the
function of these amines in the brain o A more resent finding (see report
entitled MStudies on the Fhysi^logi© and Biochemical Effeots of Monoamine
Oxidase Inhibitors") is that iproniazidp a drug used as a "mood
elector 5* in depressed mental patients produces a rise in brain serotonin
and norepinephrine

o

For many years s convulsive therapy of various types has been used in
treatment of psychotic- patients o In an attempt to discover any possible
role of serotonin or norepinephrine in convulsive therapy» we found in
preliminary experiments that rabbits convulsing from one to three hours
following insulin administration showed a rise in brain serotonin levels
with a possible fall in norepinephrine levelSo
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The changes in brain levels of these amines raise several questions
concerning the mechanisms in vol Tied in convulsions o There are experiments
showing that injected serotonin prote©ts against conwis ions ° Also it
has been found that reserpine s which lowers brain serotonin^ also lowers
the convulsive threshold-. It is of interest that various anticonvulsant
drugs have been reported as raising brain serotonin levels of rats*

Progress During Fast _Year

s

This is a new pr@je©t whigh started in August 1957 o It has already
been discovered that s as described above p insulin convulsions produce
a twofold rise in brain serotonin and a fall in brain norepinephrine:
It appears that the changes in amines are related to the convulsions
and not to hypoglycemia since no change appears if convulsions are
prevented by barbital,, In a single experiment using metrazol as a con-
vulsant s a rise in serotonin was observed

Direction of Current Research s

The experiment with metrazol and insulin ©©avulsions will be
repeated. An instrument for administering electroshoek convulsions is
now being preoared, The ©ffeet of repeated convulsions on brain sero-
tonin and noreninephrine will be ©bsei-wdo The threshold values fer
elestroshoek convulsions will be determined^ and an attempt will ba

made to correlate changes in convulsive threshold with levels of brain
serotonin and norepinephrine „ The latter will be varied with combina-
tions of" reserpines monoamine oxidase inhibitors such as iproniazid s

and pregursors of serotonin and norepinephrine « In the course of this 9

the monoamine oxidase inhibitors themsel'ses will be tested as anti=
cor.vulsants o

Incidental Findings of Significance t Kone

Part B included? No
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Part A c

Project Title: Function of Acetylcholine in the Central
Nervous System

Principal Investigator: Dr« Alan Burkhalter and DrQ P°A. Shore

Other Investigators: Nona

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 0o5
Professional: o5
Others None

Project Description:

General Purpose of Research:

The study of the functions of proposed neurohumoral
agents in the central nervous system is fundamental to
the understanding of the central nervous system itself
Recent studies have indicated. that serotonin and nor°
epinephrine may act as neurohumoral agents in the central
autonomic nervous system,,

The central role of acetylcholine is as yet unprovenD

Although it is known that acetylcholine acts as a chemical
transmitter in the peripheral nerves^ there exists no con~
elusive evidence that acetylcholine has a similar function
centrally <> Consistent with this possibility^ however^, are
the observations that acetylcholine applied directly to

the cerebral cortex causes eentral stimulations and also
that cholinesterase inhibitors such as physostigmine exert
a central action
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Progress to Dates

This is a new project^, initiated in October 19Slo

Direction of Current Research;

In order to examine a possible central role of acetyl^
choline^ a sensitive chemical snethod for the estiasatioa of
this substance in tissues is needed,, Various techniques
will b© tried in a search for such a method

Incidental Findings of Significance; Hon®

Part B included s N©
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Part A

Project Titles Model Enzyme Systems in the Study of Drug
Metabolism

Principal Investigators Dr e James RQ Gillette

Other Investigators? MrQ James ¥ Dingell

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years? Patient Days? Non©

Total? lol
Professionals ol
Others 1 ?

Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research ?

A number of foreign compounds are oxidized by enzyme

systems which are localized in the microsomal fraction

of mammalian liver,, However 9 the mechanism involved in

these reactions is not clearly understood,. The present

studies were undertaken to utilize model systems to de<=

termine possible mechanisms for th© microsomal reactions^

Progress During the Past Year ?

As previously reported^ a series of model systems have

been shown to dealkylate the methyl derivatives of aniline

and Ue=,siainoantipyrins These systems functioned through

pero3d.dases oxidase end dehydrogenase mechanisms,,
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Recent investigations have demonstrated that these
model systems can carry out yet another microsomal r©°
action The oxidation of chlorpromasine to its sulfoxide
has been observed in both the methemoglobin and hematin
peroxidase systems as well as the anaerobic ferric chloride
system An intermediate in this reaction has been prepared
is the ferric chloride system and its properties are
presently under investigation^,

Direction of Current Research;

A system for non-specific aromatic hydroxylationg
utilising horseradish peroxidase and dihydroxy fumaratep
has been described hj Mason et al (Masons H.Sog OnopryenkOg

log and Buhlerg D. s Biochem et™5iophys e Acta 2& g 22| s 19$l)c
The similarity of this system t© the iron systems for d@=-

alkylation and sulfoxication would suggest that it may be
capable of catalysing both these and. other of the microsomal
reactions,. Consequently^ further studies will be devoted to
determining the capabilities of this and other modal sys terns r

Incidental findings of Significance; fJone

Part B included; Yes
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Part Bs Honors s Awards end Publications

Dingsllg James ¥os The Dealkylation of Drugs and Other
Foreign Compounds by Model Systerns s Dissertation for ths
Degree of Master of Science^ submitted to Georgetown
University5 19$

J

Gillette^ Jamas Rc 9 Dingellg James V Gfl and Bernard B Brodi© s

The doslkylation of N=alkylaraines by Hodel Systems s submitted
to Nature

Honors Awards? None
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Project Titles Drug Enzyme Systems (Sulfur Oxidation)

Principal Investigator; 0r o James R Gillette

Oth T Investigators: Mr Jerome J„ Kamra

Cooperating Unitss None

Man Years? Patient Days? Hone

Totals lol
Professionals ol

Others loO

Projected Descriptions

General Purpose of Research

s

The study of the ensyme system responsible for the

metabolism of chlorpromazine and other sulfur<=>containieg

compounds to the corresponding sulfoxides,,

Progress During the Past Year?

Chlorpromazine is metabolized by TPHK dependent enzymes

localized in the liver microsomes of the rpbbits dog8 guinea

pig s mouse and monkey e The sulfoxide was identified as the

metabolite of chlorpromazine when guinea pig liver microsomes

were used as the ensyme source The disappearance of chlor=>

promazine requires oxygen since little if any disappearance

is noted under anaerobic conditions

Both ehlorpromazine sulfoxide and chlorpromazine sulfone

are also metabolized by TPMH and oxygen dependent enzymes

localised in the liver microsomes of guinea pigo The rat® of

disappearance of the sulfoxide compound,. Therefore^ it is

possible that tha sulfone is an intermediate in the metabolism

of the sulfoxide

o
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Direction of Current Research:

A21 attempt will be made to identify the metabolite of
chlomromazine sulfoxide,, Studies of the fate of chlor=>

promazine sulfone will be conductedo In addition several
other compounds will be tested as substrates for the enzyme
system responsible for chlorpromazine disappearance,,

Incidental Findings of Significance;

When incubated with guinea pig liver homogenate under
anaerobic conditions s chlorpromasin© sulfoxide is reduced
to chlorpromazine o Under the same conditions chlorpromazine
3ulfone is unaffected,,

Part B included; Yes
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Part Bi Honors s Awards and Publications:

FoutSj, J,R„g Kaimn9 J Jo g and 3rodie 9 B<,B„ s On the Reductive
Detoxicstion of Prontosil Butter Yellow and Other Azo Gom°
pounds by Mammalian Livsr Systems s Jo Pharm Ssptlo Therap os,

120
fl
291°300 s l$£?o

Honors, Awards? Nons
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Calendar laar 1957

Project Titles The Metabolism of Toluene and Other Alkyl
Hydrocarbon Sidechains by Mammalian Liver
Preparations

Principal Investigators Dr James Ra Gillette

"s: None

Cooperation Units s None

Mas Years % Patient Dsys; Hon©
Totals o i&

Professional: o s ij

Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research ;

It has been known for many years that animals can osdldig©

toluene to bensoic aeid However, little is known of this
biotransformation on an enzyme level D Since a number of
foreign compounds en b® metabolised by the microsomal fraction
of liver, it is of interest to determine whether toluene is

oxidised by the microsomal system If this were, the case 5 then
the metabolism, of a number of drugs might be understoodo

Progress During the Past Years

p<=Nitrotoluene is metabolised to p<=nitrobensyl alcohol
by a TPNH dependent ensyme system in rabbit liver microsomes,.
This enzyme system was not present in homogenates of kidneys
lung, brains skeletal muscle or hearto p«=>Mitrobenayl alcohol
is converted to p°nitrobenzoic acid by a DPK dependent enzyme
system in the liver soluble fraction
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Preliminary evidence indicates that the conversion of

pentothal to pentothal cerbossylic acid requires both the

TPNH dependent enzyme system of liver microsomes and an

enzyme system in the soluble fraction of liver Q These
data suggest that pentothal is converted to pentothsl=>

w=alcohol by the microsomal system whilst the alcohol is

converted to the acid by a soluble enzyme system

„

Direction of Current Research;

Studies will be undertaken to determine whether other
alkyl hydrocarbon sidechains are metabolized by the same

mechanism as p°nitrotoluene and pentothal,, It is possible

that most if not all of the reactions involving the con=
•version of alkyl hydrocarbons to carbosjylic acids require
the action of both TPNH dependent microsomal systems to

form primary alcohols and the action of the soluble fraction
to convert the alcohols to c^rboxylic acids Q

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

Part B included? JJo
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Part A

Project Titles The iSnsymatie Oxidation of Aromatic
Alcohols and Aldehydes

Principal Investigator; DrQ James R Q Gillette

Other Investigators; None

Cooperating Units; None

Man Years? Patient Days; Nora
Totals OoU
Professionals o ij.

Others Nona

Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research;

It is well known that many aromatic primary alcohols
and aldehydes are oxidized in vivo to their respective
acidSo However

ff
very little isTcnown about the metabolism

of these compounds on an enzymatic levelo Presumably
the aromatic alcohols are oxidized to aromatic aldehydes
and then to the carboxylie acids The purpose of this

investigation is to stitiy the enzymes involved in these

biotransformations © Such a study would help us to under

~

stand the metabolism of a number of drugs

Progress During the Past Year;

p^Nitrobenzyl alcohol and p=>nitrobenzaldehyde are
oxidised to p<=nitrob@nzoic acid by DPN dependent enzyme

systems in the soluble fraction of rabbit liverc p°
Nitrobensaldehyde can also be oxidized by a DPN dependent
enzyme system of the kidney soluble fraction^ while p=»hitro<=

benzyl alcohol cannot be oxidized by this kidney fraction
to any great extents However 9 p^nitrobensyl alcohol can be
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metabolised by a combination of purifisd liver alcohol de=-

hydrogenase and the kidney soluble frsction These findings
are consistent with the view -that p<=nitrobensyl alcohol is
metabolized to p-nitrobenaaldehyde by an alcohol dehydrc<°
genase and then to p=nitrobensoic acid by an aldehyde d©~
hydrogenase

o

Direst-ion of Current Research;

The metabolism of a number of other aromatic alcohols
and aldehydes will b® investigated

fagidental Findings of Significances Sone

Part B included: Mo
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Part A

Protest Titles Absorption of Drugs from the Human Stomach

Principal In instigators Dr? Lewis So Sehanker

Other Investigators; Kr<= Dominick Jo Toce©

Cooperating Units: Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte
Metabolisms MI

Man Years

s

patient days: Kone

Totals 0,7
Professionals 0o4
Others 0.3

Project Descriptions

Progress During Past Year

s

Previous work from this laboratory described the absorption of

drugs by the rat somach and the secretion of parenterally administered

drugs by the dog stoma ©ho The results were consistent with the hypo-

thesis that the gastric mucosa has the properties of a lipoid barrier j,

allowing rapid transfer of the unionised moieties of organic electee^

lytss whil© impeding the transfer of the ionised moieties o The present

pr©je@tj, tegua in January and completed in April 1957 9 was undertaken

to extend the study of gastric absorption to the human.

Solutions of various drugs were administered via Le^ine tubes t@

fasted normal subjects in t'.e left supine position Incorporation of

phenol red in the solutions permitted estimation of the initial and

final volumes and the corre@tion for the concentration change due to

dilution-, The decrease in concentration of drug was determined at
10 minute internals for 40 minutes-., Acidic drugs s such as aspirin and

se@obarbital s were rapidly absorbed » Moderately strong bases s such

as quinine and ephedrine s were poorly absorbed » while the very ireak

base, antipyrine 8 was fairly rapidly absorbed . These results 9 which
parallel th© previous study of absorption by the rat stomash B demonstrsti
that the ionisation constant and the acidic ©r basic nature of a drug
are important in determining gastric absorption . The human stomach is

potentially an important site of absorption for many orally administered
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drugs if thsy are sufficiently soluble ? Many drugs are absorbed from

the human stomaeh more rapidly than ethyl al@@hol» which heretofore

was considered to be the unusual example of a drug whfch is absorbed

by the stotsacho Gastric absorption of drugs is both qualitatively

and quantitatively similar in the human and rate

Direetion of Current Research;

Projeet completed in April 195?o

Incidental Findings of Slgnificangeg

None

Part B included i Yes
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Part _gs H©nors 9 Awards and Publications

Publications %

Sehankerp Lo S OJ Shore s P, A» p Brodiex, Bo B„a snd.Hogben* C a A„Mo
Absorption of Drugs from the Soma eh „ I. The Rat, Jo Pharmacol.-

and Kxpto Therap 120: 528=539 , 1957

o

Hogben^ CoA.M„, Sehanker s L s S.j, Xoceo s D, J os and Brodi@.> B. B

Absorption of Drugs from the Stoma eh „ II The Human Jo

Pharmacol o and fixpto Therap. 120s 54--545» 1957c

Honors and Awards:
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Part A

Project Titles Absorption of Drugs by tie Intestine

Principal Investigators Dr. Lewis S. Schanker

Other Investigators? Mr. Dominick J. Toceo

Cooperating Units: Laboratory of Kidney and Blectrolyte
Metabolisms Kill

Man Years

s

Patient Days 2 Kon©
Total;

°

0.6
Professionals 0.3
Others 0.3

rrojeet ues crxptio-n s

Progress During the Past Year

:

This work continues the study of the relationship between the
intestinal absorption of drugs and their physieo=chemicel properties.
In a previous phase of this study 9 when solutions of various drugs
were passed through the entire rat small intestine in sit'sQ- a single
time^ absorption rates of to 60 per cent were observed This
technique revealed that absorption is a function of a drug"s oha^

but it did not clearly distinguish relatively slow from -very slow
rates of absorption. Therefore the technique has been modified to

magnify the differences between the rates of absorption of slowly
and vsry slowly absorbed drugs-..

The small intestine of the anesthetized rat was washed with a
1.-.0 raM drug solution containing a volume change indicator^ phenol
red or radioimilixio Then 30 ml-, of fresh solution were continuously
recirculated through the intestine for 3 hours o Total recoveries of
phenol red and redioinulin were 98 = 2 per cent* Drug absorption was
calculated hj correcting the concentration change of the drug by
concentration change of the volume change indicator* This technique
clearly separated the absorption rates of drugs which are relatively
slowly absorbed from those of drug which are very slowly absorbed..
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The results support, the previous finding that drugs are absorber.

they exist 1b solution in their unionized lipid=soluble form and that
the intestinal mucosa is almost impermeable to the ionised form Drugs

like ephedrine and mesamylamine s which are highly ionized in the intes=

tinal contents* were absorbed much more rapidly than quaternary aramonit

bases and sulfonic a aids which are completely ionized

ior. of

Bo Ascertain whether lack of calcium ion in t! e intestinal luaesa

significantly modifies absorption

o

bo Investigate the possible role of chelation in the absorption
of certain drugs

o

@o Investigate t e effect of Diamox on absorption

o

Incidental Findings of Significances More
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art Bs Honorss Awards? and Publications

Publications;

S-ohankes^ Lo S„, Tocco s D. J» ( Erodie B B. B., and Hogben* C.A.M

Absorption of Drugs from the Rat Small Intestine » Jo Pharmacol

and Expto Therap. In press*
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Calendar Year 195?

Project Titles Absorption of Drugs from the Colos

Principal lavestigatori Dre Lewis S„ Schanker

Other Investigators: Mr c Panayotis A a Mafpliotis

Cooperating Units s Mon©

Mas Years; Patient Dayss None
Total; loh
Profes sion&ls 7

Other 6 ?

Project Descriptions

Progress_Suring Past Sis Months;

This project was initiated May 1^ 19f?7 o Absorption of
drugs from the colon was investigated in the anesthetized
rat A l o ml solution of drug in isotonic saline (pH 7»2)
at 37°G was perfused through the large intestine at a rate
of 2 ml par minute,, Absorption was determined by the
decz'ease ia drug concentration after a single passage through
th® coloa^ The rates of absorption of organic acids and bases
are related to their ionization constants^ Weak acids like
thiopental and phenol with pKa B s above 7 were rapidly absorbed!
stronger acids like salicylic and benzoic with pKa°s below ?
were absorbed lass rapidly j very strong sulfonic acids were
very slowly absorbed A similar pattern was observed with basic .

drugs s the weak bases aniline and p^toluidineg with pKa fl s below
l s were rapidly absorbed? stronger bases like ephedrin© and
mecaraylaminffl with pKa^s above ? were less rapidly absorbed?
strong quaternary ammonium bases were slowly absorbed^, Th@
results suggest that the mucosa of ths large intestine like
of th® small intestine has the properties of a lipoid barrier^,
preferentially allowing absorption of the lipid<=soluble unionized!
form of aa organic electrolyte,,
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Direction 'of Current Research?

Serial Mo„ JWU

&o To investigate the influence of pH on the absorption
of drugs from the colonP

b To further characterize the mucosa of Hie colon by
determining the steady~stat© distribution of drugs between
the colonic lumen and blood

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

Part B included? No
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Part A c

Project Title: Absorption of Natural Products from the
Gastrointestinal Tract

Principal Investigators Dr Lewis S Schanker

Other Investigators? Mr, Dominick J, Tocco

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years

s

Patient Days: None
Total: 1 2

Professional: 0,6
Other: ffl6

Project Description:

Progress During Past Six Months:

This project9 begun in May 195>?$ was undertaken to broaden
our understanding of how a number of water»soluble substrates^
especially the nucleic acid derivatives, cross biological
membranes Since this laboratory has designed a simple method
of evaluating absorption from the intestine^ the moveirsnt of
a number of nucleic acid derivatives across the intestinal
mucosa has been investigatedo

Solutions of various purine and pyrimidine bases, nucleosides
and nucleotides in isotonic saline (pH 7«2) were perfused through
the entire small intestine of the anesthetized rat at a rate of
lo5> ml„ per minute The extent of absorption was determined by
the difference in concentration of the solution entering the
duodenum and leaving the ileumj this was expressed as the per
cent absorptions
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The absorption of several of the nucleic acid derivatives
studied was more rapid than might be expected from passive
diffusion considering their physieo<=chemical properties

j>

especially their very low solubility in lipids „ (Previous
work from this laboratory revealed that rapid absorption of
© drug occurred only if its undissociated form was lipid<=

soluble o) For two nucleosides s adenosine and inosine j,
it

was found thrt the per cent absorption decreased when the
corasastration in the intestinal lumen was raised 9 suggesting
active transport mechanisms for these compounds It was
further noted that a substantial proportion of adenosine is
converted to inosine during the single rapid passage through
the intestinal lumen

Direction of Current Research;

a To study the absorption of adenosine and inosine in
greater detail to reveal the characteristics of their
mechanisms of absorption,,

b To study other nucleic acid derivatives in more
detail to ascertain the means by which thsy traverse the
intestinal mucosa*,

Part B included? Ho
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Part k

Project Titles Entrance of Substances into the Central
Nervous System

Principal Investigators Dr. Lewis S„ Sehanker
Dr„ Hermann Kura

Other Investigators s None

Cooperating Units s None

Man Years

s

Patient Days; None
Total; 0*A
Professionals 0«4
Other:

Project Description;

General Purpose of Research;

To study the passage of both foreign and naturally occurring
substances into the brain.

Progress During the Past Month :

This project was initiated in October 1957 o The results of
previous work from this laboratory ©n the passage of several drugs
into the brain suggest that the barrier separating the brain from
blood behavas towards foreign compounds as if it were lipoid in
character c Other work from this laboratory dealing with the

physiological disposition of barbiturates has shown that the
entry of these drugs into the brain is related to their lipid
solubilitieso Procedures for more clearly characterising the
blood=brain barrier in the dcg are now being developed^
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Direction of Current Research

s

a. To design a simple procedure for comparing the rates of

entry of a largs number of drugs into the central

nervous system of the dogo

bo To investigate the mechanisms involved in tie passage

of substances into the brain and to differentiate

passive diffusion from active transport mechanisms

o

Incidental Findings of Significances ftene

Part Bo Included? No
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Part Ac

Project Title? The Secretion of Substances into Bile

Principal Investigators Drc Lewis S Schanker

Other Investigators? Dr e Hermann Kurz

Cooperating Units s Laboratory of Kidney and iSLectrolyt©

Metabolism - NKI

Man Years? Patient Days? Hon®
Totals o6
Professional? 0,6
Othors

Project Descriptions

Progress During; Past Six Months?

This project was initiated in April 1957. Prompted hy earlier reports
in the literature that inulin appears in canine bile, the transfer of
inulin and sucrose between plasma and bil® was re-examined,, The renal
pedicles of the anesthetissd rat were ligated and the bile duet esnnu<=

lated o Beginning 1 hour after the intravenous injection of the 0^4.

labelled polysaccharide 9 three consecutive 90 minute samples of bil© were
collected . The radioactivity of these samples was compared to that of
terminal plasm sample. Plasm radioactivity was essentially stable c:

the collection of bil® The mean bilesplasma. concentration ration were
OolO and 0*21* for isaalin aad sucrose respectively* These values suggc:

significant porosity at some locus in the hepatobiliary ®y®t@m* Preli®£a°
ary results with a third , ©nailer molecule , mannitolj indicate a biles
plasma eoneentration rationof about 1.10 e

Direction of Qurrent Research;

a« Determine the inulin, sucrose and mannitol "spa©®"8 of the liver s

bo Study the biliary secretion of other substances , especially weak
organic electrolytes,,

Incidental Findings of Signifieane© % None

Part B included* No.
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Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research

s

Very little information is available concerning the enzymatic
processes involved in the metabolism of nicotine 9 a drug of c@n=
siderable pharmacological importance „ Other workers have reported
rtudies on the rates of excretion and metabolism of nicotine in

the whole animals as well as studies on its metabolism by tissue
slices o The fate of nicotine in the animal organism ras not yet
been elucidated. It would be of interests therefore s to ermine
the metabolism of nicotine at the cellular level in order to l)

localize the enzyme system responsible for its breakdowns 2)

determine the requirements of the systems and 3) identify the
metabolic preduetso

Progress During, , Past Years

A method has been deviged by which microgram quantities of
nicotine may be accurately and rapidly assayed in sarious tissu©
preparations o The enzymatic breakdown of nicotine has been found
to be catalyzed bj liver microsomes and to require TPJJH and oxygen 3

.

The reaction is inhibited by methylene blu@ B cytochrome c and
8»P«=diethylaminoethyl d?.pfaenyl propyl acetate (SKF 525<=A) „ The
inhibition induced by cytochrome e is reversed by addition of cyanide :
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The possibility that demethylation of nicotine to nornieotine
is a major metabolic pathway was eliminated^ since no formaldehyde
was detected in the incubation mixture?

Direction of Current Researehs

Studies are now in progress on the nature of the possible metabolites
formed from nicotine by incubation in the system mentioned The add,
<v-(3=»pyridyl > ="i'=mQthylaminobutyrie acid^ which would result from oxida<=

tiTO raptut© of the pyrrolidine ring of nicetine 9 is at present being
investigated o Other likely compounds will be studied also in an effort
to explsin the metabolic fate of nicotine

Incidental Findings of Significance; None

Part B included;
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Project Titles Fate of Reserpin© in the Body-

Principal Investigator; Dr„ Sidney M. Hess
Dr„ J.. Rieder

Othor Investigators? None

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years: Patient Bayss Nons
Totals 1 1*

Professionals l c l*

Others

The importance of reserpine in clinical practice g and more
important its use as a tool in the study of the central autoncmi©
nervous system9 makes it imperative that information concerning
its fate in the body be kncwn

Progress During Past Year:

Guinea pig liver homcgenat© is able to hydrolys© reserpin© in
vitro a while rabbit liver slices or homogenate is unable to dsT""

soo Since the drug is degraded in vitro hy both these animals a
careful examination was made of the means hj which these spesies
handle the drug

Using whole animal homogenatas s guinea pigs were found to
contain 81 per cent of reserpine plus methyl reserpat© one
hour after receiving the drugs 5 mg /kg Four hours after a
smllar injection the content of reserpines plus methyl reserpate
had dropped to Sk per cent of the injected dose„ Nc evidence for
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glucuronide conjugation was found to account for the

disappearance of reserpine

There was some evidence that the level of methyl

reserpate in the plasma of guinea pigs receiving

reserpine was higher than the level in the plasma of

rabbits similarly trer ted Methyl reserpate could be

detected in the plasma of guinea pigs 12 hours after

an injection of reserpine or of methyl reserpats

No evidence was found for the presence of reserpie

acid in the urine of rabbits or guinea pigs after an

injection of reserpine

Per cent dose recovered in urine 2i(. hours

Rabbit received after injection

Reserpine Methyl Reserpis Total
reserpate acid

Reserpine 2% U% 0% 13%
Methyl reserpate 16$ 13$
Iteserpic acid

Rabbits and guinea pigs received reserpine labeled in

the carboxyl group of the trimethoxybenaoic acid moiety,,

The urine collected during the first 2k hours after the

injection contained one~fourth to one^half of the total

activity injected,, The radioactive material in the urine

was largely trimethoxybensoic acids and an occasional trace

of reserpine,,

To compare the excretion of trimethoxybensoic acid after

injection in rabbits and guinea pigss the compound was

administered nnd the urine collected Q The activity in the

urine in each case accounted for 80=100 per cent of the

administered dose About half was recovered as unchanged

TMBA and the other half was recovered as conjugated TMBA-,

From this data it has been concluded that although there

is a large difference in the ability of rab.lt and guinea

pig livers to metabolize reserpine in vitro the difference

in vivo is not quite as striking
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To find the remaining £0 per cent of the activity
as yet unaccounted for in the rabbity the intestinal
contents ;jere extracted and about 13 per cent of the
total dose was recovered.

About 7 per cent of the administered radioactive dose
of reserpine is metabolized, to C"* 2 ^n 2U hours

Direction of Curresfc Research;

Studies on the metabolism of reserpine in mammals are
continuingo Efforts will be made to find the 30«4|0 par cent
of the radioactivity as yot unaccountable „ There is as yet
no clue for the changes occurring in rings A through E of
the reserpine molecule and investigations on this aspect
are being made

Part B included:
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Total: 0o4
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Other: C

Projest Description;

General Purpose of Research;

There are many Instances in the evolutionary scale in •which

nature was faced with a problem which had to be solved if develop^
ment was to continue 3 This is illustrated quite well by the
development of lungs in the amphibia when they left the aquati©
environment of their predecessors a The inability of kidneys to
exsret© lipid soluble compounds suggests that with the escape from
water 2 there also developed special systems for making fat=>soluble
substances which are ingested in food (and which are often
structural prototypes of drugs) less lipid soluble > These experi-
ments describe how this problem was solved in various phyla and
represent an approach ..to gaining, insight on the development of
ensymes respcnsible for the biochemistry of funeiioQo

Progress Purine the Past Years

a, A brief survey ©f the distribution of several of the
"microsomal*1 enzyme systems indicated that, in general,, aammalian
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speeies have the systems for hydroxylation of aromatic rings» and

cleavage of ether linkages c This distribution was similar to that

previously found for dealkylation and sideehain oxidation activity
A study of wrious reptiles indicted that they possess at least some

of the microsomal systems

bo When representative compounds of six microsomal pathways of
drug metabolism were administered to frogs p intraperitoneally a

70=90 per cent was exereted unchanged through the skin of the animal

in 18=24 hours o Analysis of the frogs at the same time gave a total
recovery of 90-105 per cent of the administered dosej, which would
indicate that there is no metabolism of these compounds in the whole
animal r> In vitro studies of the microsomes showed no ability to

oxidize foreign compounds o Similar results were obtained in fishc.

©o Preliminary studies indicated that there is no nitro=
reductase activity in either fr@gs or fish.,

Direetion of Current Researeh ;

Other enzyme systems for the metabolism of drugs and other
foreign organic compounds will be studied to see which of them ar©
special meehanisms for the disposal of foreign compounds-

Incidental Findings of Significance s None

Part B included;
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Froject Titles Studies in Evolution
il. Conjugation and Exeretion of Phenols

by the Fish and Amphibia

Principal la^sestigators Mr. Roger P„ Jfeickel

Other Investigators? Hone

Cooperating Unites H@ne

Man Years

s

Patient Dayss £®ne
Total: 0.4
Professionals „4

Others

Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research s

a, Administration of phenols (such as phenolphthalein*, 8-

hydrexyquinolins;, alpha~naphthol and para-nitrophenol) to frogs
by intraperitoneal injection by stomach tube s or merely by
placing the animal in a solution of the compound s© that it would
permeate the animals through the skin8 resulted in excretion of
60 «=» 75 per cent of the phenol In a conjugated form in 18 = 24 hours s

and virtually complete conjugation and excretion ( 90 «= 95 per cent)

in 48 hours

o

bo If the animals were maintained in a glucose free medium
for 72 ~ 96 hours before administration of the phenola their
glucuronic acid supply would be decreased* and unless they were
gi^en access to a supply ©f glucose after the phenol was administered
it would be conjugated primarily as the ethereal sulfate (sulfate/
glucuronide s 5/1) => However , if the aqueous environment in whish
the animals ware kept after administration of the phenol were mad®
ImM in glucose » the phenols were excreted primarily as the glucuronide
(glucuronlde/sulfate ~ 4/1) •
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Oo In frog tadpoles n@ conjugation of phenols as either
glueuronide or sulfate eould be found after intraperitoneal
administration or after placing the animals in a solution of
the phenol for 18 - 24 hours r.

do Fish were killed by very small amounts of phesole
(as little as 10 ugraSo of p~nitrephenol) administered by intra<=

peritoneal injection o They were als@ much more sensitive to

phenols present in the environment thaa were frogs <> In no instances
could any indication of glucuronides or ethereal sulfates be founds
nor could the recovery of administered phenols (normally 85 = 94
per eent( be increased by hydrolytic treatments which would liberat®
conjugated phenols e

Direction of Current Research *

a. Attests will be made to determine what part of the

glueuronide and sulfate conjugating mechanisms are missing in
V>e fish and tadpole^ that is whether the glucuronyl transfer
enzyme is present and whether UDPG is a common constituents

b A wider variety of animals will be studied to give
assurance of the fact that both of these results are characteristic
of both salt and fresh water fish*, and of the various species of
frogs

o

C-. Attempts will be made to associate appearance of eon=
jugative mechanisms with some other ©vent that would explain
their development and the possibility that bilirubin is formed
in frogSn but not in fish and that a conjugation mechanism was
necessary to excrete this compound will be examined *

Incidental Findings of Significance;

It is p©ssible to deplete the frog of the ability to form

glucuronides by depleting the glucose supply . However, it is

not possible to deplete the animal of the sulfate conjugating
ability

o

Part B included? to
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Foreign Compounds by the Toad
(Bufo marinus)
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Cooperating Units? Kone

Man Years

s
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Project Descriptions

gineral_PurSose_of_Re£ear^.

The t©ad s though an amphibians is a land dweller and there:

lacks the damps semipermeable skin of the frog and salamander

o

Since it cannot excrete appreciable quantities of lipid=seluhle
compounds through the kidney

fi
it must dispose of non-polar foreign

compounds by converting them into less lipid~soluble forms which
can than be excreted through the kidney o Previous studies indicate
that ordinary amohibia lack the microsomal oxidative systems common
to mammals Thus<> the problem of oxidation of drugs must ha^e been
sol ted independently in this amphibian off=shcoto The Important
question that arises is whether a function which is solved mors
than once in evolution is solved differently each time*

^c^e^s_Duj^n£_th8jPast_JS§ES

a. The tead metabolized a number of drugs after parenteral
administration to the extent of about 70 per cent of the administered
dose in 18 = 24 hours? These drugs were those which are oxidiged by
various pathways in mammalian microsomes*
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bo However, in vitro studies with the same series of compounds

did not produce similar results , Only aminopyrines, antipyrlne and

ehlorpromazin© are metabolised by toad liver horaogenate<, Kone of

the metabolites resorted in mammals could be found as a result ©f

the metabolism by the toado Toad microsomes plus TPKH did not

oxidize drugSp nor did the toad have any TPKH oxidase requirement

similar to that of mammals

»

<go Oxygen is required for the toad system^ and studies with
various substituted pyrazolones indicate that the pyrazolone ring

is fcrokeno SKF 525-A has no effect on the enzymes 9 either in jfivo

°-f in vitro.o while cyanide acts as an inhibitor in the metabolism
by hosogenate or slices

o

d.-, An indication that the mechanisms of the toad are different

than those in mammals comes from the fast that the enzyme activity

is located in the L44 P000 x g supernatant liquid fraction rather

than in the microsomes o

Direction of Current Research;

a. An intensive study of the mechanism of drug oxidation in

the toad will be madeo Special emphasis will be placed upon the

isolation and identification of metabolites*, as a prelude to ass

elucidation of the mechanisms involwdo

b» Studies will ha made to determine why some compounds

disappear in vlv© butlTot in vitro o

iSSMaoMl^iMinis^M^igairicaiiges Hone

Part B included; H@
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Project Descriptions

general Purpose of Researehs

In connection with the concept of bi© chemical evolution^, it is

of interest to determine where those ensyme grstems responsible for

the metabolism of" drugs in vivo first appeared „ These enzyme

^sterns accomplish a variety of basic reactions such as dealkylationj:

deamination B hydroxylstions ether cleavage and sulfoxide formation..

Sine© it is Immm that the higher terrestrial animals can metfebolii

drugs and other foreign compounds by mobilising one or more of these .

ensymati© defense me@hanismS{> it was natural that animals lower in

the evolutionary scale should be studied from the same standpoint*

Eventually such a study would lead to the compilation of data relating

to significant biochemical differentiation of species-

Progress Daring_Past Six Months

s

a° Insects

In experiments with house crickets (Aeheta domestics L-. ) th®

compounds were injected into the thorax „ After 1=3 hours the inse®ts

ye?© homogenised and the drug remaining was estimated speetrophote --

metrically

o
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The cricket rapidly metabolized anilines K~methyl aniline,?

aeetanilide and amphetamine*. Chlorpromazine pyramidon and p~

methoxyseetanilide were metabolized to a lesser extent-.

bo Crawfish

Freshwater erayfish wer® injected with drugs , dorsally between
the carapace and first segment of the abdomen.. After 24 hoursp

surprisingly p the crayfish was found to hs m metabolised the drugs

»

though much less readily than crickets Thus 3S per cent of the

administered thiopental was metabolized s while chlorpromazingp
amphetamine and pyramids^ were metaboli^d to the extent of only
about 20 per cent*

Kone of the drugs was exeretedp indicating that the -Ills of
the erayfishp unlike those of fish, did not have a lipoids! barrier,.

This would explain why it was necessary for crayfish and presumably
other Crustacea to have developed mechanisms for the metabolism of
lipid soluble foreign compounds.-.

BJI^itMg^lLgjff^ant Research

;

a. Although the metabolism of foreign compounds by insects
has been the subject of numerous studies in relation to the

metabolism of insecticides p little is known of the details and

mechanises of these metabolic changes <> This proposed to elaborate
on the pathways of metabolism in insects a

feo It is proposed to examine metabolic changes in crayfish
at the cellular levels

e D Th© range of studies is being extended to other species

of arthropods including a marine species and a terrestrial species
with an aquatic larval st^ge*

IJL ©SMlJ^MiMS^pf^SignjScanGgs

When crayfish were immersed in solutions of drugs they did not

exhibit any of the e xpected pharmacological symptoms c Their behavior

was normalp even whan the concentration of drug (thiopental) was
stepped up to 1 gram per liter = This contrasted quite markedly
with the "behavior of goldfish similarly immersed o The goldfish died
within 1/2 hoarp whereas the crayfish were unaffected even after 24
hours o Analyses of the solutions at the end of the experiments re=
vealed that none of the drug had been metabolized o This again
suggests that the crayfish possesses very special gills and absorption

apparatus

o

Part B included : H©
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Project Titles A Study of Prolonged States of Exaggerated
Drug-I rdueed Cardiac Arrhythmias in Dogs and
Their Relation to Fatty Changes in the J'iyocardiusa

Principal Investigator; Dr.. Harriet M. Ksling

Other Investigators: I
virso Martha A„ Williams
Dr« Benjamin Uighman

Cooperating Units; National Institute of Arteritis and
Metabolic Diseases

Kan Years; Patient Days: Hone
Total: lo2
Professional: o6
Other: 0o6

Project Description:

General Purpose of .Research

:

This pr©je@t is a study of the physiological and biochemical
mechanisms underlying prolonged states of exaggerated cardiac arrhythmias
in dogSo An understanding of these mechanisms may provide a rational
basis for the selection of potential new antiarrhythmic drugs

o

Progress_During
iiii
the .Past, Year s

Two methods have been established for producing in conscious dogs
an abnormal state lasting days during which small test doses of either
eninaphrine or norerinephrine induce ventricular tachycardia: (l) la
dogs with myocardial infarcts resulting from two=stage coronary occlu=
sion a cardiac arrhythmias ir.du©ed by test doses of catechol amines ar©
exaggerated for approximately 12 days. (2) A similar state of exag-
gerated drug~indueed cardiac arrhythmias lasting 2 to 5 days occurs
in dogs following an intravenous infusion of a large dose of norepineph=
rine (0„51 to 0o96 mgnu per kgm.) During this time^ test doses of
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either epinephrine (1,0 and 10,3 microgm, per kgmo) or norepinephrine

(0,95 and 9°5 mlcrogm, per kgm») indues ventricular- tachycardia , These
exaggerated ectopic resnonses occurred after norepinephrine infusions

of 2»1 microgm, per kgm.. per rain, for 4 hours as well as after infusion
of 6,2 to 13L5 microgm, per kgm<, per min. for 80 min» s or after a

total dose of S5 ragm, per kgmo divided into 5 or 6 injections 20
minutes apart. Similar exaggerated responses to 9,5 microgm per kgmo

norepinephrine occurred in 3 of 6 dogs after infusion of 0,55 mgm, per
kgm n epinephrine and in the 2 survivors of 9 dogs Infused with 0,92
mgm, ner kgm, epinephrine.

Fatty changes are prominent in the hearts of dogs sacrificed the

day after infusions of large doses of either epinephrine or norepineph-
rine* The severity of these fatty changes seems to be roughly corre-
lated with the severity of the exaggerated arrhythmias , it therefor©
seems plausible that an altered metabolism of myocardial fibers in-

volving fat underlies these abnormal states of exaggerated arrhythmias c.

This hypothesis gains support from the fact that myocardial infarcts

in dogs are surrounded by a region of marked fatty changes for a

number of days after coronary occlusion

,

Serum cholesterol levels were elevated B B 14. a and 44 per cent in

3 dogs the day after infusion of 0,51 mgm, per kgm, norepinephrine.
In 2 dogs s trie serum cholesterol rose from 90 and 123 mgm, per sent
to 151 and 327 mgm, per sent the day after administration of 0,85
mgm, per kgm, norepinephrine in divided doses. Preliminary studies

indicate that the elevation in serum cholesterol may persist for
several days. This suggests that catechol amines may play a role in

the genesis of atherosclerosis,

Infusions of catechol amines also cause a transient hyperglycs
In 9 dogss the blosd glucose rose from a mean value of 117 per cent
to 142 mgm, per sent at the end of an infusion of 0,51 mgm, per kgm,

norepinephrine. The hyperglycemia is much more striking with equimolar
infusions of epinephrine. In 6 dogs» the blood glucose rose from a

mean of 119 mgm, per cent t© 275 mgm, per cent at the end of an infusion
of 0,55 mgra, par kgm, epinephrine. The hyperglycemia produced by
epinephrine and norepinephrine 'nfusions is markedly potentiated by
nretreatment with cortisone. One dog weighing 13 kgm, a pretreated with
100 mgm, cortisone subeutaneously daily for 6 days s showed a rise in

blood glucose from 110 mgm, per sent before infusion to 400 mgm, per
eent at the end of an infusion of 0,9 mgm, per kgm, norepinephrine,
Three normal untreated dogs given similar infusions of norepinephrine
had blood glucose levels of 136 s 144 » and 148 per cant at the end ©f
infusion.
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Sine© carbohydrate and lipid metabolism are closely interrelated p

these hyperglycemic effects accompanying infusions of catechol amines

support th® assumption that metabolic effects are at least partially

responsible for the fatty changes observed in several organs « Addi-

tional evidence for the Importance of metabolic effects of catechol

amines is a trend toward an elevated serum alkaline phosphatase th®

day after these infusions However s generalized vasoconstriction

and myocardial hypoxia resulting from excessive stimulation of the

heart during norepinephrine infusions may be responsible for th©

fatty changes rather than specific metabolic actions of catechol

amines a

In 2 dogs it has been shown that the adrenergic blocking agent?

dibenzyline » in a dose of 2 mgmo per kgm given 1 hour before an

infusion of „S5 mgm „ per kgmo norepinephrine (1 dog) or an equimolajp

infusion of epinephrine (0o92 mgmo per kgmo) prevents both the fatty

changes in the myocardium and the exaggerated arrhythmias (1 dog\.

Dibenzyline does not prevent the hyperglycemic effects of catechol
amines o The prevention of the exaggerated arrhythmias by dibenzyline

is not a direct antiarrhythmic action of dibenzyline since this drug

in doses up to 8 mgm n per kgmo giran the day after an infusion of

0o51 mgmo per kgm<, norepinephrine does not block the exaggerated

arrhythmias induced by test doses of norepinepLxi ne» Dibenzyline
does block the pressor effects accompanying these infusions and prob-

ably an appreciable amount of the direct myocardial stimulation

,

One interpretation of these experiments with dibenzyline is that

relative hypoxia of the heart during infusions of catechol amines is

prevented bj the adrenergic blockade^ thus removing theeause of th®

fatty changes o An alternative interpretation is that dibenzyline may

block specific effects of catechol amines upon lipid metabolisms even

though the hyperglycemic effects are not bl@ckedo

Direction of Current Research

s

fcbcperiments are in progress to determine whether fatty changes in

the myocardium and exaggerated cardiac arrhythmias are causally
related c It is now being determined whether the duration of fatty
changes in th© myocardium foll@wing catechol amine infusions in normal
dogs and follcwing coronary artery occlusion corresponds to the duration

of exaggerated arrhythmias*

Research into other possible methods of producing fatty changes in

the myocardium may answer the questions of whether exaggerated arrhythmias

invariably occur when fatty changes are present and whether fatty changes

are invariably present when arrhythmias are exaggerated « It is planned

to study the effects of: {V exposure to high altitudes, (2) infusion®

of other myocardial stimulants sush as serotonin and isoproterenol

o

The infusions with the vasodepressor cardiac stimulant isoproterenol
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should clarify the roles of myocardial stimulation and increased peripheral

resistance^, (3^ infusions of methoxamine resulting in a sustained rise

in blood pressure without myocardial stimulation^ and (l,) administration

of chlorinated hydrocarbons

o

The causes of the fatty changes are still unkn@wn The experiments

with exposure to high altitudes and with infusions of other agents

should help to clarify the role of hypoxia in these abnormal states-:

A study will be made of the fat and carbohydrate of the heart both

in normal dogs and in dogs during abnormal states of exaggerated arrhythmias

Changes in total fat and in the lipid portion of the heart will be follewed.
The fatty changes which have been demonstrated histol@gieally suggest an

increase in neutral fata

The effects of lipotropic agents such as BAL S methionines, cysteine.

ard glucose will be studied with respect to their ability to prevent
fatty changes in the heart and abnormal states of exaggerated arrhythmias
Tne influence of -^rious diets will be determined^ including high fat

diets^ high cholesterol diets 2 high carbohydrate dietsj, and high protein
diets o Histological changes in arteries and various organs including the
liver » kidney9 and brain will hs follewed, in addition to changes in the
heart

o

The role of norepinephrine in lipid metabolism will be studied < Blood
rol levels will be follewed „ Blood phospholipids will be deter<=

The effects of pretreatment with cortisone before norepinephrine
infusions will fcg follewed

„

None

Part B in
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Project Descriptions

General Purpose of Research ;

This project was undertaken to determine the -ability of

dogs with myocardial infarcts to survive exposure to high

altitudese

Progress During the Past Years

Dogs were placed in a high altitude chamber and the
chamber evacuated to the equivalent of 3U8000 feet„ The
exposure to 3li©000 feet was continued for 3 hours « El®etro=>

cardiograms were recorded at frequent intervals during th@
exposure,, The dogs were observed during the exposure
through a window in the chamber

Dogs with myocardial infarcts 3 or more days after
coronary occlusion (ligation of the anterior descending
coronary artery) survived exposure to 3lis000 feet,, as
well as control dogs D The mortality results are summarised
in Table I„
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Table I e Mortality of Dogs Ssposed to 3^000 feat for Three Hours

Number of Dogs
THSd Survived Total'

Normal 1 9

Sham^operatedj 2 days
after surgery 3 3

With myocardial infarct^ 2 days
after coronary ligation $ 1

Wit&i myocardial infarct^ 3 days
after coronary ligation h

With myocardial infarct, 5 to Uj.

days after ligation U

Autopsies were performed on all dogs which died. during
exposure*, At least one dog with a myocardial infarct died
from ventricular fibrillation^ as indicated by electron
eardiographic tracings Shass^operated dogs which died
during exposure apparently died from respiratory failure*,

Survivors were sacrificed the day after exposure and
autopsiedo The histological studies have not been
finished

o

Direction of Current Research;

The analysis of the electrocardiographic tracings and
the histological studies will be completedo

Incidental Findings of Significance « None

Part B included

$
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Part A c

Project Titles Studies on the Pharmacology of Inhibitors of
Monoamine Oxidase

Principal Investigators Dr Harriet M» Haling

Other Investigator: Mr c Willim M« Butler s Jr

Cooperating Units: In collaboration with Dr Benjamin
Highman of the N.-itional Institute
of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

Man Years: Patient Dsyss None
Total: o 2

Professional: ol
Other: 0„1

Project Description:

General Purpo se of Research:

Monoamine oxidase has been shown to play an important role
in the metabolism of both nororinenhrine and serotonin This
project is an investigation of the pharmacology of Marsilid and
other monoamine oxidase inhibitors which may have important
therapeutic value in treatment of hypertension and mental illnesso

Progress During Past Month:

In h dogs,, daily subcutaneous injections of 25 mg/kg Marsilid
base for 6 to 8 days caused a gradual fall in mean arterial pre
reflecting primarily a fall in diastolic pressure,, Postural hypo=
tension was observed during tilting as early as the fourth day
The pressor response to th® ganglionic stimulant tetramethyl**
ammoniuia bromide (TMA) was abolished,, Walking became difficult,,
The dogs were unsteady when standings The hind legs showed a

tendency to sink towards the floor The urine became dark broxTO-?

The dogs lost their appetite and lost weighto
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The general depression just described may be the result
of the profound anemia produced by Marsilid in doga The
hematocrit fell as low as 9 in 1 dog after 6 daily doses of
25 mg/kg Marsilid base s The serum became colored and icteric
indices of 6 and 9 units were observed in 2 dogs after k daily
doses of 25 mg/kg Marsilid base

S-jrum cholesterol levels tend to rise in dogs given daily
subcutaneous injections of Marsilid 9 In 2 dogs the serum
cholesterol rose from 9l* and llj.3 before treatment to 195 and

±8k rago par cent after 6 daily doses of Karsilido

Dogs were sacrificed after 6 to 8 daily doses of Marsilid
and autopsied The bile was dark brown,, The viscera seemed
pale,, probably because of the anemia 9 Histological studies ••-

are in progress,,

Direction of_Current Research:

Prolonged experiments on the effects of daily administration
of Marsilid in dogs will be continued «, Observations will also
be made on cats s rabbits, rats,, and mice. The experiments will
be extended to other monoamine oxidase inhibitors A possible
influence of monoamine oxidase inhibitors upon lipid metabolism
will be followed because of effects of norepinephrine as described
in another report

Incidental Findings of Significances None

Part B included?
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Fart A .

Project Title: Factors Involved in the Production of Ammonia by the

Kidney, and the Relation of Production to Ammonia
Excretion in the Dog.

Principal Investigator: Jack Orioff

Other Investigator: Floyd Rector

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 3

Professional: 2

Other: 1

Project Description:

Factors that alter ammonia production both acutely and chronically

are being studied. It has been shown that ammonia excretion varies acutely

with changes in urine pH. By compering ammonia production, estimated from

the renal A~V difference in dogs with indwelling catheters in the renal vein,

and ammonia excretion as urine pH is acutely altered by infusions ©f acidi£y~

ing and alkalinising salts, ife will be possible to assess the relative import^

ance of acute changes in ammonia production versus changes in the distribute

of ammonia between cells, blood and urine in the regulation of ammonia excre=

ticn. Further, these studies should permit an evaluation of the extent, to which

ammonia production and asssonia utilization by cellular metabolic processes are

regulated by the intracellular concentration of ammonia.

Chronically acidotic dogs excrete more ammonia than do normal dogs.

It has been shown by others that most of this urinary ammonia during acidosis

is derived from the hydrolysis of glutamine. Is acidotic rats and guinea

pigs this adaptive increase in ammonia excretion can be partially accounted

for by an increased glutaxaiaase I activity in renal slices and homogenates.

As previously reported no such enzymatic change is noted in homogneates of

dog kidney. Therefore the ability of intact kidney slices to hydrolyse

glutamine, as well as the other enzyme systems that are known to catalyse

the hydrolysis of glutamine (pyruvate »activated glutaminase II and glutamine

synthetase) will be examined for adaptive changes during acidosis and alka-

losis.
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Progress Daring the Past six months:

A. The technique for renal vein catheterisation and a reliable method

for measuring blood ansaonia have been perfected.

B. Measurements have shown that as urine pH is acutely shifted from

the acid to the alkaline range ammonia excretion decreases logarithmically

,

renal A=>V ammonia increases 2°3 fold and net production of ammonia decreases

slightly. A redistribution of ammonia from urine to blood, rather than the

fall in production, appears to be the major reason for the fall in ammonia

excretion; An elevation of the intracellular concentration of ansaonia might

be the cause for the fall in net ammonia production, but since in all of

the studies renal blood flow fell progressively * a deterioration in renal

function cannot be excluded as the cause of the diminished production. At=>

tempts are now being made to sustain a constant renal blood flow by main~

taining blood pressure and blood volume constant with whole blood transfusions,

C. Methods for assaying the hydrolysis of glutamine by intact kidney

slices and by pyruvate°acfeivated glutaminase II in homogenates have been

established. Glutsmine synthetase, which is easily measured in rat kidney,

cannot be detected in dog kidney by any of three different methods.

Direction of Current Research:

Mechanisms for the regulation of aasEonia production other than

adaptive changes in the glutamine hydrolyzing easyme systems are bein ex°

plored. Possibilities being considered are intracellular inhibitors or

activators, and substrate accumulation by an active transport process.

Part B Included:
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Part A;

Project Title: The Effect of Potassium on Urinary Dilution

Principal Investigator: Jack Orloff

Other Investigators: Henry N, Wagner, Jr.
Douglas G. Davidson

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 4
Professional: 3

Other: 1

Project Description:

The initial step in the elaboration of a hypotonic urine is the

reabsorption of sodium and attendant anion from isosmotic precursor urine in

an area of limited permeability t© water. Part and possibly all Na+ r.a.gbsorp»

tion is effected by exchange for H
+

and K+ ions. Secretion of H+ ions in

exchange for Na+ with a secondary mechanism for anion removal will decrease

the concentration of osaotically active substances in urine, forming solute=

free H2O (ch q) • 0n £fcie otRer lianti secretion of K"
5" in exchange for Na+ will

not alter urine osmolality. Furthermore, the inhibitory effect of K+ on H*

secretion and consequent decrease in Na+ reabsorption , were this to occur at

the at the diluting site, should interfere with the production of CH q. This

hypothesis was tested in female dogs undergoing maximal water diuresis.

Water diuresis was induced in all dogs. 1000 micromoles/min. of
NaCl was infused during 2=3 control periods, followed by the gradual substi°

tution of equiosmolar amounts of KC1. In all studies C„ diminished in as~

sociation with a rise in plasma potassium and an increase" in potassium ex-

cretion. In cantrast the enhancement of potassium excretion following diamsx

was associated with a fall in Cg g only if initial water diuresis was induced

by the administration of hypotonic Ka HCO^. -Although it was not possible to

exclude a stimulatory effect of the elevated plasma potassium on ADH secre=

tion, the results are consistent with a direct renal effect of potassium as

outlined above. The enhanced secretion of potassium and the interference with
hydrogen ion secretion may limit the extent of urinary dilution.

An attempt to rule out an effect of the rise in plasma potassium on
ADH secretion will be made by introducing KCl directly into one renal artery
of a dog and comparing the change in Cg g on the experimental side with the

contralateral kidney serving as a control. It has not loeen possible to pre=-

pare dogs with permanent diabetes insipidus to further test the hypothesis.
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Part B: Publication

An abstract was submitted to May 1957 meeting of the Society
for Clinical Investigation.
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Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A;

Project Title: Effect of Strophanthidin on Renal Function in the

Chicken

Patient Days: Hone

Principal Investigator: Jack Orloff

Other Investigator: Maurice Burg

Man Years:
Total: 3

Professional: 2

Other : 1

Project Description:

These experiments were designed to investigate the effect of

strophanthidine on electrolyte excretion. The unique circulation of the

kidney in the chicken has been discussed in previous reports. If the

cardiac glycoside has a specific effect on the renal tubule, it should be

theoretically possible to demonstrate a unilateral change in electrolyte

excretion when the substance is injected into one leg of the chicken.

1. Effects o £ strophanthidine ;

a. Strophanthidine in doses of 500 micrograms per minute dissolved

in 57o propylene glycol or &% ethanol was infused in one leg vein of chickens

during the course of mannitol or water diuresis. There was an immediate

unilateral increase of urine flow, sodium excretion, and urine pH. Potassium
excretion fell when it had been high initially due to potassium sulfate ad°

ministration. Potassium excretion was constant or rose slightly when it was

initially low. The rise in potassium excretion under these circumstances was

less than at comparable levels of sodium excretion following sodium sulfate

administration. These results are interpreted as being due to as inhibition

of renal electrolyte transport mechanisms by strophanthidine.

b. Effect of H strophanthidine.

H~strophanthidiae is a biologically inactive derivative of

strophanthidine, obtained by saturation of the lactone ring. It had no effect

on renal electrolyte excretion in identical dosage and in the same organic

solvent. Tbis establishes the specificity of the observed effect.
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Direction of Current Research:

Investigation of the effect of strophanthidin on the excretion

of radioactive potassium in an attempt to further elucidate the mechanism

of potassium excretion.

Fart B Included: Yes
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FartJB : Pub 1icatiem

Paper presented before October meeting of Washington Chapter of

American Federation for Clinical Research.
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Part A.

Project Title: The Renal Action of Parathyroid Extract in the Chicken

Principal Investigator: Norman G. Levinsky

Other Investigators: Douglas G. Davidson
Robert W. Berliner

Man Years; Patient Dwys: None

Total: 4
Professional: 3

Other: 1

Project Description:

The renal action of parathyroid extract has been studied in the chicken,

in which a renal portal system facilitates separation of renal tubular from
systemic and glomerular effects. It was found that net secretion of phos=>

phate occurs in the chicken kidney both at endogenous plasma phosphate levels

and during the infusion of phosphate. The rate of secretion seems to be

independent of the plasma phosphate concentration. Infusion of parathyroid
extract into one renal portal system results in a unilateral increase in

phosphate excretion. In soma experiments unilateral net secretion of phos-
phate occurred. No consistent changes in glomerular filtration rate or
plasma phosphate concentration were noted. These results indicate that
parathyroid extract has a direct action on the renal tubule in the chicken.

This project has been completed.

Part B Included: yes
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PHS»M2H
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part B: Publication:

Levinsky, N. G. and D. G. Davidson. Renal Action of Parathyroid
Extract in the Chicken. Amer. J. Physiol. 191:530 9 1957.
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Part_A.

Project Title: Maintenance of Potassium Excretion Despite Reduction of

Glomerular Filtration During Sodium Diuresis

Principal Investigator: Douglas G. Davidson

Other Investigators: Normasi G. Levinsky
Robert W. Berliner

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 4
Professional: 3

Other: 1

Project Description:

The excretion of potassium was studied in the dog during reduction of

the glomerular filtration rate by means of an inflatable cuff placed axonmd

one renal artery. Xn experiments in which a© attempt was made to maintain
high rates of sodium excretion, potassium excretion fell with the decrease
in glomerular filtration rate. Hhen high rates of sodium excretion were
maintained by the administratioa of mercurials sodium sulfate, or Diamoxj,

the rate of potassium excretion was maintained in spite ©f reductions of the
glomerular filtration rate by up to 40 percent. This was true both at high
and low rates of potassium excretion. The results support the interpretation
that reabsorption of filtered potassium is essentially cosaplete and that the

urinary potassium is derived from secreted potassium. The dependence of
potassium excretion on sodium excretion provides evidence that the secretion
of potassium occurs by an exchange of potassium for sodium in the distal
tubule.

Part B Included: Yes
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C&leadar Year 1957

Parfe B : Publication

Davidson, D. G. s Levinsky 9 N.G. and Berliner., R.W„ Maintenance of
Potassium Excretion Despite Reduction of Glomerular Filtration During
Sodium Diuresis. J. Clin. Investigation (la Press)
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title:

Studies on Diuretics

T. J. Kennedy, Jr.

Patient Days: 901

Principal investigator:

Other Investigators:

Cooperating Units:

Man Years
Total : 4
Professional: 1

Other : 3

Project Description:

Fourteen patients have been admitted for study of the diuretic potency

of chlorothiazide in congestive heart failure within the last year. In ad-

dition £he response to this drug of one patient with the nephrotic syndrome

was observed. The general plan of study was to allow the patients fc© stabilise

on a roughly constant diet of low sodium content, ana on a more or less constant

level of daily activity. When weight had become normal, sodium chloride and

diuretic were introduced simultaneously into the regimen, in an effort to

evaluate the capacity of fche subjects to handle the increased sodium chloride

load. During the course of the studies, the volume as well as the electrolyte

composition of the 24 hour urine was measured. In some of the patients the

idealised protocol could not be followed, due to the critical condition of

the patients.

At present time, several conclusions seem warranted. 1) Many patients

with so-called severe congestive heart failure will,, on long term hospitali-

sation and restriction ©f activity not only reach a satisfactory state of .

compensation on a diet restricted in sodium, but will also evince a capacity

to excrete salt loads of significant orders of magnitude. One of the patients

could maintain sodium chloride balance and remained free of edema even when

challenged with 15 gm/day of sodium chloride. These patients were not in=

eluded in the study. 2) A second group of patients could be selected who

were characterized by some inability to excrete salt loads, retaining signi-

ficant amounts of the loads, but always excreting 20=80% of the intake. In

these patients, chlorothiazide in doses of from 1=4 gram/day was capable of

inducing a sero sodium balance, and in the case of edematous subjects, a
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negative balance until the edema had disappeared. This group comprised about

1/2 of She cases studied. Wo severe disturbances in potassium balance was

observed in the group.

3) A third group of patients showed a remarkable inability t© excrete salt.

These patients excreted less than 1 mEq./day of sodium sad gained weight slowly

on a daily sodium intake of 10 mEq, and where given larger salt loads again

demonstrated virtually coa^lete retention and a rate of weight (edema) increase

predictable on the basis of the electrolyte balance. This group constituted

roughly 50% of the cases studied. In this group, chlorothiaside exhibition did

not modify except transiently and insignificantly the positive sodium balance at

levels of dietary sodium intake of either 10 or 60 mEq./day. However, exhibition

of the drug led to an increase in the rate of excretion of potassium in all of

these patients and in several, negative potassium balance persisted inspite of
supplementation of dietary intake by up to 100 taEq. KCl/day. The potassium loss

led to moderate t© severe hypokalemic alkalosis. The interpretation placed on
these findings 16 that chlorothiaside inhibited proximal tubular potassium
transport, increased the load of counter ion (Ha) to the Na°K exchange site

where an overly active exchange mechanism resulted in virtually complete re-

absorption of 33a with equivalent extrusion of K.

Part B included: No.
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A .

Project Title: Analysis, Distribution and Exchangeability of Chloride

in Tissues

Principal Investigator: Ernest Cotlove, M.D.

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 2

Professional : 1

Other: 1

Project Description:

The determination of accurate values for chloride in tissues is an

essential preliminary to a study of chloride distribution and exchangeability.

Chemical analysis of chloride in tissues is complicated by the presence of

interfering substances, and by potential formation of volatile chloride pro-

ducts. Different methods of preparation and analysis of tissue have yielded

markedly different values. In the present study chloride has been measured

chemically by the automatic electroraetric titration procedure described in

an accompanying report and by radioassy using added Cl-35. Results to date

have shown that some preparative procedures give erroneously high values due

to silver-combining groups other than chloride, and one comaanly used pro-

cedure gives erroneously low values due to loss of chloride. Several .proce-

dures examined give accurate values as confirmed by radioassy controls.

Direction of Current Research:

Additional measurements will be made in other tissues. The exchange-
ability of chloride In tissues will be examined by the use of radioactive
Cl-36. A comparison will be made of the distribution of radioactive C-14
inulin and sucrose with that of nonradioactive chloride.

Part B Included: JJo.
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Individual Progress Report:

Calender Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: The Effect of Pltressin and Solute Diuresis on Solute<

Free Water Excretion

Principal Investigator: Jack brloff

Other Investigators: Henry N. Wagner, Jr.
Douglas G. Davidson

Han Years: Patient Days: None

Professional: 3

Other: 1

Project Description:

This has been discussed in the previous report. In essence a quantitative

evaluation of the simultaneous effect of graded doses of vasopressin and variations

in solute excretion on the clearance of solute^free water was attempted. The

independent effect of alterations in glomerular filtration rate was minimised
insofar as possible.

la addition to the results noted in the previous report, i.e. that vasopressin
and solute diuresis exert antagonistic effects on the excretion of free water, it

has been noted that persistent urine hypotonicity is produced when massive solute

diuresis is effected during the administration of presumably maximal doses of
vasopressin. It has not been possible to promote the elaboration of a hypertonic
urine despite addition of as much as 150 mUnits/Kg/min of vasopressin. Whether
this is due to a change in the responsiveness of the tubule membrane to vasopressin
or represents merely the effect of massive solute excretion on free-water clearance

has not been determined.

In association with Dr. Norman Levinsky the effect of massive solute diuresis
on the response to vasopressin is being reinvestigated. It is hoped to determine
whether membrane permeability ©n the concentrating mechanism is altered in the

course of these studies or whether the back=diffuslon of free°water is so limited
by the osicotic diuretic as to effect the excretion of a hypotonic urine despite a

maximal effect of vasopressin on the permeability of the tubule membrane to water.

Incidental Findings of jSigalj
T
ic_ance:

The administration of large water loads to prehydrated dogs has resulted in

the elaboration of a hypotonic urine despite administration of 50 mU/Kg/hr. of

vasopressin in 3 out of 6 studies. This "unresponsiveness" to vasopressin is
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beiag iavestigated is collaboration with Drs. Maurice Burg sad Storsaaia Leviasky.

It is presumed that the marked fall ia plasma osmolality aoted ia the siiecessfel

studies say either alter sjasabrase permeability or electrolyse reabsorptloa in

the diluting ares.

Part 3: Publications

0rlo£f 3 Jack, H„BI.Wagn@r e Jr., and B.G.Davidson. The Effect of Vasopressin
and Solute Esjereti&n ©a tine Excretion,- of S©l«te°Free Water. J. of Clinical

Investigation (In Press) 1958
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Pare A.

Project Title: The Mechanism for Concentration of the Urine

Principal Investigator: Robert W. Berliner

Other Investigators: Norman 6. Levins&y
Douglas 6. Davidson
Murray Eden

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Technical Development.

Man Years: Patient Days: Stone

.: 5

Professional: 4
1

Project Description:

A hypothesis which describes the mechanism by which She kidney concentrates

the urine has been formulated and experiments have been directed towards obtair

new data to bear on the validity of various parts of the theory. According t© the

new formulation, the active transport of sodium (chloride) by the wafeer°iffiperir.f

loop of Heale creates an hypertonic interstitial fluid in the medulla of the ki

The glomerular filtrate is isosmotieally reduced in volume in the proximal tubule

and, when antidiuretic hormone is present, further reduced t© a small volume ©f

isosmotic fluid in the distal tubule. The small volume of fluid then eaters the

water^permeable collecting ducts, which are intermixed with the loops of Henle in

the medulla. Water is then moved along the concentration gradient from the is©»

tonic tubular fluid to the hypertonic interstitial fluid, resulting in a concer-

ted urine. The collecting ducts are also permeable to urea, which diffuses i

the tubular fluid to the extracellular fluid of the medulla. There urea, like the

sodium transported by the loop of Henle, is trapped in high concentration by vir=

fcue of a countercurrent flow of blood to the medulla.

The presence of high concentrations of sodium in the medulla of the dog
has been confirmed by direct analysis of medullary tissue under various conditions

of urine concentration. During marked acute reduction of the glomerular filtra°

fcion rate, it was noted that the concentration of maximally concentrated urine
tended to fall. Experiments have been done which show a relation between the

decrease in urine concentration and low concentrations of urea (and sometimes
sodium) in the medulla.
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Direction of Current Research:

Further experiments along the abo^e lines are planned. In addition.
attesapts will be made t© measure the sodium concentration of medullary int

stitial fluid obtained directly by micropuncture techniques.

Part B Included: E
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Part A.

Project Title; Acidification of the Urine

Principal Investigator: X. J. Kennedy, Jr.

Other Investigators: R. W. Berliner
Nonaan Levinsky
Murray Eden

Cooperating Unit:

Han Years: Patient Days:

Professional: 4
Other : 2

Project Description:

The purpose is to gain further insight into the detailed mechanism for

urinary acidification. The specific facet under investigation at the present
assent has to do with the problem of why the COg tension ©£ urine and plasma
may be disparate.

A kinetic formulation of reattainment of equilibrium after the addition ©f
acid to buffered and unbuffered solutions of bicarbonate has been completed. The
[equations derived have been shown to closely describe the actually observed es°
sperirasntai results. By use of equations and the high speed computing techniques
(available through the National Bureau of Standards) as well as by actual experi°
mental observations, it has beea possible to evaluate quantitatively the influence
on reaction kinetics of various parameters such as buffer concentrations buffer pKa.

buffer catalytic coefficient, etc.

An attempt has been made to reinterpret some of the in vivo experimental ©b<=

lervations in the light of this kinetic knowledge, on the assumption that COj di

fusion equilibrium is maintained throughout the course of the nephron, and that
subsequently, CO2 tension disparaties appear when the reaction delayed in reaching
equilibrium by buffer, goes to completioss in a C09 impermeable area.

More recently, in the light of work by others in this laboratory ©n the role
of the renal medullary circulation as a trapping device for maintaining high coa=
gjeatrations of sodium ssxid urea in the inner sene of the medulla, the possibility
of C09 trapping was entertained. Experiments are in progress to determine whet!

or not such does in fact occur, and if so
?
what influence it exerts on the GO5

tension of urine.

ffart B included: Ho.
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jeet Title: Studies on the Function of Single Nephrons in Necturus
Maculesus

Principal Investigator: T. J. Kennedy , Jr.

Mas Years: Patient Days: None
Total: i

Professional: I

Other : None

Project Description:

The study of the ©peraton performed by the nephron in the formation of urin<

The objectives of this program are to steady in as intimate detail as possible the
mechanisms whereby the nephron modifies glomerular filtrate into the final urine.
Classical clearance techniques permit the evaluation of the chemical composition
©f both the initial material (glomerular filtrate) presented t© the nephron as we:

as the final material , urine, elaborated by the nephron. However, there is no
method evaluating what happens along the course of the nephron other than a direci
approach to the various segments of this structure.

Considerable effort has been expended in an attempt to develop methods for
Ma and K on micro samples. Details are covered in a separate progress report by
Dr. R. L. Bowman, and Mr. Whitehouse.

Direction ©£ Current Research;

Development of micro flame photometer, micro freezing point depras

2. Measurement of EMF's across tubular membrane after exhibition of compound!

© modify electrolyte
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Part_A.

Project Title: The Isolation and Characterization of a Cardiac-Active
Protein System ia Serum

Principal Investigator: Stephen Hajdu

Other lavestigator: Edward Leonard

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology, H»5°341.

Man Years: Patient Days: 150

Total: 2

Professional: 2

Project Description:

Initial investigations (thermolability, inactivation by organic solve:".

retention by collodion membranes during ultrafiltration) suggested the protein
nature of the system, and it was further revealed that sore than one component
was involved. One component (referred to as component L) binds s£r©agly to the

frog heart used for assay., and is the factor the concentration of which is elevat-

ed in hypertensive plasmas. The action of the system an the isolated frog heart
is to restore the capacity so develop tensions, to eliminate the staircase effect

„

;and in the presence of a high concentration of component L to cause contracture.
These actions can be reversed by washing the heart with several changes' of physio**

logical salt solution. The washing does not remove component L, but does ressove a
washable factor seeded for activity of the system. Preliminary isolation
were designed to separate component L from the washable factor. The sensitivit
the proteins dictated the avoidance of organic solvents for separation; sodium sul*

:fate is the most satisfactory precipitating agent.

Component L is now prepared from a serum containing the factor ia high concen-

tration, hypertensive human or normal dog serum being satisfactory. The protein

precipitated by dialysis of serum against 25% sodium sulfate, loss of the wash-

.able factor activity being assured by prior dilution of the serum. I activity

[survives ia 50% glycerol at -20 degrees centigrade for many 'weeks.

Component L, tshea added to the heart, binds strongly and cannot be washed out

rover a period ©f many hours. A- heart with component L bound is referred to

"sensitised". A sensitised heart with a large amount of component L bound serves

fas the assay system for the washable factor, addition of which then causes

racture.

During the attempted isolation of the washable activity, it was found that

[great losses occurred if room temperature dialysis was carried out against large

^3 of calcium-free solutions. These losses can be prevented if calcium is

sent in all precipitating solutions. The washable fraction activity can be

.red practically without loss by precipitating the proteins of normal serum
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all the serum globulins and a small fraetion of the total albumin. (Albusdn Is

not needed for the activity) . Further purification ©f the washable activity

yielded 2 protein fractions, neither of which- alone has any effect oa a sensi°

tised heart, but which together reproduce the original activity. One fraction

is precipitated fro® 0.1?% sodium sulfate; the other , from 22=30%. The washable

activity j theai s is comprised of 2 proteia fractions.

A nusiber ©f experiments suggest that calcium plays an innportsnt role in the

action of the washable fraction. Under the appropriate conditions s serusa which

is dialyzed against eaieiwst~free solutions at 25 degrees centigrade loses washable

activity. The loss can be prevented if dialysis is performed at 4 degrees, or if

SsaM/L calcium chloride is present in the dialysis solution. Samples which have

lost activity on dialysis cm. sometimes be reactivated by the addition of calcium.

Free, ionic calcium does not of course substitute for washable activity. These

results suggest that calcium may be bound to one of the proteins that eosaprise

the. washable fraction. Supporting evidence is found in the fact that this system

can cause contracture of the sensitised heart in the absence of ionic calcium; am.&

no other substance or system is known to induce heart snscle contraction in a

calc inanefree medium.

Direction of current research:

An attempt will be made to demonstrate more directly that this system binds

calcium and to investigate the conditions governing its release. The physio lo»

Igical action of the system in tissues other than the frog heart will also be

studied.
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Hajdu 5 S., Edward Leonard 3 R.P.Akers, Action of Human Plassa on the Isolated
Frog Heart. Circulation Research. _5:319<=-322 8 1957.

Hajdu 9 S. Bioassay for Cardiac Active Principles Based on the Staircase
Phenoiseson of the Frog Heart. J. of Pharm. and Exptl. Therep. 120: 90-98 9

195",

Hajduj S.j, H. Weiss and E. Titus. The Isolation of a Cardiac Active Principle
faresa Masssaiian Tissue, J. of Pnarsa. and Exptl. Therap. 120: 99-113, 1957.
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fart A .

Project Title: Salt Transfer across the Small Intestinal Epithelium

Principal- Investigator: Dr. C. Adrian M. Hogbea

Other Investigator: Dr. David Chalfin, Postdoctoral fellowships PHS

Man Years: Patient Days: Mone

Total: 2
Professional: 2

Project Description:

The pattern of Ms and Cl fins across the intestinal epithelium is one of

almost constant Ma movement and a higher duodenal Gl flux and lower ileal Gl

flux. The very high conductance of intestinal epithelium precluded concluding

whether Ka alone, Gl alone or 'both are actively transported during saline

absorption.

Jejunal transfer in the presence of HCCv was studied in greater detail. A

net movement of Cl was demonstrated and the absorption of saline from jejunal sacs

was associated with a fall in the concentration of Cl within the lumen.

Exposing the mucosal surface of the jejune® to 1/4 strength saline is not

associated with a significant potential but. if the same solution is made isotonic

;he addition of sucrose a 20 raV potential difference (mucosa positive) appears.

If the mucosal solution is kept constant there is a transmembrane potential which

is roughly proportional to the log of the HaCl concentration difference. The ob-

vious qualitative changes are an increase in the serosal to mucosal Gl flux shea

hypotonic and a reduction in the same flux when the solution is isotonic but defi=

Eient in MaCl. These observations while not yet completely analysed are suffic:

le that they may provide a new basis for studying the interrelationship be°

fcweea salt and water movement across the intestinal epithelium.
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Part A.

Project Title: The Transfer of Sal'c and Water across the Dog Large Intestine
la Vivo

Principal Investigator: Dr. I. Cooperstein

Other Investigator: Dr. S. Srockman

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology.

Professional: 2

Project Description:

ip of the dog's large intestine has been created with as

:lieal=rectai anastomosis to maintain the intestinal continuity.

The mammalian large intestine hus been reported to have a ssdiuia^potassium

exchange and chloride bicarbonate exchange mechanism. The sGdiusa and chloride

moves fro® lumen to plasma. Previous studies have not taken the electrical
gradient into account. By using a volume indicator and radioactive ion© while

recording the transmembrane potential = further clarification of electrolyte
transport in large intestine can be obtained. Project started Oct. 1957 t©

July 1958.

irt B included: So'
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Project: Title: Salt and Water Transfer across the Isolated Bullfrog
Large Intestine

Principal Investigator: Dr. Irving Cooperstein

Dr. C.A.M.Hogben

Man Years: Patient Days: Hone
Total: 2

Professional: 2

Project Description:

The movement of Sfa and Gl ha® been measured across the isolated large

intestine of the frog. This tissue is characterised by a spontaneous potential

h£ 45 mU and short^circuit current of approximately 100 ua!%ta«2. The ac

transport of sodium from mucosa to serosa surface is the main source ©f the

observed potential. Chloride movement across this tissue is by passive dif=>

fusion combined with exchange diffusion. The sssvemeat of i"13A eed Br**®* &\ bq

behave in similar manner to CI.

PJxee_t_ion_qf Current Research:

To study the movement of bicarbonate and CO across the large

intestine. Study the effect of inhibitors on sodium transport and on the

chloride exchange diffusion. Project begun July 1956. Will end July 1958.

Part B Included:
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part A

Project Title: Cation Transfer Across the Red Cell Membrane

Principal Investigator: Edward T. Dunhass

Man Years: Patient Days: Stone

Total: 1

Professional: 1

Project Description:

Previously, a correlation in the decay of ATP and (active) K influx in

starved hussan red cell was reported. This encouraged an extension of this problem

which included a comparison of active K influx with ATP utilisation in the sufee

deprived. red cell. After depletion of glucose (and hexose«phospha£@s) , the only

significant known energy reserves in this cell are 2,3 diphosphoglyeerate (DPG;

ribosides. Pyruvate is no longer reduced. DPG disappearance and pyruvate appearance

have been the principal measurements used in the estimation of energy=ricte phosj

(^P) production. /VP is also generated from ribose°ph©spaate „ a product of ribs

degradation, /v P production from this source has been estimated fro© the rate of

total ribotide loss. This component, though ssoali, is not insignificant , especi

when the DPG reserve nears exhaustion. s\p¥ utilisation has been determined by suss=

ming j%? P production and net s*J& loss. Active K influx was taken as total K influx

minus "passive" IC influx which ressained after exhaustion of virtually all energy

reserves. (This "passive" flux was insensitive to inhibitors). For a period ©f

eight or tsore hours (37e C) , beginning after hexose depletion and ending with the

virtual disappearance of ATP, active K influx was proportional to rsJ'P utilisatJ

However, since a reasonably good correlation also obtained between active K in£3

and/v'P production, additional infomation was needed. Conditions were

which it was hoped would distinguish between /vP production and utilisation
at the same time,, lead direct support to the presumed linkage of active cation %

port to ^i/F utilisation. Mono=>iodoaeetate (IAA) , which blocks the oxidation ef

£riose«phospha£e 9 was added to a portion of a hexose depleted cell suspension,-

-

followed by glucose addition to a sub~por£ioh. Following a period -of incubation,

iflux was measured, Whereas only minimal inhibition resulted
_
froas addis

IAA alone, IAA (10°Ti) + glucose (100=200 sag7o) produced a severe depression of K

lux. Profound depletion oi ATP resulted from hexose phosphorylation. Produc-
tion of pyruvate from DPG was unaltered by IAA or IAA + glucose. This inhibition

of active cation transport by glucose was interpreted as a coiapeiitivs inhibition
by hexokinase (and phosphofrucfeokinase) utilisation of ATP. This was supported
by an observed rise in bexose^diphosphate of the appropriate magnitude after ad°
dition of IAA + glucose.
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[Direction of Current Research:

One series of experiments during She past year was undertaken to determine

(the influence @f altered cell Ma concentration on K influx in the hexose depleted

red cell. Even when preloaded with 50 mEq Na (vs 8 mEq Na in control), only a

minimal increase (<50%) in active K influx was observed in contrast t© a marked

increase (> 200 %) under the same conditions in the presence of glucose. Nei

flux measurements pointed to a similar insensitivity of active Na efflux to i&=

creased cell Na after hexose depletion. Since it is known that glucose consamp<=

tiom and lactate production by human red cells are not substantially altered by

alterations in ceil Na and K, glucose consuming cells exhibit an apparent increase

lin transport efficiency with increased cell Na 5 whereas hexose depleted cells do

Inot. a;F utilisation can be estimated from glucose consumption and lactate
duct ion. Apparent transport efficiency values derived from such estimates are in

good agreement with those determined for hexose depleted cells, in the presence of

elevated cell Na {^40 mEq). However, at the physiological cell Na level of

8 mEq, the apparent efficiency is much lower for the glucose consuming cells.

This suggests that glucose consuming cells may use only a part of the energy

I available for transport, drawing upon the remainder (which is ordinarily wasted)

fon demand. The above consideratians, as well as others 9 suggest that such waste
may take place via a phosphatase at the hexose^phosphate level. If increased
transport utilisation ef a/P results from increased cell Na„ the resulting in=

crease in the a/F acceptor, ABP, might cause a displacement of the intermediate
pools until a new steady state is reached in which a greater quantity ©f s\s ?
is utilized for transport and a correspondingly smaller quantity wasted by ph@s=>

phat'ase action on the shrunken intermediate pool in question (e.g. hexose°>diphos°
phate) . If such a system is operative, a demonstrable alteration in that of the

•intermediate would fee predicted under appropriate conditions. Current research
is aimed at a resolution of this and associated problems.

Incidental Findings of Significance;:

An attempt was made to determine whether steroids which enhance renal
reabsorption would produce any significant reversal of transport inhibition by
strophanthidin. Results with desosycortlcosteroae and saethyl°F°"F" were negative
but aldosterone, the naturally occurring renal Na hormone 9 . was less available i

the quantity needed and has not yet been tried. Recently s however, a reversal
'coside inhibition of humass erythrocyte cation transport by aldosterone

been reported in the literature. The negative results for DOC and for methyl -

fe°"F 5! suggest that the aldosterone like activity of these synthetic steroids
[(in respect to the kidney) may derive from products of these coaipounds, rather

[than the compounds themselves.
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Pari: 3; Publication

, E. T. Parallel Decay ©£ ATP aad Active Cation Fluxes in Starved

Erythrocytes . Federation Free, 16: 1957.

Dunham, E. T. Linkage ©f Active Cation Transport to ATP Utilisation.

The Physiologies , 1937. (la Press)
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P«rt A.

Project Title: Method and Apparatus for Automatic Titration ©£ Chloride

Principal Investigator: Ernest Cot love

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Technical Development, Dr. Robert L.

Bowman and Mr. Hillary Trsntham.

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 3

Professional: 2

Other: 1

Project Description:

The effect of protein on the titration was shown to be due
primarily to the presence of free sulfhydryl groups, and the magnitude
of this effect was defined. For clinical use, the error in titration of
plasma without precipitating protein was found to be negligible. With
slight modification ©f the method 8 the instrument has been used to titrate
sulfhydryl groups alone. Other factors influencing the accuracy and pre=>

cision of the method have been defined further, and simple procedures'
developed for routine use. The advantages of the method and apparatus
over standard- analytic methods for chloride have bean proven in routine

use in a clinical laboratory. Information on construction off the instru~

ment has been released to two interested manufacturers in order to sake

it generally available t© clinical and research laboratories.

Direction of Current Research:

This project has been completed. The method is being applied

to a study of tissue chloride.

3 Included: Yes.
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Part B ; Publication

Cot love, E» s H. V. Tranthara and R. L. Bowman. An Instrument and

Method for Automatic, Rapid, Accurate and Sensitive Titration of Chloride

in Biological Samples. J. of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine. To be

published April, 1953.
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Part A .

Project Title: Anion Transport Across the Gastric Mucosa

Principal Investigator: Dr. C. Adrian M. Hogben

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 8 months
Professional: 3 months

Project Description:

Both bromide and iodide are actively transported across the isolated
gastric epithelium like chloride. Even when these halides are present in less

than miilimolar concentration, incorporation in or binding to protein does not
account for their selective accumulation at the mucosal face.

The relative transfer of chloride across the two faces of the gastric
smscosa has been studied in greater detail after reversible poisoning with deai°
trophenol. The results of the experiments which were executed satisfac?.r»rially

have not yet been analyzed.

The known dependence of gas secretion by the swimbladder upon car»
bonic anhydrase led to study of the isolated swimbladder because it is not im=

mediately obvious that carbonic anhydrase would serve the function postulated
is the parietal cell, i.e. the role of facillilating mobilisation of disposable
buffer. Many attempts to mount the swimbladder of the eel in a variety of media
were unsuccessful. While the initial resistance would frequently be 2,000
dims/cm , the resistance would rapidly fall after any manipulation including
exposure to 5% C0_. No spontaneous potential or pH change was observed. Isolated
stomachs from the same eels had a characteristic spontaneous potential and IT'"

ion secretion.

While the gastric potential and acid secretion are intimately linked
in several species we can not yet conclude that this is a necessary association.
The isolated gastric mucosae of 2 teleost fishes, the eel and catfish, are
similar to those of amphibia and mammals. In spite of the remarkable ease with
which the stomach can be isolated from the elosmobranch dogfish no measurable
potential or spontaneous H* secretion was obtained. Histamine did not induce
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secretion. A single specimen of the cycl©e£©me 9 Myscisie, had neither a
significaat potential difference aor pH change across the isolated undif-
ferentiated got.

Part B Included: No.
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Calendar Year 1957

Part _A .

Project Title: The Secretion of Substances into Bile

Principal Investigator: Dr„ C. Adrian M. Hogben

Other Investigators: Dr. Lewis S, Sehanker
Dr.. Hermann Kurs

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 3

Professional: 3

Project Description:

This project was initiated in April 1957. Prompted by earlier
reports in the literature that inulin appears in canine bile, the transfer
of inulin and sucrose between plassaa and bile was re-e::aiained. The renal
pedicles of the anesthetized rat were ligated and she bile duct cannulated,

Beginning 1 hour after the intravenous injection of She C" ^labelled poly°
saccharide, three consecutive 90 minute samples of bile were collected.
The radioactivity of these samples was compared to that of the tertai

plasma sassple. Plasiaa radioactivity was essentially stable during the
collection of bile. The siean bile: plasma concentration ratios were 0.10

and 0.24 for inulin and sucrose respectively. These values suggest a

significant porosity at some locus in the hepatobiliary system. Preliniin=*

ary results with a third, smaller ssolecule, asasnitol, indicate a bile*
plassaa concentration ratio of about 1.10.

Direction of Current Research:

a. Determine the inulin, sucrose and aaanitol "space 18 of the liver,

b. Study the biliary secretion of other substances, especially weak
organic electrolytes.

Pare B Included; No.
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Calendar Year 1257

Part A.

Project Tiele: Absorption of Drugs from the Hunan Stomach

Principal Investigator: G. Adrian M. Hogben

Other Investigatore: Dr. Lewis S, Schanker
Mr. Domisick J. Tocco

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology

Man Years Patient Days: None

Professional: ft nsosths

Other: *• months

Project Description:

Previous work from this laboratory described the absorption of
by the rat stomach sad the secretion of parenteral ly administered drugs
dog stomach. The results were consistent with the hypothesis that the g

Ktucosa has the properties of a lipoid barrier, allowing rapid transfer of the
unionised moieties of organic electrolytes while impeding the transfer of the
ionized moieties. The present project, begun in January ana completed is

April, 1957, was undertaken to extend the study of gastric absorptic
human

.

Solutions of various drugs were administered via Levine tubes to

fasted norsial subjects in the left supine position. Incorporation of phenol
red in the solutions permitted estimation of the initial and final volumes
and the correction for the concentration change due to dilution. The de

in concentration of drug was determined at 10 minute intervals for 40 vs

Acidic drugs, such as aspirin and secobarbital, were rapidly absorbed, M
ately strong bases, such as quinine and ephedrine, were poorly absorbed.

,

the very weak base., aatipyrise, was fairly rapidly absorbed. These results,
which parallel the previous study of absorption by the rat stomach, deu

that the ionization constant and the acidic or basic nature of a drug are

important in determining gastric absorption. The human stomach is poten

an important site of absorption for many orally administered drugs i

sufficiently solubk. Many drugs are absorbed from the human stomach more
rapidly than ethyl alcohol, which heretofore was considered to be the unusual
example of a drug which is absorbed by the stomach. Gastric absorption ©f

drugs is both qualitatively and quantitatively similar in the human and

Project completed.

B Included: Yes
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Part B: Publications,*

Schanker, L. S. s Shore, P. A., Brodie, 3. B. and Hogben, C.A.M.

Absorption of Drugs from the Stomach. I, The Rat. J. Pharmacol,

and Esptl. Therap. (in press), 1957.

Hoghea, C. A. M.j Schanker, L.S., Tocco, D, J., and Brodie, B. B.

Absorption of Drugs from the Stomach. II. The Human, J. Pharmacol

and Exptl. Therap. (in press), 1957.
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Part A :

Project Title: Absorptian of Drugs by the Intestine

Principal Investigator: Dr. C. Adrian M Hogbsn

Other Investigators: Dr. Lewis S. Schanker
Mr . Dominick J . Tocco

Cooperating Unit: Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 2

Professional: IS months
Other: 8

Project Description:

This work continues the study of the relationship between the

intestinal absorption of drugs and their physico-chemical properties. In a

previous phase of this study, when solutions of various drugs were pat-

through the entire rat small intestine in_ situ a single time absorption
rates of to 60 per cent were observed. This technique revealed that
sorption is a function of a drug's pKa, but it did not clearly distinguish
relatively slow from very slow rates of absorption. Therefore the techni-

has been modified to magnify the differences between the rates of ab=
sorption of slowly and %*ery slowly absorbed drugs.

The small intestine of the anesthetized rat was washed with a 1.0
mti drug solution containing a volume change indicator, phenol red or
inulin. Then 30 ml. of fresh solution were continuously recirculated tfc

the intestine for 3 hours. Total recoveries of pheirol red and radioinu
ware 9S - 2 per cent. Drug absorption was calculated by correcting the

•ation change of the volume change indicator. This technique cler,

separated the absorption rates of drugs which are relatively slowly
from those of drugs which are very slowly absorbed. The results suj

previous finding that drugs are absorbed if they exist in solution i

unionized lip id- soluble, form and that the intestinal mucosa is almost
msable to the ionised form. Drugs like ephedrine and mecamylamine

.

y ionized in the intestinal contents, were absorbed much more i

than quaternary ammonium bases and sulfonic acias which are complete

Direction of Current Research:
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a. Ascertain whether lack of calcium ion in the intestinal lumen

significantly modifies absorption.

b. Investigate the possible role ©f chelation in the absorption

of certain drugs.

c. Investigate the effect of Diacaos on absorption.

:'c B Included: Yes
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Absorption of Drugs from the Rat Small Intestine, j. haxaaca^and Exptl. Therap. (In press) 1957
^araaco*
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Part A.

Project Title: The Physiology of Congestive Heart Failure

Principal Investigator: James O.Davis

Other Investigators: Wilasofc C Ball, Jr. (1/2 yr)
Mehoias A, Yanlcopoulos(l/2 yr)

Man Years Patient Days: Sons
Total 4
Professional: 2

Other: 2

Project Description:

Area I. To determine the mechanism of increased aldosterone secretion
during heart failure „

Area II. To define the biochemical defect in the ayocarditssa during
heart failure.

Area I, Mechanism of Aldosterone Secretion during Heart Failure

I. a. Title: Alterations in Aldosterone Excretion in Urine it

:dssd Dogs with Thoracic Inferior Vena Cava Constriction at

1. b. Investigators: J.O.Davis, R. C. Balm, M.J.Gcodkind and &

srissental work on this project was reported last year, The
• and sant to press during past six months. This project t

ras completed in spring, 1957.
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Part B: Publication

Davis, J. 0., Bahn, R. C, Goodkind, M. J. and Ball, W.C.,Jr.

Alterations in Aldosterone Excretion in Urine from Hypophysectomised

Dogs with Thoracic Inferior Vena Cava Constriction. Amer. J. Physiol.

191: 329-338 , 1957.

Davis, J. 0. Some Aspects of the Physiology of Aldosterone. J. N&ti

Medical Association, 49:42=50, 1957

Goodkind, M. J., J. 0. Davis, W. C. Ball, Jr. and R. C.

in Cardiovascular and Renal Hemodynamic Function Following Hypophyse

in the Bog. Amer. J. Physiol. 188*529=534, 1957.

Ball, W. €. Jr., J. 0. Davis and M. J. Goodkind. Ascites Formafcic

Sodium Intake in Dogs with Thoracic Inferior Vena Cava Constrie
Dogs with Right°Sided Congestive Heart Failure. Amer. J. Physiol.

582, 1957.

Davis, J.O., MM. Pechefc, W. C. Ball, Jr. and M. J. Goodkind.

Aldosterone Secretion in Bogs with Right-Sided Congestive Heart Fail

and in Dogs with Thoracic Inferior Vena Cava Constriction. J. Clin.

Invest. 36:689=694, 1957.

Goodkind, M. J. ,W.C.Bali,Jr. and J.O.Davis. Effect of Chronic Hemorrhage

on Urinary Aldosterone=Like Activity and Sodium Excretion in Bogs. Ataer

J. Physiol. 189: 181=184, 1957.
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Part A:

Project Title: Experimental Mitral Stenosis and Ascites Formation

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis

Other Investigator: David S. Howell

Cooperating Unit: Georgia Laboratories: Drs.W. F. Hamilton, Ellison, Hague,

and Brown.

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 6 months
Professional: Bethesda Group: 3 months each

Project Description:

The experimental work on this project was done in 1953-54,. The study

is a cooperative one between Dr. W. F. Hamilton and associates in Georgia a

Drs. Howell and Davis. Both groups arrived at essentially the same conclusions

in work carried out independently so it was decided to write a paper jointly.

The findings are summarized in the following paragraph.

Extreme care must be taken in the production of experimental mitral

losis in dogs by the method of controlled progressive constriction of the

mitral ring in order to prevent the inadvertent constriction of the thoracic

rior vena cava and resultant elevation of the inferior caval pressure.

- : a report from the Georgia Laboratories that ascites formation was a com=

icon occurrence in dogs with experimental mitral stenosis produced by this tech-

nique, an attempt was made by the Bethesda workers to repeat these observations.

; experiments performed in Bethesda, it was found that a stricture of the

:ic inferior vena cava was produced when the Georgia technique for pre:

fcion of mitral stenosis was used; this constriction provided an explanation

:es formation. These results were communicated to the Georgia workers

explored the two surviving dogs of their first series and found evidence

the inferior vena cava was patent even though the dogs

jcing ascites profusely. Later, the Georgia group produced mitral stenosis

.-> additional dogs by the original technique and these animals gave unequivo*

-nee that the stricture was present. Great care was then taken by

::rs in placing the constricting ligature to avoid stricture of

/ena cava. Of the thirteen dogs so treated only oi
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produced ascites sad she had a small obstruction in the inferior vena cava.

last experiments by the Georgia workers as well as those of the Bethesds group
suggest that ascites does not occur secondary to experimental mitral stenosis in
dogs.

Funds, equipment and facilities were provided by the Georgia group €©r fch

experiments.

Part B Included: Yes
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Part, B: Publication

Hamilton, W. F., J. 0. Davis, D.S.Howell, R.G. Ellison, E.E.Hague, and M.J.
Brown, Jr. Experimental Mitral Stenosis and Ascites Formation. <&ser. J.

of Physiology 190:500-502, 1957.
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Part A.

Project Title: Failure of Severe Adrenal Venous Congestion to Stimulate
Increased Aldosterone Production

W. C. Ball.Jr.

James 0. Davis

Patient Days: Hone

Principal Investigator

Other Investigator:

Man Years:
To.tal:! yr.

Professional: 8 months
Other: 4 months

Project Description:

This project was undertaken to determine whether a high venous pressure
and the associated adrenal venous congestion would stimulate increased aldosteri

production. The inferior vena cava was constricted immediately above the entrance
of the adreno°>lumbar veins into the inferior vena cava. Venous pressure below the
constricting ligature increased 20 cm. of water. Aldosterone excretion regained
unaltered and Ka balance was maintained. It is concluded that adrenal venous con-
gestion does not stimulate the adrenal cortex to secrete increased amounts of aldo°
stierone. The work was begun and completed in spring of 1957.

Included: Yes
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Part B: Publication

Ball, W.C.,Jr. and J.O.Davis. Failure of Severe Adrenal Venous Congestion
to Stimulate Increased Aldosterone Production. Amer. Journal of Physiology
191:339-341, 1957
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A.

Project Title: Functions! Changes During High Output Failure Produced by
Hemorrhage in Dogs with Pulmonic Stenosis

Principal Investigator: James O.Davis

Other Investigators; M. J. Goodkind
W. C. Ball, Jr.

Man Years: Patient Days: Hone
Total : 1

Professionai *L/2 yr.
Other: 1/2 yr

(This project began in fall ef 1954 and was completed in spring of 1957)
Dr, Goodkisd relocated in July, 1956.

All data were reported last year but the paper was v?ritten and subiaii

during the last six months.

Part B Included: Yes
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Par^B: Publications

Davis, J. 0. B M.J.Goedkind, and W.C. Bail,Jr. Functional Changes During

High Output Failure Produced by Daily Hemorrhage in Dogs with Pulmsnic

Stenosis. Circulation Research 5: 388-394, 1957.
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A:

Project Title: The Chronic Effects of Hypothalamic Lesions on Aldosterone
and Sodium Excretion in Dogs with Experimental Ascites

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis.

Other Invest ig.v:ors: R. C Bahn,
W. C. Ball, Jr.

Cooperating Unit: Dr. R C. Bahn, Department of Pathological Anatomy, Mayo CI:

Rochester, Minn.

Man Hours: Patient Days: Eone
Total:4
Professional: 3

Other: 1

Project Description:

Observations have benn taade on 7 dogs with chronic lesions; these animals
lived several weeks and were sacriflcied. Subacute studies have been carried
on 3 additional dogs which lived 24-48 hours. Lesions were placed in the ante?'

'.e and posterior hypothalamus . In no instance did aldosterone output decline
and Na excretion increase. Serial sections of the hypothalamus from each dog have

made and studied by Dr. Robert C. Bahn of the Mayo Clinic in order to define
the precise location of the lesion. This study began in the spring of 1956.

The chronic study is complete but further observations are being made on
•the effect of acute lesions in anesthetized dogs in an attempt to locate or to

de a hyperthalamic cent«£ for the regulation of aldosterone secret:

Dr. Bahn performed detailed pathological studies which were suppoi
sent and personnel at Mayo Clinic.

B Inc lude

.
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Part A :

Project Title: The Effects of a Body Cast upon Aldosterone and Sc

Excretion in Dogs with Experimental Ascites

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis

Other Investigator: Wilmot C. Ball, Jr.

Man Years: Patient Days: Hone
Total: 1 1/2
Professional: 1

Other: 1/2

Project Description:

The present study was undertaken in an attempt to inhibit or
prevent the loss of fluid into the peritoneal cavity by application of a

body cast and to determine the effects on aldosterone and sodium output.
Observations were made in 8 mongrel dogs. After a control period, shdc

nal paracentesis was performed and a body cast was applied. After 6°9

the cast was removed and observations were made during a recovery period.
During the period of the cast s a progressive increase ia intra»abd
pressure (indicated hy a rise in inferior vena cava! pressure) occurre
urinary aldosterone excretion dropped and sodium excretion increased.
3 animals, sodium balance became negative. The increased sodium ejiere;

was not attributable to elevated GFR because GFR was unchanged or reduced.

Instead, the data support the interpretation that aldosterone sacretioa
_ased sufficiently to effect an increase in. sodium excretion and, in 3

instances, net sodium loss. These observations are consistent with

eral hypothesis that ths rate aldosterone secretion is related to soma
or factors associated with fluid and electrolyte loss in clinical sfc

edema

.

This project x?as begun in fall, 1955 and completed in June,

. 3 included: Yes
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Part B : Publication

(avis, J asses 0. and W. C. Ball, Jr. The Effects of a Body Cast on
Aldosterone and Sodium Excretion in Dogs with Experimental Ascites
American Journal of Physiology (in press) 1957
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PHS-NIH
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A :

Project Title: Acute Studies on the Mechanise of Aldosterone
Secretion in Dogs with Thoracic Inferior Vena

Cava Constriction

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis

Other Investigators: Nicholas Yankopoulos,
Bernie Kliman
Ralph Peterson

Cooperating Unit: Lab. Arthritis and Rheumatism Br. NIAMD
(Dr. Peterson and Kliman)

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 1 yr.and 8 mo.

Professional: i yr. and 8 mo.

Project Description:

This project was begun in Aug. 1957. The experimental design
consists of a one hour control period in normal dogs and observations for
4»5 hours after thoracic caval constriction. Caval constriction has been
found to stimulate aldosterone production within !5<=30 mins. Present plans
are to establish the degree of consistency with which aldosterone secretion
can foe increased by tfee technique of thoracic caval constriction. late

tions will then be introduced in an attempt to prevent or turn off the in-

crease ia aldosterone output and to define the factors immediately respon-
sible for adrenocortical stimulation.

This project is being carried out in collaboration with D

Ralph Peterson and Bernie Kliman who developed the radioisotope me'-;

measuring aldosterone and who are analysing samples of adrenal
for aldosterone and other steroid hormones.

« axe to continue with this project as long as profit-
able mechanisms can be evaluated or until the facta ing to aldo-

sterone secretion are clearly defined.

Funds and equipment in Dr. Peterson's laboratory are used in the
.cal analysis of the steroid hormones. This equipment includes a scintil

lation counter, strip counter and scalers, full spectrum UV lamp
phic tanks and equipment,radioactive tracers (Cj^ and H3) ,crystalline a3

rone and other chemicals, glassware, etc.

Part B Included: Ho.
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Metabolism

2.
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PHS-NIH
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Calendar Year 1957

Part A:

Project Title: Effects of acute hypothalamic lesions on aldosterone

secretion in dogs with thoracic caval constrict!
and ascites

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis

Other Investigators: Nicholas Yaakopouios
Bernie Kliman
Ralph Peterson
Bob Bahn

Cooperating Units: Br. Arthritis and Rheumatism, HIMD (Drs. Petersc

and KlimatK Dr. Bahn, Department of Pathological

Anatomy, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.)

Man Years: Patient Days: NOae

Total: 2

Professional: 2

Project Description:

This cork was started in August, 1957. The plan of the

is to study aldosterone secretion in anesthetized dogs with a thoracic

ligature and ascites. After control measurements over a 1 hour period., a

hypothalamic lesion is placed and the subsequent effects on aldosterone

secretion measured. At the end of the experiment, the hypothalamus is

and sent to Dr. Robert C. Bahn at May© Clinic where it is serially sect!

Studies have bees made in only 3 dogs and data are available in

only 2 of the 3 animals. In both dogs, placement of the hypothalamic lesion

was followed by a marked drop in aldosterone and eorticosterone ©ui:

ever, marked circulatory changes occurred in both animals and one of the dogs

had to be maintained on an infusion of ^norepinephrine to complete She expe*

ment. Additional experiments are planned in which an attempt will be made tc

maintain the circulation better and to keep corticosterone output normal. He

even preliminary conclusions can be drawn from this small amount

Plans are to explore thoroughly the possiblf
center f .ation of aldosterone output.

ided: No.
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1. Kidney a Electrolyte Ketabol
2.

3. Bethesda, Md.

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Part A:

Project Title: Isometric Tension Developed by Giycerol-Extraeted
Muscle from the Normal and Failing Myocardium

Principal Investigator: Nicholas Yankopoulos

Other Investigator: James O.Davis

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 2

Professional: 2

Project Description:

The purpose of this study is to examine the contractility of
myocardial proteins in a system isolated from membrane effects, energy°sup-
systems, electrolyte effects, and pE effects since these latter are control
Glycerol-extracted myocardial muscle bundles were prepared by ; the method of
Szent-Gybrgi (Biol. Bull. 96:140, 1949). The isometric tension is sseasv

follovTing addition of ATP by a Statham force transducer. All the feechn

details for this project have been worked out and data obtained on fibs
from hearts of one normal dog and f*so dogs with cardiac failure. H

een the normal and the experimental material is apparent from this

amount of "eta. Project ifas begun in spring, 1957.

Jt is planned to study sufficient material to obtain a conclu

o this problem. Also, the effect of a digitalis glycoside en nonr

rill be studied.

B. Included: Ko.
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Fart A ;

Project Title: Chemical Characterization ©f the Contractile P

in the Failing Myocardium

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis

Other Investigator: Nicholas Yankopoulos

Man Years: Patient Days: 'None

Total: 2

Professional: 2

Project Description:

Stadias are being conducted on the following parease tars, in -orisal

heart muscle and muscle from the failing heart: dry weight in percent wet wei£

FF dry weight, total protein in horaogesate, total protein in soluble extra

actomyosin yield, and Na s K and CI concentrations in muscle. The extracted

actomyosin is characterized by measurements of ATP=ase activity and viscosity

and by ultraeantrifugal sedimentation analysis. Actomyosin is treated with

ATP to obtain myosin and the sedimentation constants on both actomyosin and

myosin studied at protein concentrations ranging from 1.8 to 8 mg. par cc.

ts of S2ft,v,
against protein concentration provide curves characteristic

material subjected to centrifugatioa .

Observations have been made on muscle from 6 normal dogs and 3

with heart failure. It has not been possible to obtain definitive dat

liters from all the material because much of the time has bees spen

;ing out the technical details. Also, all of the ultracentrifuge •:

not been analysed yet so that it is not possible at this time to ar^

conclusions. There ore, however, apparently no obvious gross di££<

between normal and failing muscle proteins. It remains to determine wl

more detailed analysis of the data will reveal significant differen

It is planned to cpia he analysis described above and to

a large batch of mora highly purified myosin and purified actin for

studies.

so. the possibility of analysis of mucsla structure by :

he normal and vailing heart is under consideration. K:

7 be possible t@ study cardial muscle from patients wit

tre

.

For this project we have used the ultracentrifuge and assc

Ipmeat in the Laboratory of Dr. Mihalyi.
Part B Included: No.
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1„ Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology
(Labors tory)

2, None
(Section)

3 Bethesda, Maryland
(Location)

PHS<=NIB

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Project Titles

Vasodilator Activity Present in Urine

Principal Investigators?

S, J, SarDoff, K„ E, Sussaan, L a C. Sarnoff,
Jack Pierce ;, Evan Horning

Other Investigators?

Technical assistance of Willis® Fisher

Cooperating Units s Dr, Jack Pierce end Dr. Evan Horning both
of the Laboratory of Chemistry of Natural Products

Man Years (calendar year 2957)? Patient Davs (calendar year 19575-s

Total?' 6 39
Professions! i 4
Other 2

Project Descriptions

Daring the past ysarj, an attempt has been wade to isolate
the vasodilator activity present in urine and determine its

physiological significance s

It was fo^nd that there are at least t«o substances In normal
urine (both dog and human) which can dilate blood vessels; an organic
base which is dielysable and appears to be histamine,, the sees

material which is non«»diaSysaMe and a protein has biochemical
properties which seem to indicate a similarity . of this substance

allikzein which ssas described by E Werle'in 1930,

A ssore efficient method for the isolation of the non-dialysable
material has been developed yielding 70 •» 80% recovery.
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A comparison of patients with orthostatic hypotension and
noraal controls reveals a decreased urinary excretion ©£ the non«
dialyssable ©opponent in the patient group. This was interpreted
as suggesting either a) that the vasodilator substance in 'human
urine is in s®m way associated with autonomic function since its
presence is greatly diminished in patients with an established
autonomic defect and/or b) that the vasodilator substance in urine
mirrors' the relative average blood level of such a substance which,
in turn, is an expression of one facet of the physiological response
to blood pressure regulation P

fere experiments will be conducted to determine what role
the non-dialysgble dilator plays, in regulating blood pressure

„

This will include patient studies , scut© and chronic experiments
is animals in eshich blood pressure will be varied.

An attempt will be sade to determine the concentration of this
material in the blood and to develop a spectrophotometrie analysis
for this determination.

Part B included Yes f~^7 No HO
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(Section)
3, Bethesda^, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

The development of a Bio-assay Technique for
the Testing of Vaso-aetivity.

Principal Investigators; .

Kgrl E„ Sasssan and L, C c Sarnoff

Other Investigators ;

None

Man Years (calendar year 19573? Patient Days {calendar yegr 1957)

;

Total; 2 None
Professional; 2
Other s

Project Descriptions

The lack of reproducibility of the flow response to intra**

srterislly injected vasofactive agents had previously compromised its

usefulness for this purpose » FroE the contour of sosae of the flow
curves obtained it was suspected that lack of adequate fixing rather

i changes in biological reactivity slight account for the poor
reproducibility. 1 With this in view, the "intra-arterisl" injections
t»ere made into s small multiple injection mining cuvette (rotat:

oagnei) placed in the fssorai arterial floa line* Blue dye studies
sstrated the improved mixing thus obtained and the bio-assay

technique subsequently yielded gratifying reproducibility and adequate
dose-response curve data.

This technique will continue to be used in the analysis of the

vasodilator properties of urine.

B included; Yes / _/ No
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I. Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology
(Laboratory)

2o None
(Section)

3 Bethesda, Maryland
(Location)

PIS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1957

Project Titles

A Study of Factors Modifying the Duration and
Mean Rate of Ventricular Ejection

.Principal Investigators s

E» Braunwald S„ J, Sarnoff, W, N„ Stainsby

Other Investigators i

None

Cooperating Units

s

None

Man fears (calendar year 1957); Patient Days (calendar year 1957); None

Totals' 3
Professional? 3
Other j

Project Descriptions

The object of these experiments ms to systematically
investigate the effect of a variety of factors influencing the
duration and mean rate of ventricular ejection in the isolated

»

supported,, n©n«»failiRg canine heart preparation

„

It was found that when stroke volume alone was increased,
ile holding all other parameters constant,, the duration of

ventricular ejection and ssean rate ©f ejection sre increased,-

An increase in heart rate at constant stroke volume decreases
iration of ejection per beat but increases the duration of ejection
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Project Description (continued) „

pes* minute as well -as the mean rate of ejection,, An increase in

eseara aortic pressure alone has little influence on either the
duration or esean rate of ventricular ejection until markedly
elevated mean aortic pressures are reached, Under such drew*
stances „ duration of ejection is lengthened and the ssean rate of
ejection decreased,. Hypothermia alone prolongs the duration of
ejection, sshile syaipathomis&etie amines have the opposite effect.
Unlike the npa-failing hearty the failing heart exhibits an increase
in the duration of ejection as stroke volume declines on the
descending lies© of its ventricular function curve.

Part B -included ¥es /H? Wo /Zw
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PHS»NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar fear 1957

Part Bs Hosiers Awards and Publications,,

Publications;

1. BrauoH&ld, E., Sarnoff, S. J., and Stainsby 3
W„ N«

The Determinants of the Duration and Mean Rate of

Ventricular Ejection, Circ Research „ In press.

Honors and Awards; None
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Project Title:

& OS

Valvular Insufficiency

Principal Investigators:

E e Braunaald; G, H Welch c Jr= and So J, Sarnoff

Other Investigators?

None

Cooperating Units?

Kan Years Ccalendar year 1957) & Patient Days '(calendar year 1957) ; Sss®

Totals
lis 3'

Project Descriptions

Hie object of these investigations raas to study the hefisodynatsic

alterations resulting* froa the production of acute 9 metered „ rait

and/or aortic regurgitations

Tko preparations have been devised in the dog t-sith a cojspL

circulation in which saitral or aortic regurgitant flow could be eset

and the volasee of regurgitation precisely controlled,. The siitral ins»f«
ficlency is created by permitting blood to floss out of the left ventri«

pr apeK through a is
c, through a Potter electrotu?bin©sster

and thence into the cannulated left atriKES? The aortic insufficien

.

;tiag blood to flow fro© the thoracic aorta., ths

ssaeter and into a prosthesis sutured into the apex
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Project Description (continued),

of the left ventricle* In both preparations effective systemic flow
is also metered* Pressures ere measured simultaneously in the left
atrium, left ventricle and aorta, and heart rate is recorded with a
Waters' cardiotaehcmeter,. Sixteen mitral insufficiency and twelve
aortic insufficiency experiments have been carried eat e

The results indicate that ins

I » Mitral Insufficiency?

So The data obtained indicates that a large esitral

regurgitant volume of the order of magnitude of fossr liters per
miniate could be sustained with only a minimal fall in foraard
cardiac output, and aortic pressure and associated with only a

slight rise in mean left atrial pressure,.

b The left ventricular function curve is only slightly
depressed in the presence of large volumes of mitral regurgitation
(2 to 3 times effective forward flow),

©o The rise in left atrial pressure following an increase
in systemic flow is substantially greater than the rise in left
atrial pressure following a similar increase in mitral regurgitant

II «* Aortic Insufficiency s

s<, The data from the aortic insufficiency experiments
indicate that volumes of regurgitation are tolerated with con«
sidersble elevation of left ventricular end=diastolic filling
pressure , but with relatively little rise in left atrial pre,:.

br The ventricular function curve is markedly los
the production of aortic insufficiency than in the noraai sta
but if the regurgitant stroke work is added to the forward ~st

work j the VF carve is even higher after aortic insufficiency Is

©c The differences between left ventricular end«*diastolie
and left atrial pressures coeld be diminished or slsssost abolis!

aducing concomitant mitral insufficiency „ However, the fall in
;rieular ©middiastolic pressure fcfas accompanied by a further

diminution in effective stroke volume beyond that which ha

iced "by the aortic regurgitation alone^

irt 3 included
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Part Bs Honors, Awards, and Publications a

Publications s

lc Brauawald, Eugene, Helen, George H„, Jr,, and
Sarnoff Stanley J Hemodynamic Effects of Quantitatively
Varied Experimental Mitral Regurgitation, CirCo Research
5; 539-545, 1957,

2 Welch, George H., Jr., Braanwald, Eugene, and Sarnoff,
Stanley Jo HeasodynaBaie Effects cf Quantitatively Varied
Experimental Aortic Regurgitation » Cire* Research
5s 546-551, 1957c

Honors and Awards: None
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l-„ Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology
(Laboratory)

2 o Florae

3* BethesdSp Maryland
(location)

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 195?

Project Titles Cardiac Energetics

Principal Investigators S= Jo Sarnoff E Braun«?ald p G P H
W„ Nc. Stainsby and R Mscrsz

Other Investigators s William Anderson, James Cok„ William Fisher

„

Frank Perry, and Joseph Miles,

Cooperating Units s None

Man Years (calendar year 195?) s Patient Bays (calendar year 195?)

Totals 10

Professionals 5

Project Descriptions Activity in this long-tees project for the past
twelve months has consisted of -a continuation of the studies >~

lined in the previous report? a 'comprehensive analysis of all
data and preparation for publication (see belo&)e The data ol

increase the liklihecd of the correctness of our position as
in previous reports and also that

So The oxygen requirement of the heart is not meaningfully
related to the work performed by it.

be The oxygen requirement consistently correlates well tu

the Tens£cn«Ti@e Index (eean systolic pressure x the d

tion of systole)

„

©o These data provide an objective basis for understanding
the clinical observation that patients with heart disease
in which stroke volume and cardiac output are marked :.

elevated (nitre 1 regurgitation, arteriovenous fistula.,

shunts) only rarely show overt evidence of- myocardial
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Project Description (continued),

hypoxia while patients with heart disease in which the

myocardium is called upon to develop a large total tension
(such as hypertension, aortic stenosis) do show such

evidence in the form of angina pectoris ,

An "amendment" to the basic Starling law concept {the energy
of contraction is a function of end«diastolic fiber length) is

being considered as a result of these data namely p that, while the

end-diastoiic fiber length determines the energy which can, be put

forth during the ensuing contraction, it is the nature of the

contraction (tension or shortening) which determines how much energy

j£ put forth.

The direction of current research is to acquire data with
which to affirm or deny the above mentioned "amendment,,"

:,ad Yes Wj No l^J
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B % Honors, Awards, and Publications*

Publications;

1, Sarnoft^, S„ J,, Case, R a B., Welch, G, H, , Braunrald, E c
_

and Stainsby, W e N, Performance Characteristics and Oxygen
Debt 2a a Non-Failing, Metabolicaily Supported t Isolated
Heart Preparation, kmt> J, Physiol,', January 1958

,

2 S Sarnoff, S„ J c , Braunwald, E„, Welsh, G, H O0 Case, R, B „

Stainsby, W„ R„ and Maerus, S c Hemodynamic Determinants
of the Oxygen Consumption of the Heart with Special Reference
to the Tension-=>Time Index Amer, 3, Physiol, v January 1958,

3, Sarncff„ S, J, and Braunwald, The Hemodynamic Determinants
of Myocardial Oxygen Consumption*, Encyclopedia Cardiology,
In press

»

4, Sarnoff, S c J„, Braunwald, E*. Welch, G H., Stainsby, W, N ; ,

Case, Ro B and Macmz, R, Hemodynamic Determinants of the
Oxygen Consumption of the Heart with Special Reference to the

Tension»Tim@ Index, The First Wisconsin Conference on Work
and the Heart, May, 1957 „

S„ Braunwald, E,, Sarnoff, S, J„„ Case, R„ B„, Stainsby and
Welch, G, H„ Hemodynamic Determinants of Coronary Floras Effect
of Changes in Aortic Pressure and Cardiac Output on the

Relationship Between Myocardial Oxygen Consumption and Coronary
FloHo Affiet'c J, Physiol,, January 1958,

6 Welch, Go H Cl, Jr,, Braunwald, E*<, Case, R, B, and Sarnoff, S., J,

The Effect of Mephenterraine Sulfate OJyamine) on Myocardial
Oxygen Consumption, Myocardial Efficiency and 'Peripheral Vascular
Resistance* Amer, J Med, In press?

Honors and Awards? None
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Project Title?

The Influence of the Site of Cardiac
Stiraulation on its Energetics

Principal Investigators;

Saul Winegrsd, So K. Broetean, J R* Blinks,
So Jo Sarnoff

Other Investigators;

None

Cooperating Units;
None

Man Years (calendar year 1957); Patient Days (calendar year 19575?

Total; 4 None
Professional; 4

Other

Project Descriptions

It has been ascertained in preliminary experisasnts that =>

a) Ventricular pacesaakiag results in a substantial depression of
the ventricals? function curve when compared with atrial pae®°
asking or conversely t

b) that at any given work level {compounded of specific flow
output pressures sn& rates) the ventricular filling pressure
required is higher with ventricular than with atrial pa©@°>

Baking and that under these circumstances

c) the oxygen utilisation is higher with ventricular than
atrial pacesnaking.

'art B ineltsdod Yes £~7 Mo U£J
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Tm direction of current research is to substantially amplify
out data Md de^elop^ with the help of electrocardiographic information,
m explanation of the observed phenomena*
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Project Title?
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Individual Project Report
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The Isolation and Characterization of a

Cardiac-active Protein System in Serum

Principal Investigators?

Stephen Hajdu Edward Leonard

Other Investigators?

None

Cooperating Units?

Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Ketabolis®

Man Years (calendar year 1957); Patient Days (calendar year 1957);
Totals 2 150
Professionals 2
Other %

Project Descriptions

Initial investigations {thermoiahility, inactivitetion by organic
solvents^ retention by collodion membranes during ultrafiltration) sm§-=>

gested the protein nature of the system, and it raas further revealed
that more than one eorapcuent was involved,, One component Preferred to as

coaponent L) binds strongly to the frog heart rased for assay, and is the
factor the concentration of which is elevated in hypertensive plescsas..

The action of the system on the isolated frog heart is to restore the
capacity to develop tension, to eliminate the staircase effect, and in the
presence of a high concentration of component L to cause contracture*
These actions can be reversed by washing the heart with several changes of
physiological salt solution*, The washing does not remove component L,
does remove a washable factor needed for activity of the system,
Preliminary isolation procedures were designed to separate component L
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Project Description (continued)

from the washable factor. The sensitivity of the proteins dictated
the avoidance ©f organic solvents for separation? sodium sulfate is

the most satisfactory precipitating agent

„

Component L is now prepared from a serum containing the factor
in high concentration, hypertensive human or normal dog serum being
satisfactory , The protein is precipitated by dialysis of serum
against 25% sodium sulfate, loss of the washable factor activity being
assured by prior dilution of the serum L activity survives in 50%
glycerol at -20 degrees centigrade for many weeks

„

Component L, when added to the heart „ binds strongly and cannot
be washed out over a period of many hours „ A heart with component L
bound is referred to as "sensitized", A sensitised heart with a large

amount of component L bound serves as the assay system for the washable
factor, addition of which then causes contracture

,

During the attempted isolation of the washable activity, it was
found that great losses occurred if room temperature dialysis was carried
out against large volumes of calcium«>free solutions , These losses can be
prevented if calcium is present in all precipitating solutions. The
washable fraction activity can be recovered practically without loss by
precipitating the proteins of normal serum in 30% sodium sulfate eon=>

taining 0,Q05M calcium chloride „ This fraction contains all the serum
globulins and a small fraction of the total albumin, (Albumin is not

needed for the activity). Further purification of the washable activity
yielded 2 protein fractions t neither of which alone has any effect on a

sensitised heart, but which together reproduce the original activity.
One fraction is precipitated from 0»17% sodium sulfate; the other, from
22-30%, The washable activity,, then, is comprised of 2 .protein fractions

„

A number of experiments suggest. that calcium plays an important
role in the action of the washable fraction, Under the appropriate
conditions, serusa which is dialysed against calcium=free solutions at

25 degrees centigrade loses washable activity. The loss can be pre-
vented if dialysis is performed at 4 degrees, or if 5mM/L calcium
chloride is present in the dialysis solution, Samples which have lost

activity on dialysis can sosetisffias be reactivated by the addition of

calcium. Free, ionic calcium does not of course substitute for washable
activity. These results suggest that calcium «y be bound to one of the

proteins that comprise the washable fraction, Supporting evidence is

found in the fact that this system can cause contracture of the sensitised
heart in the absence of ionic calcium? and no other substance or system
is known to induce heart muscle contraction in a calciumfree medium,

Part B included Yes $TJ No £U
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Akers, Robert Po s Action of Human Plasma on
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Subjects with and without Essential Hypertension,

Circ* Research 5s 3l9~322« 1957,

Honors and Awards:

None
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Project Titles

A New Isolated Atrium Preparation for the Study
of Drugs Affecting Myocardial Contractility

Principal Investigators?

John R, Blinks

Other Investigators?

Charles Whitted (part time)

Cooperating Units

?

None

Men Years (calendar year 19573; Patient Days (calendar year 19575:

Total? D£
Professional 1 None
Other? Vz

Project Descriptions

The project^ begun in November 1956 kss concerned aith
development of experimental techniques and apparatus until August
1957o Since then, a series of experiments has been run to explore
the potentialities of the method developed,.

The preparation consists of the left atrium of the cat or
rabbit, made into s closed sac by tieing the mitral ring around
a cannula, ligating the pulmonary veins, and dissecting awsy all
adjacent tissue. The atrium is filled with oxygen under pressure,,

and is mounted is a chamber filled with Krebs solution „ It is

stimulated at a constant frequency. In rapid succession „ records
are then made of the diastolic volume, stroke voluse, and the
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Project Description {continued)*

pressure generated by "isometrie" contractions , at a number of

distending pressures* This permits the construction of pressure^
volume curves, and "Starling curves" for both "isometrie" and

"isotonic" contraction from apparent ones produced by changes in

frequency or diastolic fiber length*

It was observed that isolated left atria frequently
developed a rapid spontaneous rhythm, and the necessity to suppress

this in order to maintain a constant frequency of contraction
prompted several experiments * It was found that the tendency
toward auto-rhythmicity was increased by distention and by low

potassium concentrations „ decreased by increased potassium,
pentobarbital „ and reserpine* Reserpine pre=treatment effectively
prevents the production of auto*rhythraieity by the sympathomimetic
amines without significantly affecting their inotropic effects.

The results of the above experiments were as follows t

a) The diastolic pressure volume characteristics of the
preparation were not changed by any of the drugs tested so far
except the cardiac glycosides in toxic concentrations..

b) The "Starling curves" were not changed in shape * but
were shifted up or down by drugs having positive or negative
isotropic actions „ respectively. The curves regularly exhibit a

descending limb, and it is of special interest, from the
theoretical point of view e that -the peak of the curve, e o g 30

the diastolic voluse associated with the strongest contractions

„

appears to be very nearly constant regardless of whether the curve
is elevated or depressed,

A series of experiments is planned in which a large number
of agents having inotropic actions will be examined for their
effects upon the pressure»volusse relationships,, the "iso-sstric"

and "isotonic" Starling curves of isolated atria* Differences
in the way in which the agents affect the various functions
measured would indicate differences in their modes of action and
might suggest the rational therapeutic combination of agents.
It is also planned to evaluate the preparation for use in the assay
of drugs for inotropic activity, comparing its performance with
that of established sethods.

Part B included* Yes /"""? No /T?
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Part .A,

Project Titles

Heart Valve Replacement

Principal Investigators;

So J, Sarnoff and S K a

Other Investigators %

Frank Perry, Charles Whitted and Joseph Miles

Cooperating Units

;

Man Years (calendar year ,1957)? Patient Days (calendar year 1957);

Totals 5 None

Profess iena 2; 2

Other

;

3

Project Descriptions

i project was reopened with a view to ascertaining whet

the embolic phenomena $hich had precluded the clinical application

the apieai«»®ertie anastomosis technique sight be eliminated, hy

proper racdificatioa ©f the two points of attashEent of the prosthesis

at the ventricular apes and the aorta (see previous reports) « It &ias

found that impregnating a sleeve of stretehabl® daeron«=orlon Kith

elastic silicon® and affixing .this to the outflow end of the valve

made it possible to -per forms an end°to°side anastomosis to thoracic aorta-,

which appears to have overcoat the above described difficulty » It has

also been ascertained that the nessly constructed silastic ball^valve

produces substantially less hemolysis than the previously used bsll=>

valve prosthesis

o





Fort,

Octo
——

2 -

Current efforts are aimed at snaking the ventricular Onflow)
end of the prosthesis so that it conforms to the inner contour
of the apex in order to obliterate the dead space in which the
previously observed thrombosis was noted to arise, and to have the
entire surface exposed to blood covered with silastic.

Part B included LSlJ
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Part A,

Project Title?

Effects of Blood Flow on Transcapillary Diffusion
in Ms-em lian Skeletal Muscle

Principal Investigators?

E Mo Renfcin

Other Investigators;

Frank Perry, William Anderson (part-tim), assd

Alan Marks {Jane 1957- August 1957), CTtae

last»naaed was a participant in the sussaer student
program o Donald McKnew c another sussssr student and
Jaraes Brown also helped in ranch of the work
described

„

Cooperating Units % None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) i Patient Days (calendar year 1957);,

Totals 3% None
Professional? 1

Others 2S£

Project Descriptions

lc 'The principal phase ®$ot tie study of blood flow and
vasetalar tone on trsnscapillary Vr exchange in the isolated
gracilis suseie of the dog m& completed „

' In general, the
conclusion wss reached that the esjshanga rate is determined
principally by two factors?

the total blood supply,

Cfo) the extent to which the capillaries are open
' to the flow of blood.
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Project Description (continued);

Experimentally, it was observed.that sympathetic vas©°
constriction led to a greater fall in IT influx than could be
attributed to the fall in flow alone, and that active (and
reactive) hyperemia led to a greater increase in ¥r£ influx than
could be accounted for by flow alone. Thus a direct effect on
the number of open capillaries is suggested,, in agreement with
histological study,

Attempts to study sympathetic vasodilatation were not
successful

,

This material will new be prepared for publication as one
or more articles,

2, Work on the effects of sudden pressure changes on
blood flow in skeletal muscles ended when Dr, W„ N Stainsby left
on June 30 9 195?, for the Physiology Department of the University
of Florida at Gainesville., He is presently continuing this study,

3, Messrs, Marks , KcKnew and Brown spent a large part of
their tine this susmer working on the development of a new
experimental preparation for me* This consists of the hind legs of
a large bullfrog CR, eatesbiana) perfused with oxygenated Dextran-
Krebs- solution in such a fanner as to permit/ ultimately ;

- simile
taneoas measurement of fr^exchange and 2 transport. The latter
is to be measured by the Fick Principle , using a Clark Og electrode
to measure venous Or, tension (calculating content from the known
solubility), Sinee"tbe time available was limited* this develops
sent was not completed,, but a good start was made,

(a) The perfusion method appears satisfactory; Pro-
vision wst be made for removal of lymph accumulated under the skin
(see section d, below),

<b) The Clsrk electrode works reasonably well s even
at the low rates of flow encountered C0 2 ml, /rain,),' IjX was not
tested in a flow cell with Mood* howeverjj 0„ tension was recorded
on a Sanborn channel via their low level u, CT amplifier (Chopper),
Highly disturbing electrical "noise" which appeared intermittently
was laboriously traced at last to 2 of the 3 chopper amplifiers in
the department c

Cc) The Beefeaa Industrial PH meter was adapted for
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Project Description (continued)

s

recording venous PH on the Sanborn recorder via a chopper
amplifier o Problems relating to grounding and the design of
a suitable flow cell still remain to be solved.

Cd) Mr, 5!cKnea made the interesting observation
that what appears to be lymph may be collected by inserting
polyethylene tubes under the skin of the perfused frog legs*

Even without muscle movement or massage,, it appears to be
produced at an appreciable rate D This method may prove useful
in studying lymph formation under very simple conditions.

Future plans are to be directed tomrd?

(a) the origin of lymph, and

Cb) the time spent by blood in the capillaries during
which diffusion occurs,,

Part B included /No.J
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Part Ao

Project Title: Development of Freezing Point Depression Methods

Principal Investigates"! Robert L© Bowman

Other Investigators? Lucy Samler (Summer employee)

David Shear ( " " )

Dr Jack Davidson-General Medicine

Cooperating Units: None **• Ncraan Levinsky-LKEM

Man Years (Calendar Year 195?) J Patient Days (Calendar Year 195?)*

Total: °k$ Norie

Professional: l5
Other: o30

Fffenrrccc During Past Year :

This has been a continuing problem since 1955* micro aspects
began about January 1956

o

Investigation of Peltier effeet refrigeration systems for
application to freezing point depression measurements was completed
with the testing of a high efficiency couple prepared by RGA
Laboratories and leaned to the laboratory for testingo Tests of
this apparatus were conducted to determine if a reproducible
time~temperature cycle could be produced so that time readings
could be converted to temperature readings to allow interpolate
of time of thawing between unknown and standards*,

Current requirements of 50 to 100 ADC and requirement of
constant temperature cooling water x*ere considered Impractical
when compared with the conveniences offered by the cello It
was decided that this approach had little to offer over other
methods of coolings
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Page 2 Calendar Year 1957 Serial No c.
NHX-172

A water bath type micro freezing point depression apparatus
was built along the lines suggested by Ramsey (Ref <,) but modified
to utilise the time<=>temperature conversion for interpolation

o

The ssmple holder microscope system was also modified to hold
several sample and unknown tubes Testing of the apparatus is
now underway in the Laboratory of K & E Metabolism

o

Direction of Current Research;

To continue to devise and test new methods and instjcuments
as the occasion arises to apply them to local research programs

o

Part B includedc
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Part Ac

Project Titles A Counter«>Gurrent Model for Solvit© Transport and
Diffusion in theKfiflJtelian Kidney

Principal Investigators? Murray Eden

Other Investigators! Thomas Jo Kennedy,Jr. (LKE4)
Robert WD Berliner (LKEM)

Norman Levinskey (LKEM)

Laura Guiffrida
Agnes Preston (LKEM)

Clara Adams (LKEM)

Cooperating Units* None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957)* Patient Days (Calendar Year 195?)

*

Totals o3?
Professionals .22
Others «15

Progress During Past Years

Studies of kidney functions t in particular^ medullary functions
have revealed certain physiological details, e« go, an ionic cone
tion gradient increasing from the cortex to the pelvisj, that have' not
been- explicated by presently available models o

A model has been proposed which postulates eounter^eurren

»

diffusion between the arterial and venous capillary systeias in

the renal msdullao Several, mathematical models have been
considered* all of which predict a gradient of solute concent:

tion s Only the simplest models are Capable of analytical solution^
these models also predict that the gradient Hill be dependent
on the square of the blood flow through the medullao

Techniqvies have been devised so as to measure intramedullary

P^ i£ J^rJS. ^ ^°£8 ° ** ^s anticipated that such experiments may-

serve to test certain of the inferences of the raodelo This project
was started in January 195?o
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Direction of Current Research;

The more complex fomulations of the model are being prepared
for machine computationo Numerical results may then be used to
make more detailed inferences regarding the roles of various
physical parameters., such as flow rates diffusion constants., etco

The physiological experiments are continuing,, An electrode
suitable for embedment into the renal medulla will be fabricated
and testedo

Part B included No<
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Part Ac

Project Titles Development of a Model for the Explication of
the Appearance Differences in pCOp between Plasma
and Urine

Principal Investigator : Murray Eden

Other Investigators: =—-- Thomas J e Kennedy, Jr„ (LKEM)
Robert W» Berliner (LKEM)

Cooperating Unit: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) J Patient Days (Calendar year 1957):
Total: o22 None
Professional: 22

Others

Progress During Past Year s

It has been observed by workers in the Laboratory of Kidney
and Electrolyte Metabolism and elsewhere that under certain conditions
viso a high buffer load;, that the partial pressure of COg in the
urine may be 100 or more mm Hg higher than that in the plasma

A mathematical model based on the known kinetics of the
bicarbonate - carbonic acid - carbon dioxide system was devised^
and a solution found for the differential equation, numerical
computations were performed on the digital computer at the National
Bureau of Standards Q These results agreed with experimental results
of studies of an in vitro system designed to test the hypotheses

o

It was found that in the presence of moderate to high buffer
concentrations s the release of carbon dioxide from the solution
may be delayed from 3 to 30 minutes^, the delay time being increased
as the buffer concentration increasedc This project was started in
January 1957o

Direction of Current Research:

P, more complicated expression, including the catalytic effect
of anions,, has been derived* The numerical calculations will again
require the use of a digital computer
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While the results obtained agree well with the in vitro system^
and agree qualitatively with the physiological data, it is felt that
other factors depending on mechanism of kidney function may be equally
important in explaining these physiological data (See Project Report-
A Counter~Current Model for Solute Transport and Diffusion in the
Mammalian Kidney)

o

Part B included yes / / no /%. /
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Part A<

Project Title: Drying and Hydration Studies of Proteins and Tissue

Principal Investigator: John Lo Stephenson

Other Investigators: Geraldine W Smith
Artrice Valentine
Marion Sharpless

Cooperating units: None

Man Tears: (Calendar Year 1957)$ Patient Days = None
Total: * lo30
Professional: o20
Other: lolO

Progress During Past Year :

The general purpose of this project is to obtain
information en the nature of the solid liquid interface in
protoplasms particiilarly its area and hydration structure

o

Projected was started in 1955 »

The vacuum sublimation rate of frozen albumin and gelatin
solutions of various concentrations has been measuredo The
drying rate of gelatin solutions is much slower than that of
albumin of the same concentration by weight This is in agree^
ment with theoretical predictions© In order to correlate drying
data with the sise and number of ice crystals formed during the
freesing, the dried specimens of gelatin and albumin have been
embedded in paraffin sectioned and examined by phase microscopy,.
An unexpected result in this study was the extreme difficulty
with which 10$ gelatin was embedded by vacuum infiltration id.th

paraffin in contrast x*ith the relative ease with which tissue
and albumin are embeddedo This is interpreted as some kind of
wetting phenomenon and is being investigated furthero

The general theozy necessary for interpreting the drying
data has been developed beyond its previous state o
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Direction of Current Research;

The compilation of drying data on various proteins and
biological tissues is being continuedo It is hoped that it may
provide a useful estimate of the average state of aggregation
of colloids in complex systems o The technique still needs to be
refined so that it can be applied to very small samples => of the
order of one microgram » At present this seems feasible Another
problem is to investigate the extent to which proteins are
denatured by drying s It seems very probable that as water molecules
are removed from a protein that irreversible bondings will occur
between some of the freed bonds = anc that at least from a.

physiological point of view cytoplasmic structure will be
irreversibly denatured* One approach to this problem which is
planned is to investigate the effects of freezing and dehydration
on the physiology of red blood cells, particularly the sphering
phenomenon.*

Part B included: Yes
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Part Bo Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project!

Stephenson, J« L», Smith, G. W. and Trantham, H» V
Automatic Recording of Weight and Temperature for

Vacuum Sublimation Studies, Rev Sc„ Insto, May, 1957,
28: 381-382

o
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Development of Prosthetic Valves for Experimental
Use in the Aortic and Mitral Areas

Principal Investigators! S. R. McCabe
R L. Bowman

Other Investigators:

Cooperating Units:

H. V. Trantham
Alexander Mclnnes

Mi's Clarence Nemlr,Nsmir Incorporated
Dr, W, J. Kolff, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland.,Ohio
Dr. Frank Gollan,Veterans Hospital,Nashvlll9 8 Tejr
Dro Frank Spencer,Johns Hopkins Research

Department? Baltimore^Maryland
Dr.Glena Morrow,Surgery,National Heart Institute

Man years (Calendar year 1957) *

Total: «60
Professional: »h,0

Other: .25

Patient Dsye(Calendar Tear 195?)

*

None

Dies of different sises have been made and others started.
Two valves, one for the mitral position and one for the aortic
position are ready for a trial series in animals.

Valves have been molded in Polyvinyl chloride, silastic,
elastomer of Kel=F with and without fillers* All materials
are mechanically satisfactory but the vinyl chlorides are not
suitable for long term use. They have been tested for short
terra use in dogs The elastomer for Kel~F is difficult to mold
and seams to have a greater tendency to 'flow 8 than does the more
satisfactory silastico The elastomers of polyurethane, and teflon
(Viton A c ) are under consideration.

Under the direction of Dr. Kolff of the Research Division^
Cleveland Clinic, aortic valves have been placed below the
coronary vessels o A cusp of the valve was imperfect and
insufficiency resulted. A similar experiment was done at
Johns Hopkins and a similar result obtained. Since this time
the die has been revised. Valves designed for the Mitral area
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have been inserted into dogs at the Veterans Administration
Hospital^ Nashville, Tennessee, under the direction of Dr. Gollan c

The dogs survived several days and information regarding the
housing of the valve was gained from these experiments

«

Dr» Clarence Weldon of the Heart Institute placed a valve in
the mitral position » After the fifth day catheterization was
performed, and the pressures recorded, in the left atrium and
ventricle^ were consistent with the normalo The dog was
sacrificed and the area examined. A small amount of fibrin
had gathered along a tear in an imperfect custo Otherwise the
valve was free of foreign material

o

Direction of Current Research ?

A study will be made by placing the valve in a series of
dogs to see what further problems remain in the 'housing 9 of
the valve o The valves have been used for pump oxygenators
(Dr. George Clowes, Jr», City Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio) and
further study will be continued for their use in pumps

o

Part B included yes/
. / Tl0lEI7
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Part A

o

Project Title: An Analog Computer for the Analysis of Overlapping
Distribution Functions

Principal Investigators: Murray Eden
Frank Noble
Joseph Hayes

Cooperating Unit: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (Calendar year 1957) '

Total: lo52 None
Professional: lo52
Other:

Progress During Past Year:

To develop procedures for the analysis of experimental curves
resulting from the statistical distribution of a variable in a
given molecular population, e c go, molecular absorption spectra
and spatial diffusion patterns such as electrophoretic sedimenta=
tion curves,, This project was begin March 1957»

It has been shown mathematically that any finite sum of
components, each component being representable by a stable
probability density distribution, e„ g 69 the Gaussian distribution

has a unique decomposition,.

However, in order to obtain this decomposition by mathematical
analysis, Fourier transform methods are required which are exceed!]
laborious and time consumingo It was decided to utilize a direct
approach and to construct an analog simulator,; Kith this device
an operator varies the parameters of each component in some rev
way until he obtains a match to the experimental trace

»

The computer simulates a spectrum by generating five periodic
voltage waveforms of appropriate shapes each being individually
adjustable in height, width, and position The five waveforms
then summed and connected to a cathode ray oscilloscope where the
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composite pattern is viewedo The repitition frequency is
.:© cycles per second, hence the oscilloscope sweep is
synchronized to the line frequency and phase P Individual
position variability is obtained by shifting the phase of the
60 cycle sine wave which drives each individual channelo Width
variability is obtained by forming a square wave from the input
sine wave, integrating the square wave to obtain a triangular
wave, passing the triangular wave through a variable gain amplifier^
limiting the maximum positive excursion of the peak of the triangle
to a fixed positive value and clipping the triangle at a fixed
negative value » As the amplifier gain is changed, the output
of the clipper is always triangular between fixed limits, but
the width is continuously varied This variable width triangle
connects to a biased di©de function generator which produces
the desired distribution functicGu Height variability is
obtained by variation of the gain of a following amplifier
The instantaneous sum is obtained by connecting all five channels
to a resistive adding networko

Preliminary experiments on spectra of dinitrophenol and on
certain synthetic mixtures of distributions have indicated good
fits can be obtained by inexperienced operators with relatively
little difficulty o However, it was found that in the case of
curves exhibiting considerable overlapping of distributions^
several different matches may be obtained on a single experimental
curve

o

Direction of Current Research ;

In view of the questions of uniqueness of fit, it was felt
that the likelihood of finding a single best fit would be
considerably enhanced by improving the accuracy of the deviceo

The accuracy of solutions obtainable with this computer
must certainly improve with refinement of the function generator
component o We will attempt to produce function generators fox-

both Gaussian, and Cauchy=Lorents distributions which are accurate
to within one percent of full scale for both ordinate and area
When such generators are produced* we will redesign the remaining
parts of the computer to be consistent in accuracy and increase
the number of channels

o

fo types of experiment potentially analyzable by this
rument are absorption spectrophotometry,, in which the

distribution is presumed to be either Gaussian or Cauchy-LorentsP

and techniques in which the curves are produced by a schlieren
ara and are definitely Gaussian,
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With regard to the first type of experiment, two studies are
planned B One is the analysis of infra~red spectra of wat©r-=prlmary
aliphatic alcohol systems in which the effects of temperature
on hydrogen bonding appear as changes in the relative intensity
of several overlapping absorption bands© The other is an attempt
to correlate absorption spectx*um and chemical structure in the
mono - and dl^nitrophenol series s and absorption spectra and
composition of mixtures of known ctaapcundao

Two studies are planned with regard to the second type of
experiment,. One is the analysis of curves from electrophoresis
and diffusion experiments on known synthetic mixtures of proteinsj
the other is the precise analysis of electrc=phoretie patterns
of pathologic (e. go, agammaglobulinesic) human ovjbo

Part B included yes / / no f%J
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Part A<

Project Title: Mechanism of Action of Metalloprotein Dehydrogenases

Principal Investigator: Joseph E. Hayes, Jr

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Unit: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) J Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)

s

Total: .20 None
Professional: .20
Others

Progress During Past Year:

Among the most important classes of enzymes in living tissue
is the group consisting of dehydrogenases which require pyridine
nucleotides as electron acceptors o A umber of these are known to
be zinc raetalloproteins,, whose integrity as such is essential to
their enzymatic activity,* There is in addition evidence that in the
case of the alcohol dehydrogenase of bakers' yeast there is one atom
of metal for each of the four active sites of the enzyme moleeule 8

so situated that their interaction with a metal~eomplexing agent
interferes with binding of coenzyme to the aposnzyra®. Also* there
are grounds for suspicion that removal of the sin© leads to extensive
degradation of the protein molecule o

It is plasned to Investigate these phenomena with especial
reference to elucidation of the function of the zinc atom in the
catalytic action

Many metal°chslates are known to be fluoreseento It is hoped
that binding of substrates or coenzymes to the zinc^enzyme can be
studied by this means Existing methods for direct demonstration
and kinetic study of enzyase-eoensyme complexes depend on changes in
absorption spectrao Such changes do not occur with yeast alcohol
dehydrogenase^ making an alternative method such as this necessary©
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Studies by standard physical methods are planned to
investigate degradation of the protein on removal of the zlne

It is expected that correlation of such studies with studies
of coenzyme binding by other methods (e go ultracentrifugal
separation) and kinetics of the overall reaction will yield
information concerning the function of the zinc and the component
elementary reactions of the overall scheme

This project began with the arrival of the investigator in
this laboratory in February 19$7o

Because of unavailability until recently of a spectrophoto=
fluorometer, difficulties with intrinsic instability of the enzyme,,

and primary involvement of the investigator in another projects
(A Computer for Determining Wave Nunber, Intensity and Line Width
of Maxima in the Infra-Red Spectrum) » Progress to date is negligible©

Direction of Current Research *

The current project is directed toward an understanding of
the nature and mechanism of the catalytic action exerted by members
of this class of enzymes, through measurement by locally develop
instrumental methods of interaction of an enzyme with its coenzymes
and substrates and studies of the kinetic behavior of the complexes
thus formed©

Part B included yes/T no/a /
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Part Ao

Project Titles The Biochemical Effects of Ultrasonic Waves

Principal Investigator! Alfred Teissier

Other Investigators! None

Cooperating Unit? None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) J Patient Days (Calendar year 1957) i

Totals o5 None
Professionals <>5

Others

Progress During Past Year;

The purpose of this research is to elucidate the detailed
processes by which ultrasonic waves affect living tissues and
simpler biochemical systems such as snsyme solutions „ Among the
known effectives lysis of erythrocytes, the killing and disruption
of various cells and viruses in suspension, the neurosurgical
production of brain lesions, and a differential rate of destruction
of oxidative and phosphorylative activity of enaymeso Generally.,
these effects are found only if the ultrasonic intensity is great
enough to produce cavitation o One aim of these studies is thus
a better understanding of the way in which cavitation causes osida=
tion and depolymarisationj for example, are oxidants (such as Hp Op)

formed by the recombination cf hydroxy! or other free radicals
producsd bj a presumed electric discharge in the cavities* or do
they result from thermal activation of dissolved oxygen by local
temperatures of several hundred degrees attained during the adiabatic
compression of the collapsing bubbles, or is some other mechanism
involved

o

Preliminary experiments indicate that dissolved oxygen is
necessary for the formation of Hg g to ultrasonicaily-irradiated

faer; little, if any, H2 Qg is produced in water which
contains heliisa as the only dissolved gaso Because of this, and
also the finding that moderate concentration of hydroxyl radical
scavengers (such as acrylamids and formic acid) do not reduce the
peroxide yield, it is unlikely that Hg Og is produced principally
by the reaction 2 OH ° K2 Qgo
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Another observation is that small amounts of ©stone are produced

by ultrasound in distilled water containing dissolved oxygen

o

Direction of Current Research*

The possibility of detecting hydroxyl and perhydroxyl (H0§)

radicals directly by electron paramagnetic resonance methods will
be explored© Also^ oxygenated and deoxygenated solutions of

enzymes such as catalase and dehydrogenase will be irradiated*

and the loss of enzymatic activity will be correlated with
spectrophotometry and molecular weight changeso The extent
of the analogies between sonochemiatry and x-radiation chemistry
will be investigated, as one aspect of the broad problem of the

conversion of sound energy into heat, lights and chemical energyo

Part B included yes / / no / x ']
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«

Project Title: Development of a Probabilistic Model for Growth

Principal Investigator: Murray Eden

Other Investigators: Laura Guiffrida

Cooperating Unit: Dr« Hale Trotter s Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey.

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) J Patient Days (Calendar year 1957)
Total: .27 Nona
Professional: .12

Other .15

Project Description :

To construct a minimal information, stochastic, two-dimensional
model of a growing organism and to study the properties of the model.
Since the model is in a certain sense an analogy to biological growth^
the results on the mathematical model may give some insight into the
minimal information content required for biological growths. Project
began prior to Principal Investigator's arrival on duty in June, 1955o

Progress During Past Year :

Samples of 256 cells and 512 cells, respectively, have been
prepared by the Monte Carlo method described in earlier reports
by the Institute for Advanced Study computer facility

A paper was prepared dealing with the machine computation
aspects of the study and delivered at a Symposim on Computer
Techniques in Biology and Medicine, sponsored by the Institute
of Radio Engineers in New York City on March l*o

Direction of Current Research:

A thallophyte, Prasiola sp» has been found which bears a
gametophyllc thallus having a striking resemblance to the results of
the theoretical modelo Attempts will be made to obtain this organism
in order to ascertain whether the morphogenesis of this structure
resembles the process postulated by the modelo

Part B included Yes [Tf No jh^f
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Part Bs Honors, Awai-dSj, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Bonners J a T and EderiB Mo 9 The Foim of the Frequency Distribution
Curve of Cell and Nuclear Sizes Experimental Cell Research^ II 9

265 (1956)

o

Honors and Aaards relating to this project:

None
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Part Ao

Project Title: Development of a Micro Glass Electrode

Principal Investigator: Murray Eden

Other Investigators: Laura Guiffrida

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days(Calendar Year 1957)

:

Total: 897 None
Professional: .22
Other: c 75

Project Description :

To develop a glass electrode small enough to be embedded into
living organisms for some length of time<> To ascertain how small
a glass electrode can be made that will function as an adequate
sensing element for the measurement of pH D Project began in June2

1955o

Progress During Past Year:

Various methods of insulating all except the lowest 50 microns
of the micro glass electrode have been attempted^ these have included
coating with varnishes, and vaeum evaporating alumini!m 5 silver., gold
and silicon monoxide. None of the methods have been found to be
satisfactory o

Somewhat larger electrodes have been fabricated by sealing a small
amount of the conducting glass to a lead glass capillary and then pulling
the bubble out to a fins point 50 - 100 microns in diameter o These
electrodes are being used in a study of the pH response of the renal
medulla in vivoo (See report of T. J. Kennedyj Jr <, LKEM) c
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Direction of Current Research^

The method described in the previous paragraph is being extended
to the fabrication of smaller size electrodes

o

A further modification consisting of a method of pulling the
raicrocapillaries of conducting glass within an envelope of lead glass
so that the two glasses fuse together a short distance from the tip
will be investigatedo

Part B included yes / / no/5T7
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Part Ao

Project Titles Development of a Sound Velocity Detector for
Gas Chromatography

Principal Investigators: Frank W Noble
John L. Stephenson

Other Investigators! Eugene McKelvey (summer employee)
Marion Sharpless
Hillary Trantham

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar Year 1957) J Patient Days (Calendar Year 195?)
Total: 1 00 None
Professional: <>35

Others 6$

Progress During Past Year :

The need for a more sensitive and stable detector is
discussed in the report "Development of Radio frequency
Ionization Detector for Gas Chromatography" by Dr„ Robert Lo
BoMnaao The development of a sound velocity was started in
July of this year*, For constant pressure and ratio of speeifi©
heats a the velocity of sound is universely proportional to the
square root of the density of the gas A device which actually
measures sound velocity can be calibrated to indicate gas
density o One possible advantage of the use of sound is that
the small pressures involved presumedly will not alter th©
physical or chemical properties of the gas mixture o V© have
built a model which utilises a sound frequency of one mega-
cycle and a path two centimeters long and one centimeter in
diameter, A quartz crystal is mounted in each end of the
chamber o One crystal is driven by a stable oscillator, while
the other receives the sound from the first and feeds an

fier The relative phase of the transmitting and
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receiving crystal voltages is determined and is interpreted
in terms of sound velocity or gas density*. At the present
time the sensitivity is of the order of l:10-> mole fraction
for a gas of MW 100 in helium

Direction of Current Research ;

The sensitivity of this instrument must be increased by
at least one hundred times in order to represent a significant
improvement over existing methods of detection „ Two
possibilities are being investigated., One is to obtain
greater phase sensitivity in the measuring circuit of the
present equipments The other is the use of frequency multiplica-
tion of both the transmitted and received signals to increase the
phase difference between them<> The combination of both methods
which yields the maximum sensitivity consistent with acceptable
stability will be foundo

Part B included* No
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Part Ao

Project Titles Development of Methods for Measurement of Blood Flow

Principal Investigators? Robert L Bowman
Frank V„ Noble

Other Investigators: Ho V. Trantham

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (Calendar Year 1957):
Total: o93 None
Professional: »33
Others o60

Progress During Past Year :

The aim of this continuing project is to produce an efficient
method of measuring blood flow with a minimum distrubance of the
system being measuredo The method utilising Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance is still considered to have the best promise for
fulfilling the requirements o The electronic equipment necessary to
produce spin echo signals has been completed, but preliminary tests
have shown that in spite of the fact that this system is capable of
operation in inhomogenous magnetic fields that we still have not
a sufficiently powerful magnet to make a successful spin echo testo
In view of the necessity of a more elaborate magnet thsn would be
practical for this type of systera8 the spin echo system has been
temporarily suspended in favor of continuing work on the absorption
method that has so far shown the greatest promisee Experiments
with various types of circuits for picking up the nuclear magnetic
absorption signal from the flowing stream are still being testedo
The defect of this system at the moment is the requirement of the
lerge magnet to produce the magnetic fieldo Systems are under
consideration for producing this field in a pulse fashion with
solenoids or devices which would be less cvsnbersome than the
large magnet presently requiredo

Direction of Current Research:

The investigation of the possible application of the Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance system to measurement of blood flowg hydration^
and the analysis of the alkali metals utilising the broad band
simple system will be continued as time becomes available .•?

Part B included o No
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Project Title: Development of a Self"Balancing Potentiometer

Principal Investigators: John Lo Stephenson
Frank W Noble

Other Investigators: Geraldine W Smith
Marion Sharpless

Cooperating l!nits: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar Year 1957)
Total: oU2 None
Professional: 17
Other: o25

Progress During the Past Year :

The electx'onic amplifier used in this apparatus was
modified slightly to incorporate a cathode following stage c

A stabilized 700 volt power supply was also built for the
photonultiplier usedo It was found that the best signal
to noise ratio was obtained when the tube was operated at
the highest light level which would not casss© excessive
fatigue a£ the photocathode

Direction of Current Research:

Except for publication the project is completedo

Part B included
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Part A,

Project Titles Mathematical Investigation of Biological Transport.
Problems

Principal Investigator: John Lo Stephenson

Other Investigators: Marion Sharpless

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar Year 1957): Patient Days (Calendar Year 1957)
Total: ol;0 None
Professional: o20
Other: a20

Progress During the Past Year :

A number of biological problems have been investigated
from a probabilistic point of view These include interchange
of a label between N compartment systems and interchange of a
label between vascular and extra~vascular fluid compartments

o

It has been found that these problems can be usefully analyzed
in terms of transport probabilities which define the probability
that a particle initially at one phase will be found at another
t units of time later o In particular a very general relation
has been found which relates the transport through a capillary
bed of a substance which exchanges with the extrenovascular
fluid compartment to the transport of one which does note
Utilising this theoretical result = if the outflow curves are .

experimentally known it should be possible to obtain the law
governing exchange between the capillary bed and the ®xtra=>
vascular fluid compartment

o

Direction ofCurrent Research:

It is planned to continue investigation along same lines o

Part B included = n@
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Project Title

1

Physics of Ultra^Rapid freezing of Water, Colloidal
Solutions and Protoplasm

Principal Investigator; John L. Stephenson

Other Investigators; Gsraldine Smith
Artrice Valentine
Marion Sharpiess

Cooperating units; None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: Io?0
Professional: ol|5

Other: 1,25

Project Description : (l) To investigate the basic physics of the
rapid freezing process in water, colloidal systems and protoplasm.
(2) To apply this information to the analysis of hydration pheno
in protoplasm. (3) To extend the range of application of freezing
and drying as a method of fixation and preservation of biological
material. Project was begun in 1951i«

Progress During Past Year; Recording techniques have been
further developed. A procedure for the manufacture of microthermo-
couples has been devised in which a glass capillary tube is pulled
down around a 1 mil constantan wire, giving it a very thin coating
of glass. The tip of the wire is then exposed, and a layer of
copper is evaporated on to it. The completed thermocouple has a
diameter of aboul 2 mils and a response time of about 1 millisecond.
In addition to galvanometer amplifier used for following the therrao^

couple response has been somewhat improved. (See report on self
balancing potentiometer).

The earlier work on effects of pressure freezing has teen written
up for publication.

A major activity during the past year has been to set up the
facilities and to acquire the skills necessary for doing oiir own
electron microscopy. Towards this end a Philips E. M. 75 microscope
has been rented, installed, and its operation has been learnedo
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Equipment for doing our own preparation of biological specimens has
also been set up., and the routine procedures of methacrylate embedding
then sectioning^ preparation of grids s etc- have been learned. At
present we are beginning to get reasonably satisfactory micrographs
of specimens prepared by standard procedures.

Direction of Current Research; The primary program in the next
year is to correlate data obtained from calorimetric studies with
electron microscopic data as to occurrence size and number of ice
crystals » This will both help to evaluate freezing and drying as a
method of fixation for electron microscopy and will give fundamental
information about the kinetics of ice crystal formation in colloidal
systems during rapid freezing.

Part B« included Yes X
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Part B» Honors , Awards and Publications

Publications

;

1. Gersh, I., Isenberg, I«, Stephenson, J. L», Bondareff, W.,
Submicroscopic Structure of Frozen-Dried Liver Specifically Stained for
Electron Microscopy. Partly Technical Anat. Record. May, 193>7* 128s 91=111.

2. Gersh, I«, Isenberg, 1°, Bondareff, W., Stephenson, J. L. Submicroscopic
Structure of Frozen°Dried Liver Specifically Stained for Electron Microscopy..
Part II, Biological. Anat. Record, June 1S<£7, 128s 1U9-171.
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Project Title; Construction of a Small Pump Capable of Working the
Pulmonic and Peripheral Systems Simultaneously

Principal Investigator; S. R. McCabe

Other Investigator ; William Tribble (Technical)

Cooperating units: Philip Joram and George P. Karsden => Medical
Arts c^ectionj Scientific Reports Branch
Dro Stanley J. Sarnoff, Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology., National Heart Institute

Man Years; (calendar year 1957) Patient Days: None
Total; ,9
Professional: .65
Other: .25

Project Description;

Progress during past year: The pump described in previous report
has been made. A modified pump of small proportions has been tested*
It is roughly spherical tnd is two and a half inches in diameter.
During animal tests it is connected to I. V. C. and S. V. C. by way
of the azygos vein and the right atrium. The 'right 8 side of the
pump ejects blood which is directed by a connector through the wall
of the outflow tract of the right ventricle into the pulmonary artery.
Blood is collected from the left atrium and pumped into the descending
aorta o This is done through the 'left' side of the pump.

A nex* activating system has been designed and made. Its central
feature is an electric clutch. Its magnetic field is controlled by
an electrical pulse. The length of time of the 'on 3 signal controls
the stroke output of the pump. The number of signals per minute
control the pulse rate. The system is set apart from the pump and
its force is transmitted through a tube containing fluid. The
has the advantage that its controls can be placed at any desired
distance and an accurate pressure curve can be generated with ease of
control..

A test run with the pump showed that the animal's lungs could be
used as the oxygenator. An A/? difference of h% was obtained and no
edema of the lungs was apparent after an hours run. The animal was
kept at full flow for two and a half hours. All reflexes remained
present. There was no visible sign of hemolysis after this period of
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tiineo Fesioral pulse pressures were almost identical to the pulses
generated by the animals own heart.

Direction of Current Research; The pump is being redesigned to
facilitate its attachments to the animal system. A yet smaller pump
will be made. A yet smaller activating system will be made with the
intention that the pump may be of advantage not only for by=pass
experiments but also for long term use experiments with the stopped
heart-

Bo included: No X
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Project Title; Development of Radio Frequency Ionization Detector
for Gas Chromatography

Principal Investigator ; Robert L. Bowman

Other Investigators ; Arthur Karmen and David Shear (summer employee)

Cooperating units; laboratory of Cellular Physiology & Metabolisms
Metabolism Section (Arthur Karmen)

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: «h
Professional: «>25

Other: «15

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year: (Began July 1, 1957). An evaluation of
reports in the literature of gas chromatography indicated that progress
in extending the sensitivity and utility to biological problems (the
determination of the fatty acids in vascular deposits) was limited by
the availability of a more sensitive and stable detector. Several
systems reported by others to show promise were tested for further
developments loniaation gauge at low pressures operated at a voltage
to discriminate against carrier gas and read only the "unknown". Tha
behavior of this detector in our hands led us to believe that the basic
assumption of discrimination was in question and several technical
difficulties were introduced, such as constant proportioning "leaks"
to provide sampling, contamination of the gauge filament, and elements
causing excessive drift.

A summer student employee (Eugene McKelvey) working with Dr. John
Stephenson studied the properties of an isolated gauge to test the
basic assumption that helium ionisation could be prevented while the
esters could be ionized and read as signal. When his observations
indicated, as we suspected, that the separation was inadequate this
system was abandon

In the interim a DC corona discharge im thod was tested but had
several disadvantages such as excessive destruction of the sample and
deposition of products on the electrodes

«

The most promising systems currently under consideration are a
sonic method reported separately by Mr. Noble of this laboratorya and
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a R- F. discharge system based on considerations of the probable

mechanism of the origin of D. C, potentials in radio frequency

excited gas discharges . These potentials are well known to be

highly stable and form the basis of a gauging device utilized in a

micro inch inspection gauge. The prior application utilizes the

potentials in a different manner but the information that they
could be maintained in highly stable form for many hours suggests

that at least the basic phenomenon has great stability and leaves

only the spec5.fic sensitivity to be developed. Several forms of

this detector have been constructed and tested for sensitivity by
providing known concentrations of fatty acid esters from a gas
saturating and handling manifold constructed for the problem.
Testing has also been carried out utilizing a chromatograph column
run at room temperature. Current practice has shown 1: 105? mole
ratio to be the practical limit of detectors in use. The R. F.

detector has shown excellent response at concentrations at least
an order of magnitude better with stability suggesting that it
could be improved further. Testing methods have been hampered by
the difficulty of preparing and confirming standards.

Direction of Current Research? Further development of the
detector head and suitable circuits for control and recording will
be developed

o

Part B. included No X
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Project Title ; Development of an Ultramicroanalytic Method for
Sodium and Potassium Determination in Micropuncture
Samples.

Principal Investigatory Robert L. Bowman

Other Investigators; Mildred Williams Skarda(Jan.=Mav 1957)
Willard C. Whitehouse

Cooperating units; Thomas J. Kennedy (LKFM) Collaborating on testing
the methods

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days; None
Total; 1.2
Professional; .2

Other; 1.

Progres s During Past Year; The development of methods for
determination of the metals in question is continuing at a reduced
pace due to the absence of trained technical assistance. The out-=

standing advantage of this particular system is its very high
sensitivity. The use of a special red sensitive system involving
the image converter reported previously has allowed us to make
measurements of cesiiyn and rubidium, as well as the previous
mentioned metals. Chloride bands have been observed but the
sensitivity seems to be several orders of magnitude less than that
for the sodium and potassium sensitivity. The reproducibility of
rereading any particular sample had been very poor until the current
method of rotating the txibe was instituted. Rotation of the tub®
at 1800 rpm while it is being exsited in the microwave cavity has
largely eliminated the problem of special positioning of each
individual tube. A method of exciting the entire tube in such a
fashion as to allow the entire optical output to enter the optical
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ystem was also tried but did not give satisfactory results. This method

nvolved the excitation of the sample tube in a coaxial line rather than

in a microwave cavity so as to permit the use of a larger viewing window.

!&. satisfactory tuned line for excitation of the electrodeless discharge

was successful but the ease with which the tubes could be lighted was consider-

ably less than in the cavity. These tuned lines however, will be further

[considered as a means of excitation of the halide lines as they probably
will require cooling which will not be compatible with the rotating tube

system.
In order to compare the effectiveness of the flame photometer to perform

this same determination^ we set up an old style Beckman burner and Bausch
and Lomb Eonochrometer with the newly available infra-red photomultiplier
tube as the pick~up unito This system allows the finest atomizer to be used

po deliver very small quantities of samples over an extended period of time,?

provides a large aperture dispersing system and utilizes an effective photo-
multiplier measuring circuit. With thi3 system samples of 8 hundredths of

a cubic centimeter can be added over a period of 15-20 seconds time.
The sensitivity of this system has been such as to make it extremely

difficult to dilute the sample adequately without becoming involved with
concentrations of impurities in very best grades of distilled water which
are equivalent to the expected concentrations in the diluted sample. Samples
of demineralized distilled water prepared in this laboratory have compared
favorably with a sample of high purity conductivity water obtained from the
Bureau of Standards. The experience gained from corparing these two methods
fcas' led us to, conclude that refinements of the flame photometry in the sense
of improving flame stability and sample preparation, and the use of higher
optical efficiency which is available in the use of interference filters
instead of the less efficient dispersing system will allow the flame photc^
meter to compete with the electrodeless discharge. This latter system has
a great advantage in not requiring any dilution and permitting analysis
of several materials at once without consuming the sampl©.

Both of these methods are essentially ready to be applied and require
only the collaboration of Investigators utilizing micropuncture techniques
to further evaluate their performance*

Direction of-XuTxe.nt-.Rftg.8.ar
rcb^- The ultimate aim of this problem is to

struct and test an instrument capable of analyzing these metals in the
3 of concentrations and sample size required for micropuncture

techniques-.

•eluded Ho X
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Part A,

Project Title? Development of Fluorometric and Phosphorimetric
Methods for Biological Application

Principal Investigator; Robert L. Bowman

Other Investigator ; Willard C. Whitehouse

Cooperating units; None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) Patient days: None
Total: .70
Professional : .20
Other; .50

Progress During Past Year: Project began 1951. With the completion
of the ultraviolet .SPF and its relegation to the position of a
standard method of analysis., it became apparent that extension of its
sensitivity into the red and infra=red end of the spectrum would extend
the scope of the system to several classes of biologically important
materials $ notably the porphyrins red sensitive photomultiplier tubes
have recently become available and are currently being tested for
their applicability. One tube available from RCA type - has satis-
factory characteristics. In order to extend the utility of the
instrument to determine emission spectra of phosphorescent materials.,
higher light intensity is necessary and high intensity flash lamps
have been acquired and a system for storing and integrating the
emission is being developed*. To make flash excitation of phosphor
rescence practical a system of integration and storage can be used
to produce a simple rapid spectral analysis. The method uses a
special photo-conductive paper (electrofax) developed for facsimile

Emission. The paper is charged to a high potential by means of
a corona discharge and after suitable exposure to the spectrum it
is "read out" hy means of a vibrating capacitor psobe. This system
has been constructed and tested. The sensitivity resolution and
convenience appear to be satisfactory.
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Direction of Current Research; Research for the extension of fluorescence
and phosphorescence methods will continue as new materials become avail-
able. Development of the phosphorescence method for application to
frozen glassy samples in non aqueous media with flash excitation will
continue and electron beam excitation will be tested in the future,

Part Bo included ' Yes X
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Part Bo Honors, Awards and Publications

Honors: The principal investigator has been elected to Chairman of an ASTFi

Cl>mmlttee to set up standard practice recommendation in fluorescence
instrumentation and education..

Publication;

lo Buggan, D.E», Bowman, R. L., Brodie, B. B. and Udenfriend, S. A
Spectrophotofluorometric Study of Compounds of Biological Interest, Archives

of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Vol. 68, No. 1, Msvr 195>7j Academic Pressj, Inc.
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Part A.,

Project Title: Studies on the Determination of Urinary Aldosterone-,,

Principal Investigator: Philip S a Chen, Jr„, Ph„D„

Other Investigators: Harold Sehedl. M aD„, Ph»D<,, Moses Middleton

Cooperating Units: Kone

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Totals »9

Professional: *>3

Other: -6

Project Description: A variety of ehemieal reactions were tested
in attempting to develop a more convenient method for chemical
determination of urinary aldosterone „ Specific reactions stur

since December , I95&, have been aimed at determining the reae-tive

earfaonyl groups, especially the 3 ksto» Two reactions showing
promise were the 2, 4 dinitrophenylhydrazine method, and a new

involving the U V C spec trophotoma trie determination of a

salicyloyl hydrasone. Various separative schemes «• ion exchange;,

adsorption columns, partition and papes chromatography - were
tested. It was finally decided to employ the salicyloyl hydrazide
reaefiion, for it showed (a) greater specificity (A '-3 ketosteroids
react to form compounds with characteristic U V spectra) and (b)

better separation (the derivative could be separated quantitatively
from the reagent)

„

Presently, we are in the final evaluation stages of this
techniques working out the best chromatographic separation of
aldosterone from urine and analysing some urines for aldoste::

in parallel with the dog bioassay technique <>

Ko nr~->
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Part A,

Project Title: Conversion of Progesterone-C to Aldosterone

Perfused Adrenal Gland,

Principal Investigator: Philip S. Chen, Jr„, Ph.D.

Other Investigators: Harold Schedl, M„D,, Ph„D„, Diana Redd

Cooperating Units: This work was done in collaboration with

Dr, George Rosenfeld., USN, but no funds were siipplied from that

source o

Man Years: Patient D^ys: Kone

Total: ,6

Professional: ,4

Other; ,2

Project Description: 101 pc Progesterone-^ 1^ (40 mg) were per-

fused through calf adrenal glands in the apparatus of Rosenfeld,

An extract of the perfusion fluid was subjected to fractionation

by paper chromatography and analysis by autoradiography and p

strip counting. Results indicate much less conversion to aldo*

sterone~4*C^ than the originally estimated 0„57oi, Infra-red

microscope measurements on XG~15 Y quantities of aldosterone £

paper chromatograms showed poor spectra due to paper blank

material

,

Our present experiments are designed to prove that our mat

is aldosterone by a "constant isotope ratio" method. Using ti-

ring labelled aldosterone obtained by the ensymatic hydrolysis from

aldosterone acetate, by Petersons we shall chrcaatograph mixtures

showing (we hope) constant specific activity.

Part 3 inelud Yes/ 7 No / X )
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Part fi .

Project Title: Water Loading in Normal and Cirrhotic Subjects,

Principal Investigator: Harold Schedl, M.D., Ph„D„

Other Investigators: Frederic C. Bartter, M D„j Catherine S„

Delea, Diana Redd

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years: Patient Days: 120

Total: D 6

Professional: „5

Other: .1

Project Description: In nine studies in normal subjects, water
in the aacunt of 2% of the body weight caused a 5-15 milliosmols
per liter fall in serum osmolality- This was accompanied by a
diuresis with a free water clearance of 5-12 ml/min«

In four studies in two cirrhotics, a comparable fall in se

osmolality was produced, but the accompanying diuresis showed a.

free water clearance of only 1-3 ml/min„

The relation of this difference to increased antidiuretic
hormone action will be studied.

Part S included Yes / / No / X /
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Part A ,

Project Title: Determination of plasma testosterone

„

Principal Investigator: Harold Schedl, M.D., PhoD„

Other Investigators: Philip S.„ Chen, Jr., Ph.D., Diana Redd

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years: Patient Days: Hone
Total: 1„3
Professional: =5

Other; o3

Project Description: Double labeling, using tritium and C '

acetates, is being investigated for the analysis of testosterone
in plasma. The method appears to have the specificity and sensi-

tivity needed for dog spermatic vein blood testosterone levels

„

In the normal dog, testosterone levels of 5-15 Y /100 ml. are
found in spermatic vain blood.

The physiology of release of testosterone and effects of

Follicle Stimulating Hormone will be studied. The method may
prove to be of sufficient sensitivity for studies of testosterone

aetabolism in ms.no

ncluded Yes / / Eo f
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P art A .

Project Title: The Colorimetric Determination of Magnesium.

Principal Investigator: Philip S„ Chen, Jr., Ph.D.

Other Investigators: Kone

Cooperating Units: Bone

Maa Years: ~one

Total: .2

Professional: .2

Other: None

Project Description: This is a continuation of soma studies beg-

in 1951 at Rochester on a colorime trie method for serum asd urine

magnesium. A sensitive dye which changes color from amber to vie

at pli 12 in the presence of magnesium was found. The major j

confronted at that time, was the instability of the color complex.

Propylene glycol has been found to stabilize the color and a metfe

of obtaining increased sensitivity was found, but several new

have developed.

The primary problems now are (1) H2 inhibits the color,

(2) the complex does not follow Beers law.

3 included Yes / / Wo /X /
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Part A .-

Projaet Title: Studies on Parathyroid Hormone.

Principal Investigator: Philip S. Chen, Jr., ?h.D

Other Investigators: Moses Middleton

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years; Patient Days: None
Total: 5

Professional: „i
Other: .4

Project Description: The studies on parathyroid hormone (begun

March 19, 1S57) are not easily classified together, but are listed

together since the general goals are (a) a sensitive assay techni

preferable one which could be used to measure parathyroid titers

human bloodj (b) mechanisms of parathyroid action; and (c) cham:L

natura and constitution of the parathyroid hormone <> tfe have not had

time to devote undivided attention to this problem and it has been a

part-tiras project, Assay was first triad by infusing serum ih

Bailey into a parathyrcidectomized dog. The control zero phc

excretion wa3 unchanged..

Another aj-iperireantal approach has been to infuse calcium
normal dog containing radioactive (P32) red cells, attempting to

?04~ast<?,r release of P^2»inorganic PO4 under the influence of a

calcium infusion. Two experiments, unfortunately on the same dog,

were equivocal. Although no increased specific activity of se:

inorganic PO4 was found, the dog showed very little increase in

inorganic ?04 after calcium gluconate, i.e., 1.5 mg„ % PO4 before
and 1.7 mg„ % PO4 after administration of 2.8 gins, calcium gluconate.

(5 mg. Ca/min„ for one hour.) It is planned to repeat this experi-
ment .

zudies have been tried on laying hens, infusing
thy: lection (Lilly) in saline into.o&e leg vein and com;

PO4 excretion from ays. Results thu

ing in that the - large biological. .on in hens and only
two birds c. 3 clearcut djjyijgenca between the

5„ However, roid infus

dim an initially stable PO4
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It has been decided to (1) 3uppleiaent the diet of these hens
with oyster shell; (2) to use capons, roosters, or parathyroid"
ectosaised hens (rather difficult, since the glands lie on the
vessels above the heart within the rib cage) to try to find
variables which regulate chicken response to parathyroid hormone.

led Yes /
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Par/;

Project Title: Study of the Circulation of Large Molecules Through
Tissues.

Principal Investigator: Leroy E. Dunean, Jr., M.D.

Other Investigators: Katherin P. Buck

Cooperating Units: This work was done in collaboration with
Mr. Jerome Cornfield, Division of Research Services, but no
funds were supplied from that source.

Men Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 2

Professional: 1

Other; 1

Project Description: The project was begun two years ago. It is a
continuing project designed to provide an understanding of the

processes involved in the movement of molecules the sise of albumin

and larger from the blood stream, through the tissues, and bask

the blood stream directly or via the lymphatic system.

The work has so far been limited to studies on rabbits,

molecule to which the most study has been devoted is serum albu

labeled with radioiodine. Animals are injected with radloalbuaitt,

killed at intervals, and determinations of the radioalbumin in

various tissues made. From an appropriate mathematical analysis

of these data, the rates of transfer of radical fowmifl from serum to

specific tissues and the rates of transfer out of the specific
tissues can be computed. This general method is applicable to

study of transfer rates of molecules larger than albumin.

A study of the circulation of albumin through aorta, skin,

tendon, sclera, cornea, and muscle has been completed and is ready

for publication. Considerable differences exist in the fcrane:

rates of albumin into and out of these specific tissues and in

equilibrium tissue-serum concentration ratios..

transfer rates we have determined can be interpreted i

.rent concepts of filtration and diffusion of solut

into tissues at capillary and lymphatic exchange sites. This

>sts possible explana' £ the differences

the transfer rates observed.
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The transfer rate i«.to tissues can

be converted into the type of capillary permeability coefficient

determined by Pappenheimer for molecules. Previously, this

type of permeability coefficient could.be determined only for mole-

cules considerably smaller than albumin.

From the serum data alone, by means if simplifying assumptions

and appropriate mathematical analysis, it is possible to compute

average transfer rates for rabbit tissue. These average transfer

rates are, of eourse, the weighted averages of the transfer rat

of the various tissues in the body. The average transfer rates

fail in the range of the specific transfer rates we have obt&i-

There are data available in the literature which, though they

have not bean used for that purpose, can be manipulated to yield

rates of movement of radioalbumin into skin and muscle. The

appropriate calculations yield transfer rates for human skin very

similar to those for rabbit skin. The transfer rates for rabbit

muscle are somewhat faster than for human muscle.

A second study which has been completed but not yet written

up, is one of the effect of dicumarol on capillary permeability.

There are several reports in the literature that dicumarol increases

the permeability of tissues to albumin. We have studied this by

the methods outlined above and have found no effect of dicumarol

on the transfer rates of radioalbumin.

There are two main areas where this type of study might th:

light on heart disease. The processes influencing the rate of

movement of albumin into and out of tissue are of importance in

the control of the volume of interstitial fluid and thus in the.

formation of edema. One of the current theories of the origin

of atherosclerosis is that lipoproteins filter from plasma into

arterial tissue where they are trapped* Studies of the transfer

itolecules into various tissues are of importance tc

understanding of the problems involved and to an evaluation of

the filtration theory

.

Currently, we are studying the transfer rates of radioalbi

into :issues so that the disappearance from the plat

anously injected radioalbiunin can be better understood in

terms of its removal into specific tissues. The next contemplated

y using these techniques is a study of the effect of expans:

of the blood volume on the transfer rates of albumin into tissue

and th ia on the transfer rates of albumin out o£

- line of :f the use of larger

mole. in for obtaining : ;ion on capillary

t> thi rd line c

. jiecules in man.
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Duncan, Lsroy E«, Jr., Cornfield, Jerome, and Buck, Katherin,
The Circulation of Iodinated Albumin Through Aortic and Other
Connective Tissues of the Rabbit, Circulation Research,; In ores
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Part A .

Project Title: The Effect of Estrogens on the Metabolism of Adrenal
Corticosteroids.

Principal Investigator: Ivor H. Mills, M«D.

Other Investigators: Frederic G„ Bartter, M.D., Catherine S. Delaa

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years: „8 Patient Days: 100
Total:
Professional: .6

Other: .2

Project Description: The metabolism of .hydrocortisone was 3hows by
artin and Mills to be altered during pregnancy in such a way that

the plasma hydrocortisone is markedly elevated, whereas the urinary
excretion of its metabolites is within the normal range,, It was
suggested that the increased production of estrogens during pr
nancy might be responsible for the altered hydrocortisone metabolism.

Cortisone acetate, 100 mgs„, was administered once daily i

venously to obtain a relatively stable plasma hydrocortisone level

o

Dally determinations of plasma hydrocortisone and urinary corticoid
excretion were made for five to fourteen days,, Estradiol beszo&t
2 rags., was given daily intramuscularly for seven days in addition
to the cortisone acetate, and the daily plasma hydrocortisone
urinary corticoid determinations were continued-.

The results on three normal controls and one man with cirr
produced the same general pattern. During the control period

saa hydrocortisone fell steadily in two subjects and re

constant in the other two. When estrogen was administered, ts

: 3 a marked rise in plasma hydrocortisone in three individuals* In
i cirrhotic subject, the. rise was fcesai extremely high. One

norms! sub; 3 transitory rise followed by a slow de

The urinary . cor ticolds did not give such a clear-
/ because the y in the urine of administered cor
i, as Porter-Silber chromagens, is only !

: -;

ncy was for the
:o change in the reverse direction to that

values.
stered cortisone acetate.
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The study is being extended to cover changes in adrenal preelec-

tion of hydrocortisone and its pool size, in individuals not being

given exogenous steroid, -when estrogen is adminis teredo

Part 3 included Yes / / Ko / X /
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Part A »

Project Title: Aetion of Parathyroid Hormone

.

Principal Investigator: Paeita Pronove, M„D„

Other Investigators: Frederic C, Bartter, M.D., Harold Schedl, M„D„,

Ph.D., Catherine S. Delea, Cecilia P, Kirby, Elaine K„ Kohn

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years:
Total: 2,4
Professional: -9

Other: 1»5

Patient Days: 950

Project Description: The general purpose of this research is (a)

to study the physiology of the parathyroid gland and the mechanism
of action of the parathyroid hormone, and (b) to clarify the

diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism. The four types of tests described
in the progress report of December, 1956, were carried out in 21
subjects not suspected of parathyroid disease and in 19 subjects
suspected of parathyroid disease. Progress to date may be sum*
mariaed as follows:

*•• Ta of phosphorus: In four normal subjects the Tm of phos-
phorus was more than 3 nig/rain. In seven subjects with proven hyper*
parathyroid! sm, the Tm of phosphorus was more than 3 mg/min in three

„

and less than 3 rag/min in four.

2* Response of urine phosphorus to intravenous calcium.
jaa Infusion produced a fall in urine phosphorus in nine 'normal

subjects with "rebound" phosphaturla. It did not produce a fall
(or rebound) in sis patients with proven parathyroid adenoma. In
the normals, the serum phosphate rose with a resultant marked fall
in phosphate clearance In the patients with parathyroid adenoma

e

phosphate clearance did not change.

^ " Response of serum and... urine calcium and serum phosphorus, to

>gel. In four subjects with parathyroid adenoma, amphogal pro-
i the foil -.suits: (a) the urine calcium rose above 200

mg/day; (b) the serum phosphorus fell below 2.0 mg„ %; and (c)

serum calcium rose above' 11 asg» %. In four normal subjects, amphc
one of these effects.
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4, In fear subjects affiatontaa chloride (130 raEq/day for five

days) did not lower the serum GG2 content below 24 mEq/ liter. This

was taken to indicate that the patients did not have renal tubular
acidosis as an alternative cause of renal stones

„

The studies described above are being carried out in subjects

suspected of hyperparathyroidism. The results are under analysis.

Part 3 included Yes
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Part A,

Project Title; The Role of Adrenal Cortical Steroids in the Si

Retention of the Edematous State.

Principal Investigator: Frederic Co Bartter, M.D.

Other Investigators: Edward G. Biglieri, M.D., Ivor H„ Mills, M.D
Paeita Pronove, M.D., Catherine 5. De'iea, Cecilia P„ Kirby, George
W„ Smith

Man Years: Patient Days: 1000
Total: 3„S
Professional: 2.3
Other: 1.5

Projeet Description: The general piirpose of this research is to
evaluate the role of the adrenal cortex in the sodium retention of

edema:

A, To investigate the stimuli to aldosterone secretion

Bo To .evaluate the role of aldosterone in pathological sodium
retention

Co To elucidate the mechanism of action of aldosterone on the kidney

Do To evaluate the action of agents with a potential influence on
the secretion of aldosterone.

Studies on the stimuli to aldosterone secretion were continued.
The blood volume was expanded with albumin in normal subjects, in
subjects with cirrhosis^ and in subjects with hypoproteinasmia.
Aldosterone excretion was consistently lowered by this procedure.

The blood volume was decreased in normal subjects with phle»
botomies and the red cells later reinfused. Twelve normal subjects
were so studied. In ten, phlebotomy produced an increase in aldo-
sterone excretion. When sufficient time was allowed to elapse there
was then a spontaneous fall in aldosterone excretion. When the red
cells were reinfused D there was a further fall in aldosterone excre-
tion in ten of the twelve subjects. Dogs were studied by measuring
adrenal venous aldosterone during the induction of mute changes in

circulating volume with similar results.

The role of aldosterone was investigated in patients with
nephrosis, with cirrhosis :ites 9 with postural hypotension
(with Dr. Henry Wagner), and with primary aldosteronism. An attempt
was made to induce a state resembling primary aldosteronism by giving
2<*raethyl-flucro-hydrocortisone to normal subjects.

In nephrosis, it was found that aldosterone iion was l~i;

on a low- soditi
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was inereasedf, but at the expense of considerable expansion of extra*
eellul&r fluid volume s and that urinary aldosterone fell simultaneously
with urinary protein when meticorten was given and diuresis promptly
ensued

„

Two patients with Laennec*s cirrhosis and ascites were studied to
determine the response to albumin given intravenously,, potassium de®
pletion 8 ACTH„ and delta'-l-fluoro-hydxoeortisone. Intravenous
albumin produced marked depression of aldosterone excretion with
diuresis , Potassium depletion produced similar falls in aldosterone
excretion without diuresis, as did delta«*l-fluoro-hydrocortisone.
Results with ACTH are still being collected. Patients with postural
hypotension showed little rise in aldosterone excretion after sodium
deptcivstio-a, despite moderate loss of weight „ Three patients with
primary aldosteronism* showed high urinary levels of aldosterone
during control st^tdies. These were shown not to be responsive to
changes ia sodium intake. In all three, it was found that serum
potassium and bicarbonate became normal with low sodium intake and
despite elevated aldosterone levels. The renal handling of potassium
and hydrogen by these patients was compared with that in six normal
subjects receiving short courses of 2«>methyl-fltvoro»hydroeortisone,

The results of this study are being analysed*

Renal clearances with measurement of potassium, hydrogen B and
sodium excretion were carried out on two patients with Addison 3 s dis*»

ease before and during administration of aldosterone intravenously.
Marked spontaneous decrease of sodium excretion made the effect of
aldosterone difficult to interpret. The procedure resulted in
increased eKsretion of potassium and hydrogen.

Several compounds which are suspected of the ability to suppress
nal cortical secretion have been tested by infusion into anesthe-

tized dogs during collection of adrenal venous blood. Several of
these compounds can depress hydrocortisone secretion almost totally.
Studies in progress will determine whether their effect on aldosterone
secretion is comparable.

One studied in conjunction with Walter Reed Army Medical Center*

Part 3 inclu: Yes / X / No / /
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Part B <> Honors, Awards s and Publications

Bartter., F C , Biglieri, Bo6. s Proaove, Po, aad Del@as C S, Effeet of
Changes in Intravascular Volume on Aldosterone Secretion in Man;, Ciba
Symposium on Aldosterone^ 1957= In press,,

Bartter, F C 08 Biglieri, EoG 0$ Preneve B P., and DeXea» CoS„ Aldosterone
Seeretien in Man , Aeta Mediea Scandinaviea, 1957 „ In press

„
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Project Title: Structure-function Relationships in Anabolic Steroids*

Principal Investigstors Harold Schedl, M.D., Ph.D.

Other Investigators: Frederic C» Bartter, M.D., Catherine S<„ Del

Margaret Martin, Cecilia P. Kirby, and Gaynelle S. Greene,
s a

.

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years: Patient Days: 700

Total: 1.5

Professional: .3

Other: 1.2

Project Description: Three patients with osteoporosis and six aar.

subjects were given steroids x^hile on balance regimen. 19-nor com-

pounds were compared with 19-methyl compounds and with methyl testos-

terone* In three studies on osteoporotic subjects, 9a fluor'o^lip-

nydro:-jys>i7a~methyl testosterone was given; in two, its action was

compared with that of methyl testosterone,, (Two of these studies

were begun in 1956.)

The 19 -nor compounds (17a ethyl-, 17a vinyl-, and 17a ethin;

19-nor testosterone) appeared to be as potent as 17-methyl testes.:

in inducing nitrogen retention in normal young women. The correspond*

ing 19-msthyl compounds (1.7a ethyl, 17a vinyl, and 17a' ethinyl
terone) appeared to be inactive in this respect-.

The 19- ::mnds induced more sodium retention tl

corresponding 19-methyl analogs. 9a«fiuoro-llg-b.ydroxy»I7c
testosterone appeared to be four to five Simes as potent a
testosterone in inducing protein anabolism and bone formation.

described above are under analysis. Further studies

will depend on results.
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Bartfcer, Frederic C, 0steoporosis 8 American Journal of Medicine,
22:T97~806 8 May, 1957 . .
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Part A.

Project Title: Hypersensitivity Studies in Humans

Principal Investigator: Halla Brown (and staff of the George

Washington University Allergy Clinic) and T. Phillip Waalkes, M.D.

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: G. W. University

Man Years: Patient Days: None at the

Total: .40 Clinical Center (1% days per

Professional: .25 week at the G. Wo Allergy
Other; .15 Clinic)

Project Description: Animal experiments indicate that serotonin may
be a factor in allergic reactions since it is released from platelets^
and possibly tissues during anaphylaxis . Reserpim: depletes all

body depots of serotonin and, in rabbits, lowers platelet histamine.
Therefore, reserpine therapy to reduce the body stores of serotonin
to a minisssa might be beneficial in patients with sensitivity to

ragweed pollen. Eighty patients with this specific allergy are
being used in this study which is still in progress at the Geo:

Washington University Allergy Clinic.

This is the first study of hypersensitivity in humans; others are
anned depending on the outcome of the present work. In. addition,

further investigation of the role of serotonin in human allergy is

in progress. Also a thorough search into the role of histamine, by
a study of its newly found metabolites in urine, is planned. Ap-
pli of these studies to hypersensitivity diseases affecting
the ascular system are being considered.

B included: Yes / / No /X/
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Part A.

Project Title: Metabolism of Amino Acids in Man

Principal Investigator: Albert Sjoerdsma, M.D., Ph. D.

Other Investigators: John D. Davidson, M.D.; Louis Gillespie, M.D.;

H. Weissbach, Ph. D.; Dr. Chozo Mitoma and Dr. S. Udenfriend.

Cooperating Units: Clinical Biochemistry Laboratory

Man Years Patient Days: 200

Total: .50

Professional: .25

Other : . 25

Project Description: Previous work in this section on serotor

and the catecholamines has stimulated our interest in their precursor
amino acids, alternate pathways of metabolism, and in other amino acic

A sufficient amount of work has been done to warrant a separate projec

description.

Hydrpxyproline (OPR) - This substance is a constituent of com
tissue being found uniquely in the collagen-protein of the body.

During the past year measurements of blood levels and urinary
of OPR have been made in 71 individuals, with emphasis on patient;
hereditary disorders such as Marfans Syndrome. Blood levels h
found to be quite variable (av = 1 /igm/cc) whereas daily urinary
excretion is fairly constant in the normal adult usually being 15-33
mgsn/day. Sporadic high values have been found in various conditions,
this being most consistent in the case of Marfans Syndrome wherein
7 of 9 patients had values in the range of 53-120 mgm/day.

Tolerance Tests - Ziff (1956) had shown that the administration of
4.0 gm. OPR orally did not result in any increase of the urinary
excretion above control values, but that if the same amount of OPR
was given in the form of gelatin, the excretion rose. It was sug-
gested that a bound (peptide) form of the amino acid was required

excretion. We have shown that the blood level of free OPR rises
in a similar fashion after OPR or gelatin orally. However, excretion
in the urine was found simply to depend on the presence of other
amino acids since OPR plus casein resulted in increased OPR ex

>us amino acids have been given in combination with OPR to as-
hich amino acid might be responsible for the excrei

following gelatin and OPR-casein. To date, only glutamic a

been found to induce OPR excretion..... Two cases of Shier
irome and several cases of Marfans Syndrome have behaved al

creases in urinary OPR followed its-o:

on.
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i5- A€;ld (IAA), Pathway of fr3rptopMP-.Mgt.abqL4gMi.

Study o"f IAA (an" Auxin in' plants) in man has been limited by the

lack of satisfactory means of assay. A simple chemical method of

measurement in urine and tissue was developed, which is dependent

on attraction into chloroform and a specific color reaction with

xanthydrol. 'Noraal daily excretion was found to be 4.0 to 18.0

mgm/day. Survey of a variety of clinical conditions revealed

elevated levels in 5 patients with apparently unrelated clinical

conditions, diabetes, Idiopathic sprue, cerebellar ataxis and

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Gut ster? lization with neomycin

and tetracycline (0.5 gm q6h) reduced the IAA by 30% in normals

and 70% in a patient excreting 200 mgm/day, suggesting that some

of the urinary IAA was derived from extra-intestinal metabolism

of tryptophan. Conversion of tryptophan to IAA in tissues was

confirmed by in vitro experiments (see report of L.C.B. for details).

Tryptophan loading in man resulted in a marked increase in IAA.

excretion for several hours while no increase in 5HIAA excretion

could be observed. This suggests that measurements of IAA excretion

might be used as an indicator to detect abnormalities in tryptophan

metabolism.

Q-hydroxylation of phenylalanine in patients with phenylketonuria.

The presence of 0-hydroxyphenylacetic acid in the urine was confirmed

and C14 labeling shown to occur from administered C14 phenylalanine

in two patients with phenylpyruvic oligophrenia. Attempts to find

a possible intermediate which would be of physiologic interest c

namely o-tyramine, were unsuccessful.

iroxyproline - Study in more detail factors governing the urinary

excretion of this amino acid.

Indoleacetic Acid - Ascertain whether tryptamine (a physiologically

active compound) might be an intermediate between tryptophan and IAA.

Part B ii Yes £ / Ho £JL./
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Part A.

Project Title: The Possible Role of Serotonin in Pulmonary
Embolus in the Dog and its Implications in Humans.

Principal Investigator: T. P. Waalkes, M.D., Ph. D.

Other Investigators: Richard Sanders, M.D. and Harriet Coburn.

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years Patient Days: None
Total: .40

Professional: .25

Other: .15

Project Descriptions Previous work had indicated that serotonin
might be a toxic factor during pulmonary embolus in the cat., an
animal which has a relatively large amount of serotonin in its
blood. The dog as compared to the human has about the same amount
of serotonin in its blood. This amount is much less than that found
in the blood of cats.

Initial studies have shown that serotonin is probably not a

toxic factor during pulmonary embolus in the dog.

To complete the above studies, and by analogy compare the
results to what may also happen in human pulmonary embolization
in regards to serotonin.

Part B Included Yes [^Jj No /'X /
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Part A.

Project Title: Studies on Vasoactive Substances.

Principal Investigator: Albert Sjoerdsma, M.D., Ph. D.

Other Investigators: T. Phillip Waalkes, M.D., Ph. D.; J. Ric

Grout, M.D.; John D. Davidson, M. D.; B. J. Haverback, M.D.; Lutl

L. Terry, M.D.; H. Weissbach, Ph. D.; and S. Udenfriend, Ph. D.;

C. Garcia and W. King.

Cooperating Units; Laboratory of Clinical Biochemistry.

Man Years Patient Days: 1100
Total: 2.5

Professional: 1.50
Other: 1.0

Project Description: This project was begun in 1953 as one appro:

to the probleia of hypertension and ha3 led to many unexpected avenues
of research.

££E£i.i2i£_§ZS?lS2HS. "We continue to receive numerous specimens of
urine for 5-HIAA and tissue samples for serotonin assay from else"

These assays, though a burden on our laboratory are being done to

promote good will and maintain close connection with developments
the field. We are continuing to admit patients xjith this cor

for evaluation and whenever possible the patients are then transferred
to the care of Dr. Paul Condit (NCI) for administration of anti-
neoplastic, drugs. V7e have now shown conclusively that there is no
significant difference in pulmonary A-V plasma serotonin to accou
for predominant right-heart disease. A possible error due to release
of serotonin from platelets during preparative procedures was overcome
by first eliminating platelet serotonin _in vivo by the reserp
therapy. Administration of a single dose of iproniazid (Marsilid)

,

fhich has been shown to block serotonin metabolism in vivo,
resy marked aggravation of symptomatology in one patient. The
fact chat the intestine is the major depot of serotonin normally was
shown dramatically by our inability to find any significant amount
of serotonin in the blood or 5-HIAA in the urine of a patient who
been subjected to removal of all but 2% feet of intestine.

5^pH~Tr^ _(5HTP]U £^e Precursor of Serotonin - Additioi
agm doses have been done in man, and resulting

stimulation of small intestinal motility clearly sfeown.
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Catecholamines - Here again,, numerous specimens have been received
from elsewhere reflecting our prominence in this field. Rate of

nor-epinephrine turnover using the Cl4 label was calculated in another
patient with pheochromocytoma and again found to be a matter of hours,

in contrast to the turnover in adrenal gland which is a matter of days.

Since Armstrong's report (Fed. Proc. 1957) that a major urinary
metabolite of epinephrine and hor-epinephrine is 3~methoxy-4-GH-mandelic
acid (VMft) several groups at NIH, including ourselves, have been work-
ing on various phases of O-methylation of catecholamines. Both 0°

saethoxy epinephrine (ME) and O-nfethoxy nor-epinephrine (MM) have bean
found in rat urine by Axelrod (NIMH) and in tissue homogenates by
Axelrod (NIMH) and Leeper (LCB) after exhibition of the corresponding
precursor amine. Further details are in reports from L„G*,B. More
recently MN has been found in animal brain (Axelrod and Shore L.C.P.)
Four compounds were made available for chemical and pharmacologic study;

WiA by Dr. M. Fish (LCNP) , ME, MN and O-CH3 - dopamine (MD) by Dr. B.

Witkop (NIAMD) . All means of assay conceivable to us were attempted
in order to measure urinary VMA simply, without success. Such a

measurement would be extremely useful in the diagnosis of pheochromo-
cytoma and in learning more about the metabolism of catecholamines in
various clinical conditions but to date a simple means of separating
VMA from numerous other phenolic acida in urine has been impossible".
Reasoning that the methoxycatecholamines would be rapidly converted
to the corresponding acids and hence, not excreted to any great extent
in the urine, extensive study of pheochrozaocytoma tumor tissue was
undertaken. Although the results are not yet conclusive, we believe
we have shown the presence of MN and MD, a third substance may be
either ME or mathoxydopa. All of this work is being done on material
received from elsewhere. Both MM and ME were found to be extremely
weak pressor substances in anesthetized dogs, 5 m&3 producing an
effect equivalent to 5 ,ugm of norepinephrine. Hence, physiolocigally,
O-mefchyXation may be considered as a means of inactivafcion.

Another phase of this investigation is to evaluate and modify the-
present published methods for the quantitative fluorometrie assay of
epinephrine (E) and norepinephrine (NE) in plasma and urine in an
effort to obtain a reproducible accurate assay procedure for research
purposes. Previous work by others in this laboratory has. shown the
plasma method of Weil-Malherbe and Bone (ethylene-diamine condensat;
to be accurate in determining total plasma catecholamines, but the
procedure is tricky technically and the separation of NE from E is
believed to be somewhat less than ideal. The present urine method
in use at this laboratory is based on the differential oxidation of
NE and E at pH 3.5 and pH 6.0, using iodine as the oxidizing agent.
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was clearly shown and cautions against invoking serotonin-release

from mast cells in human physiologic mechanisms and raises the

question of the suitability of rodents for screening of antiinflam-

matory drugs. With regard to serotonin metabolism, the tusaor

bearing mice resembled patients with carcinoid. An e&tensive &tudy

of the biochemistry of the mouse tumor and the effect of various
drugs and its serotonin and histamine content lias been done. Of

some interest was a specific decrease in serotonin level with .

cortisone therapy. However,, administration of cortisone to normal

rabbits (2.5 mgm/kgm x 2 wk) did not affect tissue levels of serotonin.

Use of this tumor for other studies, such as heparin synthesis

Dr. Ed Korn (MI), tissue culture for in vitro production of

serotonin, etc. was made possible by our work.

Direction of current research » Carcinoid Syndrome - None at the

moment, 5*0H»Tryp£ophan - Study effects on intestinal motility after
oral administration, pratieulariy in patients with constipation due

to antihypertensive drugs 9 catecholamines - study in vivo formation
of norepinephrine from administered precursors, compare normals and
hypertensives, study effect of various drugs on adrenal vein amines

in man: and ma3t cells - indefinite.

Part B included Yes JTLj No £ /
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Part S ; Honors s Awards, at .nations.

Sjoerdsma, Albert;; Tfealkas, T. P.; Weissbach, H. ; Serotonin and
Histamine in Mast Ceils, Science 125: 1202-1203, 1957.

Sjoerdsma, Albert; Weissbach, H. ; Terry, Lutfe&r L.; Udenfriend, S.;

Further Observations on Patients with Malignant Carcinoid, Am. J.

of Med. 23s 5-15, 1S57.

Sjcerdsroa, Albert; Terry, Luther L., and Udenfriend, S.; Malignant
Carcinoid, a Hew Metabolic Disorder, AM& Arch. Int. Med 6: 1009-1112,
1957

Carcinoid Syndrome (Carcinoidois) Textbook of Medicine (Cecil -Loeb)
In press

Davidson, J, D.; Sjoerdsssa, Albert; Looeu.s s L.; Udenfriend, S.; Stuc

with the Serotonin Precursor, 3 Hydroxytryptophan, in Man and E:

ils; J. Clin. Invest. In press.
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Part A.

Project Title: Serotonin (and Histamine) in Lung.

Principal Investigator; T Phillip Waalkes, M.D.

Other Investigators j Ho Weissbach, Ph.-.-D. and S

Udenfriend3 Ph D Q

Cooperating Units : Laboratory of Clinical Biochemistry

Man lears Patient Days: None
Totals »liO

Professional.: 25>

Others al$

Project Description: Serotonin has been found to be present in
the lungs of a variety of laboratory animals Since the lungs

play an important part in anaphylactic reactions, the presence
of serotonin could be of importance from this standpoint

It appears j howevers that the amount of serotonin in human
lung is very small 3 and particularly so compared to the amount
of histamine.

More analyses must be done on human lungs and lungs from
other laboratory animals
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PartJ3i Honors y Awards, and Publications

Iifeissbachj Ha j Waalkes s T P q ; and Udenfpiend, S.: The Presence
of Serotonin in Lang and Its Implication in the Anaphylactic
Reaction* Science, 125* 235-23§ (1957)

«
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Part A .

Project Title: Action and Metabolism of Drugs

Principal Investigator: Albert Sjoerdsxaa 9 M.D. S Ph. D.

Other Investigators: Louis Gillespie^ M.D. 9 Luther L. Terry 8 M.D.

G. Garcia and W. King

Cooperating Units: $one

Man Years Patient Days: 100
Total: 1.00
Pro fea siona1 : .50

Other: .50

Project Description: Little in the way of original woi-k has bean
done in this area during the past year. In the therapy of hyi

tension, mecataylaaine (Inversive) has proved to be a superior
Locking agent" in our experience and we no longer use the
:ernary ammonium compounds. Preliminary studies with iproniazed

(Marsilid) do not confirm favorable response in hypertension as
claimed by others . Measuring various substances during th

so far led only to the findings of increased blood serotonin
decreased urinary 5HIAA, confirming animal experiments.

- techniques of altering serotonin and nor-
metabolism in man and relate to effects on blood

ressure.

Ko /
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Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Davidson, John D,: Terry, Luther L. and Sjoerdsmag, Albert
Action and Metabolism of Chlorpromasine Sulfoxide in Man,

Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, Vol. 121.

No. 1, 8-12, September 1957,
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Part A.

Project Title: Studies on Anaphylaxis

Principal Investigator: T. Phillip Waalkes, M.D., Pb. D.

Other Investigators: E. Weissbach, Ph. D., J. Bozicevich, M.S.

S. Udenfriend, Ph. D. and H. Cobum.

Cooperating Units: Laboratory of Immunology* NXAID

Man Years Patient Days: None
Total: .50

Professional: 25

Other: .25

Project Description: Serotonin, as well as histamine, is released
into the blood plasma during anaphylaxis in the rabbit. Initial
studies indicate &hat most of this serotonin is liberated from
the blood platelets. Further studies .-how, however, that the lung
level for serotonin is markedly elevated immediately after the
injection of an antigen into a sensitized rabbit. This increase
is probably due to the trapping of agglutinated platelets.

her work is planned to determine the role of serotonin and
luring anaphylaxis and hypersensitivity reactions. Blood

and tissue studies are in progress both in vivo in animals and in
vitro (with blood) in humans. The studies with rabbits are contii

extended to other laboratory animal3. In ad-
role of platelets in hypersensitivity is being investig

Ho / /
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Part B : Honors, Awards and Publications

Waaikes, T. P. ; Wsissbach s H.; Boaicevich, J.; and Udenfriend, S,

Serotonin and Histamine Release During Anaphylaxis in the Rabbit.

J. Clin. Inves., 36; 1115-1120, (1957).

Waalkes, T.P.; Weissbaeh, E.; Bozicevich, J.; and Udenfriend, S.

Further Studies on Release of Serotonin and Histamine During :

in the Rabbit. Proc. Sm., Exp. Biol, and Med., 95: 5-15 (195
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Part, As

Project Title? Studies on Serotonin and Histamine In Mast Ce.

Principal Investigators T« P. Waalkes M. 0., Ph„D

Other Investigators? A. ojoerdsraa, ..!» D„„ Pfe«Do ascl E. &'e£sshac?

Cooperating Units? Laboratory of Clinical Biochemistry

Man Years; Patient Bays?

Total? .40 None

Professional; »25

Project Descriptions

These studies have been carried out largely on the DBA strain of mice

harboring either an ascitic type or a subcutaneous type of transplant^

able mast cell tumor « Analyses have shown that both serotonin and

histamine are present in the tumors in large amounts and these amounts

increase with age An e&pressive quantity of 5HIAA is found in the

urine of these mice; histamine studies on urine have not been done

In addition, tissue from humans with urticaria pigmentosa,, a mast cell

lesion^ has, on analysis been found to have little serotonin but a

large amount of histamine „ Carcinoid tumors , on the other feand s have

a large amount of serotonin, but little histamine

It appears that mast cells in humans have little serotonin though a

large' amount of histamines

Further studies are in progress on the effect of a variety of drugs on

the serotonin and histamine content of the mice mast ceil tumors,,

addition,, precursors of serotonin and histamine are being studied

in these mice.

Part B included Yes £^J Uo £x.
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Part A;

Project Titles The Analysis of Serotonin and Histamine in Blood and
Tissues,,

Principal Investigators T* P„ Waalkes, M„D„

Other Investigators? IL Weissbach„ PhoD* and b. Udenfriend Ph„D

Cooperating Unitss Laboratory of Clinical Biochemistry

Man Years? Patient Days?
Totals AQ None
Professionals „25
Others ,15

Project Description;

In connection Kith the work on anaphylaxis and mast cell tumor mice
sensitive methods of assay for both serotonin and histamine were
needed*, By the use of new agents and, also by modifications of
existing procedures, these methods were developed and so adapted that
both serotonin and histamine could be analysed in the same tissue
aliquot

o

The above methods will be utilised in any further research involving
serotonin and/or histamine,.

X / No
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Publications other than abstracts from this project;

The Serotonin and Histamine i'.iethods are at present in press in

J, of Biol* Chenio
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Pj ,rt A.

Project Title: Histamine Metabolises

Principal Investigator: T. Phillip Waalkes, M.D., Ph. D.

Other Investigators: Helen Price

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years Patient Days : None
Total; .40

fessional: .25

Other: .15

Project Description: Recent radioactivity studies have shows

new histamine derivative found in human and animal urine- Th:

metabolite is thought to indicate the main route of histamine
tbolisai, since initial work has shown this compound to

itself. Other histami
metabolites have also been found.

Studies -have been devoted largely to the developing of
of idei :ioa and analysis for these histamine derivatives.
In ... nceSj the compounds themselves are not av,

and ;as of these compounds is no'--' in progress,

. is to make a thorough study of histamine
mi animals.

Yes / / Kb / X /
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Title; ...
Principal Investigator: T. I

Other Investigators: S„ Ud:. D.

Cooperating Units: Laboratory of CI: stry.

Man Years:
Total: .65

Professional: .50

Other: .15

Project Description: Studies bad bee
of tryptophane and '.yrosine in patient
indicated that tryptophane le plasma :

with rheumatoid arthritis while t

further work has been done on this.

A new fluoromefcric method for tyrosine in plasma and tissu
worked out. No work on this project is contemplated in tfa

future

.

Part B included: Yes JliJ No
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Waalkes 3 I. Phillip and Udenfriend, S.; A Fluorosaatric Method for
Tyrosine Assay in Plasma and Tissues. J. of Lab. and Exp. Med. In
psess.
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Project Title: The Effect of Indole Compounds on the Gastrointestinal
Tract.

Principal Investigator; Bernard J. Haverback, M.D.

Other Investigators: Albert Sjoerdsma, 14. D., Ph. D. 5 Luther L.

Terry, M.D., C. Garcia and W. King.

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years: Patient Days: 500
Total: ,-40

Professional: .25

Other: .15

Project Description: Studies of serotonin metabolism in the care:

syndrome have led to interest in this vxid. other compounds with the
indole nucleus. It has been considered that further elucidation c

effects of these substances on the G.I. tract and their interrelation-
ship with other chemical 'substances is important to a proper under-
standing of normal physiology and the alterations seen with cert
diseases and during the administration of some therapeutic age::.

Since the principal investigator was with the National Heart Instit
:he first six months of the year studies were dire-

largely toward correlating some of the previous observation:
preparing the material for publication.

Previous studies have shown that -serotonin is a potent stimulus to
gastrointestinal motility and an inhibitor of gastric secretion,

.nistration of 5 -hydroxy-tryptophan (5~HTP) in animals increai
jsue and circulating serotonin and inhibited gastric secret:

sulin hypoglycemia and by urecholine. However,
not i >n stimulated by reserpine or hista . Then

rats 5-HTP produced gastric mucosal

The infusion of 25 mg doses of 5ETP in man showed stimulate
ility. Iproniazid (Marsilid) a drug which bio

the me .YiH£» showed a marked aggrav:

:ly of intestinal cramps and
:ing observation was made in a patient

b st 2k feet of the infc

3 been completed
' :igator, this 33 such has i

n aspects of the program will be continued
*•** °' soactive substances. Further observati

orally administered 5HTP in patients with
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'art B: Honors, Awards, and Publications

Haverback; Bernard j. and Bogdanski; Gastric Mucosal Sxosiox

Following Administration of the Serotonin Precursor, 5-Hydroxytry;

Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol and Med. 95: 392-393, 1957.

Haverback a Bernard J.; Hogben, C.A.M. ; Moran, W.C.; and Terry, L.

Effect of Serotonin and Related Compounds on Gastric Secretion an
in the Dog. Gastroenterology 32: 1058-1065, June 1937.
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Project Title: The Release c. >ine.

Principal Investigator: T. P. Waalkes, M.D. S ?fa. D.

Ofcher Investigators: Ho Weissbacn 5 Ph. D.

Cooperating Units: Laboratory of Clinical Biocli

Man Years Patient Days: K
Total; .40

Professional .25

Other .15

Project Description: In vivo experiments have shown tha

liberates histamine from rabbit platelets. Iv'hereas taost of
histamine is released in the rabbit and other laboratory an.:

.

In vitro studies are in progress to elucidate the mechani
histamine and serotonin release from platelets. Studies in t

have not been started, although planned for the future.

Part B included: Yes Jjl / No
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Waalkes s To P., Weissbach, H. ; In Vivo Release of Histamine from Babbit
Blood by Reserpine; Proc. Soc. Exp. 2iM. & Med. 93: 394-396 (1956)
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Part As

Project Title? Studies in Valvular Insufficiency^ The Effect of

Pharmacologic and Exercise Stress on Aortic and

Valvular Insufficiency as Studied by the Left Heart
Catheterization Technique^

Principal Investigators; Herbert L„ Tanenbaum c oamuel .>!« Fox„ 3rd
Andres G» Morrow Kings ley Lawranse

Other Investigators; Frederick A. Bullock 9 Estelle R.

{Catherine A Hirsch£ield 6 Clara V. King

Cooperating Units; Surgical Branch

uian Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (calendar year 1957)

Totals
o 3o 100 =f?„ 10 patients

Professional; „i

Other; i5

Project Descriptions

Techniques of evaluating the dye dilution curve have been under study
es well as the pulse contour of left atrial pressures before,, during,,

and after the administration of Norepinephrine,, Vasoxyl and exercise
stress

o

The anticipated course of the study will include the later use of t

velocity catheter,.
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Part A.

Project Titles Architectural Aspects of Diseases of the Heart

Principal Investigator? Robert P. Grant

Other Investigators;- Clara V, King, Margaret Austin

Cooperating Unitss None

Man Years (calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (calendar year 1951

Professionals r.20

Others „ EC-

Project Descriptions

A few years ago the study of the 3-dimensicnal architectonics of the
heart in various forms of acquired heart disease was undertaken, cul-
minating in ts?o published reports on this subjecto With the accumula-

ting volume of pathologic material » it is now possible to resume this

study ©ith principal attention on congenital heart disease.

a) One of the serious shortcomings of cardiac pathology in the
past has been its dependence on uni=dimensional

ff
"landmark"

morphologic description , Considerable time has been spent in

testing other approaches to defining quantitatively the
architectural changes in congenital heart disease., Principal
emphasis so far has been placed an the techniques of topology

«

This permits novel schematisation of cardiac morphology . The
cardiovascular system proves to be an elaboration of the
simplest surface, the frioebius ring. Mathematical techniques
for defining the pulmonary artery - aorta torsion (so imports

in transposition end truneus problems) are under similar
study and experimentation. Transformational mathematical
techniques seem to have merit for this purpose.,

b) Three cases ol sy generally be called dextroversion
.an studied clinically and one pathologically.

In addition one case of isolated ventricular inversion has
come to post mortem study. Analysis of these cases is

ress sit of the nature of hetero&oxy in other
ons of the body in these cases and leading to critical

evaluation of the problems of laterality 9 especially as

applied to cardiac embryology. It is planned also to do
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cardiac musculature dissections in these cases=> a type of

study of congenital heart disease which has not previously

been pursued* In addition, by wire implants in the fibrous

valvular rings in hearts with rotational and transpositional

defects, then X-rayed e objective measurements of the lie of

certain structures can be determined*. This has already been

done in 6 hearts and when the methods of wiring and also of

musculature dissection are perfected,, the great wealth of

pathologic material at A.F.I.P. will be studied with the

generous permission of Dr. William Janion.

c) There has so far been absolutely no work done on the nature

of cardiac hypertrophy 9 and;, Incredibly enough, it remains

unknown whether the hypertrophied fibre is, in fact,

stronger than the "lormal" fibre or what the hormonal and

metabolic factors are underlying the specialised type of

growth we call hypertrophy. With availability of animal

experimentation facilities it is planned to start studies on

the extremely important and, so far, totally neglected

subjects of the nature and mechanism and architectonics of

experimental cardiac hypertrophy,, It is hoped in time to

extend these studies to biochemical methods in clinical and

experimental material for measuring the component of fibrosis

that takes place with advancing cardiac- hypertrophy It is

not geserally appreciated that the "growth" aspect of

cardiac hypertrophy has no parallel in its extensiveness in

any other organ or muscle system, normal or abnormal e

Part B included
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Project Titles The More Precise Quantitation of the Primary Lesion
of Chronic Diffuse Pulmonary anphysems.

Principal Investigators % Robert Hyatt Donald P. ochilder, Donald L„ Fry

Other Investigators? Alexander :.lallos Jean Caha, Raymond Kelly

Cooperating Units? None

.'Ian Years (calendar year 1957)? Patient Days (calendar year 1957) ?

Total? 1.01 600
Professional? .66

Other? =35

, Project Description?

From theoretical considerations and data previously published the
"primary" lesion of emphysema is at the bronehioiar level. Theoreti-
cally at every point in lung inflation there must exist a maximum
expiratory flow beyond which a subject cannot go This maximum flow
depends on the broschiolar compliance,, resting radius „ and the lung
compliance o Oscilloscopie plots of the maximum expiratory flow
versus volume have been obtained in normals and in emphysematous
subjects and have been found to be extremely reproducible „ ,

There
are ten to thirty fold differences in the ordinate values between
the two groups. Mathematical analyses of this curve with the lung
compliance curve should yield values for bronchiolar compliance and
dimensions

o

Current research is directed toward quantitation of bronchiolar
compliance and dimensions

B included Yes £1 No £TJ
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2) To establish the magnitude of stress necessary to produce lesions a

monkey preparation will be usedo The intact thoracic canity with
lungs inflated will be placed in a pressure chamber ssshere they can be
ventilated at various frequencies and amplitude*, The air Kays will
be liquid filled to exaggerate the flow stresses . After various
prescribed stress maneuvers the lung Kill be fixed and examined
microscopically to determine the distribution,, orientation,, and
magnitude of the tears « This project is just underlay and no results
have been obtained * The pressure chamber has been built and
successfully tested

„

3) The nature of the bronchiolsr abnormality is being studied radio-
graphically in excised animal lungs „ A fine, contrast medium
Cmicropaque) is being blown in to outline the bronchioles , Dimensions
and compliance measurements are then taken at various degress of
inflation,, The bronchiolar system has been found to b© extremely
compliant as compared to the upper aiisssys, and total collapse occurs
with very small positive transmural pressures „ Emphysematous lungs

have not yet been studied* This project began June 19o7 and is

continuing.

Pursuance of the objectives as outlined above s

included Yes £j[J *ta £Z7
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Publications other than abstracts from this projects

McCall, C Bo„ %att, R„ E,„ Noble e Fo W„ and Fry B D. L„:

Harmonic Content of Certain Respiratory Flow Phenomena of Normal
Individuals. J, Appl, Phys* ^0:21&-218 t 1957,
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Project Title; The Development of Basic Instrumentation and the
Evaluation of Existing Instruments for Physiological
Application in the Field of Fluid (gas and liquid)
Flow and Pressure Measurement <>

Principal Investigators i Donald L„ Fry, Frank W„ Noble, Robert E„ Hyatt
Charles B„ McCall

Other Investigators? Alexander Jo Mallos, Jean Caha, Alfred Casper

Cooperating Units % Laboratory of Technical Development

Man Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (calendar year .1957.

Totals o90 None
Professionals e 55

Project Descriptions

The commercially available pressure measuring systems have been
carefully evaluated as to baseline stability, gain stability, linearity,
dynamic accuracy and acceleration errors,, Systems heretofore thought

sere found superior for certain applications to those
classically used,, With the exception of the Gauer-Wetterer mierogage
all systems were found to have a disappointingly large acceleration
error when used isith a liquid pressure transmitting system such as a

eter . The results of this study indicate the urgent need for the
development of an improved, coamereially available microgage of this

This project began is June 1955 sad ended in January 1957.

A catheter tip method of instantaneously and continuously cosspu?

the aortic blood velocity was developed,, This consisted of three
parts?: (1) development of a theoretical structure for a working
hypothesis, (2) developing and evaluating a liquid differential

C3) d: 3 end evaluating an electronic
analogue computer to carry out the instant computations indie
by the theory. A working system has been to numerous animals
and gives reason-;. s system is used

ay critic ies need to be dona. This project
In progress

'
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A new type of respiratory flow meter was developed and it with existing

types was evaluated as to stability, linearity^ and dynamic accuracy <>

The new type of flowmeter was found to have two major advantages Clow

dead space and immunity to condensation effects) over existing types

„

After much use one disadvantage has been noted., An unexplained

transient error has been noted which is not reflected in its dynamic

response curve . This project began in July 1956 and ended in March 1957

Project finished* Commercial companies who will work on the improve-

ment and production of a microgage are. being soi

A fluid tunnel analogous to a wind tunnel in aerodynamics is being

designed and will be built so that known flow functions with known

viscosities and densities can be studied by the various flow measuring

technique Sc This is the only way to firmly establish the validity of

the catheter tip flow measuring device* Not only will this flow tunnel

have this application,, but many others related to the more accurate

definition of the flow patterns and their controlling parameters in

the vascular tree*

Commercial companies are being encouraged to develop better respirt

flow and volume- measuring devices,,

-as _ 7 no
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Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Fry„ Do L«, Noble 9 Fo W»<, and ,Iallos, A, J„s An Evaluation of i.lodera

Pressure Recording Systems Circulation Research 5j40-=46„ 1957»

Fry, Do L.<, Hyatt „ R» Sot, ».IcCall B C B„„ and Mallos, A, JoS Etalih

of Three Types of Respiratory Flossneterso J» Appl„ Pays. 10s210-214
1957

.

Fr'y Do L„, Noble F. SJo, and .'.lal.los-, A D J„£ An Electric Device for
Instantaneous and Continuous Computation of Aortic Blood Velocity

o

Circulation Research 5f75-78, 195?o
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Projest Titles Study of the Relationship of Pulmonary Function to

Parameters of Cardiovascular Function

„

Principal Investigators % Donald P» ^ehilder,, Robert E. Hyatt,
Samuel M Fox, and Donald L Fry

Other Investigators; Alexander i.Iallos, Jean Caha,> and Raymond Kelly

Cooperating Units s None

Man Years (calendar year 195?) s Patient Bays (calendar year 195?):

Total? l„06 600 days 10 patients

Professionals „?i

Others „35

Most" of the progress has been is instrumentation, however some

preliminary physiological data has also been eollectedo

The parameters of lung function are the intrathoracic

pressure measured by the intrassophegeal balloon, the

respiratory flow measured by one of several types of

flosaaeters w&ich have been developed, improved or

evaluated in this lab, and respired volume o Techniques

for measuring the first two parameters have been

successfully developed over the past three years &

technique for the measurement of the instantaneous

lung volume has been less tractable . The problem
©oasists of instantaneously replacing the osygen in

the spirometer circuit as it is metabolised = The
scheme that has sliced most promise has been the us®

of a thermal conductivity cell to sense the N2SO2
ratioo As O is bnaiQ-d this rati© rises causing an

electrical unbalance of the ©ell which signals a

servo-amplifisr to replace the ? deficits Formidable

problems of mixing appear t© have been overcome and the

rang problem consists of increasing the sensitivity

of the conductivity ©©11,
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2) Physiological

An alternate less ideal method of sensing the lung
volume 'has been employed Khile the above system is
being perfected so that physiological studies may be
startedo Normal and diseased subjects have been
studied with the following results c Alterations of
compliance and flow resistance confirm data pre~
piously published by members of this Iah„ New
findings of a preliminary nature indicate rather
striking acute changes in compliance Kith Valsalva and
Mueller maneuvers,, These changes are functions of
the position of the chest and volume of the lung»
Cardiacs and emphysemas shos? more marked changes than
do noriualso This further supports the working hypo-
thesis that pulmonary vascular transmural pressure
plays an important role in the production of lung
compliance

„

Current research consists of persuing these findings and defining
specifically ho® the vascular pressure operates to produce this effect
It is hoped that quantitation of this effect will lead to an indirect
measure of the pulmonary artery, capillary, and vein pressure,.

Fart B included
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Project Titles The Use of Indicator-Dilution Curves from the Left
Heart and Aorta in the Localisation of Left-to
Shunts in Patients

„

Principal Investigators s Andres? G„ Morrow, Eugene Braunwald,
Herbert L„ Taneabaum

Other Investigators? Estelle R, Cohen, Fred Bullock

Cooperating Units s iurgery Branch

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1

Totals a None'

Professionals 2
Others 1

Project Descriptions

The precise localisation of the origin of the left--to-right shunt may be
difficult by determination of the oxygen differences from the cardiac
chambers even Khea an inert gas, such as nitrous oxide, is usedo The

techniques are not applicable in the detection, for example,, of valvular
insufficiency in association sdth the left-to-right shunts,, The tech-
niques of left heart catheterization and aortic catheterization have
possible the injection of indicator dye into the left atrium and left
ventricle and various sites in the aorta* Indicator dilution curves
been obtained from these. sites and their value assessed in the loci

zation of left-to-right shunts

„

Hove than 100 patients have aos? been studied,. In the absence of a
left-to-right shunt, or valvular regurgitation, a left heart aor .

injection results in a primary curve mth a sharp, rapid ascent and
descent. 15hen injection is made proximal to. the site of the sh

portion of the dye passes through the pulmonary circulation and in

rupts the descending limb of the. dye curve with the secondary peak
selective injections at various locations the origin of the left

shunt can be detected., Similarly, valvular insufficiency results :".

prolonged, but smooth, descending limb of the dye curve and by selee
injection, valvular insufficiency may also be localised By combin
dye injections with the technique of cardiac catheterization and
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of the nitrous oxide test,, sse are presented with numerous methods for
localising the shunt A problem has presented itself ia the detection
of small shunts and the differentiation of them from valvular insi

fici@ssy° The curves are presently being recalibrated on semi=
logarithmic paper and the slopes of the ascending and descending limbs
being.. compared , It is believed that this Kill result in more pre:
methods of analysis of the results in curves He investigations are
being continued in as increasing number of patients,,
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Publications- other than abstracts from this project:

Grant, 'R<, Po, Sanders , R. Jo

Symoosissn on Diagnostic Methods in the Study of Left°--to°Right Shunts,

Circulation 16s 791-802, November 195?

,

Brsunnaldc E 0( Tanenbaum, S L,, and Morrow, A. G.s Localisation

of Left-to-Eight Cardiac Shunts by Dye Dilution Curves following
Injections into the Left Heart and Aorta In press a Am. J, ..Ied

R. Rot Braunuald, E., T^&onbaum, H„ L., and Morrow, A. GoS

The Localisation of Left-to-Right Cardiac Shasts, An experimental
study of indicator dilution curves following left heart and aortic

injections o In press . Annals of Surgery „.

Jo Co, Conrad, M. E D , Jr ot and .'.lorrow, Ao G.; Partial Anomal

Venous Connection. A case report illustrating diagnostic techniques

°

Am. Heart Jo, 5|: 422-428, September 1957.

Id, So, Taaenbaum, 8L L., and »lorrow« A. G.s By
Curves from Left Heart and Aorta for Localisation of Left-to-Sight
Shunts and Detection of Valvular Insufficiency c Proco of the aocc

for Esper. Bio. and led., 94:510-512, 195?o
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IE© Experimental Proof of the ¥aiu© o.

Dilution Curves in the Localisation of Left-to-Ri
Circulatory Shunts

Principal Investigators; g. Robinson Baker, Eugene Braunwald,
Herbert L. Tanenbajsa Andrew G. Morrow

Other Investigators ; Russell Holland, Ray Waters

Cooperating Units; Surgery Branch

••Ian Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient" Days (calendar year 19573
Totals 1 ftene

Professional! .50

Project Description;

Following the clinical demonstration that indicator dilution curves
with left heart injection were useful in the localisation of left=to«
right circulatory shunts « as experimental project was designed to
test the validity of this method in animals with proved shunts,, Various

s of left<=to«=>right shunts ssere constructed in dogs. These ineli

s pulmonary venous drainage, atrial septal defects, atrial
septal d€ 1th mitral insufficiency, ventricular septal defects
aortic ii v&Qjv sortieo-pal&onary window and patent ductus
arteriosus. Following construction of the defects, left heart cathe-
terizations and aortic catheterizations were carried out in the dogs

sator dyes injected at various locations Dye dilution ©u-
were obtained from the fesaoral artery hj means of a constantly sec-

densitometer*, In nonasl dogs, injection of the indicator dj& into
left atriiaa, left ventricle or thoracic aorta yielded a dilution ct

s smooth, rapid ascent and descent. ' In animals with ieft°tQ~ri
shunts, when injections were made from areas prejdsaal to the shuat a

passed through the pulmonary circulation
in ai £he ssooth, rapidly descend:

lisab of ';•'
• secondary peak. The s

"; was due to that injected aye passisg through tl

stions mz. shunt, howeve:

aomal cu £has, by selective injection at various sir
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Project Description CcontJ

the left=to=right shunts could be localised,, In those animals with
valvular regurgitation, dye injections in' the chamber distal to the
insufficient valve, resulted in a curve with a normal ascent but a

smooth and prolonged descent* It was not always possible,, hot:.

to differentiate valvular insufficiency from le£t™to«right shunts,

In each animal in which a le£t™to>=right shunt of known type had
been constructed, it could be correctly localised by indicator
dilution technique,. Thus, on an experimental basis, the valid
of the method as clinically applied was proved,,

Project has been terminated,,

•! m.*! .-J!/-.»J
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Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Baker, R, R„ Braunwald, '£„, Tanenbaura, H„ L. t and Morrow, A„ G»:
The localisation of left-to-right cardiac shunts. An ejcperimental
study of indicator dilution curves following left heart and aortic
injections c In press o Annals of Surgery

„
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Part At

Project Titles Pharmacodynamic Studies in the Pulmonary Circulation

Principal Investigators; Samuel M. Fox„ 3rd, J. Richard Crout

Other Investigators: Frederick I. Bullock, A. Freeman Bradley
Estelle Cones, Catherine P. Birshfield,
Hodman L, Turner,, William A.\ Lsughlin,
Clara V, King

Cooperating Units:: ' Surgery Branch

Man Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (calendar year

Professionals :A1
Other? ,27

Project Description;

This study was initiated i£ April 1957 with evaluation of the ei

of secondary Amines reported to hsire a specific pulmonary a

men given to patients Kith severe precap:'.

pulmonary hypertension.

One st mine ("Vasoxyl") and three with a new comp

from the Burroughs-fefeXIeome Laboratories have been completed..

Systemic vasoconstriction was demonstrated aith ail compounds ia

is gives asd so significant pulmonary vascular change sras n

Suggestive ; benefit was found with the single study i

Methoxamiee -ther investigations are contemplated..

included No I
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Part A.

Project Titles Hemodynamic Studies

Principal Investigators; Jamuel iiU Fox, 3rd, Herbert L„ Tanenbaum,
Andrew Go Morrow

Other Investigators; Clara ¥„ King„ Es telle Cohen, Fred A„ Bullock

Cooperating Units; Surgery Branch

Man Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient Bays (calendar year 1957)

s

Total; D85 None
Professionals „6Q

Other; 25

Project Descriptions

a) Dye dilution techniques hate been adapted for simultaneously
measuring flow and pressure during left heart catheterization
and left heart surgery,. This makes it possible with reasonable
accuracy to quantitate the effective orifice sis© of the mitral
and/or aortic valves This technique has been used (1) to

evaluate the effectiveness of surgical intervention at the time
of or after surgery, (2) to determine the role of presenting
pressures in the opening of abnormal and fibrous valve leaflets,

(3) to study the relationship of hemodynamic factors to such

clinical phenomena as the opening snap of mitral stenosis,, gallops

third heart sounds,, etc., Heretofore, pressure measurements alone

188re available and none of the above phenomena could be definite
explained by such data in the absence of simultaneous measurements
of flowo so far over 20 patients lav© been so studiecL One of

sting findings has been the observation that sfeea cardiac
output is low, as during mitral and aortic stenosis surgery, the

; :; is smaller than later shea output is higher.
Evidently the fibrous alteration of the valve leaflet is itself

a source of some degree of obstruction to floss,,

b) Leaving catheters in place in the left heart and using dye dilution
techniques, studies are underlay of the effects of pressor agents.,

lac stinr Srugs, and other types of stress on sortie
mitral valvular insufficiency in order further to explore the
clinical iions of the studies of Drs., Braua?sald and Sar.

on the effects of ventricular function on experimental valvular
insufficiency. It is planned to use the Fry-Hallos flotaaetei

these clinical studies ^o far ten patients have been studied in

this fashion and the results are being analyze

B incli3c s No
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Project Titles The Pathogenesis of Chronic Diffuse Obstructive
Pulmonary Emphysema*

Principal Investigators s Donald L. Fry, Robert E„ Hyatt,
Donald P, Schilder

Other Investigators; Alexander J. Mallos, Alfred Casper „ Jean Gaha

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 195?)° Patient Days (calendar -years

Total; loOl None
Professional; „66
Other; .35

Project Descriptions

Theoretical considerations have been developed that indicate that an

abnormal stress distribution within the structure of the lung may be

the major factor in the production of the disruptive lesions of
emphysema and furthermore that this abnormal stress distribution may

result from bronchiolar abnormality that may be either congenital or

acquired. Experimentally the objective of these studies have been

1) to establish the nature and magnitude of the stress distribution,

2) to establish the magnitude and distribution necessary to produce
disruptive lesions 3) the nature of the foroschiolar abnormality <>

1) The nature ^nd magnitude of the stress distribution was and is

being studied in two ways. The dynamic aspect of the' problem ots

studied by measuring the harmonic spectrum of the respiratory flou

patterns in human subjects . It raas found that the frequency anplitude

centent of these patterns ssas such %fa&t abnormal stress distribution

due to acceleration gradients is extremely unlikely. Abnormal stresses

are therefore related to motions not accelerations. This project was

begun in September 1956 and ended in March 1957.

To study the stress of motions B descrete stress measurement in animal

preparations is being car: Small balloons are used to explore

the intrathoracic cavity stresses under the parietal pleura as ssell

as along the mediastinum and intralobar surfaces under various rates

of ventilation. This project began in September 1957 and is continuing.

It is too early to make any significant comment on results.
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Part A.

Project Titles Clinical and Experimental Electrocardiography

Principal Investigators: Robert P. Grant,, Thoiaas N. Lynn s jamwel tt< I

Other Investigators ; Clara V, King Margaret Austin

Cooperating Units;

Man Years (calendar year 1957) J Patient Days (calendar year 1957);

Totals o70
Professionals ->45

Other; „g§

Project Descriptions

a) Thirty cases of the pre-exeitstion syndrome with tracings dm::

normal and abnormal conduction have been collected from various

hospitals o snd twenty more from the literature t representing
the' first controlled study of the QRS electrical changes sahich

take place in this syndrome. The analysis of this material has

lead to more critical and accurate definition of the abnormality

of ventricular activation in the Wolff- Parkinson-White syndrome*

>of has be *©latively unusual type of ventrical

conduction defect in certain types of KPW C This material is .

being written up for publication.

b) A continuing study of" the EGG manifestations of congenital heart

disease : ss extended to the use of intra~eavity taeasurements

with spec ired electrodes and. special techniques for

rela ;ings to the body surface ECG. The goals of this

ntify the source of the electrical

potential responsible for certain s?ave forms seen in right ventri.

(2) the elucidation of the mechanism of the

'3805 tic ECG seen in the persistent ostium
primum ai defect? (3) a cataloguing of EC6°s

employing the technique of dissecting of

the : itiai QRS loop -> a more accurate techsr

as been used heretofore for this purpose,, (4) the study of
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Project Description (cont.):

the effects on electrical forces of surgical correction of
congenital cardiac defects, leading to techniques for differ-
entiating the electrical effects of hypertrophy from those of
dilatation*, These aspects of the EGG program are based upon
the wealth of congenital cardiac material on the surgical ser-
vice,, with over 60 autopsied cases, plus the material at
Children's Hospital made available to us by Dr„ Robert Parrott
and his staff,, This program ssas initiated July 1957, and is

in its earliest stages

„

inclu Z7
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Grant,, Ro P., Clinical Electrocardiography, A Spatial Vector Approach,
1st Edition,, Ness York City, McGraw-Hill Book Corapany, November 1957.
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Part A.

Project Title: Left Heart Catheterization by the Transbronchial R

Principal Investigator: Andrew G. SSjrroWp M, D.

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald6 M, D«

Technical: Estelle R«, Cohens Fred Bullock & William Laughlin

Cooperating ©nits: Hoae

Man Years (calendar' year 195?): Patient Bays (calendar year 1957);
" Total: 2.5
Professional: 2
Other; 0„5

Project Description: Kuxaerous previous reports have dealt;.. with the
ique and applications of left heart catheterization in the assassin

of patients with various cardiovascular defects. To datee snore than 600
transbronchial left heart catheteriaaeions have been performed,, There
have been no deaths or serious sequelae from the procedure a The two g
areas of investigation have been those concerned with primary physiolog:

a the information obtained was not necessarily related
the patient's treatment. These have included the determination of :

contraction in bundle branch blocks the study of
pres: ume relationships in the left atrium and left ventricle^ the
effect of increased peripheral resistance on the contour of the lef
pressure pulse, particularly in patients wish mitral valve disease, ar.

:ator dilution techniques in the localisation oi

to-rij heart injection,

The second area of clinical interest has bee?:'. study of
tlvular heart disease. It has been passible to establ:"

criteria ;he left atrial pressure pulse contour in
srentiating mitral stenosis from mitral insufficiency. Three £

airves have been applied and their
:s with valve lesions of known type. The

risation of stenotic valvular lesions has been enhanced by i

sc out-put determination with pressure measurements
;ati©a. Cardiac output is performs
dicator dilation materials as curves- a:

reco connected to the femoral artery « Whes
: iliac output are kaewns fairly precise

of the stenotic orifice can be determined and
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necessity for treatment snare adequately determined before operation., fhe

procedure has obvious value in the assessment of the results of Operation

for mitral stenosis and aortic stenosis and all patients subjected to these

operations have been studied sis to twelve months postoperatively.

Current researches are directed at determining the effects of the

procedure itself on the patient's metabolic and physiologic state
Determinations of oxygen consumption and cardiac output are being made at

various intervals during the course of transbronchial left heart catheter*

isationo Preliminary data in 8 patients indicates that a steady basal

state can be achieved within 20 minutes after bronchoscopy and while the

catheter remains in the left atrium and left ventricle. Determine

cardiac output at various stages in the procedure indicate that bronchc

itself acts as a minimal physiologic stress in most patients. She cardiac

index, for example^ was elevated only 330 cc/ffiin„/M while the bronchoscope

was in place. Xt has been effectively proved that the transbronchial n

of left heart catheterization is preferable to other techniques since it

combines the advantages of safety with the ability to make extended

observations with the patient in a known basal physiologic state.

Part B 'included Yes [%J No £_J
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Mbrrows A„ G. a Brauawald8 E. & Taaeabaumjj Ed L. : Transbronehial left;

heart catheterization. A modified technique and its physiologic
evaluation. Xn press, A.C. S»

Jforrow, A. G.© Braunwaidj, S» s Sailer* J. A» s Jr« & Sharp6 Eo E. : Left
heart catheterization by the transbrouehlal route. Technique and
applications in physiologic and diagnostic investigations.
Circulation 16: lG33«»1039e Bee. 1957.

Ross., J. a BrauiKsalda £• & borrow. A, G. : Clinical and hemodynamic
observations in pure mitral insufficiency. 2a press, Am. J.

Cardiology.

Braunwald© E« s Welch9 G. H. 6-. Mt>rrovs A. G»: Sie effects of acutely
increased systemic resistance oa the left. atrial pressure pulse.

A method for the clinical detection of mitral insufficiency. In

press. J. of Clin. Investigations.

Braunwaldg 2. & Morrowa A. Ga : Sequence of ventricular contraction
in human bundle branch block. A study based on simultaneous
eathetarlsation in both ventricles. Am. J. fed. 23; 205*211,

August 1957.

MorroWj A. G. B Brauawaide E. 9 Ealler» J. Aat> Jr. & Sharp© E. H.: Left
:

:.al pres:: .se in mitral valve disease. A correlation of

pressures obtained by traasbronchial puncture with the valvular lesior

Circulation 16:399-405, Sept. 1957.
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'art A.

Project Title: The Use of Radioactive Triflouroiodomefchane and Rr8?

for the Diagnosis of Cardiac Shunts.

Principal Investigator; Richard J» Sanderss M» D.

Other Investigators: Andrew G» Dtorrowg M» D.

Technical: Fred Bullock & Estelle R. Cohen

Cooperating Units: Bone.

Kan Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957)s 900

Total: 3
Professional: 2
Other: 1

Project Description: After it has been demonstrated that an inert

gas, nitrous 02tideg could be used in the localisation, of left~to«ri
shunts, it was thought desirable to substitute for nitrous aside a
radioactive gas. The advantages of a radioactive gas appeared to be &h

the samples can be analysed immediately and the results of the test

while the catheter is still in the heart. An experimental study was

which ten normal dogs and ten dogs with atrial and ventricular septal

defects were studied,. As the dags inhaled radioactive triflouroiod-
' es were drawn from an appropriate right heart chamber and the .

artery. In the absence of a left«to«right shunt9 the radioactivity of

it heart samples was always less than 10% of the arterial sample,

jith shunts the radioactivity of the right heart samples always
1

Investigations continue with this and other gases concerning the
optimum period of sampling, the significant levels at which a lef£»£o«*r:

diagnosed.

?art E included Yes /X / No / /
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3. Bethesda

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1957

Projact Title: The Use of Indicator«Bilufcion Curves from the Left

Heart and Aorta in the Localisation of Left-to-Right Shunts in

FatientSo.

Principal Investigator: Andrew G. E§3rrow8 !C D

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald* M. So & Herbert L. Tanenbaum,,

Technical! Estelle R. Cohen & Fred Bullock

Cooperating Units: None.

ma Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957)s 1300

Total: 3
Professional: 2

Other: 1

Project Description: The precise localisation of the origin of the

left-to-right shunt may be difficult by determination of the oxygen
differences from the cardiac chambers even when an inert gas such as

nitrous oxide8 is used. These techniques are not applicable in the

;tion9 for example^ of valvular insufficiency in association with the

to-right shunts, The techniques of left heart catheterization and

:ic catheterisation have made possible the injection of indicator dye

into t atrium and left ventricle and various sites in the aorta.

."ion curves have been obtained from these sites and their

value assessed in the localisation of left«to»right shunts.

More than 100 patients have now been studied. In the absence of a

left-to-ra itj or valvular regurgitation^, a left heart aortic dye

injection results in a primary curve with a sharp9 rapid ascent and dec :

al to the site of the shunfea a portion of

i the pulmonary circulation and interrupts the

; : the dye curve with the secondary peak. By selective

jcatiohs the origin of the left«to»right shunt can

ilar insufficiency results, in a prolonged.,

smooth, limb of the dye curve and by selective injections,

:iency may al30 be localised. By combining dye injections

... the technique of cardiac catheterization and the use of the nitrous

St. we ara presented with numerous method for localising the eh





Seria

•

A problem has presented itself in the detection of small shunts £.:::..

differentiation of them from valvular insufficiency. "She curves are

presently being recalibrated on semis-logarithmic paper and the slopes oi

the ascending and descending limbs being compared. It is belie

this will result in more precise methods of analysis of the results

curves* *Sie investigations are being continued in an increasing sue

of patients.

Part B included tee /k/ Kg J^J
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Grant,, R. P. 9 Sander

s

9 R„ J.„ £terow8 A, G, S Braunwaldf, E. : Symposium

on diagnostic shunts in the study of left-to-rigfet shunts.

Circulation U%79l"BQ28, Nov., 1957,

Braunwald9 E«, 8 Sanenbaua^ H. L„ Is Morrow, Ao G. ; Localisation of left-

to-right cardiac shunts by dye dilation curves following injections

into the left heart and aorta. Xn press. &n» J„ Mad.

Baker* R. R. 9 Brauawaid* E. 9 Bmenbaus^ E. L, & !terrow9 A* G.s Ifee

localisation of left»to«right cardiac shunts. An experimental

study of indicator dilution curves following left heart and aortic

injections. . Sn press., Annals of Surgery.

Woods J. C. Gonrad9 H. E., Jr, & Marrow, A» G.: Partial anomalous

venous connection. A case report illustrating diagnostic techniques*

Am. Heart J„ 54:422«428„ Sept", 1957.

Braunwald, E, 8 SanenbauKj, H. L. & M»rrow9 A„ G,: Dye»dilution curves

from left heart and aorta for localisation of left-to-right shunts

and detection of valvular insufficiency. Proc. ©f the Soc. for

Exper. Bio. & Med* 94:510*512, 1957,
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Pare A.

Project Title: Experimental Evaluation and Clinical implication of
the Ifelrose Artificial Heart and Lung Machine.

Principal Investigators: Edward H» Sharps E. Do

Other Investigators: John Ross$ Jr. s Mo D.

Clarence Weldon9 M. B»

Joseph Wo Gilbert^, Jr.,, M, D.

Andrew G„ Morrow8 M. B„

Technical; William Laughlia
Freeman Bradley
Fred, Bullock
Robert L» White
Leander Brown
Russell Holland

Cooperating Units: Kerne..

Man Years (calendar year 1957 ): Patient Days (calendar year 1957 )s 900
Total: 4
Professional: 3
Other: 1

Project Description: One year ago a Melrose artificial heart and lung
machine was obtained from England. Siis is a device which oxygenates blood
by its passage through a cylinder containing numerous rotating plates.

Preliminary experimentation with the machine in animals showed very low

survival rates. Following the study of these anissalsB numerous modifications
in the instrument were made. These included: 1. the institution ©f
gravity drainage of venous blood into the machine rather than pumping of
venous blood, . 2. the addition of an efficient air traps 3. standard*
isation of tubing used3 4 precise calibration of the oxygenation capacity
of the artificial lung and9 5. the substitution of roller-type DeBakey
pumps for the Melrose pumps originally supplied with the machine. With
these modifications^ survival was obtained in approximately 80% of animals -

perfused for 30 minutes. Since February 19568 20 patients have been
perfused with the aid of the machine in its present forme Approximately
one-third of these are survivors, Two obvious defects is the machine have
become apparent' with this degree of clinical use. Of the patients operated
upons five have had massive bleeding in the postoperative period. The
explanation for this has not been clear9 but it is probably associated
with inadequate oxygenation of tissues resulting in capillary damage.. A

Vied hematologic investigation is now underway concerning this





Serial No,

•2-

coagulation defect. The ©Slier defect which is related to the -first, Is
that She machine is probably not capable of oxygenating store than 2500
to 3000 ee, of blood per Mau£e teas it is not adequate for use in adults
of large body siae. Kie problem ©f air embolism which x<?as early a difficult
©ne has largely been solved and it remains to be seen x<?hether or not the
coagulation defect noted in the five patients is due to the fundamental
design of the instrument or whether it can be attributed to mismanagement
of heparin and protamine in the care of patients. Bleeding has not been
a problem in the experimental animal . At the present stage it has been
decided to discontinue clinical use of the artificial heart and lung
machine except in exceptional instances

.

Current researches are being directed at the establishment of an
internal circuit in the machine which will provide for constant circulation
of blood into and out of the oxygenator but arterial blood supply to the
patient will be from an arterial blood reservoir rather than from the
oxygenator itself. IMs appears t© have the dual advantage of providing
larger oxygenation capacity and also will provide additional safeguards
against air embolism since the arterial blood will be pumped from a
reservoir which is still rather than from a rotating pool such as in the
machine in its present form<>

Current researches in the field of pump oxygenation are not being

principally directed at the Maleose machine. It has become obvious from.

research in various areas that a membrane»type oxygenator in which blood

and gas do not come into direct contact with each other is probably

preferable, Se\^eral msmbraness including polyethylene^, teflon and

Sielastic have proved useful in the experimental laboratory. !Ehe problem

now remains to package these membranes in an economic fashion to provide
sufficient surface areas with blood. It is to be hoped that within the

next several months that an efficient matabrane«type oxygenator will be

available for clinical use.

Part B included 'i^st/^^J Ho /Z_/
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Pare A.

Project; Title: 33ie Experimental Proof of the Value of Indicator

Dilution Curves in the Localisation of L8£&«to«*Right Circulatory

Principal Investigator: R. Robinson Bakere Ho Do.

Other investigators; Eugene Braunwald, Mo Do

Herbert L 6 Tanenbau% M. Do.

.findrew 6. Msrrow8 M. So

technical: Russell Holland & Ray Ifeters

Cooperating Units; Kbne.

% Years (calendar year 195?). Patient. Days (calendar year 1957)?

Total: X
Professional: G &5

Other: 0*5

Project; Description: Following the clinical demonstration that i

dilution curves with left heart injection were useful in the localisatic

>to~right circulatory shuntss an experistental project was designed to

test the validity of this method in anizaals with proved shunts, \fari"

types of left«.to»right shunts were constructed in dogs, these inclv

anomalous pulmonary venous drainage^ atrial septal defects^ atrial sepl

defects with mitral insufficiency^ ventricular septal defects^ aortic

insufficiency., aortico»pulsionary window and patent ductus arteriosus.
Felice trior, of the defects,, left heart catheterizations at

ateriaat: out in the dogs and indicator dyes in

aarious locations. Dye dilution curves were obtained from the fesnor

: a constantly recording densitometer, In norisal

of the indicator dye into the left atrimn5 left ventricle or

thoracic aorta yielded a dilution curve and a smooths rapid ascent ana
als with lefta<to«-right shunts9 when injections ware ma

areas proximal to the shunt a fraction of the indicator passed
rculation and in all instances distinctly interrupted the

ascending i the primary curve resulting in a

seconds .
as due to that portion of She -. :

"ha guliEQnary circulation. Injections made distal

xca however.* yielded normal curves. j£hus9 h-y selective injection
at various sitess the left"So-right shunts coisld be localised., In those

a; regurgitations dye injections in the chamber
to a ssulted in a curve with a normal ascent baa a

jut. It was not always possible, however, to





Sax.-'

«2»

differentia valvular insufficiency from le£g»to«right shunts. Xn ©ac

animal in which a left»&Q»right shu&fc of known type had been constructed,)

it could be correctly localised hy indicator dilution technique, thus,,

on an esper&sental basiss the validity of the method as clinically applied

was proved

*

project has been terainated

Part B included Yes fTj So £^J
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Balcers R. R. 9 Braunwaid,, E, 9 Tanenbaui% E„ L» & IS>rrow» A", G~. % 'Ihe

localisation of leffc=fc©»rigbt cardiac shunts. An experiiaeatal

study of indicator dilution curves following left heart and aortic

injections., 2a press. Annals of Surgery.
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Part A.

Project- Title: "Hie Mitrous Oside Test, An lasproved l-fethod for the
Diagnosis of Left-to-Righft Circulatory Shunts.

Principal Investigators Andrew G. Iferrowj M» D«

Other Investigators: Richard J. Sanders,, M. D. & Eugene Braunwald., J

Technical: Estelle R. Cohen & Fred Bullock

Cooperating Units; Hone,

Han Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957):
Total: 2
Professional: 1 5
Other: 0<>5

Project Description: Previous reports have outlined the usefulness of
an inert gas» nitrous oxide3 in the localisation of left-te^right ci:

shunts* The advantages of this method over the determination of oxygen
differences has been proved. The test is applied by having a patient is

nitrous oxide as samples are drawn simultaneously from one of the card:"

chambers or the pulmonary artery and the femoral artery. In patients
tout shunts the ratio of right heart samples with arterial samples has
a been less than 20%, In patients with left-'to^right shunts., a ra

of right atrial to arterial levels are 30% or more and a pulmonary artery
or right ventricular to arterial level are 20% or more have been establi

liagnostic of left-to-right shunts. The test has been carried out
mora than 200 patients and in 143 patients^ both the nitrous oside test
and OKyge - snces ware compared. In these patients the nitrou

made only 3 diagnostic errors while 21 diagnostic errors were
gen differencesp

- original technique of administration of the gai requi:

inhalation of 15% nitrous o::ide and samples were drawn over a perio
':e. In the jicat year the changes in this concentration and sar

'. ;::ous oside have been carried out. The present techni
involves the inhalation of 50% nitrous oxide and the blood samples

; between the d 30th seconds of inhalation.

of the mode of administration of the gas •::

at new diagnostic studies will be set

,'F7 Ho /~"7
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Morrowj A. G. p
SanderSj, R, J. & Braunwaldp E.s 3*e Nitrous G5d.de

Teas, M Improved Method for the Detection of Leffc-to^Right

Shunts. 2a press« Circulation.
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Part A„

Project Title: Reversal of the Cardiac Effects of Several SSyaspathomii

Assises by Digitalis Glycosides During Hypothermia.

Principal Investigator: Theodore Coopere 14 D„ 9 Ph.D.

Other Investigators: Marion deV» Gottene Ph.D.,

Technical: Phyllis E Stepp

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957):
Total: 1
Professional: I
Other:

Project Description: Previous experiments have shown that the effects
hoEtisnetic amines on the blood pressure and cardiac contractile

force are relatively unchanged as the body temperature of dogs is lowered
37° Go to 20° C. The effects of cardiac glycosides on the contractile

a are not particularly changed at bsdy temperatures in the range c

but are significantly reduced at body temperatures of 25° 0, and lo~

Incidentai to these experiment Sj, it was noted that the administration
:ing ouabain at body temperatures of between 28*30° G.

ted in a decrease in contractile force rather than the usual s"

action. Additional ej:periman£s were conducted to confirm and extend tl

j-ation. Analysis of data from this group of experiments has pr< ;

is consistent, I.e., the cardiac effects of the sympathomimetic
gitalis glycosides at body temperature i

tary attempts at in vitro experimentation on Si

iscle of the cat have not been satisfact
stai:

pietion of the analysis of the data are in order „ Furche:.-

at ii

.

factory papillary muscle preparation will be made,

/ 7 sfo /JHf
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Project Title; Studies in the Detection and Estimation of the Volume
of Aortic Regurgitant Flow in ifen.

Principal Investigator: Eugene Braunwaida M. D»

Other Investigators: Andrew G. Ebrrows H, D»

Technical: Estelle R. Cohen & Fred Bullock

Cooperating Units: None*

Man Years (calendar year 1957); Patient Bays (calendar year 1957 )s 70s

Total: 2
Professional : 1
Other: 1

Project Description: Estimates have been made for many years of the
actual volume of blood being regurgitated across the aortic valve in the
presence of aortic insufficiency. Experiments in the laboratory of ear
vascular physiology have indicated that large regurgitant volusaes may be
compatible with low ventricular end«diastolic pressure and consequent
left atrial pressure. The following method has been devised to estimate
aortic regurgitant flow in man. An oximeter is placed on the patient's
right ear. A cardiac catheter is £hen passed percutanaously from the
femoral artery into the aortic arch and dye injections are made at various
levels in the aortic arch and in the descending aorta. The catheter is
gradually withdrawn and the end-point in the aorta from which dye
regurgitates in£o the ascending aorta and appears at the right ear is

determined. The position of the catheter is then recorded by K-ray, F;

anatomic studies in the literature it ha3 been possible to calculate 6he

volumes of the various aortic segments and by the application of these
volumes' and the patient's mean diastolic aortic pressure an estimate of the

regurgitant volume can be arrived at» In addition to estimating the ve
of aortic regurgitants in patients with aortic insufficiency the method

.

has proved useful in differentiating aortic insufficiency of minimal degree

from pulmonic insufficiency. The technique has also been useful in the

preoperative assessment of the degree of aortic insufficiency produce-;

the time of aortic commissurotomy.

The method has been established as a useful clinical tool but £wx

refinements in the method of calculating the volume of regurgitant flow
being investigated.

Part B included Yes /xT Ho /T
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Part B; Honors, Awards and Publications,

Jferrow9 A. G „ Braunwaida E, & Sharp,, E, H. s 13»e clinical features
and surgical treatment of congenital aortic stenosis,, In press,,

Progress in Cardiovascular Diseases,

Braunwalde, E„ & Morrow A. G» ; A jsethod for the detection and
estimation of aortic regurgitant flow in man. In press. Circulai
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Pars A.

Project Title: Simultaneous Determinations < sure Gradient; an
Cardiac Output During Operation as a Means of Sssjediate Assess
of the Efficacy of Operations for Stenotic Valvular Disease,

Principal Investigator; Andrew Go Morrow8 M. D.

Other Investigators: Herbert L„ Tanenbaua^ M, D. & Eugene Br;

Technical; Estella R. Cohens William Lassghlin & Fred Bui

Cooperating Units: None.

Man Years {calendar year 19S7)s Patient Bays (calendar year 1951;

Total: 2„5
Professional: 2
Other: 0,5

Project Description: In stenotic lesions of the mitral and aortic
valves flow across the valve is turbulent. Under these circumstances,,
interpretation of a pressure gradient is impossible if the flow across
valve is not known. Accordingly, a technique has been designed for the
sequential determination of valve gradients and cardiac output at eke i

of operation for stenotic valvular lesions. After the heart has been g

at the operating table8 pressures are measured simultaneously in the v.

cardiac chambers. In sdtral stenosis, pressures are measured in the i:

atrium and left ventricle; in aortic stenosis,, the pressures are mei

in the left ventricle
;

,and aortaj in pulmonic stenosis,, pressures are
measured in the right ventricle and pulmonary artery and in tricuspid
steaosiss pressures are measured in the right atrium and right ventricle.
Immediately following measurement of the pressure gradient eardiac
is determined hy the indicator dilution technique with left atrial or
pulmonary venous injection. The procedure is repeated following the
coasaissurotomy. A gross estisaate ©f the efficacy of the operation can
obtained by visual monitoring ©f this oscilloscopic trace of the press.
gradients and of the indicator dilation curve. A fixed amount of dye
used and thus9 increased cardiac output is reflected by a smaller insc.

carve. Thus an immediate estimate of the increase in flow and dim
of pressure gradient can be obtained. Later calculation of the estiraafc

valve area gives the sost precise definition of the efficacy of the
The procedure has been of particular importance in operations carri
under general hypothermia since cardiac output is significantly redi

under these circumstances ' The procedure has been carried out in ne
40 patients undergoing ope --ations for stenotic valvular lesions.

The procedure is being continued and refinements in the techs.:

being made.

Part B included Yes /fT No /T
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Ssaenbaum, I-L L. 9 Bra*snwald8 So & Morrow* A. G. : Determination of
cardiac output and valve gradients at operation. A technique for
the iEsaediate assessment of the results of operations for stenotic

valvular disease. In press. New England Journal of Sfedisine.
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Individual Project: Report
Calendar fear 195?

Project: Title: Transatrial Catheterization ©f the Left Heart,

Principal Investigator: John Rossg Jr» B M. D.

Other Investigators: Technical: William Laughlin

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 195?): l<k

Total: 0,5
Professional: o 5
Other

:

Project Description: Studies have been initiated to devise an
instrument for and to study the technique of catheterization ©f the left
atrium hj needle puncture through the interatrial septum. A cardiac
catheter with a long retractable zaetal needle has been constructed. By
passing the catheter fluoroscopies!ly through the fezssral vein in 30 dogs
and by direct vision via the feasoral \?ein in 8 dogs undergoing thoracot
the left atrium has been successfully entered about 90% of the attests,,

At present an attaspt to construct a move satisfactory catheter is
in progress* Additional dogs will be catheterised. Postsortem esseiains

for evidence of daisage to the interatrial septum are being carried cms.

Part B included Yes £^J No JjTJ
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Project Title: Bronchial Arterial Flow in aa Isolated Lobe ©f the Lung.

Principal Investigator: John Ross8 Jr. 9 M. 15.

Other Investigators: Technical: William Laughlin & Ray Waters

Cooperating Units: JSona.

Man Year (calendar year 1957)s Patient Days (calendar year 1957): Hone,
Tlotal: 825
Professional: o25

Project Description: The purpose of the . investigation is t© study
the heiaodynaaics and physiologic significance of bronchial arterial flow
into a lobe of the lung to which pulmonary arterial flow has been stopped,
Sisteen dogs have been studied to date. The pulmonary artery and p
vein to one lobe of She lung were isoia£ed9 a control biopsy of the lobe
was taken and pulmonary artery and pulmonary venous pressures were meae
The pulmonary vein and the pulmonary artery were then gradually oc. .

as pressures in these vessels were measured. It was found that press?

in both vessels gradually rose over the coarse of 45 minutes when both
vessels were completely occluded. This was associated with hemorrh.
and edematous changes in the isolated lobe. It was found also that
release of either the pulmonary artery or the pulmonary vein prevented
these pressure rises and subsequent histologic changes in the lung, the
relationship of these studies t© the studies relating t© cardiac bypass
and pulmonary pathology is obvious.

This project has been discontinued and has been continued in the
form outlined under cardiac arrest.

Part B included Yes / / No /X /
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Part A.

Project Title: Elective Cardiac Arrest During fetal Body Perfusion
in the Experimental Animal. The Relationships of Elevated Intraea
Pressures to Myocardial Failure and Pathologic Pulmonary Changes.,

Principal Investigator: John Ross, Jr., M. 3.

Other Investigators: Joseph W* Gilbert, Jr., M» B.

Edward H. Sharp8 M. 3.

Clarence Weldon^ M. D.

Andrew G. Marrow, M. D.

Technical: Russell Holland
Ray Waters
Robert White
William Lsughlin

Cooperating Units: Hone.

Man Tears (calendar year 1957): Patient Says (calendar year 1957):
Total: 2
Professional: 1 ? 5
Other: Q 9

Project Description: In a significant percentage of animals and
subjected to total cardiopulmonary bypass and elective cardiac arrest,
pulmonary congestion is seen in the postoperative period. Xfc was po

that this was due to elevated pulmonary venous pressure secondary to t!

technique of arrest. Utilizing the Melrose pump oxygenator, dogs hs

studied by the continuous measurement of right ventricular, aortic a

atrial pressures " throughout a period of cardiac perfusion, arrest and re<

Histologic study of the lungs have been performed before and after pe:

Investigation to date has shox-m that control dogs without cardiac arrest
eardiotomy showed no pressure elevations in the cardiac chamber „ Ecwsv
in hearts subjected to cardiac arrest and without eardiotomy signifies
rises in left atrial and right ventricular pressures were noted. Is

these animals showed complications during the recovery period such as
ventricular fibrillation and cardiac failure. In the lungs of these an;

microscopic resections revealed edema and hemorrhage. It was found Chi

these pressure increases were due to the pulmonary venous return secondary
to bronchial artery flew and that the pressure elevations and consei

pulmonary pathology could be prevented by cardiotomy. St was signifies
that elevation of pulmonary venous pressure could be prevented by right™
sided eardiotomy as well as by left^sided eardiotomy.
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Investigations are being continued with ae&esspts being siada to
determine which portion of le£t»sided cardiac return during occlusion
due to bronchial arterial circulation and which to other sources.

Part B included Yes /T /X_/
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Part

Project Title; Intrapulaonary Transplantation of Autogenous Thyroid
Tissue per Cournand catheter.

Principal Investigator: Richard J. Sanders s M» D.

Other Investigators: Joseph W. Gilbert, Jr. s %L B.

Cooperating Units: Bone.

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957): None.
Total: a25
Professional: a25
OShers

Project Description: Studies have been initiated to determine whether
homogenised glandular tissue may be successfully transplanted per G

catheter to the pulmonary vascular bed. Hemithyroidectosiy has been carried
out in 30 dogs5 x^ith injection of the ground up pieces ©f gland into a
lobar artery „ through a cardiac catheter. Twenty-two of these dogs have
been sacrifised8 and in only 2 ©r 3 is there evidence of thyroid tissue
in the lungs.

Eight dogs i'eaains and in £heses to£al £hyr©ideet©2iies have been
done to stismiate, any thyroid gland growing in £he lung„ It is planned
give these dogs I

J
in 3 or 4 months., to localise any thyroid that aigi-

be growing thare 9 and then section these pieces of lung for taicroscopic

Pari: B included Yes / / No /X /
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Project Title: Exp@risaen.tal Pulmonary Emboli and Their Relationship
to Serotonin,

Principal Investigator: Richard J, Sander

s

8 M. D.

Other Investigators: Joseph W. Gilbert,, Jr, e M. D.

Cooperating Ifcits: Hone,

Msn Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Says (calendar year 1957):
Total: 0o25
Professional: o25

Project Description: The purpose of the investigation is to st

the effects of sublethal pulmonary emboli in dogs^, and to compare these.

with the effects of serotonin,, to determine whether or not emboli act by
releasing serotonin, A method for producing physiological emboli in the
jugular veins has been devised^ using homologous serum frost another dog.

The pressure changes produced by the release of these emboli have bean
recorded in the left atrium, femoral arterye and pulmonary artery. As a
basis for comparison, similar pressures have been recorded when serotos

was injected and when mechanical occlusion of one of the pulmonary or h
arteries was produced with tapes. The changes suggest that in dogs5 the
pressure changes from pulmonary embolization closely simulate the changes
of mechanical occlusion, rather than those of serotonin injection.

To further confirm the above impression, measurements of sers

serotonin level after release of emboli are being carried out. If the

above impressions are correct, the serum should show no increase in

serotonin with the release ©f emboli. We also plan to study serotonin
antagonists.

Part B included Yes
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Project Title: Studies on the Excitability of Ventricular Heart
t&scle During Hypothermia with and without Procaine Blockade of
the Gaval -Atrial Junction,,

Principal Investigator: Theodore Coopere M. D.

Other Investigators: None.

Cooperating Units: None.

Ifen Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957):
Total: 0o5
Professional: o 5
Other:

Project Description: Previous reports from this laboratory have
shown the beneficial effect on the prevention of ventricular fibrillation
during hypothermia and ventriculotomy of caval -atrial blockade with proeain
This study is an effort to determine whether this effect is due to an
alteration in She electrical excitability of the ventricular muscle and to
determine the source of this change if present. Design of a satisfactory
electrical system for quantitative evaluation of thresholds for presaatis

ventricular contractions and ventricular fibrillation has been effected..

The instrumentation is currently being assembled.

The study of the excitability of heart muscle during normal r.\

hypothermias with and without procaine blockade of the caval -atrial
junction will be performed. The effects of other surgical, manipulations
and medications will also be evaluated.

Part B included Yes / / No /X /
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Project Title: Pulsus Alternans in Aortic Stenosis

Principal Investigator: Theodore Cooper,e M. 0.

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald, M. D. & Andrew G. Bferr©w
fr

¥L D.

Gooperating Units: Hone.

Ma® Years (calendar year 195?): Patient Days (calendar year 1957):
Total: 1
Professional: 1

Project Description: The phenomenon ©f pulsus alternans has been
noted in many conditions in which the myocardium has been subjecte;
an increased burden* The mechanism of this phenomenon is poorly understood.
During the course of left heart catheterization analysis in acquired
valvular heart disease the phenomenon was noted In several records ©bts
from patients with aortic stenosis. Correlation of the presence and
magnitude of this phenomenon with other hemodynamic data and the clinical
status of the patient with aortic stenosis may provide some Insig'hi- In

its significance sad possibly Its mechanises,, Program of analysis has
devised. Study of the clinical and catheterization records has been st

Superficial review indicated that the phenomenon is present in those sa
with severe disease, Efo correlation with the sise of the aortic valve
gradient Is yet apparent.

A more complete analysis of related factors Is underway.

Part B Included Yes / / MO /X /
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Pars A.

Project Title: The Reactivity of Cardiac Muscle to Adrenergic
After Bilateral Thoracic Sympathectomy*

Principal Investigator: Theodore Gooper 8 M. D„

Other Investigators: None.

Cooperating Ifaits: Sons.

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar y
Total.; o o 25
Professional: 0„25
Other

:

Project Description: Previous attempts to demonstrate alterations in
she sensitivity of the ''sysapatheetosaized" heart to adrenergic dn
utilised heart rate and blood pressure responses as a basis for ana.

The strain gauge arch has provided a means whereby the inotropic res
of cardiac Muscle to 1 -epinephrine and 1 -norepinephrine can be e

.; responses of the intact heart are well documented.
study of additional sympathectomised dogs has been accomplished,
distinct difference in threshold level responses to intravs:.

and 1-norepinephrine can be distinguished from the normal controls :

those results already recorded in the literature* It appears £

heart is ii .ated or enlarged at the time of testing as compared
Mote that the pericardium was not violated in fches . .

Measurement of intracardiac pressures in a few ani^ials of this

'

] of dose responses to the adrenergic agents will
dose responses of the nor sal.

Yes / / No /X /
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Part A.

Project •Title: The Study of Cardiovascular Hemodynamics Before.* D

and After Intracardiac Surgery
?
with Special Reference to

Physiologic Effects Following' Closure ©f Atrial and Vent;.

Septal Defects.

Principal Investigator: Theodore Cooper* M. D„

Other Investigators: Andrew G. Morrow,, M« 0. & Eugene Braura

Cooperating Units: None.

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 0c5
Professional: 0„25
Other: 0*25

=c£ Description: The nature of She immediate adjustments
the heart must cope following corrective heart surgery has bee;::

documented. Broad statements concerning procedures in manager
postoperative patient and concerning poor results in some cases hat

drawn from isolated pressure readings at the operating table., and £

operative catheterization data. The current study was undertaken
detersnii - iure of these cardiovascular adjustments for s<

or days following corrective surgery. It also demonstrates a .
:

postoper

i

- in this critical period may be gu

following method has proven workable in several patients,
a ;athafcer is introduced into the right ventricle. A radial ar ;

is inserted In the anesthesia room and SKG electrodes are plae
areas., Immediately following th©raeotomy s

a left at.

inser< : r of a pulmonary vein radical. Consequently.
PA or RA) pressure and arterial pressure are measured before^ uri

and after ths surgical intervention. This process continues ir

;.-QQm for ar long as is necessary for management or until a s£a

This is usually in access of 20 hours.

This method will be applied to additional cases, r s r

ire rat tarn of cardiovascular adjustment wh: :'

anticipated in various heart lesions.

Part - Yes / . / No /X /
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Part„Aa

Project Titles I^ydroxyproline

Principal Investigators Dr„ Ghoso Mitoma

Other Investigators; Dr Sidney Udenfriend

Cooperating Units %

le Drs» A* Sjoerdsma and John Davidson^ Clinic of General Medicine
arid Experimental Therapeutics , MI

2 Drso B e Witlcop and Arthur Ae Patchett, Laboratory of Chemistry#

Man Years (calendar year 1957) t Patient Days (calendar year 195^
Totals L None

2

Project Descriptions

Contrary to the widely accepted dogma that free hydroxyprolinc
is not incorporated into colla^en9 OPr^C^*5, was shows to be utilized by rapidly

developing chick embryos and by artificially induced guinea pig fibrous
tissues*

The conversion of proline to OFr is very slow and appears to be

weakly catalysed by kidney homogeaateso

Preliminary studies indicate that ascorbic acid is not invol^
in the hydroxylation of proline^ since blood and urinary levels of OPr
scorbutic guinea pigs are not lower than in normals

A survey of compounds for their possible effects on OPr metabo]
was conducted using fertilized eggs Ketoproline and thiomethylproline
raised the free OPr level in chick embryos 2«3 fold while acetyl sa,l

and hydrocortisone lowered OPr« In vitro studies indicate that ketoprol

partially protects the destruction of OPr but has no effect on proline dis»
appearance

o

Analyses of urines from more than 70 patients and controls indicate

that patients with Marfan «s syndrome (6 out of 9) excrete 2 to 3 times more
OPr per day than others* Other conditions in which OPr excretion may
elevated are carcinoids., myeloma and argyriae





Serial No„ mm^StML
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Calendar Year 1957

When 4- gm» ©f OPr is given orally to a patient^ normally little
of this appears in the urine,, However9 patients with Marfan Bs and 3rlos
Danlos syndromes tend to spill part of the OPr into the urine

It was found that the anount of OPr excreted in the urine under
normal conditions is not . influenced by the oral administration of 4, gsi,

OPs» or by giving other amino aeids
ff
along with the OPr? However s simuJ''

administration of glutamic acid casein or gelatin with OPr also results in
high excretion of 0Pro

.& jigg. experiments designed to establish the chemical role of
ascorbic acid in connective tissue metabolism will be eonductede

If possible3 the ensyme system involved in the formation of QPr
will, be studied in detail*

Effects of hormones9 drugs and some analogues of OPr on th

tlon of collagen in animals and on the urinary excretion of OPr will be

studied,.

Possibility of an abnormal ground substance (mueopolysaceharid©}

metabolism in Marfan °s or Erlos Danlos syndromes will be iavestigatedo

Part B included les £ZJ Ko ££7
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Project Title: Biogenesis and Metabolism of Aromatic Compounds

Principal Investigators Dr Chozo Mitoma

Other Investigators s Mr. Herbert S Posner and Dr. Sidney Udenfriend

Cooperating Units:
1. Dr A Sjcerdsmag Clinic of General Medicine and Experimental

Therapeutics 9 MI
2 a Drc Frederick Leonard^ Geigy Pharmaceutical Company.

Man Years (calendar year 1957): Patient Days (calendar year 1957]
Total: 3 None
Professionals 2

Project Descriptions

Studies on phenylpyruvic oligophrenia:

To determine the origin of urinary o^hydrosyphenylaeetic
labelled compounds i-fere administered to phenylketonuria patients o Phenyl*.

alanine^C-^ gave rise to labelled Oehydroxyphenylacetate in the urine while

phenylaeetate»G*L* did not.

Attempts to demonstrate the presence of o«tyramine 9 the suspected

intermediator, in the blood and urine of phenylpyruvic patients 9 after loading

with phenylalanine (4 gm) 9 were not successful.

Biogenesis of aromatic compounds:

The microsomal hydroxylating system forms 3-hydroxyquinoline and

a dihydrodiol type compound from quinoline. Although it would appear lilcely

that the dihydrodiol is a precursor of 3=hydrosyquinolin9 no clear cut evi-

dence of this has been obtained.

The same enzyme system sata3yzes the formation of naphthalene

dihydrodiol from naphthalene. Some, indirect evidence has been obtained to

show that the enzymes involved in the formation of this dihydrodiol diffe

from the hydroxylating system in soias respects
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The arcmatization of hexahydrobenzoic acid to forra hippurie aeid

was studied using guinea pig liver mitoehondriae The sequence of reactions

was established as follows?

Hexahydrobenzoate + ATP -5- GoA -—^ Hexahydrobensoyl GoA

Hexahydrobenzoyl CoA «-—^. Benzoyl CoA

Benzoyl CoA 4- glycine «—^&- . Hippuric acid

It appears that the fatty acid oxidase system is involved in the

oxidation stepsa. Glycine or sareosine stimulated the overall reaction by

J0G-4D0 -pBV cente

Iproniasid and phenylalanine will be administered simultaneously

to see whether o*»tyramine may be detected in phenylpyruvic patients

Since quinic acid is found in many fruits and is known to be an

important precursor of urinary hippuric aeidg the enzyme system responsible

for aromatizing this compound will be investigated„ Also it is of interest

to see how all 3 of the hydroxy groups on quinic acid are removed in the

formation of benzoic acido

Studies on aromatic hydroxylation will be conducted using tritiated

substrates to see whether any information can be obtained on the mechanism

of activation of the compound,,

Part B Included Yes £TJ Ko ZH7
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Part B g Honors., Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

lo Vdtoaa., Co 9 Auld9 R.M., and Udenfriend9 S On the Nature of Enzymatic

Defect in Phenylpyruvic Oligophrenia,, Proc Soc l&ptl* Biolo and Med„

2&s 634^635 § 1957*

2 Mitona9 G9§ Posner9 He Sos, Bogdanskij D»F6J and Udenfriend 9
Se 3iocheia=

ical and Pharmacological Studies on o«Tyrosine and Its meta- and para«-

Analogues* A suggestion concerning phenylketonuriao J© PharmaeolG and

Exptl* Therapo ]2Qs 18&>194.9 1957»

3o VJaalkeSj, T»P«j, and Udenfriend, S. A Fluorometrie Method for the

Estimation of Tyrosine in Plasma and Tissues Jo Labo and Glin«, Med«,

JOs 733»7369 1957o

4.0 Mitomas Ces Posner, H S09 and Leonard,, )?<> Arosjatization of Hexahydrc-.

benzoic Acid by Mammalian Liver Mltochondria e Biochim<> et 3iophys

Acta* Je Presso

Honors and Awards relating to this projects

None
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Project Title? Biosynthesis and Metabolism of Y«Guanidinobutyric Acid
and Y«?Aminobutyric Acid

Principal Investigators Dr«> John JB Pisano

Other Investigators t Dr Sidney Udenfriend and uv9 Choso Mitoma

Cooperating Units?
lo Crs ffi Stephen Kuffler and Charles Edwards j Johns Hopkins Univers

Medical School,
2 Dr Harry Grundfest9 Golumbia University Medical School,

3* Cellaring Research Laboratories^ -;loomfield 9 JJ eJ„

Man Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (calendar year 1957)

s

Totals 5 None
Professionals 3
Others 2

Project Descriptions

It has been shown that Y^guanidinobutyrie acid is synthesized
a transamidination reaction involving Y«aminobutyric acid and an ai

donor such as arginine a Of a variety of tissues tested^ on.ly kidney
active o The reaction is reversible* Y«Aminobutyr.ic acid is about
active as glycine e A number of structurally related compounds were tasted
and shown to be much less active than Y«aminobu-fcyrie acidg or -totally is

In the ratg transaxsidinase appears to ba located only in kidney# anc

ehcndria have about as much activity as the soluble cellular fraction

Y^Guanidinobutyric acid has weak Y«aminobutyric acid activ
inhibiting the crayfish stretch receptor but has marked convulsant t

in mammals when appropriately administered©

Experiments are in progress to (3.) determine the biological
activity of Y«guanidinobutyric acid and (2) to explore possible new

of Y«aminobutyrie acid metabolism particularly in relation to Y-amino=>j3e

hydroay«"butyric acid and carnitine «,

Part B included Yes £jj Ho £ZJ
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Part B ; Honors, Awards g and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

I. Pisano, J.J., Mitoiaa3 a$ and UdenfTiend^ S Biosynthesis of
Y«Guanidinobutyrie Acid from V»Aminobutyric Acid and Arginine.
Nature, 180s 1125-1326, 1957*

Honors and Awards relating to this project:
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Part A,

Project Title? Studies on Adrenaline. Noradrenaline and Related Catechol

Principal Investigators Dr© Sidney Udenfriend

Other Investigators? Mr Lemuel C Leeper

Cooperating Units?
lo Br J 9A eRa J-fead9 Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacologys NHI
2 e Dr Ao Sjoerdsma,, Clinic of General Medicine and Experimental

Therapeutics 9 NHI

Kan Years (calendar year 195?) s Patient Days (calendar year 195V
Totals 2 Nona
Professionals 1
Others 1

Project Descriptions

Studies on the metabolism of adrenaline and noradrenaline by
soluble monoamine 03sids.se have permitted the isolation and characterise 1

':

of the intermediate aldehyde$ 3g4^ihydroxyphenylglyoxalg, and the aeidg,

3 94^ihydraxymand©lic acid„

It was also shown that tissues can convert a large number of
catechols to their 3*®xethoxy analogues s Noradrenaline is thus converted to
3»^fiethoxy^KQradrenalin® (refer also to report bj Br© Axelro&g, NJMH)o Methoxy
noradrenaline is a batter substrate of monoamine oxidase than is noradr-en^
aline itself„ Since Owaethylation can occur on the amine as veil as on the
final acid it remains to be determined whether., in viv©^ oxidative dea.mina.tio;

precedes Cfemethylation or vice versa

Biochemical studies on patients with pheoehroraoeytoma and on I

tumors themselves^, have been continued* Additional C^-4 studies on
noradrenaline in these patients, confirm the rapid turnover of this
cholamine in the tumor e The isolated tumor has also been shown to be a.

source of the ensyme which hydroxylases 3g4ffidihydroxyphenylethylaifline to
noradrenaline

o
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Further studies will be carried out on N«methylation and 0»®ethyl™

ation of catecholamines in patients and in experixaental aniiaals Studies

on patients with pheochromocytoma will be completed,,,

The mechanism of the side*chain oxidation leading from dihydr'.

phenylethylamine to noradrenaline will be investigated*.

Studies on inter«conversion of noradrenaline and adrenaline in

2£itro will be carried out.

Part B included Yes £Yj

\

Ho £H7
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PartJ3s Honors , Awards g and Publications

Pablications other than abstracts from this projects

lo Rosenfeld9 Gog Leeper9 ,

L«Ce9 and Udenfriends S Biosynthesis of
Norepinephrine and Epinephrine by the Isolated Perfused Calf

Adrenalo Arch« Bioehem Biophys In Press <,

Honors and Awards relating to this project

:

None
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Project Titles Studies on the Biosynthesis of Tndoleacetie Acid (IM)

Principal Investigators Dr* Herbert Weissbach

Other Investigatorss None

Cooperating Units %

lo Dr© A a Sjcerdsma 9 Clinic of General Medicine and Experimental
Therapeutics 9 NHI

Man Years (calendar year 1957) s Patient Days (calendar year 1957) s

Totals 1 None
Professionals 1
Others None

Project Descriptions

With the help of a specific chemical assay9 developed in this

laboratory9 for IAA in urine it has been possible to study the formation of
this acid from tryptophane A large series of 24 hour urines were asss;

with 5 cases of elevated IAA excretion* There was no apparent correlation
bett-ieen the clinical manifestations and the elevated IAA excretion values*

Gut sterilization in normal subjects decreased the IAA value by
30$s indicating that the major part of the IM formed is made by the tissues*

In one patient with an IAA, excretion of 200 mg/day the use of antibiotics
caused a 70% drop in IAA excretion© Bacteria isolated from stool specimens
from this patient, when grown on a tryptophan media 9 formed appreciable
quantities of IAA, The addition of a«ketoglutarate enhanced this conversion
suggesting that transamination was involved,, Howeverg bacterial formation
of tryptamin© was also demonstrated suggesting that some IAA may arise i

the amine

o

Tryptophan tolerance experiments in humans showed that the ingest

of tryptophan caused a large rise (6 fold) in the urinary excretion of IAA
for several hours after the ingestion of the amino acide No increase in

5HIAA excretion xms observedo

SS XiSiS. studies using animal tissues have shown the presence of
an enzyme system that can convert tryptophan to IAA No evidence for trypt-

amine formation was observed which suggested that indolepyruvic acid (2PA)
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was the intermediate in this reaction* The ensyme system present in guinea
pig liver high speed supernatant fraction was purified 6 fold* The reaction
was inhibited by earbonyl trapping agents supporting IPA as an intermediate
in the reactions, Tyrosine was also active in this system., with the resr

formation of p»hydroxyphenylacetie aeid» Whether transamination or oxidi

deamination is involved has not been definitely ascertained but the fail

of dialysis to inactivate and of oketoglutarate and pyridoxal phosphate to

stimulate suggest an oxidative mechanism®

Studies will be continued on the in vitro mechanisms involved in

converting tryptophan to IAA 9 Applications to clinical material will be

considered.*

A method for measuring tryptamine in urine and tissues will be

developed and applied to patients to determine factors involved in its for«

mations diets intestinal floras etc* Attempts will be made to isolate the

intestinal organism which decarboxylates tryptophan to tryptamine 9 and to

purify and study the decarboxylase*

Part B included Tea £_J Ho ££J
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Project Title? Studies on Serotonin Metabolism

Principal Investigators Dr Herbert Weissbaeh

Other Investigators s Mrs? Betty Ge Redfield and Dr» Sidney Udenfriend

Cooperating Units?
lc Dro Bo Witkop, laboratory of Chemistry, NIMffl»58

2 Drc T Po Uaalkes, Clinic of General Medicine and 2sperimental
Therapeutics 9 NHI

3© Dr© Go Glenner, Laboratory of Pathology and Histochemistry, NIAMD.

4o Br» S 8) Hess^ Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology 5 MI

Man Years (calendar year 1957) : Patient Days (calendar year 1957
Totals 3o25 None
Professional! 2

Others 1©25

Project Descriptions

The major route of serotonin metabolism has been shown to be

catalysed hy monoamine oxidase (M0) e Studies on this enzyme, in the past.,

have been limited since all attempts to solubilize this mitochondrial pro«
tein were unsuccessful A MO present in the soluble fraction of the

has been foun&? which although weaker in activity than the mitochondrial

ensyme, was more suitable for research studies* The enzyme has been purif:

over 20 fold from guinea pig liver, and has been shown to behave similarly
to the mitochondrial MAO® The conversion of serotonin to 5»hydroxyindole=>

acetic acid (5HTM) has "been studied in detail using this soluble MAO, The

complete conversion is presented below:

aldehyde f^%
. . MO ~ , . , . , _ dehydrogenase ; % «WT 4aSerotonin *****m**m& S-aydroxyxndole ~«~=^«-»»£»«™-^^ 5H
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MO has been separated from AD and the aldehyde intermediate
fceen demonstrated direetly Si the presence of the complete system (Mft09

AD9 and DPJS) one tiM of 5HIAA was formed for every fiM of serotonin destroyed,.

The reaction could,- therefore^ be easily followed by measuring reduetic

DPN® This soluble ensyrae has also been used in studying the metabolisi

the catecholamines and their methos^r derivatives (see report on Catechols

Other studies on MAO have shown that tstrasolium salts can be

used to measure MAO activity when using an indole amine as substrate e Dye

reduction was shown to be dependent on the formation of an indole carbonyl

compound©

_ , , ' MAO ^ . » , , « , further oxidation -^
Indole amine «s»«a»«=^. indole carbonyl compound <»«™»™=*««^«™==2s«^^

and tetraso.;-

reduction

This work x-jas done in collaboration with Dr» George Glenner who studie

use of tetrazoiiura salts in measuring MO histoehemicaily©

Farther studies were performed on the effect of marsilid
tonin metabolism in vivgo This drug, which is a potent inhibitor of MAO

in vitro.; was shown previously not to affect the disappearance of i

serotonin in whole mice© It was shown that acute doses of marsil:;

raised serotonin levels in the brain© These studies have been extended^

and it has been shown that although marsilid had virtually no effect oxi

rate of serotonin disappearance in the whole animal,, this change m
reduced the amount of 5HIAA formed after a given dose of serotonin.,

results are summarised belovs

Marsil:! ed animal «™«^ Serotonin destruction but no 5KJ

Untreated animal «™*^*^ Serotonin destruction with 5HXAA found

Two possibilities are evident Either there is another ;-.

of serotonin metabolism in vivo^, or marsilid inhibits the conversios

Jrosyindoleacetaldehyde to 5HIAA This problem is still under

gation*

The importance of marsilid as an inhibitor of MO has ini

a studj" on the metabolism of this drugs A method for the cole:-:

estimation of isarsilid in tissues has been developed« This drag is .

metal: although only slight metabolism was observe

!S Evidence has been obtained that a large proportion (20:

ilid destroyed by liver slices is converted to isonicotinic ae:'

ies are now being extended in collaboration with Dr S„ Hess (I

of Chemical alogy)*
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A large number of Indole analogues 9 supplied by Dr e B«, Witkop
(NIAI-ID), have been tested as inhibitors for MAO and S^hydroxytryptophan f

decarboxylase <> 2=i0xytryptamine was found to be a potent in ;vjtro inhibitor

of MAOa although little in vitro action was seene Its inhibition could be

reversed by the addition of excess substrate* Although many other analogues

were inhibitors of MAO, only one in vitro, inhibitor of 5HTP decarboxylase

was foundo This compound, a^hydroxytryptophan, i-?as not active in vivo,,

The role that serotonin plays in anaphylaxis was investigated

Dr ToPo Waalkes, Clinic of General Medicine,, It was found that both sere*,

tonin and histamine are released into the plasma during anaphylaxis in the

rabbito Studies with reserpine showed that although histamine was released

from both rabbit tissue and platelets, the serotonin released during the

anaphylactic reaction came priiaari3y from the blood platelets© A simplif

method for the estimation of serotonin In tissues was developed;, along wi'

a combined method for the estimation of both serotonin and histamine on the

same tissue aliquot©

Further purification of MAO will be carried on in order to deter-

mine the eofactor involved and to understand the mechanism of the reaction*

Studies will also be carried on to determine the mechanism of MO inhibit

by marsilid and other agents® These will include stadies on the metabol>.

of marsilid in vivo and in vjtro
.

Additional studies on factors responsible

for release of serotonin, anaphylaxis, etee , will be continued*,

Part 3 included les £TJ No £Z7
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Part_B ; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

lo Ueissbaeh, Ho, Bogdanski, D<,I'V, Redfield s BoG8 , and Udenfriend, S„

Studies of the Effect of Vitamin B& on S^J&'droxytryptaiaine (Se

Formations Jc Biol9 Chem„ 227s 617^624.^ 1957<>

2„ Udenfriend, Sef Weissbach, H« s and Bogdanski, B i?? Effect of
on Serotonin Ketabolisra in vivoe J« Pharmacol,, and Sxptl. The

255-260, 195?o

Waalkes, TaP , Weissbach, H«, Bozicevich, J« s and Udenfrie
Serotonin and Histamine Release During Anaphylaxis in the Rabl

Clin. Sivesto 56? 1115-1320, 2957*

4o Waalkes, T e P SJi Weissbach, H», Bozicevich, J e , and Udenfri:

Studies on Release of Serotonin and Histamine Duri
Proe, Soe fl Exptl. Biol* and Med e £5„: 479-42

5e Weiss field, B,,Ge? Glenner* 'G« s and Mitosag C.:
.

Re;:: s a Measure of Monoamine Oxidase Activity In vj

His io %t 60i«605, 1957 »

Sjoerdsma, A«, s LooraiSj, L«U, 9 and Udanfrien

Stud iin Precursor, 5»^d^oxytryptophan^ hi '.

Man. J. Clin* Invest,, J6: 1594-1599, I

, 3,G« S and Udenfriend, S Soluble

. ties and Actions on Serotonin* J* 3iol C3

ski, D»Fa , and Udenfriend, S e Binding o.

sod Pl&teletSe Arch, Biochem,, 3iophys

, T«P8 , and Udenfriend, S« A Simj

La in Tissues; Simultaneous Assay
ole CheiDto In Press e

Afield, Bo G.j Udenfriend, S« 3 an
(5-Hydroxy)

rotonin

to this p:rc
:
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Project Report

January 19S7 - Beeember 1957

1. a. Titles Metabolism and Endocrinology, Thyroidal radio-iodide
uptake and serum protein botsnd iodine as influenced by age„

ho Principal Investigators George W. Gaffney (1/1/S7 - 6/30/57)
Robert lo Gregerman (3/3 time)

Other Investigators j N„ W„ Shock
Marvin J Yiengst

Technical Assistances Samuel E„ Crowder (3/2 tims)
Margaret Sellmayer (1/2 time)

c. Progress Boring Past Twelve Months s Studies from this and other
laboratories in the past have indicated a progressive decline
in basal metabolic rate (BMR) with advancing years which was
thought to represent a decrease in thyroid activity However,
as this laboratory later showed, the age decrease in BMR is
eaqplainable oa the basis of a concomitant decrease in
functioning protoplasmic mass,, In view of these findings, and
because of the inadequate and conflicting nature of the aj

studies of thyroid function, studies measuring thyroid activi

more directly were initiated in this laboratory in 19SS„ The
results of responses to the administration of thyroid stimulai

hormone were reported last year. This report deals with the
work on the uptake of radioiodide by the thyroid and the level
of circulating thyroid hormone (protein bound iodine) . Gather-
ing of data for this study ended in Beeember 19S6„ Bata
processing is in progress. It would appear, however, that no
significant age-wise change in thyroidal accumulation of
radio-iodide is demonstrable in a large series of subjects
(about 140) over the age of fifty years. Similarly the range
of serum protein bound iodine is not altered with increasing
age Studies on age changes in plasma levels ©f vitasin I

have been completed and the ressalts published,

d„ Direction of Current Research's It is expected that data process!
will be completed within the nest six months, and with this 1

study itself will be complete,

2. Patient Bayss Kone

3. Collaborators s B&l City Hospitals provides space and all utilities*
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4„ Publications and Awards:
1, Shock, K W.: Age changes in some physiologic processes.

Geriatrics, 12s (1), 40=48, Jan, 1957,

2, Gaffney, Go W., A, Horonick, K. Okuda, P. Meier, B, F, Chow

and N„ ¥„ Shock; Vitaiain Bj^ serum concentrations in S28

apparently healthy human subjects of ages 12-94

.

J, Geront., 12: (1), 32=38, Jan. 1957,

3, Silverstone, F. A., Mo Brandfoabrener, No W. Shock, and

M. J. Yiengst: Age differences in the intravenous glucose

tolerance tests and the response to imsalino J. clino

Invest., 36: (3), 504-514, March 1957.

4, Shorr, E (Moderator), D, Lasslo, N» W, Shock, and 0- B,

Whedon (Panelists): Panel discussion on steoporesiSo

Jo Mer. geriat. Soc., Ss (4), 363=384, April 19S7o

So Baker, S. P.: Heparin=activated clearing factor standard,

test, agewise application, and clinical observations

Circulation, 15: (6), 889=896, June 1937,

Prepared by Robert I, Gregeraan
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BKMCH

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a. Title; Thyroid function and age - thyroxine degradation study,

b Principal Investigators Robert I Gregerman (1/3 time)

Other Investigator; Marvin J. Yiengst

Technical Assistances Samuel E. Crowder (1/2 time)
Margaret Sellmayer (1/2 time)
Raymond Flath (1/5 time)

c, Progress During Past Twelve Months; The recent age-wise studies

of thyroidal radio-iodide uptake and serum protein bound iodi

(FBI) levels from this laboratory show no striking age-wi

alteration in these parameters of thyroid function Recent
studies in young and senescent rats have shown a small decrease
in thyroidal iodide uptake and no change in serum FBI levels
with senescence. Estimates in rats of the secretion rates of

thyroid hormone (thyroxine) as determined by the goiter pre-
vention technique show, however, a striking fall in the rate

of thyroxine secretion in the old animals. These results
imply, since the serum FBI does not change , a slowed rate of
metabolic removal of thyroxine and an increased sensitivity
of the old animals to the hormone . The latter has actually
been demonstrated,

It is possible that neither the thyroidal radio-iodide upf

nor serum FBI accurately reflects thyroid function within
clinical entfayroid range „ In the last analysis, the funct

of the thyroid gland can only be measured by determining
absolute quantity of thyroid hormone released from the gl;

per unit time.

hers have demonstrated in man that the steady state thyroxine
synthesis equals thyroxine degradation. By measuring the- latter

s

33
%efore, -one has a true index of thyroid function. The met

involves administration of a tracer quantity of radio-tby
I calculation of the thyroxine degraded per unit time !

of distribution, rate of removal from the plas

and plasma FBI.

It is tl >se of this study to define in man the extes

of age-wise alterations in thyroxine secretion and peripheral
metabolism already suggested by animal experiments.
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Since February 1957 radio thyroxine distribution volumes and

degradation rates have been determined in fifty sale subjects,

©f these 28 have had two determinations. Ages range from SO

to 80 years. Analysis of the data to date indicates a
progressive slowing of the rate of thyroxine turnover with
increasing age, and a decrease in its virtual volume of distri-

bution. As a result thyroxine degraded falls from a mean' of 62

micrograms to 39 micrograms per day for the SO year and 80 year

old groups respectively. This result is highly statistically

significant (p less than 0.001).

This work demonstrates beyond any doubt that the thyroidal ic

uptake and serum PBI levels are insufficient indices for the

range of normal thyroid function, and shows a striking yet sul

age-wise alteration of an important metabolic function.

do Direction of Current Research; Within the next six month period

it is hoped to complete this study. A number of young ad
are to be included, and determinations on a few more elderly

subjects will be made to give IS individuals in each age

A similar method may be applied to study of the same phenomenon

in the rat. Ultimately, it may prove possible to establish the

mechanism of the age-wise slowing of thyrosdne turnover in an

examination of the recently described ensyms system responsil

for its metabolic degradation.

2. Patient Days: None

.3, Collaborators; Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards; None

Prepared by Robert I. Gregs

October 28, 1957





Serial No.: HH2-253
GERCKSXOLOG? BRANCH

reject Report

January 1957 - December 1957

a. Title: Age changes in the chemical composition of various .

of the rat.

b. Principal Investigators Marvin J. Yiengst (1/2 time)

Other Investigators: Charles H. Barrows
N. W. Shock

Technical Assistances Ramona Dorcas
Janet Ellis (1/2 time)

James Tucker (1/4 time)

Patricia Knell (temporary summer
employment - chemistry student -

June 17 - September 10, 1957)

c Progress During Past Twelve Months s The objectives of this project
are to investigate age changes in chemical composition o:

The principal aim of the project is the development of a

means for the estimation of cell mass* An additional goal

the age change in protein and amino acid composition of s

and tissues.

Standard methods of chemical analysis are used for the
determination of tissue components such as electrolytes,
nitrogen, fat and water in organs and tissues of rats,, P

electrophoresis and chromatography are among the methods used
for the studies of proteins and amino acids.

In a previous project report it was shown that the chami'.

composition of muscle indicated a 5% loss of cell mass in male
rats due to aging and a smaller loss of 3% in old female
These changes, since they are based on wet tissue weight, do
answer the question as to the degree of change in total muscle
mass. The additional information was obtained from weights of
excised gastrocnemii and anterior tibial muscles in young and
old rats. The gastrocnemius muscle weight of old males «
lower than that of young males. The anterior tibial group sh
an 8% age decrease in the same animals. Old females show.
9% decrease throughout. With one exception (anterior tibial
group of old females) the muscle weights decreased at a great
rate than did body weight. In males , the gastrocnemii
expressed as percent of body weight showed a 7% decrease
(P - .02).
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Results to date indicate that in male rats, mass of muscle
(24 months) is about 12% lower in old animals than in youag
adults (12 months) when expressed as percent of total body
weight. In females these changes are about one-half as great

„

Kidney tissue (cortex) of old animals shows a 5% decline is
ceil mass per unit of wet weight when based on potassium cos-
tent and an increase in total organ weight which is sufficient
to offset this loss. Ho changes of any significance in chemical
composition were observed in brain or cardiac muscle.

d. Direction of Current Research; Work currently in progress is

directed toward age changes in protein and amino acid composition
of serum and tissues.

2. Patient Days: Hone

3. Collaborators; Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards; Hone

Prepared by Marvin J,

October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1957 -> December 1957

"\

a. Title: Age changes in cellular and tissue biochemistry,

b. Principal Investigator; Charles Ho Barrows

Other Investigators: N.~ W. Shock
Marvin J. Yiengst

Technical Assistance: Lois Roeder
Mary J. Blakely
Nancy Smith (Summer student 6/17/57 to

9/17/57)
William Smith (3/4 time)
James Tucker (1/2 time)

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months: The objective of this project
is to examine various tissues of rats for age changes in the
amount of protoplasm and to determine the metabolic ch
of the existing protoplasm.

These experiments have been carried out on whole homogenaS
made up either in distilled water or isotonic sucrose, and
mitochondria prepared from various tissues of 12-14 month
24-27 month old rats. The animals were bred and maintain
in our laboratory quarters. Established methods have been
employed for the determination of specific enzyme systemG
of various tissue components such as DNA, RMA and proteii

Recent data again demonstrate that the agewise decrease it

concentration of succinoxidase (11%, P = .01) of whole hoi

genates based on the wet weight of kidney tissue exceeds

loss of protoplasm (3%, not sifnificant) as "measured by
nitrogen „ This decrement is apparently manifested by an age.

decreased rate of oxidation (11%, P « .01) and phosphorus
esterified (11%, P =« .01) when the phosphorylation coupled to

the oxidation of succinate by whole ho&ogenate of kidney is

examined. However the efficiency of this metabolic process
as measured by the P/0 ratios is unaffected by age. Sine-:.

wise change in the succinoxidase activity of mitochondria
(based on protein nitrogen) was demons trated, the reduced
tsymic activity per unit of kidney protoplasm may be esq?

by a loss of mitochondria from the tissue. No agewise char

in these measurements were observed when liver tissue
examined, furthermore the data fail to demonstrate an

change in the oxidative phosphorylation of mitochondria (b
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on protein nitrogen) Isolated from this tissue. Thus no evidence
is available to indicate a change in the metabolic activity of
mitochondria obtained from the tissues of old animals, although
a loss of these particulates from the kidney tissue of old rats

is inferred.

d. Direction of Current Research; Additional enzymes will be surveyed
for age changes. Enzymes will be chosen in part to test the

hypothesis of the existence of a preferential synthesis of
certain enzymes over others by various tissues. In addition the
ability of the tissues of rats of different ages to utilise the
energy produced during oxidative phosphorylation to carry out
other metabolic activities such as the conversion of PAB to P.

will be investigated. Finally investigations of age difi

in the quantitative aspect of tissue protein synthesis will be
continued using the depletion-repletion method.

2. Patient Days: Hone

3. Collaborators % Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards:
1. Basrrows, G. K. , and B. L. Chow: Studies on enzymes in

arterial tissue, Chap, in: A. I. Lansing (Editor),
The Arterial Wall, Its Aging, Structure and Chemistry.
(In press)

.

Prepared by Charles H. Barrows
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRAKH

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

a. Title; Adaptive exzymes and age

b. Principal Investigator: Robert I. Gregerman (1/3 time)

Technical Assistance: William Smith (1/4 time)

James Tucker (1/4 time)

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months: In July 1957 measurements
were begun of the ability of senescent rats to perform specific
protein syntheses reflecting metabolic adaptations. Sevt

mammalian liver enzymes are known to undergo "adaptation'"

under influence of several stimuli. la this phenomenon
non-specific stress, adrenal hormones s

and the enzyme's
specific substrate itself are capable of causing an increase

in tissue enzyme level which has been shown to be a reflection
of rapid protein synthesis. Evidence exists for the presence
of separate mechanisms in the adrenal and substrate induced
adaptations which differ quantitatively and qualitatively.

Threonine dehydrase, tryptophane peroxidase, and tyrosine
transaminase were chosen for adaptation studies. The as;

of threonine dehydrase according to published methods was

found to be invalid for purposes of comparing groups of

animals. Tryptophane peroxidase (TPO) assay was standard:'

and feusd to be a reliable system* Standardisation of the

tyrosine transaminase (TT) assay is being attempted.

So far neither basal enzyme levels nor hormone adaptation

been studied for the TPO or TT systems. However, the ability

of the senescent (24 to 26 month old) rat to perform TPO
substrate induced adaptation has been compared to that of

adult (12 month) 'aaimal. As measured by this index, the 1

of the senescent rat shows no significant change in ability to

perform rapid, short-term, protein, synthesis.

d„ Direction of Current Research: In the next few months we I

study the hormone induced adaptation of tryptophane peroxi

and tyrosine transaminase , and substrate induction of the

if possible e Basal levels of these enzyxaa will also be
determined

,

As tests of the hypothesis that senescence is accompanied

a biochemically demonstrable diminution in metabolic
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responsiveness, it is hoped that these observations will lead
to a better understanding of the metabolic phenomena associates
with aging

»

2. Patient Days: Hone

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards: $one

Prepared by Robert I.

October 28. 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report.

January 1957 = December 19S?

1„ a„ Titles Cardiovascular hemodynamics III The peripheral circu.1

in man.

bo Principal Investigator; Milton Landowne

c. Progress Daring Past Twelve Months;
Objectives; To study the circulation in the extremities of

living human subjects, with respect to changes with age, ..

orders in function, and to increase our understanding of

factors governing the blood flow to these tissues.

Methods Employed; Skin temperature is used as an index of

circulation to the skin, and venous occlusion plethysmography
as a measure of blood flow to an extremity. Studies are

carried out on rate of skin cooling under controled thermal
environment, and on the resting and 'vasodilated* flow to the
foot. Rectal temperature is recorded as an index of "core"
temperature

.

Clinical Material ; Subjects are from our research ward, other

hospital wards, and members of the staff.

(Project inactive during 1957)

d. Direction of Current Research: Inactive

2. Patient Bays; None

3. Collaborators; Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards; None

Prepared by Milton Landowne
October 28, 1957 -"
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Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

lo So Tide: Cardiovascular Hemodynamics o He Cardiac performance in
stan

«

bo Principal Investigators: Milton Laadowne (1/2 time)
Joseph Falsoae (1/4 time)
Theodore Reiff (1/5 time)

'Technical Assistance: Raymond Flath (1/5 time)
Edna Phillips (2/3 time)
Jesse Yaffe (1/2 time)

c» Progress During Past 'Twelve Months: •

Objectives: To study the performance and functional limitations
of the living human heart as affected by age and disorders of
the circulation.

Methods Employed: (A) Cardiac output is measured by dye
dilution technique at rest and during graded exercise at two
levels of exercise. Femoral arterial pressure is measured by
intraarterial needle and capacitance manometer . Arterial
blood gases are determined manometrieally. Vent ilation 9 0^
uptake and GO2 production are determined to provide measi-'

of ventilation and respiratory gas exchange . Calculation:
cardiac outputs work "power 8 and peripheral resistance are
considered in relation to rest, exercise, ventilation, O2
uptake and work performed.

Clinical Material: Subjects are obtained from our 60 be
the other wards of Baltimore City Hospitals and the Hospital
Infirmary.

(B) The response of 2 body sites to an applied sinusoidal
force of essentially constant ^aplitude and over & selected
frequency range are compared for subjects of different age
ballistocardiographic patterns.

Additional experiments have been performed and the results of
35 runs on 33 subjects reviewed. Information in the prev:.
report is generally substantiated and preliminary agewise
orientation of the series suggests the following:

rest s £ba group displays a general agewise decrease in
cardiac output, left ventricular work and power; increase





..iffersnee mean transit Sitae a .]. resisl
appearing to suppose the c

been not tested for statistic: Ka have
too few subjects below SO and over 80 for . agewise
ar

;es of moderat; " less
homogeneous in performance,, with respect fco the above iteasg
than at rest e This is true in age decade categories. Never-
theless,, in the exercising subject & general agewise decrease
in output,, work and pother 1® still suggested,, with ine::

mean transit time and more striking increase in A-V differ- i

and in 8URS 9 Ca measure of peripheral res;. hieh is
described below) . Stroke work estimates appear to furnish
greatest individualization or dispersion.

The increased oxygen uptake during eaters ; ly exceeds
that contained in the additional blood pumped by the heart

o

There is 8 therefore 8 souse additional d in of blood from
other organs into the exercising area. A rough minimal sieas

of this diversion is provided by estimating the vascular re°
Sance in the nonexercising region., This has been called

the "non-working resistance index* 8 (HPa/EI) . A high value i

a marked peripheral vascular adjustment to exercise conditions;
a low value suggests a more optimal circulatory deployment.

The following circulatory concept has been formulated: Just as
at restg where the left ventricular stroke work or power espr:
an index of cardiac performance and the peripheral resistance
furnishes an IndeK of vascular state; so during etsady state
exercise,, left ventricular stroke work and the "networking
resistance index" may serve as indices of the adjustment of the
hearts and of the periphery „ respectively 9 to the added require-
ments of exercise. Agewise and individualwlse consideration of
these two indices permit the identification of different degrees
of central and peripheral adjustment. Support of exercise by
diversion of flow from nonexercising areas not only somproaises
the flow reserve of these areas but the associated increase in
resistance results in & relatively higher arterial pressure and
thus imposes a less favorable work load on the heart. While
only the general nature of the circulatory response to exercise
may be indicated in this manner „ these indices are likely to be
more meaningful for this purpose than are the commonly used
basic' data from which they may be derived (blood pressure s

heart rate s cardiac output, arterial oxygen).

Consistent records are obtainable indicating the response of
the body to externally applied force®. The aparatus has been
further modified and experiments can be performed with greater
reliability and ease Mr. Plath has analysed records of 11

subjects with an - ge of 12-°S1 years and a weight range of
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'96-300 pounds* Individually characteristic differences in

ahif fc appear but these are not of large magnitude ccsaparec

the general frequency dependence of phase o Individual dil

ences in amplitude c - also less® striking than :

general frequency dependence of ^saplltudeo Ho conclu.; ;
.

been reached,,

do Direction of Current Research! Further information is desir,;:

Ballistic pattern analysis requires completion-

2 t Patient Bays; 150

3. Collaborators; Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards;
lc Lando*?ne 8 M»: Methods and limitations in the study of hi".

orgau systesa functlono Clba Foundation Colloquiia on
Methodology of the Study of ©glng s 1957

»

Prepared by Milton Lans

October 28 B 195'?
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Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

a. Title: Cardiovascular hemodynamics I. Arterial performance 1

b. Principal Investigator: Milton Landowae (1/2 time)

Technical Assistance; Theodore Rei£f (1/10 time)

Jesse Yaffa (1/2 time)

Raymond Plash (1/5 time)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months:
Objectives ; To investigate the functioning of the arterial
circulation in living human subjects in the following manner:

a. To develop cad to test critically methods of studying
the dynamic behavior of large and medium sised arteries
in situ.

b„ Using these, and existing methods, to describe individual,
and agewise differences in arterial function in
ostensibly normal subjects of mature age.

c. To characterize evidences of pathophysiological perfor
in arteriosclerosis, hypertension and other circulatory
disorders

.

Methods Hasploved: The way in which arteries function to transmit
pressure end flow of blood to the small vessels is determined by
viscous sad elastic properties of the arterial wail. We are
using 3 methods of investigating these properties and srteriJ

performance . a. Small transient ©r sustained waves of pressure

are created in arteries by a method developed ia this labors!::

b. The pressure pulse produced by the heart is subjected to

harmonic analysis, c» The decline of blood pressure during

diastole (between heart beats) is compared to the theoretical

behavior of models of increasing complexity.

Pertinent intra-arterial pressures are detected at various

positions within the arterial tree by Intra-arterial needles

,and special catheters attached to capacitance type sensing

devices s and recorded s with sensitive ^d accurate equipment.

The speed of pressure propagation,, and its distortions, dssapisgj

resonance a&d reflection are then computed at varying pressure

and for waves of different frequencies. These data provide
indices of elastic and viscous behavior.
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Graphic sad mathematical analysis of pressure curves in diastole
provide information about the validity and practicality of
simplifying assump £1: . -ding the behavior of the arterial
system,,

Patient Material: Subjects from our 60 bed male ward, the
Baltimore City Hospitals Infirmary and other wards of Baltimore
City Hospitals

.

Mathematical analysis of simultaneously recorded pressures at
a series of paired intra aortic and arterial locations indicates
that in the propagation of pressure ia the human aorta factors
of damping and reflection must be considered. Reflection is

significant for low frequency components. These components
reprsae&t the bulk of the pressure energy a and this fact precludes
the accurate interpretation or use of pulse wave (phase) veloc:

Damping is significant for high frequency components t therefore
reflections here are less evident, but as the amplitude of these
components are initially small * they contribute to the detail
form rather more than to the major part ©f the propagated energy.

The use of femoral pressure to obtain systolic duration aortic
mean systolic pressure and aortic mean pressure has been compared
with the previous use of brachial pressure. Slight consistent
differences are noted. For accurate interpretation of cardio-
vascular hemodynamics a more extensive direct comparison of
femoral aid brachial pressures with proximal aortic pressures
would be desirable.

d. Direction of Current Research: These studies are reaching their
.conclusion. Further exploration should involve modal®., t

isolated preparation, with firmly based mathematical the*

and technical support. This would be more appropriately ,:

vided in a cardiovascular laboratory.

2. Patient Says; Koae

3. Collaborators; Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards:

X. Landowne 3 M. : Pulse Wave Velocity as an index of arterial
elastic characteristics in Tissue Elasticity, edited by
J. W. Remington. Am. Physiol. Society 1957.

2. Laadowne, M. P and R„ !<J„ Stacy: A list of terms used
describe the mechanical properties of tissues, ftas

Tissue Elasticity edited by J. W. Remington. Ass.

Society 1957.
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LsadoTOie, M» % A method using induced waves t© study pressure
propagation is feumaa arteries. Circulation Research.,

(la press) Etevesifeer 1957.

Prepared fey Miltoa Lando^ae
October 28, 195?
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

Title: Puisoaary Physiology as related to age.

The goals sad &ims of this project are to describe age changes
in pulmonary function. These studies involve aaaouretseat:

s

the voluaes of the lung compartments end the functional c: .

of the pulmonary system, including the Kachsnical aspects of

bellows function and the responsiveness of the pulmonary syst

to experimental stimulation and displacement.

In addition to the standard ssethods of measuring lung voIiiE»es,

a helium washout technique has been developed to give estisse"

of functional volumes as well. An attempt will be made to

relate functional ffieasurestents to anatossical seasureasents o

directly on the chest and to roentgenographs asaasureaents

.

In addition, the laboratory sseasuressents of pulmonary func

are being compared with the responses to exercise and with
clinical estimates of pulaonary and work perfomance liaitati

of older subjects.

This is a continuing progre©. Not only will subjects of

ent ages be compared, but individuals who are available will be

rese&sured at intervals of three to seven years.

Principal Investigator: Arthur H. Norris (1/3 tiae)

Other Investigators: Jo
©avid Oursler

Technical. Assistsaee: John B. Malvi® (1/3 tiae)

Mae F. Griffin (1/2 time)

Progress During Past Twelve Moaths: Studies of pulseoaary s

:abolic responses to the sub@asi®al levels of exercise
'

been carried out in 81 subjects fro® 21 to 87 years of age.
Significantly increased responses of both gaaaissBSS veatilc
rate and total excess ventilation with increase in age were
tentatively attributed to raoderate accumulation of lactic acid

low C©2 elimination relative to ventilation, rather thaa
to increased pulmonary dead space. Reduced ssastiissis osygen

.'
. seen in the oldest subjects during exercise was cen-

tered to be consistent with previously described redact. ..

sal diffusing capacity. Moreover, the oldest subjects
to use s»re csygera for a given assount of work than
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the younger subject:®. Only one half of the extra oxygen used
by the oldest subjects could be accounted for by the increased

cost of repaying the ossygen debt after work rather than during

work. The cost of the work of the extra ventilation seen in

the older subjects @ay account for a large part of the ressai:

half of the extra oxygen used by the older subjects.

d. Direction of Current Research: Methods for measuring the oxygen

cost of lung ventilation will be evaluated. A satisfactory

laethod for sseasuring the oxygen cost of ventilation will pern

correction for possible age differences in this function and

thereby provide better esfciasates of mechanical efficiency.

Studies of age changes in the elastic properties of the it;

lung will be attempted. Since ageing is accompanied by loss of

tissue elasticity, sseasurejaents on the lung aiay afford & useful

index of physiologic age.

2. Patient Days: None

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards: Hone

Prepared by Arthur H, Norrie
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1957 - Deceiaber 1957

a. Titles Age difference in body size and composition.
This project is designed to describe age differences in body
sise sad composition, to compare various size and composition
measures jfeade concurrently in individual subjects, and to
examine the relationship of these age differences and cos-
p&risons to physiological responses.

Height and weight data will be obtained by the usual anthro-
pometric methods. The volume of the body will be measured by
its displacement of helium in a closed chamber. The density
of the body will be calculated from these ^assures after
correction for total skeletal asses estimated froa roentg:.

graphic filsss of the fessur and humerus. Body fat will also
be estimated from skinfold thickness and roentgenographic
techniques. Estimates of lean body isass will include
(1) basal stetabolic rate determinations made with standard
open circuit methods and (2) body water end fluid distrifc

determinations ©ade from the distribution curves of injected
antipyrene and sodium thiocyanate.

This is a continuing program. These studies will be cart:

out in people of different ages and in the sa@e people as
they become older.

b. Principal Investigators: Richard Myers (3/4 tiaae)

Arthur H. Norris (1/3 time)

Other Investigators: Nathan W. Shock
H&rvin J. Yiengst

Technical Assistance: Constantino J. Manarss

c. Progress During Fast Twelve Months: Fat thickness Measured froa
standard chest x-ray films was compared for 32 subjects 2

49 years of age and 47 subjects 50 to 89 years old. Aver;

fat thickness increased froa 7.9 era. in the young subjects
8.1'sss. in the old subjects despite a decrease in average

ght of 10 Kg. This suggests that fat free weight deer
.. rapidly with age than total body weight.

Standardisation of the helium displacement method of body
voluaa jseasuresssnt has been carried out. Standard volussas
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can be determined froa other standards within TL of the actual

VOluS©.

d. Direction of Current Research: An integrated ssaasureasani program
which includes selected indices of body sise and composition

will be initiated. Soiae techniques a&y be provided through
cooperation of investigators outside the Public Health Service,

while others are standardised procedures used in this
laboratory. Data will be sade available for comparison with
other physiological data which eay be collected on subjects of
these studies'. Moreover, subjects whose sise (or composition)
varies widely from eaan values will be selected for study
experimental and therapeutic displaceisents of body composition
stay be attempted.

2. Patient Days: None

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals, and
Dr. Stanley M. Garn, Fels Research Institute, Antioch

College

4. Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Arthur H. Norris
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Proj

January 1957 - December 1957

Title: Age changes in husian performance.

This project: is designed to study the effects of ageing on

(a) the physiologic responses to exercise, (b) the rate of

recovery of physiologic equilibrium after exercise, (c) saiscuiar

efficiency and (d) work output and fatigue. In addition, the

factors responsible for limitations in performance observed in

older people will be evaluated.

Measured amounts of physical work will be obtained in subjects

of varying ages by seans of a calibrated am ergosjeter and

quantitative igechanicai analysis of liiab movement. A treadtsill

will be used to induce higher levels of work. Measurements of

oxygen uptake, COo elimination, pulsaonary ventilation volume,

heart rate, blood pressure, end cardiac output (by the dye

gsathod) will be taken before, during and after standardised

amounts of exercise. Each experissant involves analysis of
3-8 samples of expired air for standardisation of automatic

gas analysers. Other studies will include ©easuresents of
speed of nerve conduction, reflex dalay tisas, and ssuscle action

potentials. These phenomena will be recorded on a six channel

oscillograph or dual beaa oscilloscope as the experi&sent deaa

This is a continuing program. One of the ssost important aspects

of the prograa will be to iseasure physiological responses to

exercise and evaluate physical performance in the sase subje

at intervals of three to seven years.

Principal Investigators: Arthur H. Norris (1/3 tisse)

Joseph A. Falaone (1/4 tiisa)

Other Investigators: Nathan W. Shock
Milton Landowne
Theodora R. Reiff

Technical Assistance:- John B. Melvin (2/3 tine)

Eleanor E. Howard
Mae F. Griffin (1/2 ttee)

Sdna Phillips (i/3.tisse)

Elisabeth Beaser (2/3 tisse - resi

May 31, 1957)
IQora Goldblatt (E.O.D. - August 1, 19

(2/3 ties)
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Progress During Fast Twelve Months: The studies of csetabolic

and cardiovascular responses to a high level of raanual exercise
have been continued. Of about 150 subjects screened hy clinical
examination and preliminary strength measurements, 82 have had

eaeasuressents of ventilatory and metabolic responses to the high
level of exercise. Just over 30 subjects have had combined
estimate© of ventilatory, metabolic and cardiovascular respond

during exercise at the "taaxiasl" level and a level of 540 Kg.M.

at 135 Kg.M/®in„

The older subjects were found to be less able to ssaintaim a

constant low work rate for a period of 4 sainutes. The rsfce of
increase in range of variation with increase in age was lii

up to age 65. Extrapolation of this rate predicted the range
of variation of 80 year old subjects who were not able to per-
form the high level of work but not the relatively decreased
range of variation of the 80 year old subjects who were sbla

perfom at the high level. Maximisi work rate (Kg.M./ain.)
decreased linearly with age for short spurts of effort. The
younger subjects were able to maintain higher outputs (Kg.M. /sin.)

at higher cranking rates (R.F.M. ) than the old.

The reproducibility of the "sasxiisal" work level fro© one day

to another was good as judged by uniformity of work rate (exp£

a® per cent of saxitsusa work rate) and the time it was m&h
(tisse of plateau). Th® average titse of plateau and per cent

mmtimm work rate were lower in basal subjects (0.85 miti. , 3.

than in resting subjects (1.00 ©in., 39%). Although the a

total assount of work performed decreased fro® 950 Kg.M. in

30 year old subjects to 400 Kg.M. in the 80 year old subjects,

the average net ©schanical efficiency regained between 10.2 t

11.3 per cent for the entire age range (30 through 80 years.).

¥,o significant age differences appeared in average calculi

arteriai-venous differences or saixed venous levels for blood 02
or COg at rest or during either of the two exercise levels m
The age range of these subjects was lisifced to 50 through 89

Calculation of the "action" (force x displacement x tirae) of
individual swings of an arm wagging exercise in six 20-30 j

old subjects and six 80-89 year old subjects discloses a wide
variability of this measure which has been suggested as an
index of Eseehaaieal efficiency. The variability of ".:

in She older subjects is greater than . in the young. When
"action" of the most powerful swings is plotted against
of swing, a linear curve of increasing amplitude with r
"action" is observed. In about one half of the subjects
of inflection of the curve was observed at a displacement of

1.50 radians. Beyond this point no increase in asspls

is observed for large increases in "action". In young
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there 'is a significant decrease in the average power per swing

with increase in amplitude fross 0.2 radians to 2.5 radians.

The ssmat relation holds for the older subjects, bat is only
demonstrable for the swings with the highest "actions"
observed. This suggests that when the duration and amplitude
of swings are large, a ssaller assount of power is used in the
simultaneous contraction of opposing ssuscles- than when swings
are short and rapid. This assaller power consusption sight be
associated with greater ssechaaical efficiency of large amplitude
ssoveasants as coapared with saaall easplitude Eovesents when be

are perforssed with sBaximua torque.

d. Direction of Current Research: The screening procedures and
aseasuresasnfe ' of responses to "saaxisal" exercise will be continued.
These aeasureaants plus cardiac output determinations will be
sade on selected subjects. The lisab sovesssnt studies will be
continued with a comparison of the maximal actions and set
mechanical efficiencies measured during a series of swings.

Studies of tiding of action potentials will be investigated
further in young and old subjects.

Patient Days: None

Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals, and
Br. Robert Ramsey, Medical College of Virginia

Assistance of: Frances M. Beran
Lorraine S. Ward

Publications and Awards:
1. Shock, N. W. : A Classified Bibliography of Gerontology

and Geriatrics. Stanford University Press, Stanford,
Calif., Supplement I 1957, sssviii, 525 pp.

2. -Shock, N. W. : Trends in Gerontology.' Stafford Uaiversifcy
Press, Stasford, California, 2nd Edition, 1957 s viii.
214 pp.

Prepared by Arthur H. Ne

October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project: Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a. Title: Care of patients housed on Ward B-2 (60 beds) who are
used in various studies at this post* Screening all male
patients who are accepted for admission to the Baltimore
City Hospitals Infirmary.

Goals and Aims: All male admissions to the Infirmary are
screened and given an exhaustive clinical medical workup
in order that their general status be understood , The goal
of this project is to provide suitable subjects for the
various studies being carried on by non-clinical investi-
gators and to provide medical care for these subjects

.

bo Principal Investigator: David A. Oursler (3/4 time)

Technical Assistance: Clinical Laboratory of Hospital
Emergency Laboratory studies by the

investigator (5% time)

Cc Progress During Past Twelve Months: Assigned July 1, 1957 f:

January 1, 1958

d. Direction of Current Research: Stated above

2. Patient Days: Mot applicable

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by David A. Oursiei
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a„ Title: Studies on optical properties of metabolizing systems.

bo Principal Investigator: Bernard L. Strheler (10% of time)

Technical Assistance: Patricia Winter (57. of time)

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months; This is a new project begun
about September 1957

.

d. Direction of Current Research: Spectrophotometry determinations
of steady state concentrations of respiratory intermediates
have been undertaken on several in vivo systems including
luminous bacteria at various temperatures „ Using the differ=
enca spectrum techniques the oxidized minus reduced spectrum
of A» fischeri has been measured and incidentally a finding
of considerable interest has been made that there is a
generalised wave length non specific change in transmission
of these organisms when they become anaerobic. The nature
of this effect and its significance to metabolism is being
investigated,,

2o Patients Days: None

3» Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4„ Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Bernard L. Strehl?

October 28. 1957
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GERONX

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a. Title: Studies on mathematical-physical expressions of population

mortality.

b. Principal Investigator; Bernard L, Strehler (10% of time)

Other Investigator: Joseph Falsone

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months: This is a new project begun

about December 1956.

d. Direction of Current Research: This research consists of an attsapS

to derive the Gempertz function describing age specific mortality

rates from reasonable basic physical and biological assumptions

.

It was shown that one can account for the logarithmic increase
in mortality with time exhibited by many species of animals on

the basis of the following assumptions:
1. Vieality-the ability to put out energy in forms useful

for survival,

2. Vitality decreases linearly with time.

3. Death occurs when vitality is incapable of meeting a
challenge to existence.

ho Such challenges are distributed. in magnitude according
to the Maxwell -Boltzmann law.

2. Patient Days: Hone

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards: (Manuscript submitted for Proceedings of
Gatlinbugg Aging Conference).

Prepared by Bernard L. Streklex
October 28. 1957
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GERONTOLOGY WLMQR

Project Report

January 1957 - Deceasber 1957

1. a. Title: Studies on the effect of temperature on the aging process*
Ho Bacterial and ensyjae "aging" studies.

b. Principal Investigator: Bernard L. Strehler (20% of tisse)

Technical Assistance: Patricia Winter (15% of time)

Susanne Herman (20% of tirae)

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months: This is a new project begun
in September 1957,

d. Direction of Current Research: The effect of taaperature ,,®hocks"
on isolated ensyaes and on intact metabolic sequences is being
investigated utilising prineiply the easily measured phenomenon
of biolueinescence as test object. Luminescent reactions may be
saeasured instantaneously with high accuracy and sensitivity.
This saakes thses. ideal tools for kinetic research. Moreover,
since the "death" of bacteria results in loss of ability to
luminesce, luminescence can be used as an index of the minimus
viability of bacterial cultures. The exact quantitative
relationship between luminescence and viability has not yet
been determined. However, it appears that theraaal shocks do
not predispose bacteria to preasature death when they are
returned to io*?er temperatures. Additional studies of the
effect of partial or reversible denaturation of ensysie systems
is being pursued.

2. Patient Bays: None

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Semard L. Strahler
0sSober 23, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1957 - Becesber 1957

1. s. Title; Studies on the effects of temperature on the aging proe<

I. Drosophila Studies

b. Principal Investigator: Bernard L. Strehler (15% of tiese)

Technical Assistance: Patricia tiinter (since June 1957 - 70%
of tisse)

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months: This is a new project
begun in June 1957.

d. Direction of Current Research : Earlier work by Lteb, Norfchrup

and Pearl has shown that teeperatura has a striking effect

the lifespan of poikilotheraic anlssels. The present work has
three s&jor goals: (1) To ascertain sore accurately the shape
of the mortality curve with a constant density of flies

(1 per bottle). (2) To ascertain whether the sccellerated
senility at high tessper&ture is due to setabolic dere,

or to thersel accidents. (3) To study the affect of tetsparafcure

on metabolic patterns and steady states.

The general design of experiments directed toward the first

goal is to ineubate flies in individual cages fro® several
hours after hatching until death. Various media with and
without fungestalic agents have been used. Desd flies are
reeoved daily including week-ends.

Th£ second question will be answered by subjecting animals to

transient thermal shocks (high tessperatures) of varying
intensity and then returning thea to a sore norsssi tessperatuj

Similarly the aniisals will be subjected to low teape:

ear to fraesing) to ses whether this produces a rejuvenation.
Xf tes^jarattira exerts its sain influence 'by controlling tl

rate of denaturative reaction6 s a short period at high
ratures should produce aniaals of apparent greater i

(ssach as a single dose of ionising radiation does). If no
effect on s&rtality is observed, then this thesis is higfc

unlikely. The converse inferences could be drawn from, t

low temperature studies.

will be investigated by a variety of cos

ventional and special biochemical-biophysical techniques.
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2. Petient Bays: None

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospit:

4. Publications and Awards: None

N.B. The principle investigator would like to coessend Miss Winter \*?ho

has helped set this program up for her energetic, intelligent

and responsible attitude. To our sixed, happiness and regret,

Miss Winter is leaving the P.H.S. in January to get ssarriad.

Prepared by Bernard L. Sttrehler

October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a. Title: Studies on the differential fluorescent. Labelling of
pituitary cells and granules obtained from tbera.

b. Frinsipal Investigator: Bernard L. Strehler (15% of time)

c. Progress During Past Twalve Months: This project was be;

June 1957.

d. Direction of Current Research: It is known that granule;

from hossogenates of the pituitary gland retain ©ost of the
horseonal activity of that gland. In an effort to ascert:

whether the three sizes of granules observed in electron
micrographs of pituitary hoiaogenates (1) contain different
homonal activities and (2) originate in different cells we
have been attempting to stain sections end granules differ^
antially with various fluorescent dyes. (Fluorescence is a

ssore sensitive indicator than is absorption spectroscopy.)

A fluorescence asicroscope has been constructed for use in

and other preliminary work on the fluorescence of age pig

Thus far, a systesssatie investigation of the use of about

different fluorescent stains at 8 different pH's plus

nuaserous ssistures of these stains have afforded satisj

stained basophilic, neutrophilic and acidophilic cell

isolated granules.

2. Patient Says: None

3. Collaborators: Balitsiore City Hospitals, Or. Donald Mar':, and

Miss &nne Nesteruk
(abcut 70% of the work on this project is bet
fey Br. Mark and his assistant)

4. Publications and iteards: None

Prepared by Bernard L. Strehler
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Eeport

January 1957 - December 1957

Title: Studies on the absorption and emission spectra of "«

b. Principal Investigator: Bernard L. Strehler (257. of tise)

Technical Assistance: §usanne Herman (30% of tisa)

c. Progress Coring Past Twelve Months: This is a new project,

begun about May 1957.

d. Direction of Current Research: In collaboration with Dr. B. !

of the Pathology Department, Baltimore City Hospitals

.

of heart, liver , kidney, brain and adrenals were prepared
exaained in a ssicrospectrophotometer constructed here wi?:h the

assistance of Mr. Marvin Yiengst. The light source,
sonochrosotcr and photodetector are adapted from the £ainco-
Bcwssn Spectrophotofluoroseter. Preliminary results indi

absorption saaxissa at about 300 set. for soas of these
and continually increasing absorption for others. In addition
the fluorescence esaission spectra of these pigsants are b«

studied, photographically initially, later with taore preci

if the proper methodology can be derived.

Gosl3 and aiss: To define soas of the physical propertie
compounds accumulating in aged ania&als.

Patient Days: Hone

Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals, Dr. Donald Mark, sad
Hiss Anne Nesteruk

Publi and Awards: Hone

Prepared by Bernard L.

October 28 , 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project: Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a. Title: Age studies of cell particulates and fractions .

b„ Principal Investigators Joseph A, Falaone (1/2 time)

Other Investigators: Charles Barrows
Marvin J. Yiengst
Nathan ¥c Shock

Technical Assistance: John Goffinet (Summer employment)

Theresa Caryk

ObJ^eetiyes: This project is designed to Eeasure age changes in the
morphology, chemistry } and function of separable protoplasmic pair!;;.

The working hypothec of these studies is that overall cell function
be well maintained until the moment of sell death by virtue of eempens-
adjustments in the activities of its parts,.

Methods Employed: Animals used will generally be the same as for Froj.

No.. 153 j i.e. s young adult and old rats aged 12 and 24 months respect!-
The basic technique is that of differential centrifugation ©f tissn

hcmogenates at 0' =4°C using an ordinary or ultracentrifuge depending «;

particle size. Other techniques required by special problems are indt°
sated below. Three main studies are proposed.

1. An age comparison of mean BfiA content per nucleus in rat liver. T!

is designed to determine whether overall polyploidy actually lucres
with age as suggested by morphological observations. Nuclei isolated in
dilute citric acid will be counted in haemoeytometer chambers end TMk
contents of these suspensions estimated by the Stuzapf method.

In &ddi£ion s hepaeic and stroasal nuclei will be separated by dens:',

gradient sedimentation in a small series of animals. The E8SA confce

nucleus of these two types will be determined.

2. An age comparison of oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver mite
Mitochondria will be isolated in 0.25 m. sucrose by the Schneider mei

Oxidative phosphorylation with a succinate system will be estimated by

usual mancatetrie technique and results referred to mitochondrial nitrogen.

. ; possibl counts and succinoxidase activity of

mitoci whole homogenafce will be used as additional reference
. [states of mitochondrial recovery.





Set

3« Ribonucleic acid (RK&) distribution study. Sms© evidence for an aj

derangement of protein synthetic apparatus was previously obtained

(Barrows, unpublished) . These were (a) low plasma, often low liver con-

centration of cholinesterase. (b) Increased liver concentration of EM.
To obtain further pertinent information it si proposed to determine the

RNA distribution among three cell fractions: (1) combined nuclei and
mitochondria (2) microsomes (3) aupernate (not sedisented at 90,000 x g.

for 70 minutes) . RSA content of these three fractions and whole hemogenate
will be estimated by the orcinal reaction

.

Co Progress During Fast Twelve Months: Nuclear studies: Much of

this was reported previous! . Since the last report the sue:.

density gradient has been measured by means of brosaobensene^

xylene droplets* This proved to be slightly sigmoid, Ls SJ

steepest near the top and bottom of the tube. Size comparisons
of liver nuclei (to the nearest 0.5 ) in sections and whole
hemogenate nuclei "stromal" the large "hepatic" due to

temperature control difficulties, we still require runs on. 4=5

more rats before this study can be considered complete.

Mitochondrial studies : The rat series in progress at last
report ias been completed . The previously suggested age
decrement in intensity of oxidative phosphorylation (signj
cant only to the 5% level) was not confirmed in this series .

It is possible that the age decrement in this function
described by Weinbaek and Gorbus is confined to the growth
phase and we are now investigating this possibility. Results
with kidney suggest that the previously described age sag
in suscinoxi&ase actively results from reduced numbers of
mitochondria per unit wet weight rather than reduced activity
per mitochondrial

RMA s&udy: This has been completed with respect to sell
.ationatioa (n s approximately 35)and includes ma?. .::

young and old, of three nutritional states: I. cent-

2. protein depletion 2. repletion. RMA analyses on 10 of
these rats resaains to be done so we cannot report resv
definitively. So, far, distribution changes with ag-s a
nutritional statu;;', are not striking. ISA recoveries r

95% with about 55% recoverable " in the microsome frasti
TMs agrees wall with results in the literature.

d. Direction of Current Research: Density gradient fraction;...

liver nuclei from 4°5 more rats will be performed with the aid
of a newly acquired refrigerator.

Oxidative phosphorylation in liver mitochondria from

swing rats (aged 5 months) will be empared to fifeat of 12

nth ©Id animals, with about 20 in each group

«

ilyses ©n remaining fractions fross 10 rats of the R]

,dy will be completed.
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More tentative goals Include greater extension of techniques
to other times such as brain and kidney as well as further
applications of continuous density gradients. The clean
separation of microsomes fress iaitochondria 8 fractionation of
cell types In whole cell suspensions or isolation of "age"
pigments are worthy aimso

2„ Patient Days: None

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Joseph A. Faisone
October 28, 1957
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GERONTOLOGY MMCli

Project Report

January 1957 » December 1957

1. a. Titles Studies on changes in localization and/or concentration

of molecular populations during aging.

b. Principal Investigator: Bernard L. Strehler (5% of time)

Other investigators Marvin J, Yiengsfi

Technical Assistance; Susanne Herman (50%, of time)

Patricia Winter (10% of time)

Co Progress Baring Past Twelve Months: This is a new projecfc begun

about March 1957,

d. Direction of Current Research: This research consists of

of approaches to problems of concentration, location ai

of important structural, catalytic or intermediary metabo
substances in living systems of various ages, Gonsi
has been spent in setting up equipment and facilities
various analytical techniques including: pH gradient elev

phoresis, paper chromatography of fluorescent labeled ami

acids, continuous flow electrophoresis, ion exchange
chromatography, bioiumineseent assay of ATP and related
compounds, agar block diffusion immunological techniques
the Coans technique for localisation of fluorescent
antibodies, etc.

Specifically it has been found possible to separate on two
dimensional chromatograms mixtures of fluorescent labeled ss
acids . Differences between yound and old rats and between r«

of the sffiae age have been noted in the pattern of labelec
but not all of the spots have yet been identified.

In collaboration with Dr, James Ebert of the Carnegie Inst
of Washington, chickens have been injected with solubl

.

proteins from yound and old rats, Work is in progree,:

determine the localisation of soluble antigens in tiss

and to determine the number, variability and distribution of
antigens as a function of age and other variables,

2, Patients Days: ;

1

3, Baltimore City Hospitals and Br, Jamas .':':

Carnegie Institute of Washing
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4. Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Bernard L. Serehl&r
October 28. 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BR&ICH

Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

1. a. Title: Memory functions as related to age.

Goal: So study memory for different types of material and

sense modalities as a function of aging . Currently two hypotl

are under investigation:
i„ Aged subjects' short span memories are more susceptible to

interference than younger subjects,

ii. Measurement of vocabulary retention with recall techniques

show greater deterioration with age then measurement with

recognition techniques.
Hypothesis i. derives from the work of Welford and others -

is motivated by the ambiquity of experiments with the aged us

the negative transfer paradigm.

Hypothesis ii» comes from work by Glide and the observation tt

recall is a more difficult task than recognition for any age

group, and that there is a greater memory involvement in recall

than recognition functions. Hypothesis ii has important impli-

cations for two other problems. Firstly 3 vocabulary has ":

used as a control for intellectual differences in cross-sectional

aging studies on the assumption that verbal abilities as

represented by vocabulary measures do not deteriorate with age.

This study should indicate clearly whether recall, recognitic

or either should be used as the controlling measure. (This

aspect of this study is a part of project G-3 which is being

dropped as a separate project.) Secondly ^ it is possible

differences between recall and recognition vocabulary sre. vel

indicators of deterioration, and that these differences are in

turn predictably related to the deterioration of other

intellectual functions

.

Method: Hypothesis i: The amount of interference as measured

by anchoring effect on judgments of the sizes of squares

be observed for subjects of different ages, A tenable hyp

would predict greater anchoring effect for older subjects.

Subjects will learn to discriminate between five differec

squares. Then five larger squares will be introduced for

discrimination. The first five squares will then be judged

again. Only subjects who can learn to discriminate the or

set of squares within a given number of trials will be ret

A control group will not receive thB interpolated set of s

This will show whether the interpolated set is actually in!

fering with the memory of the first set, or whether such

deterioration would have occurred anyway. Effect is mess-

by the number of trials necessary to return to the level
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discrimination established with the first set of judgments a

Hypothesis ii: Young and old subjects will be matched on the

basis of recognition scores obtained on a vocabulary test

already developed. The difference in recall vocabulary scores

,

from another test already developed, will then be related to

age.
Date of commencement : Early 1957 <>

bo Principal Investigators: George J. Suci (1/2 time)

Kelvin G. ©avidoff (1/3 time)

Technical Assistance! Dora Goldblatt (1/3 time)

John Sraun (full time for suamer only)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months:
i. We have run 70 subjects living in the Infirmary of the

Baltimore City Hospitals. Only 21 of these subjects met the

criteria satisfactorily. With these subjects, whose ages

between 50 said 85, the results tare in the predicted direction.

ii. We have obtained recall and recognition scores from a

large asaspla of enlisted airmen. This sample comes from a

population restricted by the experimenter to include only

school graduates. Test material in proper format has been

prepared and is ready to administer to older subjects. Golden

Age Club members in Baltimore have been approached , but pre-

liminary investigation has shown these subjects to be of rather

low educational status. Other institutions for the aged are

now being approached. A major problem will be to find a
sizeable number of older subjects with high school education.

d. Direction of Current Research:

i. An attempt is being made to find more subjectSj, espec:"

younger, uneducated people. If results are positive in the

final analysis, we will consider further research on better

defining the parameters of similarity between a set of stimulii

sad the interpolated material which interfered with the memory

of this set of stimulii. In other words, we would like tc

able to predict when interference with short-span men:

be greatest for the elderly.

ii. Data collection from older groups is now beginning,

difficulty in obtaining proper subjects may cause this to

some tiase. When the data are analysed we shall know whether

to conclude the study or go on to studies of the ramifieat:

of the results.

Patient Bays: lot applicable

:imore City Hospitals, Golden Age Clubs of £

and the 3.S. Civil Service Cossaission was of assi

is obtaining data from the youag group. in the

recognition-recall study.
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Publications and Awards:

1* Reappointed "professorial lecturer" at imarican Dni\7ersity
in Washington a B.C. (not teaching at present time),

Dr„ Davidoff will be devoting time during the year on preparing
for publication material developed in studies carried on prior
to his employment by BLI.H. These have to do with basic issues
such as methodology in the determination of test reliabilities
and test scoring. Alterations in a basic study of verbal
may also be made for publication if time allows.

Prepared by Melvin D. Bavidoffi

October 28 . 1957
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project

January 1957 - December 1957

1* a. Title's A study of CENTRAL-NERYQUS-SYSTEM factors in aging deficit.
In two papers given at the Conference on Planning Research

^g^JZSfeoMi£aLAg£ict@ oFAgnFU955Trirgrffl^£l;
the motor deficit observed in aging may be ultimately referrs

to changes in the central nervous system. While this is a
plausible hypothesis there is little or no empirical evidence
to support or refute it. Moreover, the locus and nature of the

postulated changes have not been specified nor have the
mechanisms by which they appear peripherally been described,
The aim of this project is to investigate motor and sensory
deficit in the framework of a study desigaed to provide data
on central-nervous-system activity. In this content, we w
attack problems relative to the general topics of attention
and motivation, and possible ramifications in central phenoav. s

as well as those of deficit,

l2EM£lLJ^2£heiej
i. In the absence of pathology , it is hypothesised that the
sensory and motor deficits or decrements observed in aging
not independently occurring phenomena; decrement in one
is related to, and goes hand in hand with, decrement in
other,
ii. Such Instances of impairment are peripheral concomita
or symptoms of changes in the activity level of the Brain Stem
Reticular System (BSRS), The BSRS, thus, is postulated to be
the common factor behind sensory and motor deficit,
iii. In non-aged subjects, changes in the activity level
the BSRS appear, on the behavioral side, as changes in what :

referred to classically as attention, motivation, and eff
lotion. We postulate that fluctuations! in these processes a

related to BSRS activity in the same manner that sensory and
motor decrements are in aged subjects, and refer to a par
level of activity of the BSRS as the Central Motive State
of the subject. With high CMS, subjects are alert and ek

Under conditions of very high CMS, subjects will display
of heightened effect or emotion, Gn the other hand, with
levels of CMS, subjects would tend to be lethargic, slow
responding, and would show higher sensory threshholds. We
believe that aged subjects as a group will fall in this c .

low CMS. The lowest level of CMS on this continuum would
observed in deep sleep*
iv. The activity level of the BSRS can be observed aa

in intact human subjects hy recording (electrically) the
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of myotatic (stretch) reflexes. Presently available neurc-

physiolcgical evidence strongly supports use of this method,

v. CMS and the level oi ity of the autonomic nervous- sj

are related. The latter is related to some aspect of the

electrical phenomena of the skin.

Plan of Studies
i. The initial study will be validational and will investigate

the relation of the amplitude of the stretch reflex and the

galvanic phenomena of the skin to conditions of sleep, rest, and

activity., We will attempt to show that these measures vi

concomitantly with gross changes in behavior (i.e., chani

from sleep to rest to activity) in separate group® of aged

youthful subjects. Data from both groups (aged and non-aged)

will be compared. We expect that significant group diffe

in these measures will appear , with the aged group showing an

over-all lower level of CMS.

ii„ A second study will be concerned with the relation of

sensory and motor deficit in aging to Central Motive State,

Visual., auditory, and pain threshold determinations will

made concurrently with recordings of stretch-reflex ampli,

and the galvanic-skin phenomena. Sensory and motor-re spe:

efficiency over a two hour period of continuous vigil will

studied through the use of a Mackworth "clock". Data will be

analysed in terms of possible relations between sensory and m
function and level of CMS.

iiio Long-range plans include studies which will be cone-;-

with the experimental manipulation of CMS in the aged through

the use of drugs. We are also interested in studying the efi

of irrelevant or distracting stimuli on CMS (attention) in a •

"continuous-vigil" type of tasM.

b. Principal Investigators s Walter W. Surwillo
Melvin D. Davidoff (1/3 time)

Technical Assistance: Raymond Flath*(l/S time)

^Technical Assistance supported on National Heart In?

c. Progress During Past Twelve Months; This project was ani-

on July 28, 195?. Since that date all of the investigat

time has been applied to the procurement and construction

apparatus and the arrangement of facilities for the expe;

We expect to begin the first study by January 1958.

d. Direction of Current Research; 3e description of project above,

2. Patient Days? Mone

3, Collaborators j Baltimore City Hospitals





4. Publications and Aitfardssi; None

Prepared by Melvin D, David©
October 28, 1957
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Project Report

January 1957 - December 1957

Titles Verbal performance as a function of aging.
Goal: The study of verbal skill has been somewhat neglected
relative to other skills; e.g., motor. It is our hope that
this neglect will be modified; and it is our belief that the
study of verbal performance will lead to significant findings
regarding age differences in a variety of psychological
processes, We intend, therefore, to study the relationships
of selected parameters of verbal behavior to aging 3 and to

eventually relate these parameters to other psychological
processes such as communication between and x<rith the aged.
Two parameters of verbal behavior have been selected for
preliminary study: encoding ability, and meanings of ®ge«
relevant concepts.
io With respect to encoding the following hypothesis will be
tested: Errors and time of encoding increase as a function
of age. This hypothesis is simply an extension of what has
been found with other skills and performances. We wish to
sea if these findings generalise to verbal performance.
ii„ With respect to meanings the study will be descriptive;
i.e., we will simply describe differences in concept meanings
which exist to a significant degree between age groups.
Method; Hypothesis i. will be tested as follows:
Stimulus material consisting of verbal messages of knotsa.

difficulty as measured by the Flesch and possibly other ms

will be read by subjects of varying age. The material wil
encoded (repeated in the subjects' own words) onto recording
tape. Errors o£ various kinds will be defined and measured..

Techniques will be developed for measuring time consumed by
pauses (time between words) and by verbalisations (time wJ

words). Errors and time will be related to age.
li. The semantic differential will be employed to measure the
meanings of certain concepts. Examples of possible concepts
are SEiTB, OLD M£H, AB0LBSCK8T, etc. Concepts need to be
found from the literature and from discussions, between the
principal investigators. These concepts will be rated on
seven~point scales defined by adjective-opposites: e^,,
good-bad, active-passive 5 strong-weak. These scales will
chosen @a the basis of extensive research already done by ©a@
of the principal investigators at the University of Illinois.
Sate o£ commencement : October 1. 1957.





bo Principal Investigators; George J. Suei (1/2 time)
Kelvin D. Bavidoff <X/3 time)

Technical Assistances Carley Hagee

c. Progress Suring Fast Twelve Months

t

i. Tape recordings of the free speech of some elderly subjects
have been made and used in preliminary attempts to perfect tech-
niques for recording time. It has been decided that more
mechanical mesas of time recording are necessary ©ad equipmea

for this purpose has begun to be investigated. One set of

stimulus material has been worked up and discarded after pre-
liminary test and another set is in the process of being
developed now.
ii. Fifteen semantic differential type adjective scales said

five concepts have been selected and prepared for admiaistrs
These will serve as a pilot study using Golden Age members as

subjects to find whether or not elderly subjects are willing
and able to do this kind of task. One Golden Age group has

cssapleted the taskj nine other groups have been contacted and
have agreed to complete the forms.

d. Direction of Current Research:
1. If errors and time of encoding do increase as a function
age the possibility exists that the aged person is a less

efficient, information handling machine. This would mean fee is

less efficient as a communicator as well. It is possible
frequency of error, type of error , and time increase , are
functions of parameters of the stimulus material which is being
encoded (e.g., its difficulty s its content, its structure s ate.).

If this is so j, it would theoretically be possible to increase
communication efficiency by modifying stimulus material.
Research along such lines would be planned.

ii. If the pilot study indicates that older people ara able

perform on the Semitic differantial s then a full scale sS

with a more representative population of both stimuli! and

people will be initiated. One dimension that is measure;'

the semantic differential is attitude. It is hoped that

better knowledge of the attitudes of the elderly toward

cant concepts , and the differences between these and the

attitudes of younger people 9 will enable us to batter underat

(and therefore predict and explain) conflict situations :

young and old.

2. Patient Says: lot applicable

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals , Golden Age Clubs of Salt!

end probably certain local institutions for the ;
;

Publications and Awards: A book involving the origin, development::

ramifications of the "semantic differential" referred fee
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has jussfc been published. Osgood,, S. E., Suci 9 6. J., sad

Tasmeabaum, P. the Measurement of Meaaiag. University of

Illinois Press, Urbane, 1957,~342 pp.

Prepared by Kelvin B. BavS

October 28, 1957
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